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Abstract 
Despite five decades of extensive international research into children’s adjustment following 
parental separation, little has been empirically established about the way in which children navigate 
this process. Furthermore, the use of children’s direct reports about their experience is significantly 
underrepresented in the literature. Situated within a Social Constructionist framework, this thesis 
seeks to explore children’s direct reports about their experiences during the first two years of 
separation. The aims of this thesis are twofold: firstly, to gain an understanding of children’s 
experiences of adjustment following a separation based on their own reports; and secondly, to 
explore the extent to which a grief perspective, the Dual Process Model (DPM), assists in the 
understanding of these experiences.   
A qualitative design, utilizing an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) approach was 
adopted to ensure rich data would be gathered in exploring children’s accounts of their own 
experiences. In-depth semi-structured interviews were utilized in keeping with IPA which were 
complemented with a range of developmentally appropriate creative mediums, such as drawing, 
storytelling and symbolic use of figurines. The intent was to facilitate children’s expression of their 
experiences in offering several modalities to complement the interview process. All interviews were 
video recorded to capture the detail of interviews, such as silence and pauses, which were relevant 
to understanding the transcripts.  
Recruitment was initially conducted through a community based organization which was 
later supplemented by other recruitment sources. The final sample comprised four families, all 
within the first two years of separation. Seven children, aged between seven and 13 years, took part 
in interviews. Six parents from these four families also elected to take part in parent interviews. 
These parent interviews allowed another perspective/s to be gained regarding a child’s unique 
family context and adjustment. Interviews were conducted at two points through the study, 
approximately six months apart. In keeping with IPA, allowing participants to talk of how their 
experiences changed over time was significant.  
Thematic analysis was first applied to the children’s data, using the transcripts from both 
interviews. The themes were then explored against the DPM to understand the extent to which this 
model assisted in making sense of children’s experiences.  
Thematic analysis resulted in the following themes being identified. Firstly, in keeping with 
IPA, children were asked to talk of their understanding of the separation. The Meaning of 
Separation thematically groups both their literal explanations of the word ‘separation’ and also the 
more complex and deeper levels of meaning they attributed to the term. Secondly, children talked 
about a sense of feeling Alone during the initial period of hearing about the separation, despite 
being around family and friends who might have been trying to interact with them. This sense of 
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isolation appeared to lessen overtime. Thirdly, children talked of the initial adjustments to their 
lives following the separation when they had Two Homes Instead of One. This initial change, 
involving a routine of moving between their homes, also involved other significant changes, such as 
new relationships that their parents were forming, and having to spend time with each parent 
separately. Lastly, children’s descriptions indicated they reached a point in their adjustment when 
they described their new lives as feeling ‘normal’.  My New Normal describes the types of 
experiences that became easier for them, and the changes to themselves that they could identify, 
such as becoming more independent since the separation.    
Exploring these finding through the lens of the DPM provided initial support for its 
usefulness in assisting a further understanding of how children described their adjustment to the 
separation. However, not all aspects of children’s experiences were accounted for by the DPM, such 
as the impact of new changes over time in both family formations and other transitions. An adapted 
version of the DPM is proposed to account for children’s experiences of separation; the DPM of 
coping with Separation adjustment for children (DPMSc). There is need for its application in further 
studies, with further samples of this population. Overall the findings of this study are significant on 
two counts. This study represents the first time the DPM has been applied via empirical study firstly 
to children’s accounts of loss, and secondly, to separation-related loss. 
Findings of this study provide some empirical support for the application of a grief 
perspective in understanding how children are experiencing the first two years of separation 
adjustment. Specific to the DPM, and the proposed adaptation DPMSc, these initial findings 
suggest there is value in conducting further research, possibly with larger and more diverse samples 
of children, to build further knowledge. More needs to be known about the long-term adjustment 
processes for this population, and whether such a model has application beyond the two-year point.    
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Chapter 1: The Research Study 
This thesis aims to expand knowledge of children’s adjustment to parental separation. This 
phenomenon is referred to as ‘separation’ throughout the thesis. The expansion of such 
knowledge will ultimately assist in the way interventions are planned and managed for 
children of separation. This thesis argues that separation is a loss experience. Although 
separation loss experiences may be different and distinct in some ways to bereavement losses, 
the underlying question the study seeks to address is whether a bereavement model, the Dual 
Process Model (DPM) (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) can account for the adjustment we see in 
children following a separation. Despite lacking empirical support, grief frameworks are 
frequently applied to children’s separation recovery programs and intervention. Throughout 
this thesis, bereavement findings are juxtaposed against separation findings to draw 
comparison and highlight differences in the experience of these events for children. 
Importantly, the research presented in this thesis, will add to knowledge regarding the 
process by which adjustment takes place for children, an under-researched perspective in the 
bereavement field (Oltjenbruns, 2001).     
 There is extensive literature regarding children and separation, yet few studies utilize 
children’s own accounts of separation, or explore the nature of their adjustment. Addressing 
this empirical gap, the methodology for this research captures children’s own descriptions of 
their experience of separation adjustment through first-person accounts gathered during the 
first two years of separation. 
This thesis addresses two research questions: 
i) How do children and their parents describe the process of adjustment for the child
during the first two years following separation?
ii) To what extent does a grief model assist our understanding of the process that
children describe?
The Importance of Studying Separation Impacts on Children     
This section will establish the extent to which separation is a significant social issue in 
contemporary society. It will also outline and critique the manner in which researchers have 
approached this target population, in seeking to understand the impact for children. 
Particularly, this critique intends to establish the extent to which bereavement frameworks 
have contributed to research design and conceptual frameworks.  
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The impetus for a large body of international research that began in the late 1960s, 
was in seeking to understand how children, rather than adults, would be impacted by 
separation (Graham & Fitzgerald, 2006; Hilton & Kopera-Frye, 2004). It has been argued that 
the response of the research community was a ‘fear-based response’ (Kelly & Emery, 2003) 
which paralleled alarmist views in the broader society over trends of rising divorce rates in 
many western non-Catholic countries, such as the United States of America, England and 
Australia. Some argued the rise in marriage breakdown occurred as a direct result of changes 
in law legislating for no-fault divorce, initiated by California in 1964 (Wardle, 1991). Others 
argued that divorce rates were already on the increase prior to the trend toward divorce 
legislation amendments that were occurring internationally (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001).  
Pryor and Rodgers (2001) attribute increases in marriage breakdown partly to the high 
level of social change that was occurring post World War II focused on women. This 
impacted, for instance, the roles of women as workers outside the home, as well as their 
expectations of fulfilment in their marriages, which mirrored shifts in social values about the 
permanence of marriage. The culmination of social and legal changes through the ‘60s and 
‘70s resulted in the passing of the Australian Family Law Act (Commonwealth Government 
of Australia, 1975), bringing to law the premise of no-fault divorce in Australia.  
Incidence of family breakdown (divorce and separation) 
Based on pre-1995 data Carmichael, Webster, and McDonald (1997) estimated that there was 
a 40% likelihood of a marriage breakdown in the 1980s and 1990s (compared to a 10% 
likelihood in the 1950s and early 1960s). It is estimated that one in two marriages will end in 
divorce in the United States of America (Amato & Irving, 2006). Official statistics of 2014 in 
Australia record 46, 498 divorces granted, of which 47 % involved children (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, 2014).   
There is some difficulty however in providing accurate data about this population as 
differing types of unions exist besides legal marriage. For instance, there are some categories 
of separation that are not accounted for by official divorce statistics. These include persons 
who were never married, either by choice or because they were not legally entitled to such as 
same-sex unions. Also, those who do not choose to apply for a legal divorce after separation 
will not form part of these statistics. Further, since 1995 Australian divorce applications no 
longer require the applicant to identify whether their application refers to a first or second 
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marriage breakdown, making it difficult to generate accurate statistics about the breakdown 
of second marriages (Carmichael et al., 1997).  
Census information indicates that cohabiting unions are becoming more significant in 
family formations where children are being raised (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009). 
These census results indicate both the decline in marriage rates and the increase in 
cohabitation as an alternative to marriage (ABS, 2009). For example, in 1986 60% of the 
population over the age of 15 years were married. This dropped to 55% in 2001. From 2001 
to 2006 a 25% increase in de facto relationships was recorded for over 18’s, and in 2006, 
15% of all socially married persons were in de facto relationships (ABS, 2009). A further 
difficulty in capturing accurate data with the growing trend of de facto relationships is the 
difference in how people define the relationship and at what point they personally attribute a 
relationship breakdown to be a separation (Carmichael et al., 1997).  
There is evidence to suggest that second marriages suffer an increased likelihood of 
breakdown over first (Carmichael et al., 1997; Demo & Fine, 2010). While cohabiting unions 
are at even greater risk of breakdown (Cheng, Dunn, O'Connor, Golding, & team, 2006), de- 
facto relationships overall have been found to be less stable and more likely to breakdown 
than legal marriages (Demo & Fine, 2010; Wilkins, Warren, Hahn, & Houng, 2011). One 
argument proposed to explain these data is the added stress related to raising a blended family 
with children from previous relationships. This results in a complexity of family structure and 
processes which pose major stressors and can contribute to the dissolution of these 
relationships (Demo & Fine, 2010). Official statistics indicate that de-facto unions are being 
favoured by those who wish to ‘test’ a new relationship, as well as by those who cannot 
legally marry. However, and of more relevance to this critique, de facto relationships are also 
favoured as an alternative to marriage by those who have already experienced the dissolution 
of a previous marriage (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009, 2010b). Given the suggested 
‘decreased stability’ associated with de facto relationships, this raises concerns for the 
children of Australia who are part of such blended families and cohabiting relationships. As 
has been acknowledged, the rate at which these may breakdown is not well captured by 
official statistics, and therefore a somewhat ‘unknown’ entity.  
In summary, it is difficult therefore to obtain accurate population data about the 
breakdown of both legal marriages and cohabiting unions, and the number of children 
impacted in both these instances. However, we can expect that, given the social trends 
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described, there will be a likelihood of multiple transitions involving family formation/s and 
subsequent separation/s that result in the experience of multiple separations for some children 
and adolescents prior to leaving home (Demo & Fine, 2010). Given the social trends toward 
cohabiting, as well as the diverse means by which the family unit may dissolve and re-form, 
the term ‘separation’ will be used throughout this thesis to denote the breakdown of all types 
of unions (legal marriages and de facto relationships), whether through formal divorce or 
informal separation.  
Incidence of separation affecting children 
Statistics about the number of children affected by separation of all types of union are blurred 
by the issues of preference for family structure (cohabiting versus married) as well as the 
anomalies regarding the reporting of statistics for legal procedures (legal divorce versus 
informal separation as discussed).  In 2009, 45,195 Australian children were recorded as 
being affected by the breakdown of legal marriages registered through divorce applications 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2010a), up from 44,371 children in 2008 (Australian Bureau 
of Statistics, 2009). The number of children impacted by legal divorce has been a relatively 
stable statistic in Australia. The 2014 Australian Bureau of Statistics indicated 50,000 
children were impacted by legal divorces in that year.  
Overall, it is estimated that 1 in 2 legal divorces involve children under the age of 18 
(49.1% in 2010 and 49.3% in 2009) (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009). Given the 
difficulty of capturing accurate data about this population, it is reasonable to propose that the 
number of Australian children impacted by separation is far greater than that accounted for by 
official statistics. With these limitations in mind, it is predicted that one in four Australian 
children will experience either the divorce or the ‘permanent separation’ of their parents 
before the age of 16 years (Rodgers, Gray, Davidson, & Butterworth, 2011). Cohabitation is 
thought to be a preferred option to legal marriage for those who have already experienced a 
divorce, and these unions are known to be less stable than formal marriages. It is reasonable 
to argue that children are therefore likely to be at increased risk of further transitions or 
changes to their family formation (separation) and structure (addition and subtraction of step-
parents and step-siblings) following the experience of the first separation. These data suggest 
a potentially unstable and turbulent family picture for a growing number of children in 
contemporary society. What follows is a focus on researchers’ understandings of the effect on 
children of experiencing separation.  
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Research into the impact of separation on children 
The response of the research community after the late 1960’s was initially an attempt to 
qualify and quantify the impact for children as a priority (Graham & Fitzgerald, 2006; Hilton 
& Kopera-Frye, 2004). Kelly and Emery (2003) argued that this was a fear-based response 
resulting from the growing belief that children would be severely impacted in the long-term 
by trends of family breakdowns. What has ensued, over five decades of research into the 
impact of separation on children, is a vast literature that is, at times, both conflicted (Ahrons, 
2006; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2006), and lacking consensus as to the extent or nature of the 
deleterious effects of separation on children (Demo & Fine, 2010).   
Research aims seeking to quantify adjustment outcomes for children 
The aim of much of very early child-related separation research was thought to be directed 
toward identifying measurable outcome variables, and quantifying the extent to which 
children of separation would be impacted by their experience. Common variables targeted in 
research studies included those related to academic performance, as well as emotional 
wellbeing, mental health measures and social functioning. The dominant methodological 
approach was the use of comparative designs, whereby (often large) samples of separated 
children were compared with children of still-married-parents on variables of well-being and 
functioning. Several significant longitudinal studies of this era also sought to track cohorts of 
children of separation, to identify if these outcome measures reduced over time. Significant 
research within this category include Amato’s numerous studies (Amato, 2001; Amato & 
Booth, 1997; Amato, Booth, & Crouter, 1998; Amato & Keith, 1991), Hetherington’s 
longitudinal study that took place over 10 years, involving five waves of data gathering from 
144 families’ children (Bray & Hetherington, 1993; Hetherington, 1979, 1993; Hetherington, 
Bridges & Insabella, 1998; Hetherington & Kelly, 2002), and Emery’s work (Emery, 1988, 
1994; Emery & Coiro, 1995; Emery, Mathews, & Kitzmann, 1994).  
This early body of research shared some common characteristics. Firstly, and of most 
interest to this thesis, was the predominance of third-person reports (parents and teachers) in 
preference to interviewing children themselves. Among the early studies that utilized first-
person accounts of children was Wallerstein’s qualitative study, that spanned 25 years and 
involved 60 families (Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein 
& Lewis, 1998; Wallerstein, Lewis, & Blakeslee, 2000), and Amato’s (1987) study. 
However, the qualitative findings are not widely cited compared with the large-scale 
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quantitative findings of the early separation literature. Third-person reports and statistical 
measurements rather than interviews with children predominate for several reasons. Firstly, 
the specific intent of this early research was to gain measurable data on criteria of emotional, 
social and academic functioning, which did not require qualitative interviews with children, 
but relied on third-person reports or statistical information. Secondly, echoing the social and 
research culture of the time, gatekeepers sought to protect vulnerable populations from 
research involvement (Alderson & Morrow, 2011; Cocks, 2006; Mishna, Antle, & Regehr, 
2004; Morrow & Richards, 1996; Percy-Smith, 2010; Powell & Smith, 2009).  
It has only been relatively recently, since the ‘90s, therefore that qualitative studies 
focusing on children of separation have gained popularity and credibility (Taylor, 2006). This 
has signalled both a different intent and aim in the research, as well as a shift in the 
perspective of society and the research community toward the importance of participative 
research with children (Holland, Renolds, Ross, & Hillman, 2010). There has also been a 
growing acknowledgment of the capacity of children of all ages to talk about their own 
experiences, and express their views about the social institutions of which they are a part 
(Gollop, Smith & Taylor, 2000; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010b; Smith & Gollop, 2001a, 
2001b; Qu & Weston, 2014). Interestingly, what emerged from the early body of research 
were consistently confounded results rather than clear answers. There was no simple answer 
that could account for the high level of variation shown by individual children of separation 
(Demo & Fine, 2010), which defied research attempts to identify predictable outcome 
measures. Hence, it was this lack of consensus among early findings that drove researchers in 
the 1990s to seek alternatives to studying the impact for children of separation (Demo & 
Fine, 2010).  
Moderators of adjustment outcomes for children 
Post 1990’s research became directed toward focusing on identifying the factors that 
increased the risk of poor outcomes for children, as well as the factors that seemed to insulate 
children from these outcomes. These studies were conducted with large samples of children, 
often drawn from census data, and relied on quantitative methodologies to capture trends. 
There has been significant success within this research approach to achieve consensus across 
such studies (Demo & Fine, 2010). Consequently, it is possible to articulate several key 
moderators that are understood to enhance or negatively impact children’s outcomes with 
some predictability. For instance: 
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i) The impact of high parental conflict (Amato, 2000; Bray, 1999; Cheng et al., 
2006; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Hetherington et al., 1998; Kelly & Emery, 2003; 
Kelly & Johnston, 2001; McIntosh, 2003; Morrison & Coiro, 1999; Pryor & 
Pattison, 2007; Rodgers et al., 2011; Zill, Morrison, & Coiro, 1993);  
ii) The impact of parenting skill, also termed ‘parenting competence’, or ‘parental 
attunement’ referring specifically to the extent that a parent is aware of the 
ongoing needs of their children and puts these first (Ahrons, 2006; Amato, 2001; 
Baxter, Weston, & Qu, 2011; Moloney, 2009). Some studies have also focused on 
the role of the non-residential parent, and their level of involvement with the 
child/ren after separation and the role of this in moderating children’s outcomes 
(Baxter et al., 2011);  
iii) The number of transitions or adjustments related to family formation experienced 
by children has increasingly been identified to be an important moderator of 
children’s outcomes (Baxter et al., 2011; Capaldi & Patterson, 1991; Cheng et al., 
2006; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Dunn, Davies, O'Connor, & Sturgess, 2000), if 
not the most predictive moderator for children’s outcomes (Demo & Fine, 2010; 
Rodgers et al., 2011). Arguably of great concern for contemporary society is the 
inherent risk for children because of the prevalence with which multiple family 
formation/s occurs, and the high risk of the breakdown of such family units.      
Social embeddedness of outcomes for children of separation  
Despite the high level of consensus regarding consistent moderators of risk for children, it is 
noted nonetheless that outcomes for children remain highly variable (Demo & Fine, 2010; 
Pryor & Rogers, 2001). Increasingly, there is an acceptance among researchers that simple 
answers are not possible, and that a complex interplay of variables will determine the 
outcome for children (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001). Some have argued that a 
constellation of protective factors (Demo & Fine, 2010), such as low parental conflict, good 
parenting and supportive peer relationships (Amato, 2001; Kelly & Emery, 2003) will 
insulate children. Bryce (2001) similarly argued for the importance of a child’s social ecology 
in determining healthy transitions and adjustment post-separation. These arguments extend 
the perspective of resilience frameworks (Rutter, 2000) which were popular in informing the 
conceptual design of many studies in the separation context (Emery & Coiro, 1995; Kelly & 
Emery, 2003). The consistent finding is the significance of children’s embeddedness within 
their familial and social context in regards to adjustment outcomes. The significance of a 
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child’s social milieu has furthermore informed this thesis’ design, drawing on parents’ 
interviews as context to the family experience of the children.   
Adjustment frameworks for children of separation 
Finally, the development and application of adjustment models to separation experiences is 
one that has been prevalent over the years. An adjustment approach allows more to be 
understood about the process of adjustment taking place for children following separation. 
Although the clinical and research communities alike have directed considerable attention 
toward this line of enquiry, both the development and the testing of such models was directed 
toward populations of separated adults, not children. For instance, Emery’s clinical work led 
to developing a stage model of recovery (Emery, 1994), applicable to adult populations. 
Harvery, Weber, and Orbuch (1990) also developed a stage model to describe adjustment 
processes of separated family members. Demo and Fine (2010) developed a multi-
dimensional conceptual framework to describe separation adjustment processes of all the 
family members. They argued that this was applicable to both adults and children alike, 
however there is no persuasive argument presented by the authors as to how the model 
accounts for developmental issues, and differences between children and adults in their 
adjustment.  
Risks for complication of adjustment – children and separation 
Amato (2001), as well as Pryor and Rodgers (2001), argued that separation potentially 
afforded more risk for children than the experience of parental bereavement. Worden (1996) 
argued that there is a unique context of experiences for children of separation that last 
through their childhood or for some, throughout their lifetime. Children of separation face 
unique losses and issues of context related to living in two homes. These include living with 
loyalty conflicts between parents, living with the hopes of reunion of parents, being caught in 
the middle of parental relationships, having less community support and less 
acknowledgement for their loss generally, and finally having to cope with family re-
formations and dating behaviours of parents (Worden, 1996). Arguably, the special 
circumstances related to separation will increase and intensify their vulnerability regarding 
adjustment to loss, although to-date there is a lack of data to support or refute this claim. 
Understanding such experiences from children’s perspectives is a goal of this thesis.  
While benchmarking the risk of complications in adjustment exists for children in relation 
to bereavement (Silverman, 2000; Worden, 1996), no clear data regarding risk of 
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complications for children of separation exists. There are several possible explanations. First, 
this is a population group that is not clearly defined when multiple separations may have 
taken place, especially in the context of cohabiting couples. Furthermore, the prevalence of 
separation in contemporary society has meant that there is a normalization taking place that is 
on the one hand positive and reassuring for families that children can cope well with the 
normal resources available to the family. On the other hand, this potentially minimizes risk 
factors that might be present for children who do require assistance and support outside of the 
family and school.  
The extent to which children will be impacted by separation varies considerably between 
individuals (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001). It is thought there is a period of 
‘crisis’ during the first two years, generally considered to be of short-term consequence, 
which is found to impair normal functioning; beyond  which the majority of children will 
return to pre-separation functioning (Hetherington, 1979; Rodgers & Pryor, 1998). When 
longer-term difficulties occur for children of separation this will impact into adulthood (Pryor 
& Rodgers, 2001; Wallerstein & Lewis, 1998). Long-term difficulties are thought to occur at 
twice the rate of such difficulties occurring in the population of children from still-married 
families (McIntosh, 2003). If 60% of children will leave home having been affected by at 
least one separation, it is a situation about which we need to know more.  
Summary 
A significant dilemma we face in this era of social policy, clinical intervention design and 
research is to understand an appropriate response to children of separation, and to identify 
what support is needed outside the family. This thesis seeks to raise awareness of the risks for 
children of separation and therefore the provision of intervention for children in Australia. It 
will be argued that there are significant potential risks for children of separation. However, 
these risks are not well understood by the research community nor are they benchmarked as 
are other risks to health or bereavement. Understanding an ‘appropriate response’ (Kelly & 
Emery, 2003) to be made to children will ultimately assist in the design and delivery of 
intervention. The goal of this research is to understand how children adjust to separation, 
based on children’s own account of their experiences of separation. How adjustment can be 
understood to be taking place for children following separation is an under-researched area.  
 Demo and Fine (2010) argued that a third generation of research is currently evident 
in seeking to address how, and by what process, children’s adjustment can be understood. 
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This thesis suggests a grief perspective as being useful in understanding children’s 
descriptions of their adjustment to separation. Such enquiry is directed at highlighting the 
process underlying what they describe, consistent with this third level of research.  
This overview and introduction turns now to the topic of ‘loss and grief’, and the 
possibility that such frameworks may provide explanatory models for children’s adjustment 
processes.  
Loss and Grief and Its Relevance to Separation Adjustment  
Loss is a subjective experience that is personal to an individual, and should therefore be 
explored within the context of an individual’s own experiences (Ahrons, 2006). The study of 
human response to loss has crossed many disciplines including sociology, anthropology, 
psychoanalysis, neuroscience, and medicine (Parkes, 2001). Bereavement study has 
historically focused mainly on adults (Parkes, 2001). Since the 1950s this trend has changed. 
Several notable studies focussed on children have taken place in more recent decades (Cerel, 
Fristad, Verducci, Weller & Weller, 2006; Christ, 2000b; Silverman & Worden, 1993), 
looking at the impact on children of the death of a parent.  
Loss, in this thesis, is understood to be: “… produced by an event which is perceived 
to be negative by the individuals involved and results in long-term changes to one’s social 
situations, relationships, or cognitions” (Miller & Omarzu, 1998, p. 12). This definition 
emphasises negative events as primarily causing “... long-term changes to one’s social 
situation, relations, or cognitions,” (p. 12) and therefore grief-eliciting events. However, 
others, such as Parkes (1971), have argued that regardless of whether change is positive or 
negative, it elicits the need for adjustment and a re-ordering of our assumptive world. Our 
assumptive world refers to the set of assumptions we hold about how life ought to be (Parkes, 
1971). It includes our hopes and dreams, our plans and our understandings of past events 
(interpretations). When these assumptions are disrupted by loss, there is a need to re-order 
and re-construct our views of the world and of significant others.  
The seminal work of Parkes (1971) regarding psycho-social transitions contributed 
much to the understanding of significant life events and the accompanying loss experience, as 
well as the ensuing adjustment and grief that follows. Parkes (1971) argued that we are 
affectionately tied to our own assumptive world so to consider losing it brings dread, and the 
ensuing adjustment process holds pain. This adjustment to a changed world involves both the 
re-learning of self (within the new world) and the world itself without the lost person or 
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object, as well as the need to find new meaning for life’s direction (Attig, 1991). Children are 
particularly vulnerable to the disruption that loss will have to their emerging assumptive 
world (Parkes, 1971). The risks for children can be in that they distill their beliefs about the 
world over a long period of time (childhood), drawing on many social contexts to build this 
belief system about the world and themselves (Raphael, 1984). The disruptions that are 
caused by loss events can result in what has been termed a ‘loss of innocence’ (Murray, 
2000) about the world, as well as a loss of confidence in themselves and significant 
relationships in which they trusted (Janoff-Bulman & Frantz, 1997). Restoring all these 
aspects can be thought to be part of the adjustment process and re-learning of the world for 
children, arguably more complex than that which adults experience.    
It is only comparatively recently that recognition has become widespread that children 
experience many losses in their lives much the same as adults, beyond the obvious ones like 
death (Murray, 2000). Furthermore, the changing nature of society means that children are 
increasingly being exposed to losses from a young age, including separation from a parent 
because of incarceration, alcoholism or drug abuse, diagnosis of life threatening illness of a 
parent or sibling, and family breakdown (Branch & Brinson, 2007). The nature of children’s 
responses renders them frequently unrecognised (McKissock, 1998) and often misunderstood 
(Dyregrov, 1991) by adults. The subtlety of children’s unique experiences of loss are easily 
overlooked by adults (Murray, 2000). For instance, losing a pet may not be considered 
significant in the adult world, but for a young child this could take on significant importance. 
Loss occurs for children in many different forms throughout childhood; it is a normative 
experience for children (Kastenbaum, 2000). Furthermore, it may be a ‘unifying principle’ 
(Murray, 2000) by which children’s responses to a diversity of life experiences can be 
understood.   
Separation is a loss event  
Many scholars since Parkes (1971) have noted the loss experience inherent within parental 
separation (Doka, 1989; Gerrard, 2002; Goldman, 2001/2014; Kissane, 2002; Spillman, 
Deshamps, & Crews, 2004; Worden, 2009), terming the ensuing adjustment process to be 
symptomatic of a grief response or involving a grieving process. These scholars suggest that 
the adjustment of children following separation is indicated by sadness, anger, confusion and 
guilt for example, (Bagshaw, 1998 ; Graham, 2004; Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992; 
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McIntosh, 2003; Worden, 1996) which can be thought of as emotional responses consistent 
with a grief response (Graham, 2004; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2006; Worden, 1996).  
The linking of loss and separation as presented in this thesis is therefore not a novel idea. 
There is support in the separation literature for the need to take a different perspective in 
recognizing more subtle signs of response in the ways children are impacted by, and respond 
to, separation. For instance, a lack of psychological symptoms does not mean a child is 
experiencing no distress (Laumann-Billings & Emery, 2000), and painful feelings may still 
occur for children who are functioning adequately in their everyday lives (Crenshaw, 2002; 
Emery & Coiro, 1995). Grief frameworks allow these subtle responses to be understood 
within the context of a child’s loss experiences following separation. Children’s programs 
such as Seasons for Growth (Kids Matter, n.d.) highlight the inherent link that is frequently 
drawn between broader contexts of loss and the use of a grief model in supporting children’s 
recovery thereafter. Seasons for Growth draws on Worden’s (1991, 1996) bereavement 
model as a way of conceptualizing children’s adjustment following many instances of loss, 
including separation, illness, incarceration and death experiences. However, this thesis argues 
that that there is limited empirical evidence to substantiate this. Indeed, while a grief 
framework frequently informs clinical interventions for children of separation, there is an 
absence of specific empirical validation of the model being applied in respect of its ‘fit’ for 
that target population group (separated children). This thesis aims to add to such knowledge 
regarding the usefulness of a bereavement framework in understanding children’s 
experiences of separation.   
Defining grief in the context of separation experiences  
It is difficult to explore loss within the context of separation without referring to the process 
of grief that ensues. The range of reactions to loss that we witness in children collectively can 
be thought of as grief responses (Raphael, 1984). Grief responses are defined as the 
subjective reaction to a loss, distinct from the objective state of having suffered a loss, which 
can be thought of as bereavement (Corr, Nabe, & Corr, 2000b; Rando, 1993).  
Separation literature related to children indicates that while grief theory has been used 
in studies, this has mainly been as an outcome measure of adjustment rather than a conceptual 
framework for understanding adjustment. Likewise, grief theory is frequently applied to 
clinical interventions, particularly group recovery models for children of separation. There is 
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a dearth of research that has applied the conceptual framework of a grief model to children’s 
separation experiences (Spillman et al., 2004), which this thesis will address.  
Defining mourning and bereavement 
There is great variation in the way the terms of grief, mourning and bereavement are used 
(Stroebe, 2002), at times interchangeably, and often with numerous meanings. Mourning and 
bereavement are clarified here in relation to the way they are used throughout this thesis. 
Mourning is not used extensively within this thesis; however, it is a term that is still 
important to distinguish to contextualize the discussion of loss. Frequently, mourning and the 
term bereavement are conflated, however, they are distinct. Corr (2000a) defined 
bereavement as “the objective state of experiencing loss” (p. 21), while mourning is the 
complex interplay of “… both the conscious and unconscious intrapsychic processes together 
with cultural, public or interpersonal attempts to cope with loss and grief” (p. 22). This view 
stresses both the cultural and interpersonal (familial) impact on children’s capacity to grieve, 
as well as the intrapsychic processes at work. This thesis argues that children’s grief, 
although of intrapsychic nature, is also embedded in the context of family and society. 
Essentially grief is relational (Bowlby, 1980).  
Children and grief theory 
There are several deficits in children’s bereavement literature worth noting. These include: a 
dearth of grief models that adequately account for children’s grieving behaviour; little 
research with this population to ‘test’ grief models and provide evidence of their fit; and 
limited use of first-person accounts by children within bereavement study. Addressing these 
limitations would enhance our understanding of the subjective element of children’s 
experiences of grief, as opposed to the descriptions of their symptoms of grieving which 
currently dominate the literature. Evident in children’s bereavement literature, which parallels 
the adult bereavement field, is an essential gap (Jordan, 2000; Neimeyer, 2000b; Wolfe & 
Jordan, 2000), or divide in cultures (Cashmore, 2003) between research, clinical practice and 
the refinement of theory, also referred to as the practitioner-researcher divide (Jordan, 2000). 
This thesis seeks to ‘put the pieces together’ (Silverman, 2000) regarding data collection and 
refinement of theory based on the research in this study. This may assist in future application 
of clinical intervention utilizing such grief frameworks for children of separation.    
Conservative social views regarding whether children should be involved in death ritual 
and experiences, such as attending funerals, both within their own families and the broader 
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community dominated until the 1970s (Oltjenbruns, 2001). Similarly, formal grief theory 
development in relation to children as well as research with children in this field were curbed 
by the dominating view that children lacked the capacity to grieve until they developed a 
mature ego (Freud, 1915/1957). Despite emerging evidence during the 1950s that supported 
the view that children had capacity to grieve from a young age, societal views took longer to 
respond as did the research community. Such emerging evidence included Piaget’s (1952) 
findings regarding object permanence at around the age of 18 – 24 months when a child has 
cognitive capacity to identify the loss in the first instance (Ginsburg & Opperman, 1979). 
Nagy’s (1948) pioneering study confirmed children’s capacity to develop the death concept 
in predictable stages. Contemporary ideas suggest children as young as pre-school age can 
understand the concept of death with sufficient exposure through learning (Slaughter, 2005). 
However, it was Bowlby’s work (1952) that contributed initial evidence that children, and 
very young infants, have the capacity to grieve and do so through a predictable set of stages. 
His findings about children’s response to loss and his subsequent theorising about their 
grieving (Bowlby, 1980) have provided the first and only phase model that sought to address 
the how of children’s grieving. However, little subsequent research has provided further 
understanding of the underlying process by which children grieve, which Bowlby’s work 
began (Oltjenbruns, 2001). 
Since Bowlby’s work, the development of further theory development to assist in the 
understanding of children’s grieving is somewhat limited. Some grief theorists proposed that 
their models were applicable to children’s experiences as much as adult experiences, 
provided allowance was made for developmental stages (Worden, 2009). These claims were 
made without specific explanation of how developmental considerations should be included. 
There are task-based models developed specifically for children with consideration of their 
unique cognitive and emotional capacity (e.g., Baker, Sedney & Gross, 1992; Furman, 1974). 
However, none provide a compelling framework to understand the nature of children’s 
responses to grief.   
Descriptions of children’s grieving behaviour 
The literature abounds with consistent observation of children’s grieving behaviour. For 
instance, unlike adults, children are observed to move quickly through sad feelings and return 
to play and normal activity, only to revisit these sequences again and again (Bowlby, 1980; 
Christ, 2000b; Furman, 1985; Oltjenbruns, 2001; Silverman & Worden, 1993). Children are 
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also reported to exhibit predictability with respect to developmental capacity in terms of how 
they will show feelings and use behaviour or coping mechanisms (Goldman, 2014; 
Oltjenbruns, 2001). Also unique to children, is that they are observed to re-visit losses as they 
reach new cognitive capacities and developmental understandings (Oltjenbruns, 2001).  
Applying special circumstances of loss  
Bereavement literature refers to special circumstances of loss, and/or particular types of loss, 
as being associated with complications to the adjustment process. This thesis supports an 
argument of uniqueness in regards to separation losses, and the ensuing adjustment processes. 
There is a unique constellation of factors within the separation context that impacts children 
(Worden, 1996), and suggests that they will experience a unique recovery process that differs 
(in some ways) from bereavement recovery processes. Furthermore, children of separation 
experience a greater risk of complications in their adjustment (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001; 
Amato, 2001), compared to bereavement. This further supports the need to consider the 
application of traditional grief theory carefully based on sound empirical evidence. These 
instances of uniqueness will be mentioned briefly here, and covered in-depth in Chapter 3.  
The concept of ‘chronic sorrow’ (Olshansky, 1962) describes adjustment processes 
following non-death experiences, including separation (Teel, 1991), referring to a sorrow or 
grief that keeps recurring rather than being resolved. This term was also adopted by Roos 
(2002), in referring to many types of losses that lack resolution. Similarly, Bruce and Schultz 
(2001) refer to ‘non-finite losses’, such as separation, in that certain loss experiences will 
involve a grief that can last the lifetime, and not be resolved with finality in the way a death 
loss can be resolved. Closely related to this is the concept of ‘ambiguous loss’ (Boss, 2009). 
This refers to instances of loss where the loss is not as definitive as that associated with, for 
example, a death. Such losses can result in a lack of meaning making opportunity because of 
the absence of a defined loss or clear ending (Betz & Thorngren, 2006).  
Children, more so than adults, are frequently deprived of their own meaning making 
experiences (Doka, 1989). Their losses are often defined in limited ways within the family 
(Crenshaw, 2002), as well as in the cultural/ societal context (Oltjenbruns, 2001; Suarez & 
McFeaters, 2000). This results in children being given limited information about the event, or 
being excluded from important conversations (Crenshaw, 2002). Indeed, evidence suggests 
that children have commented on their experiences of separation regarding a lack of 
information (Bagshaw, 2007; Wallerstein et al., 2000), including feedback about quasi-legal 
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processes in which they were initially involved (Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a). Not only is 
separation associated with experiences of disenfranchised grief (Doka, 1989), in that their 
losses are not recognized by others, but children of separation particularly are at risk of being 
overlooked (Bagshaw, 1998) as disenfranchised grievers (Crenshaw, 2002).  
The Dual Process Model (DPM) of Bereavement 
Few bereavement models are specifically child-focussed. Furthermore, they lack empirical 
validation within child populations. Of the models applied to children’s bereavement, these 
are stage and task oriented teleologic models that do not provide an understanding of how 
children adjust to the bereavement, as a process based model would. Furthermore, 
contemporary bereavement models do not account for the patterning of children’s grief that is 
noted in the literature. Unlike adults, children are observed to express their sadness and anger 
(grief related emotions) in a sporadic manner, interspersed with long periods of normal 
behaviour, such as play. Much of what we witness in children’s grieving can be understood 
as being restorative in nature, rather than orientated towards grief work (Freud, 1915/1957). 
Some have argued (Lister, Pushkar, & Connolly, 2008; Stroebe & Schut, 2010) that 
traditional bereavement models do not generally account for the nature of such restorative 
tasks within the grieving process, such as socializing, making new friends, or having hobbies. 
The DPM (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) provides a model that conceptualizes the significance of 
both restorative tasks and traditional grief work within the grieving process, offering a means 
of explaining children’s grieving behaviour.  
This thesis seeks to expand the knowledge about children’s reaction to separation through 
greater exploration of the process of adjustment with emphasis on the processing of 
separation as a loss experience. Identifying potential models that emphasise the process of 
grieving is fundamental. This is founded on the DPM which offers a process-oriented 
approach to bereavement that, in addition to tasks related to grief work, also conceptualizes 
restoration-based tasks as equally important in the dynamic process of adjustment. The nature 
of this process of moving between grief-related tasks and restoration based tasks is described 
as an oscillation, the rate of which is highly variable for individuals, as well as over time. 
Both the concept of oscillation and the non-prescriptive nature of this model suggest it is 
potentially suitable in accounting for children’s patterns of grieving which we know to be 
different from adults. However, empirical validation of this is required.  
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Furthermore, there is sufficient empirical support to justify the notion that separation is an 
adjustment to loss, which may therefore exhibit adjustment processes that are similar to other 
adjustment processes such as the loss of a loved one. Complementing this argument is an 
emerging view that separation is appropriately conceptualised as a ‘process’ consisting of 
multiple adjustments over time rather than a one-off event (Amato, 2000; Demo & Fine, 
2010; Emery & Coiro, 1995; Hetherington, 1979; Kelly & Emery, 2003; Wallerstein & 
Kelly, 1980).  A theoretical perspective that accounts for changes over time in subjective 
experience would provide evidence to support this view, as well as guiding the design of 
interventions – which the DPM can do. Finally, it is noted that the DPM has been applied to 
studies involving other non-bereavement losses, such as the experiences of homesickness by 
foreign students in Australia (Stroebe, van Vliet, Hewstone & Willis, 2002), and the 
resettlement of international care workers who return home to Australia (Selby et al., 2011). 
However, the DPM has neither been applied to a study focussing on the experiences of 
children, nor to the issue of separation losses. This thesis treads new ground in the application 
of the DPM to a unique population in a new context of loss.    
Chapter Outline 
This chapter described the rationale for this thesis. The significance of separation in 
contemporary society was explored against the incidence involving children in the 
breakdown of many types of family units, termed separation. Empirical gaps suggest the 
need for direct reports from children about their subjective experience of separation, 
particularly with a view to understanding the process of adjustment. Indeed, a grief lens 
provides a suitable lens by which to understand children’s processes of adjustment following 
a separation, with the DPM a suitable framework. 
Chapter 2 comprises a critique of the literature on the topic of separation and its 
impacts on children. This review examines the historical emergence of children’s research 
into the impact of separation since the late 1960s. It identifies the types of methodologies that 
have predominated within a field that has been mostly interested in understanding outcomes 
of separation, rather than the process of adjustment undertaken by children. What will 
become apparent in this critique is the limited use of first-person reports of children within 
separation research, and the absence of an empirically validated framework by which 
children’s separation adjustment processes can be understood. Grief theory is introduced as 
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an alternative explanatory framework for understanding children’s adjustment processes 
following separation.  
Chapter 3 critiques children’s bereavement literature, highlighting the contextual 
factors that influence their adjustment. In addition, the specific nature of special losses or 
circumstances of loss, and their relevance for separation loss are critiqued. Several prominent 
grief theories are critiqued for their utility in explaining children’s adjustment to 
bereavement; however, it should be noted that stage and task-based models dominate, even 
though they do not account for all we observe in the way in which children grieve.  
Chapter 4 reviews the DPM, critiquing literature surrounding its application, and 
describes a detailed rationale for its suitability as an explanatory model for this thesis. 
Chapter 5 presents the methodological framework for this thesis, positioning this thesis 
broadly within a social constructionist framework. Sample selection and participants in the 
research are identified. The qualitative design has drawn on Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (Smith, Flowers, & Osborn, 1997; Smith & Osborn, 2004), as a means of shaping 
questions, data gathering and undertaking analysis.  
A brief overview of the data chapters precedes Chapters 6-9, in which children’s data 
are presented under themes, supported in places, by the context provided by parent 
interviews. Chapter 10 provides a discussion of the findings against the DPM to understand 
the extent to which this model improves our understanding of children’s experiences. An 
adaptation of the DPM is proposed which accounts for children’s adjustment to separation, 
named the Dual Process Model of Separation adjustment for children (DPMSc) . Chapter 11 
highlights the implications of these findings, the strengths and limitations of this study, and 
proposes directions for future research.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review: Separation and Children 
Overview 
This chapter provides a critique of children’s separation literature. This is presented as an 
historic progression of research trends, with the claim that there is a dominance of outcome-
based research. By contrast, however, a dearth of process-oriented research into children’s 
recovery has been reported. This chapter argues the significance of a process-oriented 
approach in light of a critical link between the experience of separation and the concept of 
loss. This is a central premise underlying this thesis.  
This chapter shows that the application of grief theory is lacking in empirical 
research, but widely used in the design of clinical intervention (i.e., children’s recovery 
programs). Of concern is the lack of empirical evidence to support such application to 
interventions. In other words, there is an absence of the empirical testing of theoretical 
models against the process of adjustment for children of separation. This thesis offers an 
exploration of children’s adjustment processes to separation through a grief perspective.     
Historical Development of Research into Children’s Separation Adjustment 
The research of the late 1960s to 1990s was particularly focused on identifying the impact 
of separation for children, rather than for adults (Graham & Fitzgerald, 2006; Hilton & 
Kopera-Frye, 2004). Kelly and Emery (2003) suggest that the early pursuit of children’s 
research focussing on the outcomes of adjustment was responding to the fear that “parental 
divorce [is seen as] the cause of a range of serious and enduring behavioural and emotional 
problems in children and adolescence” (p. 352). It is also noted for its highly conflicted views 
(Ahrons, 2006; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2006), and its lack of consensus about the outcomes for 
children (Demo & Fine, 2010). The aim of the current critique is to identify the main issues 
of this early debate concerning children’s adjustment to separation, and its focus on 
quantifying outcomes for children. The essential divide that ensued and polarised the early 
separation debate was based on contradictory research findings related to the pervasiveness of 
deleterious outcomes for children of separation. This divide appears to be attributable to the 
findings of a few seminal children’s studies of the early era (Ahrons, 2006), namely those of 
Wallerstein and Hetherington, against which Amato’s early work was also contrasted 
frequently. Their studies revealed conflicting views regarding the extent of short-term 
consequences, and whether long-term effects could be expected to ensue for children who 
had experienced separation. Wallerstein’s findings, based on her qualitative longitudinal 
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study involving 60 families (Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; 
Wallerstein, Lewis, & Blakeslee, 2000), were overall quite negative and damning of the long-
term outcomes for children (Ahrons, 2006; Zill, Morrison, & Coiro, 1993). Wallerstein was 
thought to have had considerable influence on social policy and court rulings (Fabricus, 
2003) based on the outcomes of her initial data, particularly in California where the study 
took place. She is most noted for the extremely conservative view portrayed through the 
reporting of her findings. She argued there would be an extreme and detrimental impact for 
children that is pervasive across many aspects of social and emotional and academic 
functioning, and this would continue to impact cumulatively into adulthood, including 
impacting on romantic relationships in adulthood (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein et 
al., 2000).  
At the other end of the spectrum of this debate, Hetherington’s responses to the early 
work of Wallerstein (1987) attest to a more moderate view regarding children’s adjustment 
(Ahrons, 2006). Her views were based on findings from 5 waves of quantitative research 
spanning 10 years, involving 144 families. Hetherington’s findings, often regarded as being 
consistent with many other researchers in the field (Amato, 2003), proposed that children of 
separated families will mostly adjust well. Furthermore, they will show no significant long-
term differences when compared to children of non-separated families, based on a range of 
outcome measures (Bray & Hetherington, 1993; Hetherington, 1979, 1993; Hetherington, 
Bridges, & Insabella, 1998; Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992; Hetherington & Kelly, 
2002). Hetherington argued that a short-term setback during the first year of separation was 
normal, consistent with what she termed a ‘crisis’ response, during which time behaviours 
and emotional responses consistent with anger, fear, guilt and depression are likely to occur 
(Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992). Further to the claim that children will mostly adjust 
well in the long-term, she highlighted transition times and developmental milestones, 
particularly during adolescence, to be times when children may be observed to be re-visiting 
or re-working the issues associated with the separation within their new developmental 
capacity (Hetherington & Kelly, 2002).   
Arguably, the source of conflict and debate between the views of these two 
researchers can be construed as an ontological one. Wallerstein’s qualitative methodological 
design was one which attracted considerable criticism (see Amato, 2003; Kelly & Emery, 
2003). It was also somewhat ahead of its time, given the predominance of quantitative, 
positivist methodologies in that era. Her study is criticised for a lack of control group, the size 
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of the sample and the lack of statistical rigour, without full consideration of the differences in 
design inherent in a qualitative design. Particularly, she is criticized for the way she 
extrapolates her findings beyond what can be reasonably drawn from the data (Kelly & 
Emery, 2003). The depth of understanding gained through interviews, which should be useful 
as a data source, are claimed to result in over-generalizations, which go well beyond the 
representation of a small clinical sample (Amato, 2003; Kelly & Emery, 2003). Furthermore, 
where larger studies, which would have been viewed more favourably because of their size 
have replicated Wallerstein’s findings, the rigour of these studies themselves has been 
criticized (Amato, Booth, & Crouter, 1998; Amato & Keith, 1991). Specifically, it is 
suggested the magnitude of the results is commonly over-stated by these supporting studies. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to trace which studies these criticisms refer to, and therefore to 
what degree their methodological approaches can be supported or refuted.  
It seems likely, however, that given the dominance of a positivist research approach 
researchers would show greater understanding of, and support for studies replicating 
methodologies that were well understood and considered more rigorous and scientific. In 
support of this, a review of early studies in this area shows a dearth of qualitative designs, 
which has only shifted in popularity since the mid-1990s in seeking to understand children’s 
‘lived realities’ of post separation life (Taylor, 2006). Wallerstein’s study has been 
diminished in significance over the years because of on-going criticism of her findings and 
her methodology. Interestingly, Amato’s (1987) study, which also made use of first person 
interviews with children and parents, fails in benchmarking any significant findings and is 
usually not noted in reviews of the literature. In contrast, his other studies are often well 
represented in literature reviews, and he is noted particularly for his meta-studies utilizing a 
quantitative approach in methodology. His somewhat liberal view, based on a meta-analysis 
conducted in 1991, of 92 studies taking place between the 1950s and 1990s, holds that 
although differences (on outcome measures) between populations of children from separated 
and still-married families do exist, these differences are overall small. Rather, the individual 
differences in families and children themselves are more predictive of outcomes than the 
family structure itself (Amato, 2001).  
Quantifying Outcomes for Children 
Beyond this early work, the debate regarding impacts for children has largely not shifted. 
Findings that are more favourable for children’s outcomes can be found throughout the 
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literature and express the view of there being moderate short-term impacts for children. For 
instance, Rodgers and Pryor (1998), in their meta-analysis of British separation research, 
stressed that overall “… poor outcomes [for children of separation] are far from inevitable” 
(p. 5). By comparison, more conservative and negative views, particularly regarding long-
term outcomes, are at times expressed in other literature reviews, such as Rodgers, Gray, 
Davidson, and Butterworth (2011). The findings around children’s outcomes is of such a 
diverse nature, it is possible to selectively quote and support either view with credibility, 
depending on one’s political and social views and beliefs (Ahrons, 2006). However, this 
thesis is not attached to either side of the argument, but rather provides some critique of 
pertinent developments in the five ensuing decades of children’s separation research.  
Critique of early research 
The methodology of these early studies was based on some limited premises (Demo & Fine, 
2010), which were more descriptive of a research community beginning to make sense of 
adjustment outcomes and a multitude of variables, than they were of being an answer in 
themselves. However, the foundation that this literature formed and the avenues of further 
enquiry it opened beyond its early findings were invaluable.  
Some of the main limitations of these earlier studies can be understood by the basic 
tenet that comparing children of separation with children of still married families was 
sufficient and valid. This common use of a comparative group design overlooks the 
considerable variation within the group of separated children, evident in the research of 
Amato and Hetherington. Furthermore, this type of design dictates that one is always dealing 
with the average child of both groups (children from separated families and children from 
married families), and this minimizes the considerable within-group variation for both sets of 
the population (Demo & Fine, 2010). Assuming that the variation between these two 
populations is only attributable to the experience of separation is an oversimplification of a 
multitude of complex socioeconomic and familial characteristics (Demo & Fine, 2010).  
Moderators that are Predictive of Adjustment  
The 1990s revealed that there was no single answer regarding the outcomes that were 
associated with children’s post-separation adjustment, nor the extent of these. Researchers 
began to acknowledge that a simplistic answer was not possible, and children consistently 
adapted and responded to separation showing a high level of individual differences (Pryor & 
Rodgers, 2001). Consequently, research started to be directed post the 1990s toward 
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identifying moderators of children’s adjustment related to risk (Cookston & Fung, 2011). To 
some extent this was still an approach that sought to quantify. However, it has, unlike earlier 
efforts, resulted in considerable consistency in research findings, allowing the identification 
of moderators and risk factors.  
These moderators are reported as being: parental conflict (Amato, 2000; Bray, 1999; 
Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Cummings & Davies, 1994; Hetherington et al., 1998; Kelly, 2000; 
McIntosh, 2003; Morrison & Coiro, 1999; Pryor & Pattison, 2007), which is thought to be the 
most harmful; the quality of parenting, including parental attunement and the nature of the 
parent child relationship (Ahrons, 2006; Amato, 2001; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Moloney, 
2009; Willetts & Maroules, 2005); parental depression, usually expressed as maternal 
depression (Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Hetherington et al., 1998; Hetherington & 
Clingempeel, 1992; O'Connor, Cheng, Dunn, Golding, & Team, 2005; Rodgers et al., 2011); 
and finally, a view gathering more recent interest, the significance of the number of 
transitions experienced by children.  
This latter moderator is seen to relate to both changes in family formation (such as re-
partnering/ re-marriage) (Capaldi & Patterson, 1991; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Dunn, Davies, 
O'Connor, & Sturgess, 2000), as well as other transitions or adjustments (such as moving 
house, school or neighbourhood) (Cheng, Dunn, O'Connor, Golding, & team, 2006). There is 
evidence suggesting that this is an extremely significant factor in determining the long-term 
adjustment for children. The argument that is made is that children’s coping resources and 
responses will be further strained by on-going transitions that may take place within the 
family units of both households (Amato, 2001; Demo & Fine, 2010; Rodgers et al., 2011). 
The impact of this is understood to be cumulative of the number of moves experienced 
(Coleman & Glenn, 2010).  
Some studies and large reviews have also identified a child’s age and gender to be 
significant moderators (Amato, 2000; Booth & Amato, 2001). For instance, pre-schoolers 
have been found to be at particular risk for long-term adjustment difficulties, particularly in 
the context of high conflict (Wallerstein & Lewis, 1998; Zill et al., 1993). However, there are 
considerable inconsistencies between studies, which is widely noted (Demo & Fine, 2010; 
Rodgers & Pryor, 1998).  
Pre-separation functioning has also been found to be a moderating factor in children’s 
adjustment, including conflict levels between parents (Booth & Amato, 2001; Coleman & 
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Glenn, 2010; Kelly, 2000; Morrison & Coiro, 1999). One possible suggestion as to why this 
is not more frequently identified in empirical research concerns the difficulty in assessing this 
retrospectively without the inherent bias of the two ex-partners concerned. Consequently, 
studies tend to focus on the presentation of current levels of parental conflict, parental 
depression, or parenting ability, which can arguably be assessed more objectively.  
Critique of moderators of outcomes for children  
 This line of enquiry, and the consequent identification of moderators of children’s 
adjustment, has contributed to knowledge in valuable ways. Much is now known about 
factors that mediate or ameliorate the impact of separation for children and this has assisted 
targeted intervention to be channelled into separating families, particularly in the areas of 
parenting skills and reducing conflict. It has also allowed researchers to look beyond family 
structure to understand why exactly the family structure is related to outcomes for children, a 
view proposed by Amato in his early work (Amato, 2000; Amato & Booth, 1997). However, 
this is still not a complete view, and it does not allow us to rule out the interaction of other 
possible variables. It is also still a view dominated by averages and aggregates between 
populations of separated and still-married groups and it does not account for the high 
variation in outcomes in individual families and children (within the separated populations) 
(Demo & Fine, 2010).  
21st Century Views 
Demo and Fine (2010) argued contemporary views consider a more complex picture than a 
linear relationship between cause and effect, separation and measurable outcomes, or the 
predictability of certain moderators. Evidence is still conflicted, as some findings indicate 
that high conflict families do not consistently produce poorer outcomes for children than 
other separated families (Demo & Fine, 2010). Demo and Fine (2010) suggest the need to 
take a non-prescriptive view of children’s adjustment to separation, with consideration of a 
multitude of factors at play that will produce highly individual outcomes for children. It was 
the considerable variation in individual outcomes that led the research community to focus on 
the variation within separated families and over time (Demo & Fine, 2010).  
To this end, there has been an increased reliance on longitudinal studies (see Coleman 
& Glenn, 2010; Pryor & Rogers, 2001; Rodgers & Pryor, 1998), which are able to look at 
changes over time using multiple data collection points across large population groups. It is 
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this type of design that has allowed researchers to explore a further level of complexity 
related to the non-static nature, or ‘fluidity’ (Demo & Fine, 2010), of family formation after 
separation and to consider that “the effects of divorce may vary depending on the frequency 
of such transitions” (p. 35). Although this argument related to the significance and impact of 
multiple transitions for children’s outcomes is not a new one, it has gained more support and 
consideration in this century.  
An Alternative View: A Focus on the Process of Adjustment  
An emerging view that is gaining support is that separation is appropriately conceptualised as 
a dynamic and changing process consisting of multiple adjustments over time rather than a 
single event (Amato, 2000; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Demo & Fine, 2010; Emery & Coiro, 
1995; Emery, Mathews, & Kitzmann, 1994; Hetherington, 1979; Kalter, 1987; Kelly & 
Emery, 2003; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). Indeed, Duck (1982) was among the first to 
propose this view, which allows for the complexity of on-going change to be considered. A 
process view of separation requires consideration to be taken of the on-going and long-term 
impact of various stressors, but there is less consensus regarding longer-term impacts for 
children (Kalter, 1987). Indeed, there appears to be more consensus regarding the short-term 
impacts for children. This is namely a period of crisis lasting the first two years, after which 
most children will return to normal functioning (Hetherington, 1979; Rodgers & Pryor, 
1998). When long-term outcomes have been identified, they are thought to impact into 
adulthood (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001; Wallerstein & Lewis, 1998). 
Rodgers and Pryor (1998), in their review, suggested that only a minority of children 
will experience long-term negative outcomes across a range of domains occurring at an 
incidence of twice the prevalence found in children from intact families. McIntosh (2003) 
reported similar findings regarding the likely prevalence of deleterious long-term outcomes 
for children of separation. These negative outcomes may include: poverty; socio-economic 
disadvantage; behavioural problems; distress and unhappiness; educational attainment; and 
health problems related to both physical and mental issues. These findings are consistent with 
a recent review by Mooney, Oliver and Smith (2009), and a meta-analysis conducted by 
Amato and Keith (2001, 1991). Many suggest that it is not the separation itself that affects 
family processes and circumstances; these potentially negative circumstances were in effect 
long before the separation took place.  
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Summary 
This more complex view of adjustment offers an appreciation of the considerable variation 
among individuals (both within a family and within a cohort) and between separated families. 
Empirical evidence supports the view that adjustment shifts and changes over time (Demo & 
Fine, 2010); adjustment is not fixed or static for an individual. Hence, longitudinal studies are 
of great important to monitor such change over time. Furthermore, there is again empirical 
evidence of variations at any one time for one individual on different outcome measures 
(Demo & Fine, 2010); an individual may be doing well in one area but not so well in another 
at the same time.  
Indeed, the adjustment trajectory cannot be simply predicted via averages and aggregates 
across populations; it is dynamic and multi-faceted. Hence, researchers require a more 
process oriented view of children’s adjustment to separation that goes beyond a measurable 
criterion of outcome (Demo & Fine, 2010) - consistent with contemporary trends in grief 
research (Stroebe & Schut, 2001a). It is such a view that underlies the design of this research 
study. The next section of this chapter will look at how a process approach to adjustment for 
children of separation has been navigated by researchers.    
Study of Adjustment Processes in Separation Literature 
Within the separation field, there has been an historical interest in understanding and 
describing the adjustment processes that follow separation. Predominantly, however, this is 
an adult-focused area that has grown out of clinical enquiry. Some of these separation 
adjustment models are reviewed briefly before being critiqued for their value regarding 
children’s adjustment.  
Perhaps one of the earliest models posed was Bohannan’s six stations of divorce (1968), 
which was based on retrospective participant accounts as well as his own experiences of 
divorce. These stations were: the emotional divorce wherein the partners decide that the 
relationship is no longer viable; the legal divorce involving the legal dissolution of the 
marriage contract; the economic divorce and dissolution of joint financial investments; the 
co-parental divorce in which parents determine the new arrangements for care of the children; 
the community divorce in which the social network adjusts and realigns to the separated 
couple; and finally the psychic divorce, during which each of the partners forms an 
autonomous psychological sense of themselves as separate from the other.  
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These stations were descriptive firstly of the process of adjustment taking place, and 
secondly, assumed this process to be both linear and predictable for all those involved. The 
use of retrospective clinical accounts has been common as a way of attaining a sample and 
gathering data for other theorists (Emery, 1994; Lee, 1984). It has been suggested that the 
reliance on retrospective accounts significantly affected the way these writers conceptualised 
their early models (as being stage-like). Participant re-telling of their stories in this way, after 
the event, lacks the disorganization and contradictions inherent to a current personal account 
of separation adjustment (Hopper, 1993; Rollie & Duck, 2006), and involves hindsight that 
persons would not have had if telling the story at the time of the event, or shortly thereafter.  
Rollie and Duck (2006) re-worked Duck’s earlier linear model of the 1980s, proposing a 
circular model involving multiple processes at work simultaneously. They suggested that all 
family members experience their own unique recovery process, and that no two-family 
members will have the same view on what has taken place. This seems to represent a 
consideration of the complexity of adjustment processes at work, but also very importantly, 
the fact that linear processes are not sufficient to explain the repetitive way that individuals 
adjust, which was also emerging in grief theorising. Likewise, Emery (1994) proposed a stage 
model of recovery to explain recovery processes based on both his clinical observations and 
his own experiences of marital breakdown. He identified that the process of adjustment was 
better described as an oscillation, involving movement both backward and forward over time, 
which would be highly personal to each member of the family. However, his theorising 
lacked any specific developmental considerations as to how it might be applied to children. 
Nonetheless, he believed his model was applicable to the recovery of all family members.   
Also, consistent with a process view of adjustment and a progressive and predictable set 
of stages, Harvery, Weber, and Orbuch (1990) developed their model of recovery related to 
significant life events and losses, including separation. They conceptualised recovery 
following significant life events to be commonly related through the experience of a loss that 
will necessitate a process of adjustment and recovery thereafter. Their model was somewhat 
unique in that way within separation adjustment models, but highlights a line of thinking 
related to loss that has been apparent in the literature concerning a variety of life events over 
many decades. The notion of loss is reviewed in the next section for its relevance.  
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Critique of existing separation adjustment models 
Separation adjustment models have assisted greatly in clinical settings to allow both the 
complexity and variation in adjustment processes of separated persons to be better 
understood. The predominance of adults within these clinical settings may account for the 
way such adult-centred models developed. Some writers account for children’s experiences 
by way of claiming that their model is developmentally appropriate for children as well as 
adults, while others will focus exclusively on adults with omission of children’s adjustment. 
Without exception, these models lack any clinical evidence involving children.  
Research using these models within the broader population of separated persons, beyond 
a purely clinical sample, would assist in testing theory, however this has not occurred. There 
has been a frequent reliance on autobiographical experiences. This has its own limitations of 
generalizability beyond the writer’s own experiences, as well as a lack of objectivity and 
control of bias in the recounting of a version of events, which is then generalized to be 
descriptive beyond that. Also, the use of retrospective accounts of participants (self or other) 
has limitations as already mentioned related to the re-telling of events, which may have 
influenced the development of these models.  
Summary  
Adjustment models of separation were developing based on clinical work that was occurring 
with separated persons, and these models have lacked empirical testing beyond clinical 
samples. Children’s experiences are not generally accounted for, nor is there one overall 
model that makes a persuasive contribution to understanding how children may transition and 
adjust after separation. This critique raises the implicit thinking that was apparent for some in 
this area: that separation is a process conceptualised by stages; it is one example of a loss 
experience that has similarities to other major life events (Harvery et al., 1990); and, that 
conceptually the developments in thinking in grief theory and bereavement had something to 
offer regarding a way of understanding this process of adjustment. For instance, Duck’s re-
working of his initial linear model to allow for the re-working of stages that became evident 
based on clinical observations (Rollie & Duck, 2006) is reminiscent of Worden’s re-working 
of his initial linear model, adjusting his stage model to be more circular and repetitive in 
pattern (Worden, 2009).  
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Loss and Its Relevance to Separation Adjustment 
This section explores empirical support for linking separation and the experience of loss. This 
conceptualisation offers another way of understanding adjustment processes following 
separation. A critique is then made of the use of the lens of grief and the application of grief 
theory to children’s separation adjustment.  
Linking loss and grief to separation experiences 
This thesis rests on the link between the loss inherent to the event of separation and 
understanding the ensuing adjustment process as being a grief process. Parkes (1971) argued 
that whether change is positive or negative, it will elicit the need for adjustment and therefore 
grief. He referred to this process as a re-ordering of one’s assumptive world. Assumptive 
world refers to the beliefs and assumptions we hold about life, our expectations and dreams 
for the future and our understanding of past events. Changes to our assumptive world that 
occur because of the events of loss involve a long and painful adjustment process (Parkes, 
1971). Associated with this adjustment is both the relearning of self (within the new world) 
and the need to find new meaning for life’s direction (Attig, 1991).  
Children’s experience of loss 
Children’s formation of their assumptive world is somewhat unique as it takes place over 
time (Parkes, 1971), and relies on several factors beyond the family, including the broader 
context of the child’s life that contribute to this belief system (Raphael, 1984). There is also 
the tendency for children to experience a loss of innocence (Murray, 2000) following 
exposure to such life events. This can have a profound impact on a child contributing to both 
a loss of confidence in themselves, as well as in others in whom they trusted (Janoff-Bulman 
& Frantz, 1997). However, it is only comparatively recently that recognition has become 
more widespread that children experience many losses in their lives (Murray, 2000), and that 
loss is normative for children (Kastenbaum, 2000) as it is for adults. Branch and Brinson 
(2007) argued that the changing nature of modern society means that children are 
increasingly exposed to a growing number of losses from a young age, such as separation 
because of incarceration of a parent or parental alcoholism and drug abuse, diagnosis of life 
threatening illness of a parent or sibling, and family breakdown. Children also experience 
everyday losses that are subtle such as moving schools, or losing a best friend, the death of a 
much-loved pet, or being over-looked for nomination to a team (Zakriski, Jacobs & Coie, 
1997). Adults easily overlook these losses in a child’s life rendering them invisible.  
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Summary 
The separation literature has many examples of reference being made to the loss inherent to 
separation experiences (Doka, 1989; Gerrard, 2002; Goldman, 2001/2014; Kissane, 2002; 
Spillman, Deshamps, & Crews, 2004; Worden, 2009). Consistent with the definitions offered 
above, such authors term the ensuing adjustment process to be symptomatic of a grief 
response or a grieving process. Furthermore, and specific to children, the literature frequently 
cites that much of what we witness in the adjustment of children following separation such as 
sadness, anger, confusion and guilt for example, (Bagshaw, 1998 ; Graham, 2004; 
Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992; McIntosh, 2003; Worden, 1996) can be thought of as 
emotional responses consistent with a grief response (Graham, 2004; Graham & Fitzgerald, 
2006; Worden, 1996). Therefore, the linking of loss and separation, as this thesis does, is not 
in itself a new idea. What is less evident is the basis for making this link as established in 
research.   
Use of a Grief Perspective in Children’s Separation Research 
This thesis has argued that the early focus of children’s separation research was on measuring 
objective and quantifiable criteria of children’s functioning across multiple domains as a way 
of understanding how children were adjusting to, or were impacted by, separation. By 
contrast, there is a dearth of research that applies a grief framework in seeking to understand 
children’s adjustment to separation. This empirical gap is the result of several anomalies, 
discussed below.    
Disorder versus distress  
Laumann-Billings and Emery (2000) suggested that the absence of grief perspectives within 
separation research can be argued as attributable to the nature of separation research agendas 
concerning children, which sought to qualify and identify ‘disorder’ (Graham & Fitzgerald, 
2006; Hilton & Kopera-Frye, 2004) rather than ‘distress’. Laumann-Billings and Emery 
(2000) defined distress as subjective experiences relating to dissatisfaction with life and life’s 
roles because of the separation. Disorder was referred to as being the quantifiable and 
objective measures of functioning relied upon to determine when children of separation were 
experiencing maladjustment in comparison to children from still married families. Laumann-
Billings and Emery (2000) argued that clinical findings, rather than research findings, 
identify very different evidence with these two populations of children. Clinical findings 
identify long-term distress consistent with grief responses, while research findings identify 
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the same children as mainly coping well in comparative studies. This seems to indicate that 
simply because grief and subtler responses of distress are not widely identified within 
children’s separation research, this does not mean they do not exist.  Furthermore, a lack of 
psychological symptoms does not mean a child is experiencing no distress (Laumann-Billings 
& Emery, 2000). Painful feelings may still occur for children who are functioning adequately 
in their everyday lives (Emery & Coiro, 1995). This gap in research – the use of grief 
frameworks - can offer another perspective of how children ‘function’ post-separation; an 
aim this study seeks to address. The use of grief frameworks offers valuable alternate 
information about children’s responses and adjustment to separation. This information can 
complement – rather than contradict – findings based on studies that seek to identifying risks 
and quantifying disorder in children’s adjustment (Laumann-Billing, 2000).  
 There are a few instances of separation research which are more clinical in nature that 
have identified high levels of distress in children’s separation adjustment. Studies such as 
Kalter (1987), Emery (1994) and Wallerstein’s (Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989; Wallerstein 
& Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein et al., 2000) longitudinal study, all show evidence of ‘distress’ 
within the data. Wallerstein’s findings recount children’s experience of separation, including 
their sense of abandonment over the loss of the parent who left their primary care and their 
experience of yearning for the reuniting of their family (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). 
Yearning is a symptom of grieving noted in several bereavement models such as Bowlby 
(1980) and Raphael (1984). However, these findings are not reported to be evidence of 
children’s grief responses, as this was not the aim of the study nor the methodological 
framework. Much of the criticism Wallerstein attracted was in relation to the clinical nature 
of her sample, as well as the clinical orientation of her interviews (Amato, 2003). It was this 
methodological bias (Ahrons, 2006) that was thought to account for the uncharacteristically 
high levels of ‘distress’ she identified in her study of children. Criticisms of her findings 
include that these high levels of distress have not been replicated in other studies conducted 
by other researchers, and when they are, such studies are said to be of dubious methodology 
(Amato, 2003; Kelly & Emery, 2003).  
By comparison, there are several studies involving non-clinical samples that 
specifically sought to identify the subjective experiences of children consistent with evidence 
of ‘distress’, and pain or grief. However, grief was not specifically named in the methodology 
of the studies. Willets and Maroules (2005), for instance, looked at measures of well-being in 
adolescents as rated by their parents, using measures consistent with distress or grief 
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experiences, namely mood, relationship with siblings, school behaviour, sleep routine and 
anger. Ahrons (2006) conducted a 20-year longitudinal study reporting on experiences of 
adults who had experienced the separation as children. The focus was the social construct of 
‘well-being’. It could be argued that there are many research studies involving the direct 
reports of children that have skirted the fringes of subjective perceptions of distress, and 
therefore grief, but consistently, it was not named as a focal construct.  
In reviewing further studies of the last 10 years drawing on the direct reports of 
children and adolescents, there are several instances of distress and pain in reported findings. 
Once again, these studies do not involve grief perspectives, nor do they report upon the 
symptoms of grieving specifically as constructs. These examples are cited as further evidence 
that qualitative research can discern this link between separation and the subtle responses to 
grieving. An Australian study involving the phone-in responses of 119 children from 
separated families and in-depth interviews with 16 revealed that these children felt sad a lot 
of the time and some even thought about suicide (Bagshaw, 2007). Sadness is identified as a 
common response in children to separation indicating distress and grief (Bagshaw, 1998 ; 
Graham, 2004; Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992; McIntosh, 2003; Worden, 1996). 
Further, a direct study with children in America who were in their first-year post-
separation showed that children recalled when and how the separation took place, but further, 
showed that these children wanted to be acknowledged for the hurt they were feeling which 
they felt was largely ignored by their parents (Taylor, 2001). Similarly, Smith and Gollop 
(2001a), in a direct study with 107 New Zealand children, found children stressed the 
importance of being heard and listened to by their parents, and the desire that the impact on 
them be considered by parents. They also highlighted the importance of being consulted and 
given sufficient information about what was taking place. Smart, Neale and Wade (2001), in 
a direct study of 117 British children, found that children stressed the importance of a loving 
and caring parental relationship/s rather than the significance of the new structure of their 
family for their well-being. A study focusing on adolescents’ experiences of separation 
conducted by Lodge (2012), also highlighted that these adolescents wanted to be consulted 
about living arrangements, and favoured a flexible approach to arrangements, with ongoing 
input regarding their needs, indicating that parents needed to be more mindful of the needs of 
adolescents. Furthermore, of the 623 adolescents interviewed, one in three said they had 
talked to a counsellor (telephone service or face to face) to clarify their feelings following the 
separation. These various findings are consistent with the argument being made, that distress 
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is a common response for children of separation. However, the studies also indicate that 
distress is commonly overlooked by parents. McIntosh (2003) identified the same in her 
study of separated children, in that their parents admitted that they were not aware of their 
children’s needs immediately following separation.  
Anomalies of children’s bereavement study impacting separation research  
Further explanations for the absence of grief perspectives in children’s separation research 
can be related to (a) children’s lack of involvement in social and medical research, and (b) the 
various anomalies within the area of children’s bereavement specifically. There has been a 
dominant view in social research of the need to protect children (Mishna, Antle, & Regehr, 
2004; Morrow & Richards, 1996), which is being challenged in more recent decades. 
Furthermore, there was also a view that children under the age of 12 lacked the capacity to 
express views about things that affected them (Pryor & Emery, 2004). However, the 
Convention of the Rights of the Child (United Nations, n.d.,), which Australia ratified in 
1990, has provided political and quasi-legal support for research that engages children 
themselves in matters which impact them (Holland, Renolds, Ross, & Hillman, 2010; Qu & 
Weston, 2014). It is strongly evident in the progression of separation research that there was 
an initial reliance on third-party reports of parents, particularly mothers (Spillman et al., 
2004), as well as teachers, about children’s coping (Warshak, 2003).  
A shift in research agenda is evident since the 1990s. This marks an increased support 
for participative research (Cocks, 2006; Holland et al., 2010; Percy-Smith, 2010; Powell & 
Smith, 2009), which allows children to express their experiences (Ebling, Pruett, & Pruett, 
2009), as well as their interpretations of these experiences (Sviggum, 2000) and to talk about 
issues in society that affect them, such as the family (Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010b; Mishna et 
al., 2004; Qu & Weston, 2014). In the case of Australia, the need to be inclusive of children 
has been established in social policy, referring to the imperative for national programs to be 
inclusive of children (Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a). Parents have been found to be poor 
predictors of what children are experiencing (Kalter et al., 2002; Mishna et al., 2004). There 
is now a significant premise established for the need to seek children’s views about their own 
experiences if we are to understand their subjective experiences of life events such as 
separation (Ahrons, 2006).  
Focusing specifically on bereavement research, this has had scant and limited 
involvement of children until the 1950s. Two main issues have arguably contributed to this. 
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Firstly, conflicting views about children’s capacity to grieve (Murray, 2000), originating from 
Freud and early psychoanalytic perspectives limited the level of enquiry of children’s 
grieving because it was a phenomenon that essentially did not exist in their thinking. Coupled 
with this were the conservative research views, mentioned previously, which protect children 
from involvement in sensitive bereavement research. For instance, early grief research into 
childhood experiences involved clinical samples of adults’ retrospective accounts of their 
childhood memories of grief and mourning (Oltjenbruns, 2001). This mirrored what was also 
evident in western society until the 1970s; a tendency to exclude/protect children from 
bereavement rituals within family and society (Oltjenbruns, 2001). Chapter 3 explores 
children’s grieving, the related literature and research and theory development in detail. 
Suffice to say, these factors arguably deterred the application of grief frameworks in 
children’s separation research resulting in a dearth of such.    
An exception to the argument being made is the work of Bowlby (1952), who was 
among the first to propose a model of grieving for children, and among the earliest 
researchers of children’s response to separation. Not only did Bowlby challenge Freud’s 
belief that children do not grieve, but his were the first direct studies (albeit clinical in nature) 
involving children and the impact of separation from the maternal figure (both permanent and 
temporary in nature). Bowlby’s research and findings and theorising regarding children’s 
grief is detailed in Chapter 3.   
Use of Grief Models in Clinical Application for Children of Separation 
Models of adjustment are key foundations to the development of interventions that are based 
on principles inherent in the underlying model. This section establishes to what extent a grief 
perspective has been used in the design of clinical intervention for the treatment of children 
from separated families. The argument is made that grief frameworks are widely applied in 
interventions for this population, which is in direct contrast to the limited research utilizing 
grief frameworks. There are several types of program available to children of separation 
which are critiqued briefly. In addition, some aspects of the evaluation of these programs is 
discussed for its relevance to the use of a grief perspective in informing children’s recovery 
approaches, and the relevance of empirically based theoretical foundations in such programs.  
Contemporary literature abounds regarding support, recovery and bereavement programs 
for children of separation being available. Listings of national bereavement programs are 
available on websites (Australian Centre for Grief and Bereavement, 2012b), while reviews 
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of separation recovery groups, such as Taylor (2006), provide an overall assessment of 
efficacy and availability. Separation recovery programs for children have historically 
predominated the community sector, and have been run by schools, churches and community 
organizations (Regev & Ehrenberg, 2012; Taylor, 2005). They can be broadly characterized 
to be, firstly psycho-educational in orientation, aiming to improve behaviour, and social and 
academic functioning. Secondly, they provide children with a sense of support and 
normalization by being among other children who are struggling with similar life events 
(Graham, 2004), which is seen, besides family and friends, as being crucial for children who 
are coping with separation (Regev & Ehrenberg, 2012).  
Examples of peer-based support groups for separation in Australia include: Seasons for 
Growth (Kids Matter, n.d.); Seasons TM  Loss and Grief program (Relationships Australia 
Victoria, n.d.,); Children First (Centacare Catholic Support Services, n.d.,); Kids Grieve 2 
(Australian Centre for Grief and Bereavement, 2012a). These community-based programs are 
named as bereavement groups, or separation recovery groups which cater exclusively for 
separated children. It is likely these programs incorporate a grief theoretical underpinning to 
their framework, although it is difficult to find conclusive support (some programs are 
explicit about their framework but others are not). Rather, it is an assumption that is held, 
evidenced partially by comments such as the following:  
“…grief and loss invariably underpin therapeutic programs for children in other well-
established contexts, such as Child and Family Mental Health and a range of other health 
and welfare programs” (McArthur, et al., 2011, p. 51).  
Overall, the evaluation of children’s programs has been limited and when it occurs 
has attracted criticism with regards to the lack of control group, outcome measures which 
frequently do not go beyond customer satisfaction type surveys, and time limited evaluations 
that occur either at the end of the group or within a short period thereafter (Bias, 1996; 
Geelhoed, Blaisure, & Geasler, 2001; Morrison & Coiro, 1999). School based programs are 
arguably the most well evaluated (Taylor, 2006) of children’s programs, while other 
community based programs are much less likely to conduct formal and rigorous evaluations 
(Clark, Pynoos, & Goebel, 1994), often for the financial resources required for such 
evaluation (Cookston & Fung, 2011).  
The common evaluations that are conducted produce limited evidence and predictive 
value about the efficacy of the group (Currier, Holland, & Neimeyer, 2007), nor do they 
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allow us to understand what has been changed by the group treatment (Grych & Fincham, 
1992). Consequently, little can be concluded about the impact of a grief perspective being 
incorporated into the design, and whether this improves outcomes or facilitates change in a 
more effective manner. With these limitations aside, what is nonetheless consistently reported 
in the evaluation of children’s programs is that attendance makes a positive difference for 
children’s adjustment to separation (Botha & Wild, 2013; Garvin, Leber, & Kalter, 1991; 
Haine, Sandler, Wolchik, Tein, & Dawson-McChire, 2003; Higginbotham, Skogrand, & 
Torres, 2010; Mazur Abel, Chung-Canine, & Broussard, 2013; Pedro-Carroll, 2005; Regev & 
Ehrenberg, 2012).  
Despite the increased acknowledgment that these programs do benefit children 
(Pedro-Carroll, 2005), it is not without the continued awareness of a need to improve on the 
scientific rigour of program evaluation (Cookston & Fung, 2011; McIntosh & Deacon-Wood, 
2003; Pedro-Carroll, 2005). This is imperative in order that clear statements can be made 
about what is helpful for children (Currier et al., 2007), besides feeling less isolated, and what 
is changed by way of attending such programs. Furthermore, this will also facilitate what 
Grych and Fincham (1992) refer to as lacking in children’s separation programs, being the 
“integration of research and current practice knowledge” (p. 450).  
Another category of children’s program is court-based programs. Numerous 
evaluations of court-based children’s programs reveal their psycho-educational orientation, 
including aspects such as information provision, skill building (e.g., communication 
strategies) and problem solving strategies (Cookston & Fung, 2011; Geelhoed et al., 2001; 
Gilman, Schneider, & Shulak, 2005; Pollet, 2009). Generally, it is difficult to assess when, 
and to what extent, if at all, a grief perspective may be incorporated in these programs as the 
theoretical model is not always well documented for public perusal. The point has already 
been made that the nature of evaluation will determine whether we can identify which aspect 
of the program is producing change for children, and in what way (Grych & Fincham, 1992). 
Children’s program design, and evaluation, are linked to better outcomes when they are both 
theory driven (Haine et al., 2003). This critique raises the point that the theory behind 
children’s programs is often difficult to discern. In some instances, programs may be 
underpinned by grief models, but they are not well linked to theory to assist in understanding 
what is changing for children and why.  
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In Australia, the equivalent of a court based children’s program is a voluntary post 
separation intervention which is offered to families via community based services throughout 
the country called Supporting Children after Separation Program (Family Relationships 
Online, n.d.,). Piloted in 2004, and running since 2008 across 18 services and 36 outlets 
across Australia, its initial evaluation showed support for the program objective, namely 
‘increasing children’s capacity’ (McArthur et al., 2011). Of the 14,000 children who accessed 
the service, during 2009-2010, such outcomes included: 45% of children attending were 
assessed to have a better understanding of their situation, a better understanding of conflict 
between parents and an increased sense of resilience/ confidence in the face of these factors. 
Seventy-seven percent of parents reported benefiting greatly from the service. However, it is 
not possible to define the model of intervention, nor to what extent this involves a grief 
model, as each provider identified the best practice approach and model of intervention 
appropriate at their individual service site (McArthur et al., 2011).  
Overall, the evidence of the efficacy of using a grief perspective in children’s 
recovery models following separation is not consistent (Siddaway, Wood, Schulz, & Trickey, 
2015). Rosner, Kruse, and Hagl (2010) in their meta-analysis of children’s bereavement 
programs found that grief interventions produced small to medium effects overall. Currier et 
al. (2007), in a meta-analysis of programs, concluded that there was poor evidence of the 
efficacy of such interventions but these outcomes may be related to the program itself. For 
instance, factors related to recruitment have shown relevance where the greater time lapse 
since the loss, the lesser the impact of the intervention (Currier et al., 2007) – although more 
recent findings (Rosner et al., 2010) contradict this. Also, targeting children who are showing 
symptoms indicating specific difficulty in adjustment has also produced better outcomes 
(Horowitz & Garber, 2006; Rosner et al., 2010).  
 The nature of evaluation conducted is also suggested to mask efficacy of a program 
where longer-term follow up, beyond the usual 6 week or 3-month evaluation, is more 
appropriate for universal intervention (i.e. a preventative intervention for those not exhibiting 
any specific symptoms) because it is consistent with the longer-term aims of such programs. 
This is supported when longitudinal follow-up has been conducted (Ayers et al., 2013; Sigal, 
Wolchik, Tein, & Sandler, 2012). Complementing quantitative feedback with more 
qualitative data from participants is also thought to be more sensitive to the nature of change 
that it taking place within such program (Utz, Caserta, & Lund, 2013a).  
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Conclusion 
This chapter critiqued the progression of research into children’s adjustment after separation. 
The initial outcome-based approach sought to address the critical concern for society: 
whether there would be long term impact for children and to what extent, based on measures 
of mental health, academic performance, and emotional health.  Overall, this approach 
produced a lack of consensus, but more importantly, failed to account for why some children 
recover well while others do not. Although research into the moderators of such adjustment 
assisted the understanding of factors that may hinder or help recovery, there remains 
considerable variation in children’s adjustment beyond what can be accounted for by such 
moderators.   
Our understanding of children’s adjustment processes related to separation could be 
termed incomplete and certainly lacking in empirical validation. Grief perspectives are 
readily applied in clinical intervention with children rather than in research studies. The result 
of this is a weak interface between research and clinical practice (Grych & Fincham, 1992; 
Pedro-Carroll, 2005) which would otherwise support our understanding of how to intervene 
with separated children. This chapter highlights the need to explore the use of a grief 
perspective in understanding children’s adjustment to separation – an aim of this thesis.   
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Chapter 3: Grief Theory and Children 
Overview 
This chapter will identify and highlight current empirical knowledge of children’s grieving in 
relation to bereavement. Frequently, bereavement theory is drawn upon by clinicians and 
researchers to assist in understanding children’s response to separation. This is not seen as a 
faulty argument, but that there is much that is still not understood about children’s grief 
(Oltjenbruns, 2001; Tremblay & Israel, 1998). Furthermore, there is not one single approach 
or theory that is accepted as being the complete explanation for adult’s or children’s grieving 
(Shaver & Tancredy, 2001). Arguably, the application of bereavement theory to separation 
loss is one that occurs without empirical validation of its ‘fit’. Furthermore, there is a dearth 
of process-related knowledge regarding children’s grief. Historically, children’s grieving has 
been a contentious area of study for several reasons which this chapter will explore.  
The chapter is structured around the following themes: a historical account of 
children’s capacity to grieve; children’s acquisition of the death concept and cognitive 
developmental theory, which has challenged views about children’s capacity to grieve; an 
account of children’s grieving responses; a critique of contextual considerations that impact 
the course and outcome of children’s grieving; and finally, a critique of bereavement models.   
Views on Children’s Capacity to Grieve 
A central question dominating the debate on children’s grief was whether children have the 
capacity to grieve. The answers lie in perspectives dependent both on the theoretical 
orientation and the definitions of mourning and grief. This section briefly maps this debate, 
and examines the progression of research in this area.  
Murray (2000) identified three divisions of thinking regarding children’s grieving, of 
which Freudian views represent the most conservative. Whereas the origin of formal grief 
theory is usually associated with the work of Freud and his earliest writings ‘Mourning and 
Melancholia”, 1917/1957 (Parkes, 2001), views about children were not much considered in 
literature or research till later in the 20th Century (Murray, 2000). Freud and early colleagues, 
held that children are incapable of grieving until adolescence because of a lack of ego 
differentiation. Freud argued that only at adolescence are they able to complete the grieving 
process in psychoanalytic terms, namely to fulfil the fundamental task of grieving and 
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achieve the de-cathecting, or withdrawal, of emotional energy from the lost person/ object 
(Freud, 1915/1957).  
Other theorists identify a developmental prerequisite which establishes the ability of 
the child to grieve. Such views can be thought of as the ‘middle ground’ in this debate 
(Murray, 2000). Object permanence is the prerequisite for a child’s capacity to grieve by the 
view of several theorists (Freud, 1960; Furman, 1964; Nagera, 1970; Tremblay & Israel, 
1998; Wolfenstein, 1969). Webb (1993, 2010) argued that a child requires an understanding 
of what has been lost to grieve; prior to this developmental milestone, they may show grief 
reaction, but this is not mature mourning. Webb claimed a child’s lack of understanding 
about the finite nature of the loss precluded true grieving. Hence, there is importance in the 
distinction between grief and mourning in relation to critiquing the literature on children’s 
experiences of grief and loss.  
The contrasting view that challenged Freud’s thinking was that of Bowlby (1961), 
who argued that the processes of mourning that infants and children go through are similar at 
the descriptive level to those experienced by older children and adults. This view was central 
to Bowlby’s conceptualizing of how children/infants have capacity to grieve, which is 
biologically driven. Bowlby (1961) held that from the age of approximately six months 
infants were capable of grieving and responding to loss. Furthermore, the enduring nature of 
a child’s pattern of grieving was based on the quality of attachment relationships in 
childhood, which are stable and reflected in the response to grieving significant others 
throughout the lifespan (Bowlby, 1980).  
Around this time, other empirical evidence was emerging from developmental 
psychology, notably Piaget’s work (1952), and psychoanalytic research on children’s 
development of death concept, pioneered by Nagy (1948). This evidence further assisted in 
the shift of opinion away from Freudian dominated views about children’s inability to grieve 
fully till adolescence.  
Research with children in the bereavement field 
Bereavement literature attests to the dearth of child-based bereavement research which has 
arguably resulted in limited theorising about children’s grieving prior to the mid-20th 
Century. This can be traced to the dominance of Freudian views about children’s (in)capacity 
to grieve. This conservative view is further exacerbated by corresponding societal views that 
sought to exclude and protect children from involvement in ritual and commemoration of 
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bereavement in the family into the 1970s (Oltjenbruns, 2001). Similar conservative views 
dominated social and medical research, seeking to protect children from direct involvement 
in research where possible (Alderson & Morrow, 2011; Ethical Research Including Children 
(ERIC), 2013; Mishna, Antle, & Regehr, 2004; Morrow & Richards, 1996). Consequent to 
these numerous barriers, the advancement of research and theorising in relation to children’s 
bereavement was considerably stilted.   
The impact of these views is evident in the methodologies that were used in the 
limited children’s bereavement study. Psychoanalytically orientated studies of the 1950s to 
1980s favoured retrospective accounts (of adults) into childhood memories of ‘children’s 
experience of grief’, an approach with many inherent limitations (Oltjenbruns, 2001). More 
direct methods of study did occur looking at the impact of a loss within the family, such as 
Cain, Fast, and Erickson (1964), but these were few in number. Generally, case studies, small 
samples and retrospective accounts from adults were favoured in this early era of 
psychoanalytically orientated research (Oltjenbruns, 2001). Post 1980s, there is evidence of 
developmental, environmental and psychosocial perspectives being taken in children’s 
bereavement study (Walker, 1993). Some highly notable studies involving more diverse 
methodologies, including longitudinal designs, first person accounts of children and a 
developmental perspective are to be found. Among some of the oft quoted studies are the 
following:  
i) The Harvard Childhood Bereavement study, (Silverman & Worden, 1993). This 
study involved 70 families of children aged six to 17 years, and included a non-
bereaved control group matched by age, gender, religion and community. 
Interviews were conducted at 4months, one year and two years post parental-loss 
with the child and the remaining parent both being interviewed;  
ii) Christ’s (2000a) research involving 87 families with 157 children which began six 
months before the parent’s death to cancer and for 14 months after their death;  
iii) Cerel, Fristad, Verducci, Weller, and Weller’s (2006) research with 360 bereaved 
children and their surviving parent. Interviews were conducted at two, six, 13, and 
25 months following the parent’s death.  
The importance of using longitudinal design became increasingly evident (Oltjenbruns, 2001) 
in identifying longer-term outcomes for bereaved children. Worden and Silverman (1996), 
for example, found evidence beyond the two-year mark – not evident at earlier data 
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collections points - related to behaviours evidencing social and emotional difficulties. Many 
significant findings about children’s capacity to grieve, and the predictability of this based on 
age and cognitive ability have come from the developmental approaches to researching 
children. These are critiqued next for their value in building our understanding of how 
children respond to loss.   
Cognitive Development and Development of Death Concept  
Cognitive developmental theorists (Flavell, 1963, 1981; Ginsburg & Opperman, 1979; 
Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Piaget, 1952) challenged Freudian views about children’s inability 
to grieve. Their theorising provided a model of cognitive development against which to 
examine an argument for children’s ability to understand the concept of death progressively 
with developmental increments across the age categories (Dyregrov, 1991). Such a model 
highlights the differences in the way children can be expected to respond to loss at different 
ages. It has, therefore, provided invaluable evidence of children’s grief and displays of 
grieving.   
The underlying assumption of the cognitive developmental approach is that 
development follows an invariant progression through stages. This is only one approach to 
understanding children’s cognitive development, and it is not without criticism from other 
theoretical orientations. For instance, many do not support the qualitative shifts in cognitive 
development that Piaget’s model proposed. Socio-behaviourists for instance, (Bandura, 1989; 
Sears, 1957) proposed that development occurs in quantitative increments. Socio-
behaviourists attribute all change across the lifespan to imitation, modelling, cultural 
expectations and observations of interactions, and argue specifically that the rules of 
development do not differ across the lifespan (Sears, 1951).  
As the following discussion indicates, this is contrary to the nature of changes that 
Piaget and colleagues proposed. It is acknowledged that the considerable development of 
knowledge in the field since his work has identified new structures and processes in 
understanding comprehension, communication, attention and social cognition (Flavell, 1981). 
However, his theory of cognitive development made an unparalleled contribution (Flavell, 
1981) to child development. Consequently, his model is still referred to by many 
contemporary bereavement theorists (Goldman, 2014; Webb, 2010) as providing a 
framework for making sense of children’s developmental progression in understanding death, 
and it is with this perspective that his model is critiqued here.   
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 Piaget’s model of cognitive development  
Piaget (1952) identified four distinct sequential stages through which a child’s capacity for 
thought matures, occurring in specified age ranges. However, these age ranges should be 
understood as a guideline for the attainment of such milestones applicable to children from 
diverse socio-cultural groups (Flavell, 1963).  
 Object permanence 
One of the fundamental tenets of early cognitive development is the development of object 
permanence, which refers to the cognitive capacity of an infant to conceive of an object as 
being ‘gone’ when it is not visible. This develops during the first stage of development, the 
Sensorimotor stage, at around the age of 18 – 24 months (Ginsburg & Opperman, 1979). 
Prior to this milestone, an infant’s sense of loss of an object or person through death is 
associated with it being ‘gone’ (Goldman, 2014; Wolfelt, 1996), or the absence of a 
significant caregiver/parent. Some responses infants will show at this stage to the loss of 
caregiver include sleep, bowel and feeding changes, ‘fussing’ and being difficult to settle or 
comfort (Grollman, 1995; Wolfelt, 1996). 
With the development of object permanence, the child begins to appreciate that out of 
sight is not the same as ‘gone’, and it is therefore argued by some that this is the first-time 
infants can identify a loss (Freud, 1960; Furman, 1964; Ginsburg & Opperman, 1979; 
Tremblay & Israel, 1998). Kastenbaum (2000) is critical of object permanence as being a 
sufficient marker of a child’s ability to conceive of, or ‘recognise’, loss. Rather, he argued 
that a child must understand what endures versus what changes or is lost for this to have 
meaning. Similarly, Webb (2010), referred to the need for the child to have the ability to 
actually make meaning of what is lost in order to respond in a ‘meaningful’ way. Bowlby 
would argue all responses to loss by an infant or child are meaningful and driven by the same 
biological mechanism, regardless of their age. The distinctions and definitions of ‘grief’ 
versus ‘mourning’ become critical in understanding how scholars make distinctions. Indeed, 
Webb (2010) argued that the mature response refers to mourning, while an immature 
response in a younger child, is a grief response.  
Magical thinking and egocentric reasoning  
From approximately two to seven years, Piaget argued children move through the Pre-
Operational stage, characterised largely by a child’s egocentric orientation. Inhelder and 
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Piaget (1958) referred to this as a failure to take another’s perspective or points of view, 
evident in the pre-operational child as an inability to take the audience into consideration 
when talking, and a selfish, rather than shared approach in play. Associated with this is 
‘magical thinking’, referring to the egocentric way a child places himself and his own 
behaviour at the centre of the matter and sees himself and his behaviour as the cause of 
events (Piaget, 1952). This is a critical element impacting a child’s understanding of death 
and illness, such that children will understand these events through the impact of their own 
behaviour, or thoughts, as being the cause of the death/ illness (Christ, 2000a; Goldman, 
2014; Webb, 1993, 2010). 
Also critical to this stage, is the child’s view that death is temporary and reversible; 
that life is continuing but in another ‘place’ such as under the ground where the person is still 
breathing and needing food (Emswiler & Emswiler, 2000; Goldman, 2014; Wolfelt, 1996). 
Children of this age may be concerned that the deceased will ‘wake up’ and find it to be dark, 
or be lonely in the grave, as though they were asleep (Fox, 1988; Goldman, 2014; Slaughter, 
2005) and still having the same bodily function and needs like food. The biological meaning 
of death is generally not formed in children at this stage.  
Typical behaviours displayed in response to death may include regressive behaviours 
in the domains of speech, sleep, toileting and attention seeking for instance (Wolfelt, 1991). 
Frequently children in this age range will re-enact death through play, and also express a 
desire to ‘die too’ to be with the deceased (Cohen, Mannarino, Greenberg, Padlo, & Shipley, 
2002). The extent to which this should be understood as a signal of suicidal risk should be 
assessed keeping in mind the child’s developmental understanding that this may simply be 
the only ‘logical’ way to reunite with the deceased (Cohen et al., 2002; Webb, 2010).   
Curious and realistic 
The next stage of cognitive development, the Operational Stage, ranges from seven to 12 
years (Piaget, 1952) and shows significant changes to children’s thinking which impacts upon 
their appreciation of the death concept. Goldman (2014) refers to this as a ‘curious and 
realistic’ death concept as children become much less fearful of the topic of death and highly 
interested in the details. They also begin an appreciation of there being an afterlife and how 
this is distinct from the ‘sleep’ concept. Furthermore, the concepts of ‘permanence’ (death is 
final) and ‘universality’ (all living things will die) related to death begin to emerge. Children 
still believe that death comes mostly to the old and sick and it can be avoided by staying 
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away from risky situations (Christ, 2000a; Goldman, 2014; Slaughter, 2005). Death is often 
personified and externalised as something that ‘comes for you’, an entity as such, who can be 
avoided and out-run or out-witted (Emswiler & Emswiler, 2000; Fox, 1988; Grollman, 1995; 
Webb, 2002). 
Common behaviours that make up responses to bereavement include aggression and 
behavioural problems, as well as a great fear that remaining family may die too (Webb, 
2002). However, in general their own mortality is safe and they see their own death as 
happening way off in the future, if at all (Cohen et al., 2002). Although, children from age 10 
to 12 will have more understanding of causality there is still evidence of some magical 
thinking that takes place (Cohen et al., 2002).   
Formal understandings of death 
It is only in the final stage of cognitive development, the Formal Operational Stage, beyond 
age 13 years (Piaget, 1952) that the full appreciation of death as being a natural part of life 
and occurring for everyone, including themselves, becomes more stable (Goldman, 2014; 
Slaughter, 2005). This is somewhat similar and comparable to the way that adults perceive 
death. However, adolescents will still show some responses to death that are unique. For 
instance, they may experience an existential dilemma following a bereavement which causes 
them to question “Why me?” They may also indulge in inappropriate risk taking behaviour to 
deal with both the fascination with death, and their sense of being invincible. Or they may 
experience painful feelings related to the unfairness of the loss, against which they need to 
rally and ‘protest’ through their behaviour (Emswiler & Emswiler, 2000; Wolfelt, 1996). 
Their appreciation of the finality of death may result in sadness, disturbance in sleeping, 
eating and concentrating, similar to adults (Cohen et al., 2002).  
Development of death concept  
Early psychoanalytic studies also contributed to the development of understanding children’s 
acquisition of the death concept (Slaughter, 2005). Nagy’s (1948) pioneering study with 
Hungarian children provided some of the earliest recordings of children’s understanding 
about death. She engaged children aged three to ten years, in answering questions and 
drawing pictures about death. Her findings showed three developmental stages through which 
children can be seen to make qualitative changes in their perceptions about death.  
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 The first category of children in the three to five-year-old range, see death as a 
continuation of life, as another state to be in, consistent with other findings (Fox, 1988; 
Goldman, 2014; Slaughter, 2005). Furthermore, death is temporary, and like sleep, one might 
awake from death. This was very much consistent with Piaget’s model. Children in the 
second stage, including five to nine-year-olds, were found to recognise death to be permanent 
or, as others have noted, having attained a stable death concept. However, children in this age 
range will personify death as the ‘death-man’, or the ‘grim reaper’, an entity that comes and 
takes your life away, rather than a natural progression of life, also noted by other writers 
(Goldman, 2014; Slaughter, 2005). Only in the third stage, at approximately nine years of age 
and upwards, will children come to realise that death is both personal (it will happen to them) 
and universal (all animals and people will die), and both final and unavoidable.  
Since Nagy’s work took place, other studies have found more variation in these age 
ranges, dependent on the cognitive and emotional development of the child (Kenyon, 2001). 
Hence Nagy’s age ranges, like Piaget’s age ranges, should only be seen as an indication 
rather than fixed milestones (Kastenbaum, 2000). Nonetheless, they are useful 
categorizations from which to begin. Also, the psychoanalytic approach taken demonstrated 
a preference on focussing on children’s emotional response to death, which was challenged 
by Piagetian ‘60s and ‘70s research. This offered another perspective or way of 
understanding the marked differences children demonstrate in their understanding of death. 
Furthermore, there is considerable debate as to what constitutes a mature death concept 
(Slaughter, 2005) and therefore at what point and age it can be thought to emerge. Consistent 
across different schools of thought, however, are the sub-components of the death concept 
and the order in which these are reached (Slaughter, 2005).  
Sub-components of death concept 
Piagetian researchers established the sub-components of the death concept to consist of the 
following stages: irreversibility or finality; universality applying to all living things; personal 
mortality; inevitability, in that all living things must eventually die; cessation of function 
applying to the body and brain at death; causality as being related to the breakdown of 
biological functioning; and unpredictability of the timing of death (Slaughter, 2005).  
Specific teaching in relation to the concept of life-force (Slaughter & Lyons, 2002), 
or the biological relationship between life and death (Slaughter, 2005), for instance, has been 
effective with children as young as three to five years in assisting them in acquiring the 
concept of death. Furthermore, such accurate biological teaching was found to alleviate the 
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fear of death in a sample of four to eight-year-olds (Slaughter & Griffiths, 2007), a 
commonly reported response of that age group. In other words, there is some element to the 
acquisition of the death concept that can be taught ahead of ‘normal’ developmental 
progression.  
Cross-cultural studies show few differences in the age at which children develop an 
understanding of death (Slaughter, 2005). However, a recent study (Panagiotaki & Nobes, 
2014) involving four to seven-year-olds, from three cultural backgrounds, found differences 
supported both a cultural influence and exposure to particular experiences in advancing 
understanding of the death concept ahead of their peers. The critique of literature now turns 
to descriptions of symptoms of children’s grieving.  
Children’s Grief Reactions 
Children’s bereavement literature shows a predominance of descriptors of common reactions 
that children display as grief responses. Several reasons for this can be suggested. Firstly, 
there is much that is still unknown (Oltjenbruns, 2001; Tremblay & Israel, 1998) and 
frequently misunderstood (Goldman, 2014) about children’s grief. Such descriptors of 
children’s reactions are valuable in assisting adults to decipher what can otherwise be easily 
misinterpreted by adults (Dyregrov, 1991; Murray, 2000). For instance, children are prone to 
‘idiosyncratic’ responses to loss (Dyregrov, 2001), which are difficult to differentiate from 
normal behaviour (Goldman, 2014; McKissock, 1998; Murray, 2000; Webb, 2010).  
It is more widely accepted in recent decades that there is diversity to the way in which 
children respond to grief (Rosenblatt, 2001; Schuurman, 2002). A frequent response in 
attempting to understand children’s grieving has been to compare it to adult grieving. There 
is consensus that difference exists but the nature of this difference is reported differently. The 
pattern of grieving is frequently cited as the main differentiating factor, particularly in 
relation to duration, intensity and types of responses (Deveau, 1997). Some refer to the fluid 
nature with which grieving comes and goes (McKissock, 1998), or the protracted nature of 
children’s grieving (Goldman, 2014; Webb, 2010). Others identify cognitive ability to be the 
predominant issue (Slaughter, 2005; Webb, 2010) differentiating adult and children’s grief. 
Emotional capacity (Tremblay & Israel, 1998) is also referred to as being critical in this 
differentiation. Various descriptors of children’s grief reactions are critiqued hereafter.   
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Intermittent periods of observable grieving 
Children are reported to express their grief in limited intermittent time periods during which 
they can be observed to move quickly through sad feelings, after which they return to normal 
life, only to revisit these sad feelings briefly again at another time (Bowlby, 1980; Christ, 
2000b; Corr, 2000a; Furman, 1985; Silverman & Worden, 1993; Wolfe & Senta, 1995; 
Worden, 1996). The short nature of this grief cycle makes it easy for adults to misinterpret or 
misunderstand what they are witnessing (Dyregrov, 1991; McKissock, 1998; Murray, 2000), 
in that the expressive behaviour is over so quickly. One explanation for this intermittent burst 
of grieving is the emotional capacity children have to only sustain short periods of grieving 
(Oltjenbruns, 2001). It is possibly this characteristic that Goldman (2014) and Webb (1993) 
are describing when they referred to the ‘drawn out’ nature of children’s grieving.  
Developmental predictability  
It is well established that children’s grieving is distinct and unique from adults, as well as 
being developmentally predictable by the way in which they will express feelings, use 
behaviour and other coping mechanisms in response to a loss (Christ, 2000b; Goldman, 2014; 
Oltjenbruns, 2001; Wallerstein, Lewis, & Blakeslee, 2000). This ‘developmental 
predictability provides’ is useful as it provides a guideline to better understanding how to 
respond to children based on their developmental capacity and therefore their understanding 
of the loss (Christ, 2000b). Oltjenbruns (2001) argued that the absence of a developmental 
perspective in some children’s bereavement research has specifically led to both 
“inconclusive and contradictory” (p. 170) findings. She argued that it is not sufficient to 
merely report age-related findings, as is often done, rather the findings should be interpreted 
against age-related cognitive capacity/ understanding of death/ use of language/ coping 
mechanisms and variations in functioning. Besides the guidance that such developmental 
guidelines have provided in the literature with respect to the patterns of children’s grief, there 
is another significant impact of a developmental approach which is less reported. 
Developmental theories offer a perspective on the tendency that children exhibit to re-work 
the loss across developmental growth in childhood.  
 Developmental re-workings of grief  
Developmental theorists hold that children will re-visit losses as they reach new cognitive 
capacities and developmental understandings of the loss, as well as a new emotional capacity 
to work through the loss. This results in a ‘resurgence’ of grief (Miller, 1995). Oltjenbruns 
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(2001) referred to this process as a ‘re-griefing’ in relation to bereaved children. Biank and 
Werner-Lin (2011) argued that the change over time to the meaning of the loss occurs for 
several reasons. Firstly, because of the normative changes taking place for a child and the 
tasks of mourning they are transitioning through; coupled with the developmental changes 
associated with emotion, cognitions, language and an understanding of the death concept. It is 
this ‘two tiered developmentally sensitive approach’ that allows one to fully integrate the 
nature of the changing meaning of loss for children over time (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011, p. 
285).  
Such developmental re-working of a loss is easily misconstrued as being the 
emergence of ‘buried’ problems that were not sufficiently dealt with previously. This is to 
misunderstand development and maturation through childhood and what this entails for 
children’s developing capacity (emotional/ cognitive/ psychosocial) to understand the 
meaning of loss and respond. Bowlby (1961) also made reference to this phenomenon in 
relation to the means by which a child will retain and re-work the parental relationship across 
their lifetime. Similarly, Clark, Pynoos, and Goebel (1994) referred to the ‘cascading’ nature 
or ‘shocks and aftershocks’ concept of children’s grieving as they revisit losses recurringly 
with developmental progression. Likewise, Hetherington (1979; 2002) referred to the re-
working of losses throughout childhood in the separation context, arguing that adolescence 
particularly was likely to be a time that children were highly vulnerable to a ‘stormy’ re-
working of previous losses, because of the many cognitive and emotional changes that are 
taking place at that time.   
Expression of feelings 
There are many myths in contemporary society that serve to hinder children’s grieving 
(Fiorini & Mullen, 2006). For instance, children are often not encouraged to talk of what has 
happened, for fear of making them feel worse, or they are kept busy so that they will not 
dwell on the loss. Such responses by adults may be the result of their own discomfort and 
fear, including feeling the need to ‘fix’ children’s grieving (Schuurman, 2002). Coupled with 
these barriers, children’s natural tendency to show a reluctance to talk about their feelings 
about loss may result in the misinterpretation that they experience a lack of feeling regarding 
the loss (Webb, 1993). Developmental accounts detail children’s avoidance of verbally 
expressing strong emotion, particularly at younger ages (Christ, 2000a; Goldman, 2014). This 
is noted too in relation to an avoidance of wanting to talk with their peers about their loss for 
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fear of being perceived as being different, particularly evident in middle childhood to early 
adolescence (Christ, 2000a). With age, children’s use of expressive language increases and 
they can be found to be more comfortable with expressing feelings and talking of a loss, as a 
result of their increasing developmental maturity (Christ, 2000a). 
By direct contrast, play is a preferred means of expression for younger children 
(Goldman, 2014; Webb, 2010) by which they will work through and express emotion. 
However, this too is frequently misunderstood by adults. For instance, children may be 
observed returning to play soon after being told of a loss (Dyregrov, 1991; Tremblay & 
Israel, 1998). Their behaviour is potentially interpreted to construe they are unaffected by the 
loss, or that they do not understand what has taken place (Fiorini & Mullen, 2006). Play is 
better understood as being restorative for children, and a means for creating time away from 
grieving based on their limited emotional capacity to express grief at any point in time 
(Christ, 2000a; Landreth, 2002; Webb, 2010; Worden, 1996).  
Of note, not all children will exhibit all such reactions to grief, nor will they exhibit the 
same intensity or duration of response but they will show individual variation in grief 
responses (Rosenblatt, 2001). A curvilinear relationship between intensity of symptoms and 
time since death has been suggested (Worden & Silverman, 1996). As time progresses the 
intensity of reactions is found to decrease.  
Children as Vulnerable Mourners 
The view that children are vulnerable to risks of their grieving becoming complicated in 
relation to bereavement and non-death losses is frequently referenced, however, the reason/s 
are less well articulated. Possible arguments include children’s lack of experience with 
previous losses and their access to only a small repertoire of coping strategies (Kastenbaum, 
2000; Oltjenbruns, 2001). This implied connection between children’s experience with loss 
and their ability to adjust has not been clearly established with research (Tremblay & Israel, 
1998). This thesis argues that there are numerous factors that contribute to children’s 
potential vulnerability, and current knowledge suggests it is a unique constellation of these 
that result in difficulties in the grieving process. These features are presented here as 
contributing to the unique context of bereavement for children.  
Significance of age 
The under five-year age category and early adolescence are noted to be the more vulnerable 
age groups associated with the risk of experiencing difficulty following bereavement 
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(Bowlby, 1980; Christ, 2000a; Elizur & Kaffman, 1982, 1983; Furman, 1985; Raphael, 
1984). Under-five’s arguably show a high level of dependence in relation to their primary 
caregiver in respect of emotional and physical care, as well as security and comfort resulting 
in the loss of the caregiver having a profound impact on the young child (Furman, 1985). The 
resulting disruption to attachment causes fear responses and a disruption to normal 
development (Dyregrov & Dyregrov, 2013). Limited cognitive ability to comprehend the 
loss, shorter attention spans, coupled with a high level of dependence on the environment 
arguably all contribute to young children’s vulnerability (Furman, 1985; Oltjenbruns, 2001). 
Furthermore, their capacity for language (receptive and expressive), and hence their ability to 
be comforted by words, is less effective than adults or older children and is also suggested to 
contribute to their vulnerability (Fiorini & Mullen, 2006; Oltjenbruns, 2001).  
Adolescence is noted as being a turbulent time of re-working previous loss 
experiences in relation to earlier bereavement (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011; Clark et al., 1994; 
Oltjenbruns, 2001). There are mixed views regarding adolescent’s vulnerability in resolution 
of current losses. Oltjenbruns (2001) referred to the greater capacity for problem-focused 
coping and an enhanced sense of control over their environments which will impact 
positively for adolescents. Cohen et al. (2002) referred to adolescent behavioural traits as 
exacerbating the view of their vulnerability in dealing with loss. These include, a desire to 
reunite with the deceased, despite approaching or having attained an understanding of the 
finality of death, and a tendency for introspect which causes internal questioning and 
experimentation with risky behaviour as they ‘chance fate’ (Cohen et al., 2002; Atle 
Dyregrov & Dyregrov, 2013).  
Furman (1985) argued that adolescents generally find parent support as ‘helpful’, 
rather than critical to their recovery, consistent with developmental progression and the 
growing importance of peer networks (Dopp & Cain, 2012). The family is no longer the main 
source of support or influence with increasing age, which may contribute to greater 
complexity and potential vulnerability depending on the nature of support networks available 
to the adolescent. A greater experience of life and understanding of loss, as well as increased 
ability to express themselves, suggests decreasing vulnerability in adolescence. However, 
personality, relationship with the deceased, and nature of support may all influence a child’s 
ability regardless of age.  
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Importance of family context in children’s grieving  
The family context is noted as fundamental in supporting children’s grieving (Kissane, 2002) 
and arguably balances (younger) children’s limited capacity to respond to loss (Goldman, 
2014). Children rely on the support, modelling and permission of their parents/ family to 
express their grief in relation to a death more so than adult family members will (Biank & 
Werner-Lin, 2011; Furman, 1985; Goldman, 2001/2014; Oltjenbruns, 2001; Worden & 
Silverman, 1996). The family provides a model as to the expression of feelings related to loss 
(Oltjenbruns, 2001), legitimizing the expression of such feelings (Furman, 1985). In the 
absence of a role model, or in response to a parent’s need to ‘block’ their responses (Furman, 
1985), a child is at risk of not expressing but ‘locking away’ their own responses to the loss 
(Goldman, 2001/2014). It is also possible that a parent may themselves move forward in their 
own grieving while unwittingly blocking their child’s grieving (Furman, 1985). Several 
scholars note the risk that a child becomes the forgotten mourner (Wolfelt, 1983) following 
family bereavement, especially when the expressions and emotions of adults dominate within 
the family following a bereavement (Jaques, 2000), and/or a child’s loss may fail to be 
legitimized by a parent because they cannot acknowledge that the child has ‘lost’ anything 
(Furman, 1985). The domestic environment children find themselves in following a 
bereavement may not fully support the expression of their grief. Particularly, it is noted that 
the role of the remaining parent, in the case of parental bereavement which has been the focus 
of most children’s bereavement study, is crucial to the child.  
Role of remaining parent 
Death studies, pertaining to parental death, have supported the significance of the remaining 
parent as being the most significant factor in a child’s ability to cope with the death of a 
parent (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011; Christ, 2000a; Furman, 1985; Worden & Silverman, 
1996). Furthermore, the parent’s ability to ‘fully’ grieve will impact a child’s ability to do so 
(Elizur & Kaffman, 1983; Furman, 1985).  
Link to the deceased parent 
The need to link ‘back’ to the deceased parent is a critical function of the role of the surviving 
parent, allowing the child to ‘move forward’ (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011). Bowlby (1961) 
referred to this as a ‘re-negotiation’ of the relationship with the deceased parent that will last 
the lifespan. This has also been described as a ‘fantasy relationship’ (Nagera, 1970; 
Wolfenstein, 1969) that the child continues with a parent throughout childhood by 
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positioning the deceased parent as ‘with’ them, assisting them to complete developmental 
tasks. Children have been found to utilize their own strategies to stay connected to the 
deceased parent consistent with their level of cognitive development, and these strategies will 
change over time (Silverman & Worden, 1993), such as ‘hearing’ the parent, or imagining 
them in heaven or remembering things about the deceased and their interactions with that 
parent, as well as keeping a sense of belonging to the deceased. The surviving parent has a 
significant role in assisting their child in remembering the deceased parent with stories, 
mementos, making comparisons to their own character, honouring the memory of the 
deceased and helping the child to find ways to commemorate and remember the deceased 
parent (Nickman, Silverman, & Normand, 1998; Normand, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996).  
A child’s success in keeping a connection with the deceased parent has been found to 
be dependent on several factors, including: a child’s gender and age; the nature of the death 
(suddenness particularly); and gender of the deceased parent (Silverman & Worden, 1993). 
Brown and Goodman’s (2005) findings support this regarding the impact of trauma on the 
‘normal’ process of grief for children. They found that children who had lost a parent in 9/11, 
previously employed in the emergency services, were less likely to be able to access and 
retain the memory of the parent in this way, because of the intrusion of trauma associated 
with the parent’s death, and this hampered their ability to complete the normal tasks 
associated with grieving. A retrospective study of ‘Motherless Daughters’, indicated the 
ongoing significance of the relationship with the deceased parent as continuing across the 
lifespan for this sample of daughters (Edelman, 2006) rather than ceasing with childhood. 
Literature on continuing bonds (Rosenblatt, 1996) supports the need for an individual to 
locate the deceased in their lives in a comfortable way, not necessarily to leave them behind, 
as a way of learning to live with the loss. Discussion of special circumstances of loss, 
reviewed shortly, also offers another explanation.  
Personal meaning inherent to grieving a loss 
Family members are understood to grieve at their own pace (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011) 
based on the nature of their relationship with the deceased (Bowlby, 1980; Kissane, 2002) 
and the meaning they attribute to the loss (Neimeyer, 2000a). Hence each person is grieving a 
unique loss based on the personal meaning of the relationship and their attachment to that 
person. For instance, a child grieves the loss of a parent who dies and will never be replaced; 
while a spouse grieves the loss of a partner and they may marry again at some time. The ‘dis-
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synchronous’ nature of grief within a family (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011) can be further 
isolating for a child who is already struggling with the tasks of grieving.  
The extent of the significance of the role of the family themselves has been argued 
here. It can be understood as the critical context for children’s grieving. Isolation within the 
family, or a child being denied permission to grieve because the parent has contrary views 
about the loss, or are struggling themselves, can have deleterious impacts for children’s 
grieving. Furthermore, the family situation may be further compounded by cultural and 
societal influences.   
Cultural context for children’s grieving 
Doka (1989) emphasised the social nature of grief and mourning, and the associated rules 
regarding how and when we grieve as defined by society, culture, religion and institutions, 
such that the social context (family, society and culture) will define a person’s experience and 
therefore their grief. Social rules govern what is admissible as a loss and for whom, such that 
certain instances of death, such as suicide, or death through HIV, are ‘disenfranchised’ by 
society (Doka, 1989). This refers to losses that are not acknowledged, mourned or supported 
by society. There are many instances of loss, other than bereavement, that are also deemed to 
be disenfranchised, such as parental separation, abortion, still birth and adoption (Doka, 
1989). Disenfranchisement itself can lead to difficulties in the grieving process because 
support is not as readily available or offered to that person, and these mourners may become 
socially isolated in their grieving. This has relevance for children, particularly in relation to 
separation loss, within the family context.  
Cultural norms are also relevant in the grieving process, dictating what is acceptable 
for children to be exposed to regarding the loss experience. What explanations children 
receive about the loss, how and if they are included in ritual and meaning making following a 
loss are determined within an ethnic or religious group (Doka, 1989; Oltjenbruns, 2001). 
Such factors are highly influential in a child’s grief journey such as in the completion of tasks 
of grieving and understanding what has taken place (Baker, Sedney, & Gross, 1992). 
Developmental literature suggests that in the absence of information, children will create 
their own explanations regarding death/ loss (Fox, 1988; Goldman, 2014; Webb, 1993). 
Modern society has shortened and diminished much of the social practices surrounding 
bereavement (Hockey, 2002), leaving modern western society with an expedited version of 
bereavement that is both lacking ritual in the way it did historically, and having a much 
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shorter mourning, if any, associated with the recovery from the loss (Betz & Thorngren, 
2006).  
These factors impact families and by extension children, in the ways that the family 
make meaning of loss, ritualize their losses and offer and receive support from the 
community with their grieving. Arguably, children’s grieving is embedded in the context of 
family, as well as culture and society. In seeking to understand the grief process for a child 
they are important factors to consider in the way adjustment is progressing. A final contextual 
factor is critiqued, relating to special circumstances of loss and how these impact grieving.  
Special circumstances of loss  
This thesis argues that there are special circumstances and features related to the nature of 
separation loss that potentially become compounding factors in what is already a potentially 
difficult adjustment process for children. Teel (1991) argued that it is the unique nature of 
non-bereavement loss that requires further explanation in addition to applying bereavement 
frameworks in relation to ‘partial losses’ (Furman, 1985) such as separation. Such losses infer 
an unfinished nature, described as being ‘non-finite’ (Bruce & Schultz, 2001) as they lack the 
resolution associated with loss such as a death. Consequently, there remains a feeling of hope 
(Furman, 1985) that, in the instance of separation may include, the hope of parents reuniting. 
Likewise, such losses infer a unique ‘pain’ on the griever, as they struggle to overcome the 
continuous intrusion of feelings of hope or longing. Olshansky (1962) referred to this as a 
‘chronic sorrow’ referring to a recurring pattern of grieving exhibited by the parents of 
profoundly disabled children who appeared to never fully attain an acceptance of their child’s 
condition. New milestones reached (in chronological years) would herald an emergence of 
their sorrow for another feature of normality that their child would never enjoy or attain.  
 Following a separation, family members, especially children, are constantly faced 
with the difference between what is and what might have been (Betz & Thorngren, 2006). It 
is this perpetual (personal) comparison that forms the framework of the loss experience. It is 
the divergence between what the perceived patterns of future life should have held that 
creates a chaos for a person who faces such a personal loss and the pattern of predictability 
that they foresaw for their lifetime is forever disrupted (Bruce & Schultz, 2001).  Parkes 
(1971) referred to this as a loss of ‘assumptive world’ wherein an individual is responding 
through grieving to the loss of a person or thing, as well as the loss of dreams and hopes for 
the future, and assumptions one held about oneself, others and the world which are all 
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disrupted. The re-formation of this takes place through completion of restorative tasks, 
associated with secondary losses in grieving. This is both a slow and painful process of 
adjustment to a new world (Parkes, 1971), particularly for children who are more vulnerable 
as their assumptive world is still forming (Parkes, 1971; Raphael, 1984).  
Separation literature refers to a ‘persistent sadness’ (Berman, 1992; Wallerstein & 
Kelly, 1980) where the intrusion of grief recurs intermittently throughout the lives of adult 
children of separation and becomes their lived experience. The nature of the longing children 
of separation experience in relation to the loss of their parental/family unit is without end and 
becomes a normative experience throughout their life. To apply bereavement frameworks to 
such instances is to risk seeing a normative experience for children of separation as a 
complication or a difficulty in their grieving process.  
Bereavement Theories for Children   
This section reviews some of the theoretical models that were developed to explain children’s 
grieving. Bowlby’s model (1952, 1961) was one of the first developed to explain children’s 
response to separation and also one of the only phase models to have been developed for 
children. It is reviewed here for the contribution that Bowlby’s work made to then current 
thinking and his contribution to the origins of attachment theory, which is overall argued to 
have changed the direction that grief theory was taking at that time (Stroebe, 2002). 
Worden’s (1991, 1996) model is thought to be one of the most widely recognized (Murray, 
2016) and is often used as a framework to inform interventions for children, such as Seasons 
for Growth (Kids Matter, n.d.). These and several other popular children’s bereavement 
models are critiqued for their usefulness in understanding children’s adjustment to 
bereavement.  
Bowlby’s phase model  
Psychoanalytic views about young children’s inability to grieve fully were challenged by 
Bowlby’s work on childhood separation from maternal caregivers and the impacts of this 
early deprivation (Bowlby, 1952, 1953). Bowlby’s (1952) findings were based on 
observations drawn from numerous European centres and institutions that cared for children.  
The similarities in these observations highlighted that children displayed predictable and 
common behavioural responses to separation from their caregiver/s. These early findings 
informed the beginnings of attachment theory (Bowlby, 1969, 1973), which continues to 
influence bereavement literature, child development and other areas of psychology. 
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Attachment theory  
Bowlby’s (1958, 1969, 1973) initial work focussed on the impact of temporary separation, 
and only in later writing did his theorising became focussed on the impact of long-term 
separations from attachment figures, or grief responses (Bowlby, 1980). He identified grief to 
be a form of separation anxiety, resulting from a disruption to the attachment bond with the 
deceased (Stroebe, Schut, & Stroebe, 2005) where the nature of the grief response is 
determined by the attachment style and attachment system (Farley & Shaver, 1999).  
Attachment system 
Bowlby proposed a biological theory of attachment formation stemming from ethology, 
which he integrated with emerging ideas in the social sciences (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & 
Wall, 1978). Bowlby theorised that the behavioural system links to a repertoire of attachment 
behaviour to which infants/ children are biologically predisposed, like many forms of animal 
life. This system functions as a survival mechanism primarily seeking to maintain the care 
and proximity, and ultimately the protection, of the primary caregiver (Bowlby, 1969), who 
in turn responds from their own reciprocal behavioural system (maternal behaviour). Initially 
his early work centred on the hypothesis that the mother was the sole person with whom a 
child formed an attachment. This was later revised to refer to the care-giver determined by 
the nature of that relationship and regular provision of care-giving (Stroebe, 2002). Bowlby 
(1952) identified that there are explicit developmental periods in a child’s life which are 
particularly critical for the development of this attachment system, which require exposure to 
the mother figure as ‘psychic organiser’ for infant mental development to proceed smoothly. 
Working models  
Bowlby proposed that the development of attachment bonds happens in relation to 
developing cognitive capacity. Over time infants form cognitive representations or working 
models (Bowlby, 1969) of the pattern of relationship with the primary caregiver, themselves 
and the environment. Essentially this model is a map by which the child organizes 
information about the world. This includes an expectation of ‘others’ and the world based on 
their experiences to date, such as: the world and those in it are safe and predictable. Based on 
this working model of the world, what we understand as an attachment style that governs 
behaviour begins to emerge.  
Response to loss 
Bowlby explained responses to loss within the framework of the attachment system as being 
an attempt to regain proximity with the maternal figure, whereby absence of the caregiver 
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activates the infant/child’s behavioural system. Bowlby proposed that the behaviour used will 
depend on the age of the infant and situation. For instance, crying in a young infant, versus 
motion (crawling) toward the caregiver in a mobile infant. He also stressed that the nature of 
such grieving will be determined to some extent by the nature of the attachment to that figure.  
Bowlby’s initial work led him to distinguish between secure and insecure patterns of 
attachment (Bowlby, 1953). His work was extended thereafter by other colleagues. Parkes 
and Weiss (1983) went on to explore complications in grieving, while Ainsworth and Mains 
went on to define and measure the exact nature of the biological bond and developed 
typologies of attachment types in childhood (Ainsworth et al., 1978; Main & Solomon, 
1986).  
Attachment theorists have expanded this work to incorporate ideas about how 
attachment impacts other areas of personality and relationship formation. Attachment styles 
are thought to determine an individual’s style of relationship formation beyond childhood 
with other significant persons (Parkes, 2001), such that a securely attached person would find 
it easy to form a close relationship, and rely on others for both affection and support 
(Kennedy-Moore & Watson, 1999; Li & Jang, 2009). This is supported by empirical findings 
associating a secure attachment style with the highest level of satisfaction with relationships 
and the highest levels of psychological well-being (Collins & Read, 1990; Collins & Feeney, 
2004; Feeney, 1999; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2005; Simpson, Collins, Tran, & Haydon, 2007). 
Bowlby also held that the bond in a romantic relationship can be explained by the same 
framework as infant attachment development, although some do not agree with this (Siegel, 
1999).  Empirical findings have provided support for linking the reactions to loss of a loved 
one in adulthood to attachment styles evident within the romantic relationship (Archer, 1999; 
Davis, Shaver & Vernon, 2003; Ho, Chan, Ma & Field, 2013; Parkes, 2001; Shaver & 
Tancredy, 2001). This critique returns to Bowlby’s initial work with phases of grieving which 
he based on sources of empirical data (Bowlby, 1952).   
Stages of grieving  
Bowlby formulated a stage or phase theory, depicting the sequence of responses displayed by 
children (Bowlby, 1961). Bowlby (1961) described these phases as comprising: an initial 
phase of protest and attempts to recover proximity with the maternal figure; followed by 
despair and depression; and finally, (emotional) detachment from the attachment figure.  
Later findings drawn from a study of widows in their first year of bereavement showed 
similar phases, leading to collaboration between Parkes and Bowlby, in refining a 
bereavement model for adults (Bowlby & Parkes, 1970). This was essentially unchanged 
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from Bowlby’s initial description, but included an initial phase of numbness, followed by 
yearning and searching, disorganization and despair and finally reorganization, rather than 
detachment. Parkes (2001) argued that the stage of psychological reorganization was intended 
to support the emerging debate regarding the importance of continuing bonds (Rosenblatt, 
1996) in the bereavement field. This signified a conceptual break with traditional 
psychoanalytic thinking associated with Freud’s (1915/1957) views about the need to de-
cathect the emotional energy associated with the loved person/object, and reposition this in 
order to complete grief work and resolve a loss. However, this is not necessarily evident in 
the stages of grieving that are outlined by Bowlby. Also the work of Nagera (1970) and 
Wolfenstein (1969) challenged the traditional notions of breaking bonds in relation to 
children regarding the fantasy relationship that children develop, allowing them to complete 
the developmental tasks of childhood successfully.  
Bowlby (1980) held that the way a person responds to loss is determined, among 
other childhood experiences, by their pattern of parental attachment behaviour, a view 
supported by others (Parkes, 2001). There is debate as to how enduring attachment styles are 
from formation in early childhood through to adulthood. Some argued that there is only 
moderate stability likely into early adulthood (Fraley, (2002), while others, like Bowlby 
(1980) himself, view it as being relatively enduring (Siegal, 1999). Attachment theorists 
generally recognise that both trauma on the one hand, and positive relationships on the other, 
can impact the internal schemata, altering the attachment style throughout the lifespan 
(Lopez, Melendez, & Rice, 2000).  
Webb (1993) was critical of Bowlby’s stages, arguing that if a child was to protest 
and despair in response to the absence of the caregiver/ loved one, they would require an 
understanding of both the finality of and the meaning of the loss. She argued that longing and 
crying may be grief reactions, but they are not true mourning in the sense of adult grieving. 
At around the same time as Bowlby’s work was taking place with children and grieving, the 
works of Piaget (1952) and Nagy (1948) were also challenging conservative views about 
children’s capacity to understand death. The underlying assumption to their approaches to the 
death concept was that a child must understand the concept of death if they are to grieve the 
loss. As Bowlby’s was largely a biologically driven model, no such cognitive prerequisite/s 
were part of his theorising. Bowlby argued that children and infants as young as six months 
can respond to the loss of a significant other.   
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Despite the significant contribution to children’s bereavement research and theory 
building that Bowlby’s work represents, the model itself is not often cited in contemporary 
children’s grief literature. Nonetheless, he was among the first to challenge Freudian views 
regarding children’s in/capacity to grieve, and his theorising altered the course that grief 
theory was taking till that point (Stroebe, 2002). No further phase model since Bowlby’s 
model has been developed to describe children’s adjustment processes (Oltjenbruns, 2001). 
Worden’s tasks of grieving   
Worden’s (1996) model is one of the most widely cited in children’s grief literature (Murray, 
2016; Oltjenbruns, 2001). Worden’s involvement in the Harvard Childhood Bereavement 
study was seminal in its contribution to understanding how children respond to the loss of a 
parent. Worden (2009) described his model as applicable to children, despite it being 
developed to describe the tasks that adults fulfil in their grieving, which raises critique, as 
detailed herein.  
Worden’s tasks of grieving are summarised as: accepting the reality of the loss; 
working through the pain of the loss; adjusting to a world without the deceased; and finally, 
finding a way of connecting with the deceased while undertaking a new life. Wolfelt (1996) 
described the tasks of childhood grieving similarly. Worden’s (2009) revised model stressed 
the unending nature of the connection with the deceased, as opposed to the ‘breaking’ of 
bonds, in accordance with Freudian and traditional grief theory. Such breaking of bond, or 
de-cathecting of emotional energy, requires the repositioning of that energy onto another 
loved object/person as a way of resolving the grief process (Freud, 1915/1957). He revised 
the pattern of his model, stressing the circular nature observable in grieving patterns of adults 
and children re-visiting tasks as these are worked through again and again. He also argued 
that these tasks may be worked through simultaneously at times (Worden, 2009). He sought 
to emphasise the fluidity of this process, which he argued as being reminiscent of modern 
bereavement theory such as the DPM. Consistent with the DPM, Worden (2009) highlighted 
the circularity of the grieving process in that the bereaved will revisit tasks recurringly. The 
process cannot be seen as linear, as his initial model suggested (Worden & Silverman, 1996), 
nor necessarily predictable in progression and timing thereof.   
 Worden (1996) proposed that his model was suitable for application to children 
provided developmental considerations were made. However, no specific directions as to 
how developmental considerations might impact the application of the model to children’s 
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grieving were offered. Some refute the adequacy of this as lacking sensitivity to the grief 
responses that children make based on their unique capacity (Sekaer & Katz, 1986). Davies 
(2004) critiqued the tasks in relation to children’s developmental capacity, pointing out, for 
instance that accepting the loss is not a task that children can undertake when they have not 
achieved the concepts of permanence and irreversibility in their understanding of the death 
concept.  
Likewise, the second task, working through the pain, is also developmentally 
constrained for children given the limited capacity they show for expressing strong emotions 
over a prolonged period (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011; Oltjenbruns, 2001). In this way, the 
sporadic patterning of children’s grieving, means that it will not ‘look’ the way adult grieving 
does, yet Worden makes no reference to this consideration.  
The third task, adjusting to a world without the deceased, it is argued, requires a 
fundamental shift in the nature of the relationship with the deceased parent (Christ, 2000b; 
Worden, 1996), such as it becoming one of memory (Cohen et al., 2002), rather than 
interaction. Biank and Werner-Lin (2011) referred to the revisiting of loss throughout 
childhood with increased developmental cognition, emotional understanding and death 
concept appreciation. Worden’s model suggested the re-working for adult and children alike, 
but lacks an explicit explanation and reference to developmental perspectives that could 
substantiate and explain.  
It is possible that the appeal of Worden’s model (1996) is based on his place in 
traditional theory building, his renown as a researcher, and the rigour of the tasks he names. 
The likeness he draws between his own model and the DPM is not one that is obvious. It is 
arguable that Worden’s model, like other tasks based models, offers valuable insight into the 
overall stages that a bereaved person may go through, but is not unique in that respect, while 
the absence of a developmental perspective is a deficit.  
Fox’s tasks of grieving  
Fox (1988) identified four tasks that children of all ages will work through. Her work, prior to 
her death, informed the development of “Good Grief Children’s Programs” (Rivlin, n/a) and 
has been drawn on by several writers, including Goldman (2014) and Webb (1993, 2010). 
Particularly favoured for its developmental sensitivity, Goldman (2014) also argued that 
Fox’s model is applicable to the diverse experiences of children’s loss, regardless of the type 
of loss. Fox (1988) described the tasks associated with grieving as consisting of: 
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understanding; grieving; commemorating; and moving on. These tasks are critiqued 
individually.  
Understanding is the first task which children will approach uniquely dependent on 
their age. For example, children may blame themselves, or use magical thinking believing 
they are to blame for something that has taken place, or they may feel shame for their feelings 
of sadness (Goldman, 2014). Both Goldman (2014) and Webb (1993, 2010) have referred to 
the significance of the developmental lens in this model which assists in applying it to 
children’s responses and understanding of death/loss.  
 The second task, namely grieving, is something that children do in ways that are very 
different to adults (Fox, 1988). It is also a long process for children, continuing into 
adolescence. The four phases of grieving include: shock and disbelief; searching and 
yearning; disorganization and despair; rebuilding and healing (Fox, 1988). These phases are 
reminiscent of Bowlby’s phases of grieving. Fox (1988) emphasized them to be both 
interchangeable and revisited in a unique way for each child. There are many feelings and 
behaviours and thoughts that can signal a child is grieving, although these may appear 
different to the way adults grieve at times.  
 The third task is commemorating and involves the child identifying ways unique to 
them to remember and re-position the loved one in their life despite their physical absence. 
Planting a garden, blowing bubbles, hanging a photo, for example, are all ways of expressing 
such a memory. Fox (1988) argued that commemorating is an important part of teaching 
children to remember the positive about what is lost and finding ways of honouring the 
memory. The extent to which children will do this spontaneously is difficult to ascertain from 
grief literature, but instances of children talking to the deceased, or feeling their presence, or 
wanting to leave something for the spirit or angel are not uncommon (Goldman, 2014). 
Rather than children’s spontaneous ability to commemorate the lost thing or person as Fox 
(1988) suggested, it is arguably the support of the family that is most significant in shaping 
children’s responses and expressions of grieving, as already referred to (Biank & Werner-Lin, 
2011; Bowlby, 1980; Furman, 1985; Worden & Silverman, 1996).  
 Moving on is the final task and is signalled by a child’s willingness to take part in old 
activities that they have avoided, or a renewal of energy for being part of life again (Fox, 
1988). Wolfelt (1996) too referred to this renewal of energy associated with a resolution of 
the grief process. Goldman (2014) proposed this often coincides with a significant release of 
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energy the child has been harbouring, such as guilt or sorrow, which allows them once again 
to invest in the life that is taking place around them.  
 Fox’s (1988) model has been drawn on by several writers, such as Goldman (2014) 
and Webb (2010). Her model holds many important features particularly the interpretation of 
developmental constraints on the completion of each task. Possibly most persuasive is the 
simplicity with which it is presented. The model has not been utilized in research as far as can 
be ascertained, although it has been applied in clinical intervention.  
Baker, Sedney and Gross’s tasks of grieving  
Baker, Sedney and Gross (1992) proposed a set of tasks for children. These tasks are 
described as: the need to understand that someone has died; facing the psychological pain of 
the loss; coping with periodic resurgence of pain; investing in new relationships; developing 
a new sense of identity that includes experience of the loss; re-evaluating the relationship to 
the person who is lost; maintaining an internal relationship with the person who has died; and 
finally returning to age appropriate tasks.  
These authors referred to early, middle and late phase tasks, in that there is logic and 
order to the nature of the task that a child is faced with and that is sequential. Early phase 
tasks are about understanding and self-protection. Middle-phase tasks focus on grief work 
within the Freudian tradition (1915/1957) and involve working through and resolving the 
loss. Late phase tasks are concerned with consolidation and moving forward. The authors 
argued that while a phase model for children, such as Bowlby’s (1980) model, is useful, it has 
limitations overall. Tasks of grieving, they argued, provide a clear focus for understanding 
where a child might be failing to move through their grieving and how to facilitate their 
moving forward. Baker et al., (1992) propose that their model encapsulates three phases, as 
well as specific tasks and therefore has the strengths of both types of models. However, the 
use of the word ‘process’ in their writing seems to be about sequencing of early, middle and 
later stages, rather than explicit explanation of how grief is unfolding.  
  There are many elements of the tasks outlined that are reminiscent of other models of 
bereavement. Specifically, these authors draw on Furman’s (1974) task model in identifying 
some of their own. Furman’s model was developed and refined through both clinical and 
research based findings drawn from many years of working with parentally bereaved 
children. In Furman’s early work (1974) the task of understanding the loss was critical to her 
thinking about how children were able to mourn a loss. She proposed that children will work 
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hard to find meaning and understanding. This not only takes time to achieve, but Furman also 
stressed, as other writers do that in the absence of ‘facts’, children will create their own 
understanding which may be based on fantasy or magical thinking (Goldman, 2014; Inhelder 
& Piaget, 1958). Furthermore, their understanding of the event will change over time with 
developmental progression. Furman (1985) stressed that children need to feel safe in order to 
grieve: that their security be intact. This is an issue that is not addressed by other children’s 
models specifically, possibly because it is a factor of the context and environment of their 
grieving rather than a phase or task they themselves go through or attend to. It is arguably 
significant in the context of children’s grieving.  
Within Baker and colleague’s (1992) model there is evidence of similarity to 
Bowlby’s phases of grieving and the ordering of these tasks. For instance, the early tasks take 
place during the phase of numbness and shock, while middle phase tasks are relevant during 
yearning and despair. Finally, the late phase tasks are required for reorganization to take 
place. Likewise, Worden’s (1996) tasks are comparable, as are the tasks that Fox (1988) 
detailed for children. The concept of continuing bonds (Rosenblatt, 1996), that has gained 
support in recent decades, challenging Freudian views about the need to de-cathect from the 
lost object (Shaver & Tancredy, 2001), is echoed in the need to find a way to maintain a 
relationship with the bereaved. This task model also exhibits a process view that is somewhat 
flexible and moving, indicating that grief will be revisited as part of the natural flow. 
However, and in direct contradiction to that, the authors stipulated a sequential progression in 
the (linear) completion of tasks. This is somewhat contradictory to contemporary approaches 
associated with concepts of grieving that acknowledge that tasks are revisited, and this may 
happen in an unorderly way. Particularly where children are concerned, there is a need to 
accommodate the developmental revisiting of tasks and/or phases, as a natural progression of 
grieving, which this task model does not address.  
Summary 
Task models are most frequently proposed to describe bereavement, developed specifically 
for children with consideration of their unique adjustment based on their cognitive and 
emotional capacity, such as Fox (1988), Baker et al. (1992) and Furman (1974, 1985), which 
were developed to understand children’s bereavement grieving. Worden’s writing in relation 
to children’s grieving has made a significant contribution to our understanding of children’s 
bereavement. He argued for a model that was both flexible and circular, encapsulating a ‘re-
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visiting’ of losses, however his (adult based) model lacks an articulation of developmental 
considerations, which is imperative in assisting adults to make sense of what we witness in 
children’s grief responses (Goldman, 2014). No further phase model has been put forward 
since Bowlby’s (1961) early work, which would potentially extend our understanding of the 
underlying process involved in children’s grief, begun by Bowlby’s work (Oltjenbruns, 2001) 
and assist in the understanding of how grief is taking place.  
Both Fox (1988) and Baker et al. (1992), drawing on Furman (1985) have their own 
strengths, although the former two have been applied to bereaved populations of children. 
Overall, the characteristics of children’s grieving, noted in this chapter, are not fully 
accounted for by any one of these models, particularly the patterning of children’s grieving 
that is described as bursts of grieving followed by periods of normality.  
Conclusion  
This chapter has reviewed current theory and research regarding children’s bereavement, 
noting the important gaps in knowledge. Despite the progression of enquiry since the mid-
20th Century, there is a reliance on symptom-based observations as descriptions of/ and 
evidence for children’s grief, as opposed to direct reports of children’s grieving experiences. 
Secondly, theory building, and refinement of theory, based on empirical research with 
bereaved children still lags adult bereavement theory and research. It is argued here that there 
is no current children’s model that adequately accounts for the unique patterning of children’s 
grieving. The DPM is proposed in Chapter 4 which arguably can account for these features. 
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Chapter 4: Dual Process Model of Coping with Bereavement 
Overview 
This chapter provides an overview, rationale and critique of the theoretical model used in this 
thesis: the Dual Process Model of coping with bereavement (DPM) (Stroebe & Schut, 1999). 
This model will be used as an explanatory model to explore the separation experiences as 
described by children in the first two years following a separation. This thesis applies the 
DPM to a new population that has not yet been studied in the context of a non-bereavement 
loss, and to which the DPM has not yet been applied.  
Introduction 
The DPM (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) was developed to better explain the authors’ observations 
in the coping responses of widows, and to a lesser extent, widowers. The empirical 
refinement of the DPM distinguishes it from other bereavement models. Refinements to the 
DPM have taken place since 1999, including a re-working of the conceptualization of 
cognitive processes which drew on current thinking, in 2001, and the development of an 
assessment framework based on the DPM in 2006, based on empirical findings to date.  
The sections of this chapter are organized to reflect a layered description of the integral 
components of the DPM, beginning with the basic model developed in 1999. This is followed 
by specific sections dealing with critical components of the model, which are critiqued, 
namely, cognitive appraisal processes, and the integration of attachment theory.  
The Dual Process Model: Description  
In its design, Stroebe and Schut (1999) sought to incorporate the strengths of traditional 
bereavement theory, as well as improving on observed limitations noted by themselves (1999, 
2010; 1991), and other scholars (Bonanno & Kaltman, 1999; Caserta & Lunda, 2007; Hall, 
2014; Lister, Pushkar, & Connolly, 2008; Richardson, 2006, 2010a; Selby et al., 2011; 
Sexton, 2013). 
 Integrating traditional bereavement theory  
The DPM sought to build on the strengths of existing stage models, including Worden’s 
(1996) task model, and concepts such as Parke’s (1971) psychosocial transitions. There were 
also areas that it sought to improve upon. Most notable in terms of a critique of traditional 
bereavement theory is the inherent assumption that the successful adaptation to bereavement 
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necessitates the completion of grief work. The term grief work originated with Freud’s 
(1915/1957) early work. Freud described grief work as fundamental to resolving loss, the 
completion of which signals the resolution of such loss. Through this process, the emotional 
energy attached to the lost object or person is first removed, or de-cathected, via effortful 
grief work and subsequently transferred to another person or object. Early proponents of the 
tenets of grief work (Bowlby, 1980; Freud, 1915/1957; Lindemann, 1944; Parkes, 1996) 
believed that the absence, or avoidance, of grief work led to unhealthy outcomes or 
pathology.  
Specific tasks associated with the process of grief work, drawn from Freud’s work, 
included: remembering the deceased; re-living the events leading up to their death by way of 
confronting the loss; experiencing and expressing the pain associated with the loss; and 
finally, over the process of time, being able to reinvest this energy and interest into another 
thing or person (Hall, 2014). The breaking of bonds inherent to this process was thought to 
demonstrate the successful ending to the grief work process. Both the assumptions of the 
prerequisite of grief work, as well as the necessity to break bonds with the deceased, are two 
fundamental tenets to Freudian thinking that have been significantly challenged since the 
mid-20th Century.  
The evidence for grief work has not proved to be as consistent across populations of 
bereaved as traditional bereavement theory suggested (Bonanno & Kaltman, 1999; 
Rosenblatt, 1983; Stroebe & Schut, 2005; Wortman & Silver, 1989). For instance, Bonanno 
and Field (2001) did not find support for the necessity of grief work arguing that denial may 
be a positive coping mechanism in some instances. Moreover, Wortman and Silver (1989) 
found that attending to grief work was associated with poorer adjustment. Stroebe and Schut 
(1991) in a study with widows and widowers, found partial support of the grief work 
hypothesis in widowers, whose avoidance of grief work tended to be associated with poorer 
adjustment. Widows, however, fared no differently regardless of exhibiting grief work or not.  
Cross-cultural studies have also failed to support the assumption that a universal 
prerequisite of healthy grieving is the effortful expression of grief work. Wikan (1988), for 
instance, observed Muslim groups in Bali to not demonstrate expressiveness of their negative 
emotions following the death of a loved one. Muslim groups in Egypt were found to be 
highly expressive of their negative emotions by exhibiting tears and sorrow. However, neither 
group showed detrimental outcomes in their bereavements. Similarly, Coifman and Bonanno 
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(2010) found that early expressiveness of negative emotions was associated with protracted 
grieving and poorer outcomes for the bereaved spouses, as opposed to expression of more 
positive emotions in early grieving. Bonanno, Papa, Lalande, Zhang, and Noll (2005) looked 
at the opposing behaviours of expressiveness of negative emotion versus avoidance of 
processing such emotions, finding that there were cultural differences involved as to whether 
these were harmful or helpful processes to engage in. Chinese participants showed no 
difference in outcomes whether they indulged in processing or avoiding grief work, while 
American participants, in support of previous findings, showed a tendency toward early 
processing of negative emotion being associated with protracted long-term adjustment 
(Bonanno & Kaltman, 1999). 
Rather than a universal principle, it seems that the expression of grief, or the need for 
grief work, is both culturally normative, and not consistently functional for all populations. 
Also, the ambiguity in the use of terminology regarding grief work across studies impacts the 
comparison of findings (Stroebe & Schut, 1991). For instance, grief work is not consistently 
operationalized and frequently its absence is equated to rumination and an avoidance of grief 
work, which is not consistently supported by evidence. Overall, research has failed to 
establish that those who attend to grief work actually cope better (Stroebe, Schut, & Stroebe, 
2005).  
Finally, there is an argument proposing that traditional bereavement models have not 
accounted for the nature of secondary losses, nor the importance of considering restorative 
tasks within the bereavement process (Lister et al., 2008; Stroebe, Schut, & Boerner, 2010). 
To this end, the nature of tasks related to secondary losses, or consequences of the loss, are 
integral to the DPM, and assume equal importance to grief work. The importance of both 
kinds of tasks has become evident through growing literature. Such evidence is critiqued 
against an outline of the basic model of the DPM (Stroebe & Schut, 1999).  
Two types of stressors 
Stroebe and Schut (2010) drew from cognitive stress theory (CST) (Folkman & Lazarus, 
1980) regarding the significance of stressors that necessitate coping behaviour. CST 
highlights the significance of many mediators that influence the response of an individual to 
emotions, resulting in coping or adaptation to stressors. Emotion, coping and the cognitive 
appraisal involved between them is both dynamic and a mutually reciprocal process – the 
latter is discussed later in this chapter.  
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Drawing on the basic premise of CST, Stroebe and Schut (2010) argued that 
bereavement poses many stressors, and the way in which each stressor is coped with will 
impact adaptation to bereavement. Although the DPM was not the first coping model of 
bereavement to be put forward (Stroebe & Schut, 2008), previous models (Bowlby, 1980; 
Parkes, 1996) placed less significance upon cognitive appraisal processes as driving coping 
and therefore adaptation. In drawing on CST, these authors incorporated the dynamic process 
of appraisal but specifically named two types of stressors, which CST had not done, 
identifying the source and nature of these stressors relevant to bereavement (Stroebe & Schut, 
1999).  
The DPM conceptualizes two types of stressors, building on current traditional, albeit 
not undisputed, views by referring to the need to balance both the components of grief work 
related to the loss against other elements of grieving traditionally associated with secondary 
losses. Coping with these two types of grieving experiences is suggested to take place 
because of a dynamic process of moving back and forth, or oscillation between loss 
orientated (LO)and restoration orientated (RO)stressors, and the inherent tasks therein. This 
extends the notions of confrontation and avoidance that the authors drew from coping theory, 
and proposes this movement is the result of a cognitive mechanism that is both functional and 
regulatory (Stroebe & Schut, 1999, 2001a).  
  The two types of stressors are differentiated as follows: firstly, stressors associated 
with the primary loss of the person through death, referred to as the LO stressors associated 
with traditional views of grief work; and secondly, stressors associated with secondary losses, 
referred to as the RO stressors. These are concerned with the rebuilding of life in the absence 
of the lost person. RO specific tasks have been inherent to the conceptual formulations of the 
grieving process as far back as Freud (1915/1957). Stroebe and Schut (1999, 2001a) 
acknowledged the influence of the concepts of psychosocial transitions (Parkes, 1971) in 
formulating their RO tasks. 
The DPM identifies RO tasks to include: attending to the changes in their life, such as 
practical issues like the need to move house, or seek work; doing new things which might 
include hobbies, or learning new skills, and finding employment; distracting oneself from 
grief and avoiding and denying this grief in order to attend to the RO tasks at times; seeking 
new roles and rebuilding a (new) sense of identify and forming new relationships without the 
deceased, as a single person not a married person (Stroebe & Schut, 1999). LO tasks require 
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the bereaved to: cope with the intrusion of grief; deal with the breaking of emotional bonds 
with the deceased; relocate the deceased in the present time without their physical presence; 
and finally, to cope with the desire to at times confront and avoid restoration changes 
associated directly with the absence of the person in their daily lives (Stroebe & Schut, 1999, 
2001a).  
Returning briefly to the influence of Parkes (1971) in RO tasks, he argued that a loss 
of assumptive world is inherent to many types of loss situations, and inherent to grief, 
whereby the surviving individual’s hopes, dreams, and interpretations of the world, as well as 
their views about themselves and others, are challenged. In re-learning the world following 
the loss, a re-building of assumptive world occurs for each person through the process of 
adjustment. RO-type-tasks embody relearning of assumptive world, including a sense of self 
without the deceased. RO stressors are easily misconstrued as outcomes of bereavement but 
they are tasks and stressors in themselves that require coping responses by the bereaved in the 
same way that LO stressors do (Stroebe & Schut, 1999). The DPM (1999) is depicted in 
Figure 4.1 below, showing the tasks associated with both loss and restoration orientated 
stressors.   
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Figure 4.1: The Dual Process Model of Coping with Bereavement  
 
 
 
Source:  Reproduced with permission of Taylor & Francis Online.  
Stroebe, M., & Schut, H. (1999). The dual process of coping with bereavement: Rationale 
and description. Death Studies, 23(3), p213.  
 Oscillation process 
Oscillation refers to:  
“… the alternation between loss and restoration orientated coping, the process of 
juxtaposition of confrontation and avoidance of different stressors associated with 
bereavement.” (Stroebe & Schut, 1999, p. 215).  
The process of oscillation is the means by which both sets of tasks are attended to during 
bereavement. Furthermore, such oscillation is self-regulatory and allows doses of grieving to 
occur, whereby RO tasks and activities such as socializing and learning new skills are 
balanced against grief work. The manner of this self-regulation is conceptually drawn from 
CST; an individual assesses their own ability to respond to a stressor at any point in time. The 
DPM predicts that the pattern of coping will change over time (Stroebe & Schut, 1999). Early 
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on following a loss, more time is spent occupied with LO stressors, coping directly with the 
loss of the person.  By contrast, periods of RO coping would be expected to be comparatively 
small and occur in short intervals in this early time.  
The authors proposed that individuals experience ‘doses’ of grief work, alternating 
this with ‘moving on’ and building a new life, regulated by their capacity to cope with such 
stressors. Gradually over time, the nature of stressors change indicated by the bereaved 
spending more time attending to RO related stressors, and less time in loss related 
tasks/activities and feeling states. Also, the pattern of oscillation is thought to slow over time 
through the process of adjustment; that is the movement between these states becomes less 
frequent, and we might observe the bereaved person, for example, to be busy getting on with 
life, experiencing fewer sad periods. There is considerable empirical support for these 
conceptual assumptions, which are critiqued shortly.  
 Context of bereavement 
The broad description of a general pattern of coping was developed as a result of a body of 
empirical study with bereaved widows/ers (Stroebe & Schut, 1999). It is thought to be 
descriptive of the norm for such bereaved populations, specifically spousal bereavement. 
However, ‘norm’ is itself not simplistic given the multiple contextual factors found to 
contribute to bereavement adaptation. For instance, the impact of extended participation in 
the caring role leading up to the death of a spouse has been found to have an impact on the 
course of bereavement (Richardson, 2010b; Schulz, Boerner, Shear, Zhang, & Gitlin, 2006). 
Also, identified as buffering the effects of bereavement are social supports, including religion 
(Parkes, 2010; Richardson, 2010a; Stroebe & Schut, 2010) and the crucial role of family 
support, where the absence of such poses a significant risk factor for the bereaved (Parkes, 
2010; Richard Schulz, Boerner, & Hebert, 2008). Finally, the impact of the suddenness of 
death or the length of illness leading up to the death of a spouse is also significant in 
bereavement outcomes (Richardson, 2006, 2007).  
Evidence for oscillation  
There is substantial evidence supporting the existence of oscillation within patterns of 
grieving with different population groups. For instance, Papadatou and colleagues 
(Papadatou, Martinson, & Chung, 2001) found fluctuations in the patterns of nurses’ grieving 
responses following the death of children in their care. They noted consistent fluctuations in 
grieving between avoiding the pain of the loss and experiencing the loss, despite differences 
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among the sample of nurses in the way they ascribed meaning to the death of their patients, 
and the cultural differences associated with the way they expressed their sorrow. Bennet, 
Gibbons and Mackenzie (2010) conducted a self-report survey with a sample of men and 
women bereaved for more than one year, finding that participants had awareness of their 
oscillation between RO and LO. However, there are limitations posed by the retrospective 
nature of such self-reports, especially given the great variation in time since bereavement 
across the sample. Furthermore, it is not clearly understood whether all oscillation occurs at a 
conscious level with the full awareness of the bereaved, or whether they have control over 
such fluctuations (Caserta & Lunda, 2007).  
Caserta and Lund (2007) found support for the predictions of the DPM regarding 
patterns of oscillation. They found that earlier bereavement showed a trend toward more LO 
processes than RO, while later bereaved (12 – 15 months) showed a trend toward RO 
processes, as predicted by the model. This was again supported in a further study involving 
early bereavement of widows/ers (Caserta, Utz, Lund, Swenson, & de Vries, 2014). 
Richardson and Balaswamy (2001) found similar results in support of this prediction with a 
sample of older widowed men in their second year of bereavement. Overall, they also 
reported that more negative affect, and less positive affect, was found in early bereavement. 
Particularly, they noted within this study that circumstances surrounding bereavement were 
highly significant in impacting well-being, the ability to participate in RO activities and in 
displaying negative feelings. Richardson (2006) also found support for the DPM, reporting 
that the combination of RO and LO were associated with well-being. Furthermore, certain 
activities, like attending religious ceremonies, were associated with earlier bereavement, and 
other social activities related to social support were associated with later bereavement as RO 
activities. In a sample of older widows and widowers studied over a longer time frame, 
Richardson (2007) again found that both LO and RO were important throughout 
bereavement, and suggested a balance between them was important for a positive recovery.  
The idea of balance between LO and RO was also pursued by Caserta and Lund 
(2007) who argued that the nature of this ‘balance’ is highly significant for well-being. They 
found that early bereavement showed more balanced oscillation between states and tasks, 
while later bereavement showed less balance in oscillation and greater tendency to RO, which 
supports predictions of the DPM. By comparison, they found a greater emphasis on LO at 
any time during bereavement correlated with poorer bereavement outcomes. These findings 
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are supported (Bonanno & Burton, 2013; Caserta et al., 2014; Lund, Utz, Caserta, & De 
Vries, 2008; Ong, Bergeman, & Bisconti, 2004; Richardson, 2007).  
It is frequently noted that there are many possible trajectories of bereavement 
outcome, ranging from resiliency to chronic difficulties (Bonanno, 2004). Caserta and Lund 
(2007) suggested that the nature of oscillation might predict much about the nature of this 
trajectory and the outcomes of bereavement, and they are critical of the simplistic way in 
which the DPM describes oscillation. In suggesting this as being more complex and 
multidimensional, Caserta and Lund (2007) proposed the following dimensions in addition to 
balance:  
i) depth of engagement in the processes;  
ii) frequency of oscillation;  
iii) the level of awareness a person has in the movement between states and the 
impact this has on adjustment patterns;  
iv) the sense of perceived control the individual has over oscillation;  
v) and finally, the intent or motive of an individual in engaging with or avoiding 
a stressor at any time.  
However, they also note the difficulty in measuring and studying these dimensions of 
oscillation because of their dynamic and interrelated nature (Caserta et al., 2014). The next 
section reviews coping behaviour, which is discussed for its relevance to the DPM.   
Cognitive Appraisal Processes  
Stroebe and Schut (2001b) made modifications to the DPM involving a clearer articulation of 
the cognitive processes of appraisal underlying the oscillation process. In this they attest to 
have drawn from two main areas of research: Folkman’s revised model of cognitive appraisal 
(Folkman, 2001); and the model proposed by Nolen-Hoeksema and Larson (1999) regarding 
the maladaptive function of rumination wherein she provided empirical evidence through her 
research of the negative consequences associated with rumination. This section focuses on 
Stroebe and colleagues’ presentation of the DPM cognitive processes. Several core aspects of 
these cognitive processes are reviewed and critiqued in detail: the process of oscillation in 
this context; the function of rumination; the process of meaning making; and finally, the 
function of flexible coping.   
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Dual Process Model: Appraisal Processes 
Coping with bereavement involves a personal appraisal of stressor/s. Stroebe and Schut 
(2008) defined coping as referring “to processes, strategies or styles of managing (reducing, 
mastering, tolerating) the situation in which bereavement places the individual,” (p. 4). This 
personal appraisal is suggested to be a conscious process. This is arguable given what is 
unknown about the nature of oscillation and what drives it; it is not known whether this 
always occurs because of conscious processes, for instance. Furthermore, Stroebe and Schut 
(2008) proposed that when coping is effective, a reduction in symptomatology and improved 
or positive outcomes for bereavement will be evident.  
Stroebe and Schut (2001b) proposed that in the processes of coping with bereavement 
there are elements of both emotionally focussed coping (coping that manages emotions 
resulting from the stressor) and problem focussed coping (coping aimed at solving or 
managing the problem inherent to the stressor) which are apparent in dealing with RO 
stressors and LO stressors. However, they argued that the appraisal and coping response to 
stressors happens concurrently during bereavement. This is contrary to other theory, such as 
CST and SCM which proposed appraisal and coping as happening in relation to one stressor 
at a time (Stroebe & Schut, 2001b). If the bereaved perceives that the situation is meaningful 
to them and that their resources and options for coping cannot meet the demands, they will 
experience stress and, therefore, distress. The reverse is applicable too. Over time, it is 
proposed that such distress will have significance for health (Stroebe, Folkman, Hansson, & 
Schut, 2006). Validation of Stroebe and colleagues’ proposal of concurrent appraisal and 
coping is problematic, as will be discussed later in this section related to flexibility in coping.  
Stroebe and Schut (2001b) also draw from the concepts of confrontation and 
avoidance apparent in CST, arguing that these are complicated processes because of the 
occurrence of simultaneous multiple bereavement stressors. They argued that a pattern of 
confronting and avoiding is not sufficient to explain an outcome of bereavement highlighting 
the significance of cognitive appraisal in adjustment to loss.  
Stroebe and Schut (2001b), again drawing on Lazarus and Folkman (1984), suggested 
that individuals will use certain types of coping responses in bereavement, both in response to 
the primary loss and their emotional reactions of grief, as well as in relation to RO stressors 
involved in building a new life without the deceased. However, the usefulness of such 
strategies is likely to change across the period of bereavement, as well as in response to 
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different elements of the bereavement. Bereavement studies support this, firstly regarding the 
evidence for oscillation in the grieving process, as already reviewed, and secondly, 
supporting the changing nature of the types of coping strategies used over time during 
bereavement (Bennett et al., 2010; Richardson, 2006, 2007). For instance, Bennett et al. 
(2010), in a study of widows, found that a single coping behaviour could have multiple 
functions for the bereaved, depending on the time lapsed and the context. They also found 
that some behaviours were common across the sample resulting in positive adjustment, while 
the same behaviour led to negative adjustment outcomes for others. Across the coping field 
generally, it is established that coping is a complex, multi-dimensional process, linked to 
emotional regulation and stress processes. Furthermore, it is not a stand-alone phenomenon, 
but rather it is embedded in the context of the stress process, involving multiple factors: the 
individual, the situation or environment and their relationship to one another (Folkman & 
Moskowitz, 2004). In the case of bereavement, we understand that many factors will impact 
the outcomes and, consequently, coping alone is not the only factor that contributes to 
possible bereavement outcomes (Folkman, 2001).  
Bennett, Hughes, and Smith (2005) argued that the ‘recovery’ perspective inherent to 
the DPM, coupled with stress and coping theory, does not match the experience of widow/ers 
who do not see themselves as ill and needing to recover. Also, the longer-term consequences 
that widows need to cope with are not recognised in these studies, which mostly focus on the 
first two years of bereavement. Bennet and colleagues (2005) suggested that the term 
‘psychological response’ rather than ‘coping strategies’ more accurately accommodates both 
the cognitive aspect of coping as well as those responses that are not well articulated in 
participant interviews.  
Oscillation process 
The process of oscillation is critical to understanding the DPM, particularly cognitive 
appraisal; that is, the nature of the movement between LO and RO stressors which is 
continually occurring through the mechanism of confrontation and avoidance. Hence, “… 
adaptive grieving is not just ‘grief work’ as traditionally defined, but a complex process of 
confrontation and avoidance of the positive and negative emotions and cognitions associated 
with loss, on the one hand, and its consequences for ongoing life, on the other,” (Stroebe, 
2002, p. 134).  
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The pattern of oscillation is a self-regulatory coping process (Stroebe & Schut, 2008). 
Thus, adaptive coping entails the movement between both positive and negative meaning 
(re)construction that is inherent to grieving experiences (Stroebe & Schut, 2001b). While 
cognitive processes result in an oscillation between affect and coping appraisal associated 
with bereavement, it is also these cognitive processes and the oscillation between them that 
account for meaning systems and the construction of a narrative (Stroebe & Schut, 2001b). 
Although a compelling view, this explanation only accounts for conscious processes resulting 
in oscillation; however, evidence suggests there are unconscious mechanisms at work too. It 
is, therefore, a partial explanation but not the only mechanism at work.  
Meaning construction 
Lister et al. (2008) refers to Stroebe and Schut’s (2001b) theorizing regarding the process of 
meaning (re)construction as being limited to the processes of rumination and positive 
reappraisal. This implies it is both a logical and articulated process of acquiring meaning 
(Lister et al., 2008). This is contrary to other views, such as Niemeyer’s model of Meaning 
(Re) Construction (Neimeyer, 2000a), where he argued that the process of meaning making 
in bereavement is one that includes intuitions, emotions and abstractions that are not always 
expressed verbally. Furthermore, he argued that meaning making is the central focus of grief, 
while the DPM does not have a well-developed conceptualization of this as being central to 
their model.  
Oscillation is the central process within the DPM and meaning making is viewed as 
an outcome of this process (Stroebe & Schut, 2001b). Given the process-driven nature of the 
DPM this is not surprising. However, significant evidence within bereavement research 
attests to the importance of meaning making, which can be regarded as somewhat 
underdeveloped within the DPM. Furthermore, to argue that all of meaning making occurs 
logically and cognitively, as Stroebe and Schut (2001b) do, is contentious. For instance, 
Nadeau (1998, 2002), proposed that meaning making occurs as a result of an interactive 
process within the family, where family members at times support and/or challenge that 
meaning. She emphasizes the interpersonal nature of this task, which is embedded in context, 
as well as the largely unconscious process that is on-going through the adjustment phase. 
Similarly, Parkes’ (1971) concepts of psychosocial transitions implied both conscious 
and unconscious processes to be at work in the (re)construction of meaning following loss. 
Parkes (1971) argued that the loss of ‘assumptive world’ that occurs for the bereaved 
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following the loss of a loved one involves a process of ‘making sense’ of both that which is 
lost (LO), and the ‘new’ world to which they must adjust in their new circumstances (RO). 
When a person is struggling with meaning making, a drawn out and complicated grief has 
been found to occur (Hall, 2014; Parkes, 2001). Findings suggest this occurs particularly in 
situations of traumatic loss, or unexpected death (Parkes, 2001).  
Studying 84 different types of mourners, Gamino, Sewell, and Easterling (2000) 
looked at the nature of adaptive grief. They identified four behavioural correlates associated 
with adaptive grieving, including the ability of the bereaved to identify positive meaning 
from the death, having a chance to say goodbye, spirituality and the ability to recall positive 
memories of the deceased. Others suggest that the process of meaning making involves two 
distinct psychological tasks: making sense of the loss; and finding benefit from the loss (Hall, 
2014).  
Rumination  
Nolen-Hoeksema and colleagues (2001; 1999) conducted numerous studies investigating the 
relationship between ruminative patterns of coping and adjustment outcomes with different 
population groups, finding support for the DPM and the need to balance RO and LO coping 
to ensure positive outcomes (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001; Nolen-Hoeksema & Larson, 1999). 
Furthermore, their findings suggested that an over-focus on emotion-focussed coping 
strategies, specifically rumination, is associated with poorer outcomes.  
 Rumination refers to the way a person may focus on their negative feelings, such as 
being sad, and the causes of this and circumstances around it; referred to as ‘depressed 
thinking’ (Nolen-Hoeksema, Parker, & Larson, 1994). Such copers are reported to engage in 
this type of thinking to better understand themselves and the ‘problem’ (Nolen-Hoeksema, 
McBride, & Larson, 1997), although they show a tendency to fail to engage in structured 
problem-solving in order to cope (Nolen-Hoeksema & Larson, 1999; Nolen-Hoeksema & 
Morrow, 1991). Consequently, the passive nature of their coping (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 
1994) is counterproductive and they show little tendency to act or make changes to their 
situation (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001). This may be owing to a lack of motivation and lethargy 
(Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1994), which may further impact their mood. Dwelling on negative 
thoughts and memories has been found to enhance depressed mood (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 
1997). Ruminators have also been found to be less able to find meaning in their loss, and 
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report to having fewer supports, although their tendency to ruminate may also alienate 
potential supports (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001).  
Rumination is understood to be a stable individual characteristic (Nolen-Hoeksema, 
Morrow, & Fredrickson, 1993) which represents a consistent pattern of coping for an 
individual following a loss when this is their early coping pattern (Nolen-Hoeksema & 
Larson, 1999). Research has provided considerable support for Nolen-Hoeksema’s (1991) 
predictions that ruminators will experience longer and more severe periods of distress than 
non-ruminators with different populations, including non-bereaved samples (Nolen-
Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991; Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1993) and with longitudinal studies 
(Bonanno, Keltner, Holen, & Horowitz, 1995; Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Nolen-Hoeksema & 
Larson, 1999).  
Flexible coping   
Stroebe and Schut (2010) proposed that adaptive styles of coping can be identified, and 
differentiated these from poorer styles of coping. Furthermore, Stroebe and Schut (2001a) 
proposed that adaptive coping can result in the reduction of negative “… psychosocial and 
physical health consequences of bereavement or a lowering of grief,” (p. 376). Empirical 
evidence lends supports, as critiqued below.  
Studies with non-bereaved populations have sought to determine the nature of 
‘flexible coping’ regarding the use of coping strategies across different situations with 
inconsistent findings, suggesting that strategy-situation fit is relevant to coping outcomes 
(Cheng, 2001). Cheng (2001) also found a consistent pattern of coping for participants of her 
study across a laboratory setting and a self-report based on real life situations. She found that 
the flexible copers also showed the highest level of strategy-situation fit in selecting coping 
strategies. Finally, the flexible copers self-reported a greater sense of efficacy in the use of 
both problem-focussed and emotion-focussed coping strategies to achieve their desired goals. 
Those who have extended this line of enquiry have identified that there are stable personality 
traits associated with cognitive and perceptual tendencies in the way they cope across many 
life situations (Bonanno & Burton, 2013). 
 Flexibility in coping and the impact this has on bereavement outcomes has been 
studied extensively with different population groups. Bennett et al. (2005) attempted to 
identify copers and non-copers with a group of widow/ers who had been bereaved up to 30 
years. There were tendencies for the men and women to use different coping behaviours, and 
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it was also possible to identify behaviours associated with coping generally. Knowles and 
O'Connor (2015) found that a greater forward focus, such as using distraction and finding 
amusement, and increased coping ﬂexibility was associated with a lower severity of grief, 
and a lower presence of yearning, loneliness and perceived stress. Burton and colleagues 
(2012) supported these findings, and found that low flexibility was associated with poorer 
ability to forward focus and these individuals met criteria for complicated grief.  
Shear, Frank, Houck, and Reynolds (2005) successfully administered an intervention 
based on the DPM which aimed to introduce balance between addressing personal life goals 
(RO), as well as dealing with grief (LO) with Complicated Grievers, finding that this 
intervention improved the flexibility in their coping patterns. Conversely, when non-clinical 
bereaved groups were subject to a similar intervention, the intervention was not found to 
produce better outcomes against a control group (Caserta & Lunda, 2007; Caserta et al., 
2014). Certain populations of bereaved may benefit from interventions that encourage 
flexible coping, while bereaved groups who already regulate a functional pattern of 
oscillation do not.  
Summary  
There is support from both bereaved groups, and non-bereaved groups that flexible coping is 
associated with better adjustment outcomes, as Stroebe and Schut (1999) predict. Folkman 
(2004) noted the limitation attached to self-report as a means of data capture, which is also 
not necessarily reliable across time as it may fluctuate with mood variations in the 
participants (Cheng, 2001). Self-report is also reliant on subjective assessment which may not 
be consistent with what a subject does in a situation (Cheng, 2001). Bereavement study 
methodologies have mostly been retrospective and, therefore, subject to limitations of 
memory as well, while the operationalization of flexible coping varies greatly between 
studies, making across-study comparisons limiting. (Stroebe & Schut, 2001b).  
Integration of Attachment Theory 
Chapter 3 provided an overview of attachment theory and this section draws on some aspects 
of the theory with relevance to the DPM. Attachment theory is thought to have been critical 
in the refinement of the DPM (Stroebe, 2002; Stroebe et al., 2005), particularly in seeking an 
explanation for individual differences in responses to bereavement.  
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Attachment theory has provided a unique perspective to bereavement; the 
understanding that our response to the loss of a loved is based on the foundation of our 
attachment system. Bowlby proposed a biological theory of attachment formation in which he 
drew from various areas of social science including developmental psychology, particularly 
Piaget’s work, along with theory related to control systems accounting for behaviour 
development, neurophysiology and psychoanalysis (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 
1978). The impetus for Bowlby’s work was an interest in why we respond to the absence of a 
loved one, and how this takes place in predictable and definable phases both in children 
(Bowlby, 1961) and in adults (Bowlby & Parkes, 1970).  
Stroebe and Schut (2010) drew on attachment theory as a means of accounting for 
adaptation to bereavement, or the way an individual will respond to the numerous stressors 
associated with grieving. Therein they sought to further account for individual differences 
that are evident in bereavement coping as well as the differentiation of normal and 
complicated grief (Parkes, 2001; Shaver & Tancredy, 2001). Bowlby initially identified 
secure and insecure attachment styles. This was expanded on by other attachment theorists, 
such as Ainsworth (Ainsworth, 1963, 1967; Ainsworth et al., 1978) in arriving at further 
typologies.   
The DPM proposes that securely attached individuals would grieve in a 
modest/moderate way and simultaneously attend to RO stressors (Stroebe et al., 2005) 
displaying flexibility in moving between LO and RO (Shaver & Tancredy, 2001). The DPM 
further proposed that an individual’s inner working model (Bowlby, 1969) of themselves and 
the world as being secure allows them to both think about the deceased in positive ways, 
while still moving forward in a world in which the deceased no longer exists. Conversely, 
insecure attachment styles are thought to have more trouble in grieving, associated with a 
preoccupation with the loss, or an avoidance of the loss completely, exhibiting little 
oscillation (Stroebe et al., 2005). Stroebe and colleagues (2005) also proposed that a 
traumatic bereavement results in similar difficulties, exhibiting a stuck-ness in LO and failure 
to move on with life. These predictions have been supported in empirical study (Stroebe et 
al., 2005; Wijngaards et al., 2008).  
The association between attachment related personality styles with characteristic 
grieving patterns has also provided consistent findings that persons who are more emotionally 
unstable, anxious and insecure will tend to cope less well and adjust poorly to bereavement 
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(Nolen-Hoeksema & Larson, 1999; Parkes & Weiss, 1995). In a clinical sample of bereaved 
within the first two years of bereavement, Parkes and Weiss (1995) found a correlation 
between those reporting dependencies in their spousal relationship and later grieving patterns 
indicating a persistent and chronic grieving style. Those reporting a conflicted-type 
relationship with their former spouse exhibited a delayed grief. The former results have been 
replicated by other studies (Carr, 2004; Carr & Utz, 2004; Carr et al., 2000; Itzhar-Nabarro & 
Smoski, 2012). However, there is not consistent support for the conflicted relationship 
findings, although methodology has been weakened by a reliance on retrospective accounts 
about the nature of the spousal relationship (Stroebe et al., 2005).  
Overall, Stroebe et al. (2005) maintain there is reasonably consistent support for early 
predictions of grieving styles based on adult attachment style, supporting the hypothesis that 
secure attachment provides a mental model of the world that is “… protective during times of 
loss, such as bereavement,” (Wayment & Vierthaler, 2002, p. 142). Conversely, an insecure 
attachment predisposes individuals to some risk when faced with loss, and they are likely to 
display patterns other than what is assumed to characterise normal responses, wherein the 
response to loss over time lessens.   
The continuing bonds debate is one that is topical in the context of attachment. In 
relation to the specific task of relocating the deceased evidence suggests that some 
individuals will benefit from being assisted to break bonds rather than continue bonds with 
the deceased. This is found to be based on the nature of the relationship with the deceased, 
and the attachment style of the bereaved (Stroebe et al., 2010). Hence, it is not possible to be 
prescriptive about the means of relocating the deceased until we understand the nature of the 
relationship with the deceased. The cognitive appraisal surrounding the significance of their 
loss and coping ability are also all highly influential in the resolution of grief (Stroebe et al., 
2005).  
Summary  
Bereavement research does not support all the findings that attachment theory put forward 
(Fraley & Bonanno, 2004). For instance, there is a body of research that challenges the view 
that avoidance is maladaptive in every instance, as Bowlby initially proposed. Rather there is 
a high variation in response to loss, regarding how individuals will express strong feelings 
such as sadness, anger or hopelessness (Bonanno & Kaltman, 1999; Nolen-Hoeksema & 
Larson, 1999). Defensive or avoidant individuals have been found to adjust well to loss 
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(Bonanno et al., 1995), while fearful avoidance has been associated with some difficulty in 
adjustment. This suggests that some avoidance is adaptive, while some is maladaptive.  
While there is reasonable empirical support for the view that attachment styles impact 
the nature of adaptation to grieving such style can be altered under circumstances such as a 
traumatic bereavement (Stroebe et al., 2005). Likewise, there is support for the association of 
attachment related personality styles and characteristic adaptation to grieving. Furthermore, 
attachment can also be understood to influence – but not determine – an individual’s coping 
style based on mental models of the world and self (Siegal, 1999, 2001) which will mediate 
the way a person perceives and responds to the loss (Stroebe et al., 2006). In all cases, there 
are other factors, besides attachment, that need to be considered. Coping styles may also be 
influenced by personality and temperament, previous experiences and learnings, and 
environmental influences. The bereaved person’s capacity to adapt at any point in time needs 
to be considered based on multiple factors including the history of attachment the nature of 
the relationship with the deceased, and coping styles, all situated within the broader context 
of the support systems of family/friends/ church for instance (Stroebe et al., 2006).   
Overall, it is possible to see the influence of various theories within the DPM which 
attempts to account for the diversity and complexity in bereavement outcome and contextual 
factors that influence these outcomes. Indeed, “… it is quite possible that no single theory of 
bereavement can explain all aspects of the process and outcomes of adjustment,” (Stroebe et 
al., 2006, p. 2448). This argument is revisited in the next section.  
Rationale for Applying the Dual Process Model  
An empirical model  
The DPM was developed from a foundation of research regarding the coping responses of 
widows/ers. Further research has resulted in theoretical refinement of the model which is both 
a strength (Stroebe & Schut, 1999; Stroebe et al., 2005) as well as a distinguishing feature. 
The DPM is also noted to be one of the dominant models used in contemporary bereavement 
research (Berzoff, 2003; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008; Parkes, 2010; Sexton, 2013).  
This chapter has referenced numerous studies which have provided conceptual 
validation of aspects of the model, including the existence of patterns of RO and LO 
processes and patterns of oscillation. These studies have focussed on spousal bereavement, 
including a longitudinal design and a retrospective self-report validating the occurrence of 
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oscillation (Bennett et al., 2010; Caserta & Lunda, 2007; Richardson, 2006, 2007; Richardson 
& Balaswamy, 2001). Various clinical tools and interventions have been informed by the 
DPM, such as Caserta and Lund’s (2007) widow’s inventory, Knowles and O’Connor’s 
(2015) exploration of forward focus coping among older widows/ers. Also, Utz, Lund, and 
Caserta (2013b), and Caserta et al. (2014) explored interventions with ‘normal’ samples of 
widows/ers while Shear et al. (2005) applied their intervention to complicated grievers, with 
favourable outcomes.     
Non-widow populations have also been studied using the DPM to understand 
bereavement. Ch'ng, French, and McLean (2008) studied stroke victims, while Papadatou et 
al. (2001) explored the responses of critical care and oncology nurses who cared for children. 
Wijngaards et al. (2008) studied bereaved parents who had lost a child as did Alam, Barrera, 
D'Agostino, Nicholas, and Schneiderman (2012). Several studies have applied the DPM to 
non-bereavement losses such as re-entry experiences of missionaries returning to Australia 
(Selby et al., 2011), foreign students experiencing homesickness (Stroebe, van Vliet, 
Hewstone, & Willis, 2002), and adaptive coping of patients in a Veteran Affairs hospital 
(Sexton, 2013).  
 This thesis seeks to apply the DPM to the context of separation loss with a sample of 
children, which has not been studied to date. Stokes, Pennington, Monroe, Papadatou, and 
Relf (1999) drew on the DPM in designing a bereavement intervention response to the family 
unit, including children, but this was a theoretical work only.   
Value of an integrated theoretical model  
The DPM is both a contemporary and an integrated model (Stroebe & Schut, 2001a) as this 
chapter has established. This attests to its suitability in the application to children’s 
adjustment to separation. Separation literature indicates that children’s adjustment to 
separation is both complex and shows great individual variation regarding outcomes (Demo 
& Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001). It is arguable that no single theory, regardless of its 
orientation to bereavement, coping, trauma or attachment, will sufficiently account for the 
complexity of this adjustment process for children, given the multiple variables of context 
related to support networks, and relationships with parents. This echoes the view of Stroebe 
et al. (2006) in support of an integrated framework in bereavement study in order to explain 
the complex nature of bereavement adjustment and coping.  
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An intrapersonal and interpersonal model  
The DPM is often interpreted as being an intra-personal model only, while Stroebe et al. 
(2006) argued that the model accounts equally for interpersonal influences in coping with 
bereavement, including cultural and societal influences. The nature of restorative tasks 
proposed, for instance, includes developing new roles and new relationships which involve 
‘interpersonal processes’ (Stroebe et al., 2006). Grieving always occurs within the social 
context of family and community (Sexton, 2013); it is a relational experience by its nature 
(Bowlby, 1980).  
The importance of contextual factors in enhancing or hindering outcomes for children 
was established in the review of children’s bereavement literature (Chapter 3), and separation 
literature (Chapter 2). Whether a coping response is inhibited or encouraged by significant 
others will both guide and shape a person’s coping responses (Stroebe et al., 2006). Children 
rely on the functioning of the surviving parent following the death of a parent (Stokes et al., 
1999). This parent becomes critical in modelling, supporting and giving permission for the 
child’s grieving (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011; Bowlby, 1980; Elizur & Kaffman, 1983). 
Children of separation are also reliant on the family context and the support of parents 
(Crenshaw, 2002; Doka, 1989; Gerrard, 2002). Furthermore, they have unique and complex 
difficulties to navigate (Worden, 2009), including: navigating loyalty conflicts between their 
parents; exposure to parental conflict; or being asked to deliver messages between houses. It 
is not possible to focus only on the intra-personal coping of children of separation without 
acknowledging the context of their family and social milieu that influences their ability to 
grieve, as well as the nature of their coping responses.  
The DPM is criticised for its reliance on cultural norms associated with Western 
patterns of grieving. Applying the DPM to empirical data requires a consideration of such 
cultural norms. In the instance of this study, Western patterns of grieving are assumed to be 
the norm based on the cultural heritage of participant families. However, if one goes beyond 
the confines of a predictive response to grieving, we must recognise that variations in 
responses to loss occur regardless of the bounds of culture (Parkes, 2001), and these may at 
times defy what we hold as typical. This highlights the need to avoid assumptions and be 
‘curious’ about the responses to coping that individuals and groups make in bereavement and 
non-bereavement loss. This research study provides an opportunity to question and see afresh 
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the coping responses of children in relation to their situation of loss, embedded within the 
context of their families, and what this might mean for their choices.   
Rate of oscillation applicable to children 
The concept of oscillation is central to the DPM which is self-regulatory for an individual, 
allowing ‘doses’ of grieving to occur. An overall conclusion reached in the previous chapter 
concerning frequently referenced children’s grief models was that none of those models fully 
account for the unique patterning of children’s grieving. Children are observed as moving 
quickly between bursts of sadness, returning to normal activity, such as play, only to revisit 
sadness at another time (Bowlby, 1980; Furman, 1985; Oltjenbruns, 2001; Webb, 2010). The 
concept of oscillation can account for, and most importantly normalize, these bursts of 
grieving as sporadic movement between LO and RO. The DPM offers a unique opportunity 
to understand children’s grieving from a viewpoint that acknowledges ‘doses’ of grieving as 
being personal and functional.  
Process view of adjustment  
The DPM identifies that adjustment following loss is not static (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) and 
individuals exhibit changes in their adaptation over time. The model ascribes a process view 
to such adaptation. This is a view that is compatible with contemporary literature which 
conceptualizes separation as being a process (of adjustment) over time, rather than a single 
event (Amato, 2000; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Demo & Fine, 2010; Emery, Mathews, & 
Kitzmann, 1994; Kelly & Emery, 2003; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980).  
A process view of separation highlights the significance of the passage of time during 
which stressors will change (Kalter, 1987) impacting an individual’s feelings, thoughts and 
experiences. Children experience an early ‘crisis’ period (Hetherington, 1979) which gives 
way to a gradual return to pre-separation functioning - for most children (McIntosh, 2003) - 
by the end of the second year This suggest the need to view adjustment over time, with 
consideration of further changes taking place for a child. Conceptually, this requires a 
theoretical perspective that can account for changes over time in children’s subjective 
experiences and coping responses, which the DPM does.   
Study into coping responses 
This study will potentially assist in improving our understanding of coping responses that 
children use during separation adjustment. Evidence has been discussed already supporting 
the claims that individuals utilize an array of strategies in bereavement coping, unique to 
themselves, and at times common across a population group, and that these will change over 
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time as other features of adjustment are managed. Studies into coping have inherent 
difficulties, given the limitations to data gathering already discussed.  
It is anticipated that the present study involving children’s first person accounts of 
their experiences, gathered close to the time of their experiences, will provide some reliable 
accounts although memory and subjective self-report will still impact data gathering. Despite 
limitations, an understanding of children’s coping strategies during this critical adjustment 
time potentially assists in contributing to an increased understanding of how children 
commonly seek to manage during this time, which ultimately is useful in contributing to 
intervention design in the longer-term.  
Predictive yet not prescriptive - value for benchmarking norms 
Finally, the intentional lack of prescriptiveness of the DPM in regards to individual 
oscillation patterns makes the DPM predictive but not prescriptive. Since its introduction in 
1999, there has been a building of evidence contributing to the establishment of norms in 
relation to oscillation and coping patterns in spousal bereavement, predictive of bereavement 
outcomes. For example, a lack of oscillation over time is associated with poorer bereavement 
outcomes for widows/ers (Stroebe & Schut, 1999; Stroebe et al., 2005).  
Coping in response to other types of loss and the responses of other populations is less 
well understood. Norms and predictions about ‘normal coping’ are needed before we can 
understand pathology (Stroebe & Schut, 2005) in the context of a specific loss, such as 
separation. It is, therefore, necessary to break new ground with studies that allow some 
conceptual beginnings to be found. This study is one such attempt in seeking to understand 
both the individual coping strategies employed by children, but also the commonalities across 
the small sample involved in this study. In the separation field, although benchmarking of 
norms is not completely absent, the literature offers broad descriptors rather than patterns of 
coping against a specific model. Further research utilizing the same model with large samples 
of separated children might begin the creation of benchmarking about norms in coping and 
adjustment patterns following separation.   
Conclusion 
The DPM represents an integrated theoretical approach to bereavement focussing on coping. 
It provides a rich and complex view that is neither prescriptive nor necessarily predictive in 
the short-term about individual’s coping with bereavement and the resultant outcomes. It is a 
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flexible model in the interpretation of coping, which is personal and individual, suggesting 
adaptation will change over time. Much has been established, in its empirical application to 
spousal bereavement, about what is normative, and what contributes to positive long-term 
outcomes. Indeed, the DPM, in its application to children’s experiences of separation, offers a 
unique opportunity to explore the multiple and complex factors involved in this context.  
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Chapter 5: Methodology 
Overview 
The research utilized a qualitative methodology positioned within a social constructivist 
framework (Crotty, 1998a) to explore the experience of children’s adjustment following 
separation. This is an appropriate methodology to use with an under-researched group 
(Patton, 1987). The research design followed an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 
(IPA) (Smith & Osborn, 2004) approach, making use of in-depth semi-structured interviews 
to identify the experience of participants. This approach was well suited to the aim of the 
study which sought exploratory findings, as well as an opportunity to evaluate the usefulness 
of theory against the experiences of children.    
Sampling involved two groups of participants. Group 1 consisted of children aged seven-
13 years as the primary data source. One or both of their biological parents made up Group 2 
as a secondary data source to explore the child’s experience of adjustment. Consistent with 
IPA, a small homogeneous sample of participants was drawn, consisting of seven children 
and six parents from four families.  
Initial data collection was carried out following pilot interviews. Second data collections 
followed the first interviews by approximately six months. The children’s semi-structured 
interviews were accompanied by a variety of play based creative techniques which sought to 
facilitate better communication between the child and researcher. The variety of modalities 
offered was intended to assist the children in describing their experiences fully. Parents’ 
semi-structured interviews aimed to elicit their stories focusing on their perception of the 
child’s experience of separation to date. Analysis was carried out on each interview transcript 
using a method of thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) to identify and interpret the 
themes within and across the children’s accounts. A second level analysis was conducted 
utilizing a model of grief, the Dual Process Model (DPM) (Stroebe & Schut, 1999). The 
findings of the thematic analysis were explored against the framework of the DPM to explore 
whether this assisted in the understanding of what the children described.  
This chapter will comprise five sections:  
i) Methodological approach  
ii) Sampling framework 
iii) Data generation  
iv) Data management and analysis 
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v) Ethical considerations 
Methodological Approach 
The following discussion outlines the aims of this study and the rationale for choices made in 
the study design. The research questions that are addressed via this methodology are detailed 
below.  
 Use of children’s first-person accounts  
This thesis explores the experiences of children through the first two years of adjustment to 
separation utilizing a study design that allowed children to talk of their own experiences 
through individual in-depth interviews. First-person accounts by children have historically 
been lacking in separation research (Spillman, Deshamps, & Crews, 2004; Warshak, 2003), 
consistent with efforts to protect children from the potential harm of direct involvement in 
social and medical research (ERIC, 2013; Mishna, Antle, & Regehr, 2004; Morrow & 
Richards, 1996). Research designs favoured rather the ‘implicit’ use of children’s experiences 
(Warshak, 2003), drawing on observations and psychological testing of children, as well as 
third-person reporting from parents and teachers about children’s coping behaviour. 
However, parents are poor predictors of children’s experiences (Kalter et al., 2002; Mishna et 
al., 2004). Furthermore, Warshak (2003) argued that implicit involvement of children 
resulted in the privileging of the dominant adult view of how children were experiencing such 
adjustment. The desire to protect the voice of the child and avoid privileging the adult view 
was a significant issue for the researcher and is referred to at various points in this chapter.  
Children are arguably powerless during an event such as separation (Kelly, 2001; 
Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989). They are not consulted about the dismantling of the family 
(Pryor & Rodgers, 2001), nor are they usually given the information they would like about 
future arrangements for the family (Smith & Gollop, 2001a; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). 
They also report to being overlooked and their feelings not being considered during and after 
the separation (Bagshaw, 2007; Fabricus, 2003; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a; Taylor, 2006; 
Taylor, 2001. Wallerstein, 1987). Children’s unique perspective about separation is based on 
a constellation of dynamics within the separated family that they must navigate, particularly 
their position between the parents (Worden, 2009) which can result in their perceptions being 
highly changeable (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). Circumstances such as the need to align 
themselves with one parent can contribute to making their opinions somewhat changeable, 
even following a minor incident with one parent in highly conflicted cases (Kelly & 
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Johnston, 2001). Consequently, each child will have a unique experience of separation, which 
the researcher sought to fully ‘hear’.  
Within the last few decades, there is greater acknowledgement of the need for 
participative research involving children (Graham, Powell, & Taylor, 2015; Holland, 
Renolds, Ross, & Hillman, 2010) that allows them to speak for themselves about their 
experiences (Ebling, Pruett, & Pruett, 2009; Sviggum, 2000) on matters that impact them 
(Cashmore, 2003; Craig, 2003; Gollop, et al., 2000; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010b; Hallet & 
Prout, 2003; Hill, 2006; Qu & Weston, 2014; Smith, Taylor, & Gollop, 2000). This includes 
not only within social science research, but also in policy development and the engagement 
of youth directly in discussion forums (Australian Research Alliance for Children and Youth 
& New South Wales Commission for Children and Young People, 2008; ERIC, 2013; 
Higginbotham, Skogrand, & Torres, 2010). Furthermore, children are thought to benefit from 
the opportunity to make their own meaning of the event of separation (Garvin, Leber, & 
Kalter, 1991), which the interview process sought to facilitate. The study design was, 
therefore, in keeping with contemporary research views concerning children generally, and 
separation specifically.   
Contextualizing the views of children  
 The need to position children’s stories within the context of the whole family became 
evident once the first round of data was collected. It became apparent that the children’s 
stories were better understood against the backdrop of the shared experience of the family 
members. Explanations already made above about the unique constellation of the family 
dynamics, and relationships with parents and between them, support this view. Furthermore, 
this is also consistent with bereavement literature, which links children’s adjustment 
outcomes strongly with the family context, particularly the way in which a parent manages 
their grief and that of their child (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011; Furman, 1985; Kissane, 2002; 
Oltjenbruns, 2001; Silverman & Worden, 1993; Worden, 1996). Consistent with IPA, the 
study design sought to contextualize children’s experiences within their unique family 
composition and thereby understand their individual experiences more fully. This resulted in 
a second data source being drawn from parents as well as the inclusion of additional siblings 
late in the recruitment phase.    
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A grief perspective 
Finally, the study sought to identify the significance of a grief model, namely the DPM in 
assisting our understanding of a child’s experiences of adjustment to separation. Applying 
bereavement frameworks in separation research is an under-researched topic (Laumann-
Billings & Emery, 2000). In relation to a grief perspective particularly, it is argued that the 
direct accounts of children themselves are needed in order to more fully understand their 
subjective experiences (Spillman et al., 2004), which third-person accounts cannot provide. 
Furthermore, the DPM has not been applied in research to children’s grief experiences, nor to 
the loss experiences of separation. This study is, therefore, exploratory and seeks to break 
new ground in regards to the usefulness of the DPM in assisting our understanding of 
children’s adjustment to a non-bereavement loss, namely separation.  
Two data collection points 
This research aims to understand the process of adjustment for a child following separation 
and whether a grief model (the DPM) enhances our understanding of the descriptions that 
children and their parents make about this process. The view taken here is that separation is 
best conceptualized as a process (Amato, 2000; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Demo & Fine, 
2010; Emery, Mathews, & Kitzmann, 1994; Kelly & Emery, 2003; Wallerstein & Kelly, 
1980) rather than a single event. A process view of separation highlights the significance of 
the passage of time during which time stressors will change (Kalter, 1987), impacting an 
individual’s feelings, thoughts and experiences.  
The need to take two data collections is primarily informed by this aim; that is, 
whether there is change over time in children’s descriptions and experiences of adjustment. 
Specifically, the DPM identifies that adjustment processes following loss are not static and a 
change can be seen over time in the way that loss is managed by an individual. In addition, 
children’s bereavement literature suggests that very different outcomes of grieving are 
evident at different points in time (Silverman & Worden, 1993). Similarly, separation 
literature highlights change over time in adjustment patterns of children which is depicted as 
an early ‘crisis’ period immediately following separation, which then gives way to a gradual 
return to pre-separation functioning by the end of the second year (Hetherington, 1979; 
Rodgers & Pryor, 1998). Long-term difficulties, occurring in the minority of cases 
(McIntosh, 2003), are thought to be most reliably identified beyond the two-year mark (Pryor 
& Rodgers, 2001; Wallerstein & Lewis, 1998).  
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In the application of the DPM, change over time is critical to the model. The nature of 
oscillation between loss orientated and restoration orientated states and activities, and 
changes in these over time, has been empirically established with bereaved adults as 
occurring in reliable and somewhat predictable ways (Caserta & Lunda, 2007; Richardson, 
2010a; Stroebe & Schut, 2010; Stroebe, Schut, & Stroebe, 2005). The DPM provides the 
perspective of both the processes of adjustment, how adjustment is occurring, and what tasks 
are being undertaken throughout this process of adjustment. In this way, the model is both 
unique and potentially useful for application to children’s loss experiences. A process view is 
one that has been neglected in children’s bereavement study, and little advancement in this 
has been made since Bowlby’s (1961) early theorizing about children’s adjustment processes 
to parental separation (Oltjenbruns, 2001). IPA was a suitable framework for the study 
because of its inherent interest in understanding change based on the accounts and 
experiences of individuals themselves. Consequently, the study design sought to incorporate 
two points of data gathering within six-months of each other to assist in identifying change, if 
evident.  
Research questions 
The following research questions were identified:  
iii) How do children and their parents describe the process of adjustment for the child 
during the first two years following separation? 
iv) To what extent does a grief model assist our understanding of the process that 
children describe? 
An IPA (Smith & Osborn, 2004) approach was taken to assist in addressing the research 
questions. Specifically, this involved identifying the fit of a grief model to help understand 
the adjustment process that children undergo during separation, drawing on the perspectives 
of the child themselves. IPA as a methodology is especially suited to research topic areas 
such as:  
i) Those that are under-researched;  
ii) Topics that are either ambiguous or complex;  
iii) Topics involving a process or a change that is taking place (Smith & Osborn, 
2004).  
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This study satisfies all three criteria. A detailed description of IPA and its suitability 
as a methodological approach will follow a contextual commentary on the value of a social 
constructionism framework.  
Social Constructionism 
A social constructionist epistemology holds that all meaning and ‘truth’ is determined by 
cultural forces and, by individuals themselves in their interpretation and meaning 
construction (Neuman, 2006). It is through the process of engaging with the world that people 
will arrive at meaning construction; meaning is neither objective nor subjective, but the 
merging of these through a construction of meaning (Crotty, 1998b). Constructionism 
emphasises that there is no valid or true interpretation of events. This approach emphasises 
the opportunity to be open to new and rich interpretation (Crotty, 1998b). It is not possible to 
remove the object, or the person, from its social embeddedness, and it is in being within this 
framework that an experience or institution makes sense to us (Fish, 1990, as cited in Crotty, 
1998).  
 In positioning this study within a social constructionist framework, the design has 
sought specifically to understand how children and their parents interpret and apply meaning 
to the experience of separation. Particularly, how do children make sense of the phenomenon 
of separation: what meaning do they ascribe to this term, and does this change over time with 
their own experiences? It is argued that the meaning we ascribe will impact our experience of 
an event (Sviggum, 2000). This is particularly significant in the case of children who are still 
forming their perceptions and assumptions about the world and are, therefore, highly 
vulnerable to the impact of loss which may shatter their beliefs about the world (Parkes, 
1971; Raphael, 1984).  
The study is concerned with the experience of loss that is associated with separation 
and the ensuing adjustment process, referred to as a grief process (Parkes, 1971). Loss and 
grief, and specifically separation, are social ‘events’ or phenomena that are controlled by 
cultural and societal rules and rituals (Gerrard, 2002). Therefore, these events are defined by 
society; whether a loss is acknowledged and how it will be mourned or grieved is culturally 
sensitive (Doka, 1989; Gerrard, 2002). Indeed, whether a loss is acknowledged in association 
with an event is imposed by cultural meaning. Doka (1989) describes the external imposition 
of grieving rules that outweigh an individual’s own choices and preferences. Although 
individuals may arrive at their own meaning following a loss, the impact of society in 
shaping those meanings cannot be ignored. Complications in grieving can occur due to a lack 
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of social or familial recognition of the feelings associated with grieving. Children are 
particularly vulnerable to this occurrence (Crenshaw, 2002; Doka, 1989; Goldman, 
2001/2014). We cannot fully understand the experiences of separation without considering 
the context of family and society as well as the personal meanings of individuals.  
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) 
IPA, as a unique approach has been applied widely to health science studies (Smith, 2004, 
2007) and with increasing popularity (Brocki & Wearden, 2006) since the seminal work of 
Taylor and associates (1983). Specifically, this approach aimed to better understand 
participants’ perceptions of health experiences, and the way in which they are coping with 
them (Smith, 2004). Some of the early studies were conducted with cancer victims (Taylor, 
1983), with gay men regarding their perceptions of sexual experiences (Flowers, Smith, 
Sheeran, & Beail, 1997), and with pregnant women regarding their experiences of the 
transition to motherhood (Smith, 1994). More recent studies include Dibb and Kamalesh’s 
(2012) study with HIV positive African women living in England, a study focused on the 
experience of therapists (Wilkes & Milton, 2006), a study exploring the transition from 
smokers to being non-smokers (Vangeli & West, 2012) and an exploratory study with 
bereaved adults (Darbyshire et al., 2012) evaluating support services. 
The origins of IPA show the influence of phenomenology, a term used by many 
psychological approaches seeking to understand a phenomenon from the perspective of the 
individual (i.e., their subjective experience). IPA has its roots in Husserl’s philosophical 
phenomenology (Smith & Osborn, 2004) and seeks to uncover the meaning of events or 
experiences for participants (Smith, Flowers, & Osborn, 1997), by exploring the participants’ 
world view. It is phenomenological because it seeks a person’s perceptions of events rather 
than aiming to produce objective statements about these events (Smith, et al., 1997). Whereas 
other phenomenological methods can be argued to “uncover meaning in a descriptive 
manner”, IPA specifically looks for the interpretative meaning of experiences (Jirwe, 2011). 
Given the population being researched in this study – children - the significance of 
‘interpretation’ of children’s stories was considered highly relevant in selecting a 
methodological framework. IPA refers to the researcher’s analysis of participant accounts as 
the way in which this meaning is understood which requires “considerable interpretative 
work on the part of the researcher” (Smith et al., 1997, p. 68).  
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The importance of an ‘insider’s perspective’ (Malcore, Windell, Seyuin, & Hill, 2010) 
is thought to be significant in an IPA approach. Larkin, Watts and Clifton (2006) argued that 
Conrad’s (1987) term, the ‘insider’s perspective’, has frequently been misrepresented and 
oversimplified by others. IPA recognizes that to make sense of what a participant is saying, 
an interpretative level of analysis needs to be applied to the accounts of participants about 
their experience (Larkin et al., 2006; Smith et al., 1997; Smith & Osborn, 2004). Hence, if 
utilized to its potential, an interpretative stance within IPA provides the opportunity for a 
second order analysis that goes beyond descriptions of what is being said by a participant. 
Potentially, this allows the researcher to “… properly explore, understand and communicate 
the experience and viewpoints offered by its participants” (Larkin, et al., 2006, p. 103).  
 IPA was applied in this study as a ‘perspective or stance’ from which to approach 
methodology rather than a distinct method (Larkin et al., 2006). Thematic analysis was used 
as a method of analysis to complement this. IPA is more concerned with ontology or the 
nature of being than it is with epistemology or knowing / building knowledge (Lindsay, 
2006). This study sought to not only understand the way children (and parents) perceived 
(children’s) adjustment during the first two years, but also how this changed over time/ if at 
all. Both points are central to IPA, and critical in responding to the research questions being 
posed.  
IPA is distinct from other methodologies in that the underpinnings of the approach 
acknowledge that to analyze the accounts of participants we as researchers must overlay our 
own interpretation of their words and experiences (Larkin et al., 2006; Lindsay, 2006; Smith 
et al., 1997; Smith & Osborn, 2004). In other words, it is impossible to conduct any data 
analysis without the interference of the subjective view of the researcher. This is particularly 
significant in this study on two counts. Firstly, the experiences being described are about the 
experiences of adjustment following a loss. It is argued here that loss is deeply personal to the 
world view and meaning construction of each participant, based on the meaning of the 
relationship with the lost person and the nature of this relationship (Bowlby, 1980; Kissane, 
2002; Neimeyer, 2000a). Family members will grieve at their own pace (Biank & Werner-
Lin, 2011) within the context of familial influences and behaviours related to dealing with 
loss (Nadeau, 2002). Each family member will also mourn a unique relationship, and ascribe 
a different meaning to the loss. This can result in a ‘dis-synchronous’ grief among family 
members (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011).  
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This is particularly relevant for separation loss wherein family members are adjusting 
and responding to unique losses. The parent mourns the loss of a spouse, while a child 
mourns the loss of parent/ family unit. In addition, cultural and societal influences shape and 
ascribe meaning to the loss and the way adjustment is made by the individual (Doka, 1989; 
Neimeyer, 2000a). Hence, a uniquely personal but socially constructed experience will shape 
the meaning-making process surrounding that loss for the participant, and equally for a 
researcher attempting to gain an ‘insider’s perspective’. The positioning of separation loss in 
this way significantly influenced the study design. Particularly, it raised the significance of 
contextualizing the experiences of children within their family unit.  
A researcher is using their own lens of interpretation to understand a participant’s 
meaning-making and interpretation of events which is drawn from one’s own beliefs and 
values. Hence, a researcher cannot claim to objectify interpretations and analysis; this is a 
direct contradiction to how we must conduct such a process of analysis. This requires the 
researcher to listen deeply to the words and perceptions of another, applying unique 
interpretation of the meaning of these words and descriptions and ‘translating’ this into 
interpretations or themes. It seems highly relevant for this study, therefore, that the researcher 
should fully acknowledge the subjectivity of their analysis and influence of interpretation 
within the action of researching, which comes later in this section.  
Secondly, it is important to acknowledge the significance of children as participants in 
research, which raises the issue of the interpretation of children’s accounts by an adult. It is 
argued here that there are limitations within this research, given the need to understand the 
accounts of children by overlaying an adult’s view of the world in understanding and 
interpretation of their accounts. This is the significance of interpretation within an IPA stance 
as applied to this research; however, it is acknowledged that interpretation has another level 
of complexity in regards to an adult interpreting the meanings offered by children. It is not 
the data gathering process that potentially disadvantages children, but the analysis and 
interpretation of their data (Morrow & Richards, 1996) as well as the sensitivity to which we 
approach that task as researchers (Hill, 2006; Thomas & O’Kane, 1998).  
Since the 1990s, it has become increasingly accepted that children should be directly 
involved in research that allows them to speak of matters they are involved in (Cree, Kay & 
Tisdall, 2002; Ebling et al., 2009; Powell & Smith, 2009; Taylor, 2006). Children younger 
than 12 years are now considered credible to speak of their own experiences (Pryor & Emery, 
2004); even in the case of children with learning impairments (Cocks, 2006) where 
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consent/assent becomes harder to ascertain. It is no longer acceptable to rely on adults to 
speak for children (Cashmore, 2003; Casmore & Parkinson, 2009; Craig, 2003; Davies & 
Wright, 2008; Hallet & Prout, 2003; Percy-Smith, 2010; Smith et al., 2000); furthermore 
children wish to be included and consulted on their views (Hill, 2006; Smith & Gollop, 
2001a). However, this poses significant ethical dilemmas for the research community. How 
to engage with children ethically has been widely debated and articulated within numerous 
frameworks that seek to define what is the ‘right action’ (Daley, 2012). The ERIC (2013) 
website, for instance, references many documented practice guidelines and research books 
and articles on the topic. What is more complex but less evident in the literature, Daley 
(2012) argued, is how the nuances of delivering research with children can be managed in the 
moment when ‘micro ethical’ decisions need to be made. “Understanding how to be ethical is 
complex. Not because it is inherently difficult to ‘do good’, but because what is ‘good’ is so 
rarely absolute” (Daley, 2012, p. 27). Similarly, Cree et al. (2002) refers to ‘the reflexive 
exploration of the ambiguous and dynamic nature of the research process’ (p. 49) when 
involving children. There are unique ethical dilemmas raised by conducting research with 
children, particularly in relation to sensitive topics such as grief (Powell & Smith, 2009; 
Daley, 2012), or stigmatised family matters (Cree, et al., 2002) which must be managed in the 
moment of the interview. Some of these issues pertaining to this research are discussed later 
in this chapter.  
Exploration of children’s data using the DPM allowed the examination of a 
commonly preconceived notion that separation is a loss experience (Doka, 1989; Gerrard, 
2002; Goldman, 2014; Kissane, 2002; Parkes, 1971; Spillman et al., 2004; Worden, 2009) 
and the ensuing adjustment is a grief process for children (Graham, 2004; Graham & 
Fitzgerald, 2006; Worden, 1996). This is seen when children are observed to display 
emotions consistent with grieving, such as sadness, anger, confusion and guilt (Bagshaw, 
1998 ; Graham, 2004; Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992; McIntosh, 2003; Worden, 1996). 
This thesis argues that these assertions are not necessarily false, but there is a dearth of 
empirical evidence to validate this claim. In breaking new ground, this study seeks to identify 
to what extent the DPM – as a grief model - assists our understanding of the descriptions that 
children make of their experiences of their first two years of separation.  
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Sampling Framework  
This section provides discussion of the sampling criteria, a detailed account of the 
recruitment process and sampling method that was undertaken, and a summary of 
participants. 
An IPA stance indicates the use of purposive sampling to obtain a small homogenous 
group, one that is thought to be most representative of the study’s aim. It seeks to narrow 
down the group that will be studied so that differences and similarities that evolve in the data 
can be attributable to individual differences and not complicated by differences in social and 
economic status of participants (Smith & Osborn, 2004). The participant groups consisted of: 
Group 1:  7 children  
Group 2:   6 biological parents of these children  
Sampling method  
Agencies chosen 
Support was sought from Centacare Catholic Family and Community Services (Centacare 
CFCS) in the recruitment of participants (see Appendix 1). This organization was chosen for 
several reasons. Most importantly, the organization offers a variety of post-separation 
programs for both adults and children across several sites (Greater Brisbane, Sunshine Coast 
and Gold Coast). Working with this organization would provide the researcher with access to 
multiple sites within a manageable distance from Brisbane. Also, this organization offers the 
same programs from each site, which further increases the opportunities for recruitment.  
Initially, the Greater Brisbane service outlets were targeted, but recruitment extended 
later to the Gold Coast (from mid-August 2012). Furthermore, the researcher is known to this 
organization as a past employee of long-standing which offered several advantages. One 
advantage was the issue of prior knowledge of programs which meant that the researcher was 
familiar with the suitability of different programs for recruiting participants. For instance, 
domestic violence programs were less likely to provide suitable recruits compared to post-
separation programs. Also, staff usually had some knowledge of the researcher either 
personally or by association and this provided easier access to the sites.   
At times, however, the change in position to researcher from manager/colleague 
required some careful navigation with regards to the basis of the current relationship and the 
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purpose and intent of the researcher’s presence in the services. Overall, the existing 
relationship with the service seemed to be positive. Gate-keeper approval was provided by 
Centacare CFCS to assist with University of Queensland ethical approval, which was granted 
on 19/01/2012 (Reference number 2011001416).  
 Progression of recruitment 
Recruitment processes commenced in mid-February 2012 at two main sites of Centacare 
CFCS (Brisbane Central and Chermside offices). Because of difficulties in attracting 
participants, this was extended in August 2012 to include an outlet in the Gold Coast, which 
provided specialist post-separation services. Slow recruitment at the first two sites during the 
early months can potentially be attributed to several reasons. The Brisbane based office was 
undergoing a management change during the early part of 2012. Although staff were very 
supportive of the study, the level of organizational change that ensued made it difficult to 
create focus with the staff group. Also, considerable staff changes took place, which resulted 
in the upcoming programs involving parents and children being delayed. It had been hoped 
that these programs would be a significant source of potential participants.   
At the Chermside site, feedback from staff during the early months of recruitment 
indicated low numbers of families coming through who met the criteria, especially related to 
time since separation. As client numbers were low at both sites, two further informal sources 
were utilized to potentially complement the recruitment effort through the University of 
Queensland. One source was an advertising opportunity through UQ News, a university 
newsletter distributed to all University of Queensland staff and students. The second was an 
on-line university service (SONA) for Psychology students advertising Psychology studies 
that required participants.   
In May 2012, another community based organization that offered similar programs to 
Centacare CFCS was approached. Gate-keeper approval from this organization was slow 
because of internal approval processes. By July, feedback related to a stringent review 
process to be applied by the organization was received which took a further few months to be 
completed. It was decided to not pursue this further but to continue with current avenues of 
recruitment as potential participants amounted to five families at this time (end of July 2012). 
However, delays in attracting participants between February and June 2012 resulted in a need 
to reconsider the criteria for selection which is discussed next. A summary of the recruitment 
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time line and associated changes to selection criteria and methodology are depicted (Table 
5.1).  
Table 5.1: Recruitment time-line 
Late Feb 
2012 
Commenced at two sites of 
Centacare CFCS. 
 
May 2012 Approached another organization 
to replicate strategies. 
 
June-July 
2012 
Abandoned this strategy owing to 
difficulty with ethical approval 
within this organization. 
Selection criteria amended:  
Age range increased from 7–11 years to 
7-13years; and the time since separation 
increased from 12 months to 2 years. 
August  
2012 
3rd Centacare site added. 
 
 
September 
2012 
Further strategies introduced: 
i. UQ Update 
 
 
February 
2013  
 
 
ii. SONA website 
More than one child per family were 
invited to participate (if they met other 
selection criteria). This enhanced 
recruitment for the research study from 
within existing families.  
End April 
2013 
Recruitment ceased.  
 
It was an undertaking of participation in this study that the recruitment source from which 
families were drawn would not be disclosed, given the highly sensitive and personal nature of 
interview material.  
Research population 
 Selection criteria applied to children’s sample:  
Children aged 7-13 years who have experienced a separation in the last two years, who are 
main-streamed at school, and currently not receiving any professional help to assist their 
adjustment to the separation. They should not have previously participated in a separation 
recovery intervention program.   
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Exclusion criteria  
The following exclusion criteria were enforced in recruiting the sample: 
i) Children who were currently taking part in therapeutic and educative programs 
targeting grief and separation, as this would likely influence both their 
perception of separation events as well as their coping strategies; 
ii) Children diagnosed and being treated for mental health concerns, such as 
depression and anxiety, as this would increase the vulnerability of individual 
children and being part of the research would be potentially harmful to them;  
iii) Children with conditions such as ADHD, autism, and developmental delays, 
as the sample sought to represent the average child without special needs to 
potentially impact their adjustment to separation;    
iv) Any child deemed to be at risk.  
Age range 
Initially the study sought to attract children aged between seven to 11 years. This age range 
was extended to 13 years at the upper limit to enhance recruitment opportunities. There were 
several advantages to moving the age range. It allowed more choice for a family as to which 
child would be selected to take part in the study, and the inclusion of some families who 
would otherwise not have been included.  
However, in extending this criterion, there was potential for a greater range of 
developmental variation among child participants. The literature indicates that middle 
childhood is not necessarily easily or consistently defined. It may cover the years six up to 
age 10 and 12 years at the upper limits (Brown, 2008). (This also informed the decision that 
the lower limit of seven years was thought to be appropriate for this sample of middle 
childhood children.) The years approaching adolescence (or pre-adolescence) are a time that 
is difficult to demarcate or distinguish by age alone because of the variation shown between 
individuals by individual maturation difference (biological influences) as well as the impact 
of cultural norms for a group (social influences).  
Furthermore, the study’s aim was not to identify adjustment among children based on 
developmental frameworks. Rather the aim of the study was to understand children’s unique 
perspectives about their separation experience within their (unique) experience of the world. 
The factors that were considered most significant were the ways a child perceives and defines 
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themselves and their immediate world, and these would be based primarily on their social 
milieu. Furthermore, this study sought to include children only up to the age before they 
make the significant social transition into high school. The rationale was that transition to 
high school is potentially associated with significant upheaval, resulting in the loss of many 
attachments to friends and a familiar social environment. As a sample pool, the intention was 
to contain the experiences of the children as still being part of a consistent social milieu (i.e. 
primary school). The experience of separation is, therefore, not influenced and exacerbated 
by another social transition such as the move to high school. Raising the age limit did not 
impact on this rationale. None of the participants made the move to high school during the 
study.  
Siblings within a family 
Initially it was planned that one child per family would be selected. This supported the initial 
aim of the study to focus on the grief experience of a child, as opposed to a sibling group or a 
family group. Furthermore, it was anticipated that involving more than one child from a 
family would complicate the interview process when parents were asked to focus on one 
child at a time in the interview.  
What became apparent following the selection of the first three families were some 
notable differences to these expectations. During the interviewing process parents frequently 
spoke of siblings as a group and/or contextualized the child within the family when speaking 
of how they were coping. This often inferred a comparison to a sibling. Additionally, 
children’s experiences were embedded in their primary social context of the family. 
Recruiting more than one child within a family would provide more context for a child’s 
experience, rather than diluting their story or perspective.  
The recruitment of siblings began around the point of second data collection (March 
2013). The four families who had joined the study at that time were offered an opportunity to 
involve one or more of their other children. New siblings who came into the study only 
undertook one interview. This was decided upon to ensure that siblings were at the same 
point in their adjustment trajectory at the time that the second interview was conducted with 
the initial sample. Also, it ensured that all the families remained under the two-year mark 
post-separation. For the interview to replicate first and second interview content, drawing 
upon IPA frameworks, children were asked to think about changes they identified within 
themselves (and their family) since before and after the separation. This approach assisted 
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this perspective greatly. The nature of this questioning facilitated a ‘bridging of this gap in 
time’ to which children responded well.    
Parent’s selection of a child 
Several parents expressed a difficulty in ‘choosing’ a child at the time of recruitment. The 
rationale for this in terms of the aim of the study was discussed with parents and they were 
guided to talk to their children about who would like to be involved and to think about who 
might be best suited. It was anticipated that some parental bias would operate in choosing the 
child who would participate. Children are not free agents in seeking inclusion in studies such 
as this and this was always anticipated to be a specific limitation of including children in a 
research study where they are recruited via their parents. The extent to which a child 
participated was not without the selective influence of a parent. In one instance, a child who 
took part was the only child who finally agreed to do it after the elder sibling agreed and then 
withdrew. She assumed this role with some pride being the youngest family member.  
 Risk included significant coping difficulties either related to the separation or other life 
issues. Parents assessed their child’s ability to participate based on these criteria. The 
researcher did not meet with children unless the child was deemed appropriate through 
discussion with the parent/s. However, the researcher explained in advance that if a child 
seemed to be highly vulnerable at the time of first meeting, the selection may not proceed.  
 Criterion referring to ‘time since separation’  
Separation was defined as the breakdown of a legal marriage, or the break-down of a de facto 
relationship. Families who were eligible were made up of two biological parents. Therefore, 
this study focused on the separation of the child’s biological parents, rather than breakdowns 
of subsequent relationships involving step-parents.  
Initially, families who were separated between 6 and 12 months were targeted. The 
study sought to capture data related to early adjustment experiences, prior to further flux and 
changes that might occur to the family composition and structure in the second year of 
separation. What became apparent, however, was that families in the first year of separation 
were not presenting to participate, while families in the second-year post-separation were 
wishing to participate. Within a few months, therefore, this criterion was amended to include 
families who were within the first two years of separation.  
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The experience of parents coming forward when they were in their second year of 
separation was supported by the literature. It is argued that parents have reduced personal 
capacity following a separation (Bagshaw, 2007), and, by their own self-report, find it 
difficult to be aware of the needs of their children at the time of separation (McIntosh, 2003). 
Not only are they dealing with their own grief, but they are also occupied with many practical 
tasks aside from children’s welfare (Gerrard, 2002). Thus, the increased personal capacity for 
taking on additional demands (e.g., participating in a study) following the initial year of 
separation was not surprising to the researcher. The change to the inclusion criterion was 
deemed to still offer valuable data about the adjustment of children. Separation literature 
indicates that long term difficulties for children become apparent beyond the second year 
following separation (Hetherington, 1979; Rodgers & Pryor, 1998), impacting the minority of 
children (McIntosh, 2003). An initial time of ‘crisis’ characteristic of the early phase 
following the separation gives way to a gradual adjustment and return to pre-separation 
functioning by the end of the second year (Hetherington, 1979; Kelly & Emery, 2003; 
Rodgers & Pryor, 1998). Despite these broad parameters, children’s adjustment shows a high 
level of individual variation (Demo & Fine, 2010). 
The researcher was also aware that there was potential for an increased complexity in 
family structure (e.g., new partners) after 12 months, and what this might mean for the 
experiences of children. However, this could take place at any point in the post-separation 
period. Focusing on the child’s personal adjustment trajectory within the first two years was, 
therefore, the overarching aim. The make-up of the final sample of children showed that there 
was some considerable variation in their experiences within and beyond the first year, which 
arguably added to the richness of the data.  
Selection criteria applied to the parent sample  
Parent/s of a biological child/ren aged 7 – 13yrs, who are within the second year of 
separation may participate. Children should meet the range of selection criteria already 
identified.  
The parent group was selected based on meeting the criterion involving a suitable child who 
could participate from their family, and being within the two years’ period following a 
separation. Further to that, the following criteria were applied to the sampling of the parent 
group.  
i) They should be living separately 
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Parents were required to be living separately. Co-habiting was specifically excluded because 
of the impact this might have on a child’s adjustment and experience of separation that was 
outside the scope and aim of this study. Various nuances to co-habiting exist which make it a 
highly complex and unique arrangement for each family.  
i) Biological parents (or adopted parent/s) 
Parents were required to be the biological parent/s of the child (or the adoptive parent). The 
accounts of biological parents were thought to be most pertinent in providing descriptions 
about the coping strategies, changes to mood, and difficulties in coping of a child based on a 
life-long relationship with the child. In the planning of this methodology, it was considered 
that an adoptive parent would also be taken as equivalent to a biological parent as filling the 
role of ‘expert witness’ on the child.  
Step-parents were excluded, not only based on the rationale described above, namely 
the length of relationship with a child, but also the nature and quality of that relationship 
which could potentially introduce too much variation in parent-child relationships. Excluding 
step-parents guaranteed that the sample of children who were participating were those who 
were experiencing their first instance of separation, as opposed to additional further 
separations that might take place in step-family unions.   
Involvement of second biological parent in sample 
The involvement of the second biological parent of the child (who was not the initial 
participant or point of contact) was encouraged. This invitation was extended by the initiating 
parent or the researcher. Their direct involvement as participants was optional and separate 
from the need for them to give consent for their child to participate, which is discussed later 
in Consent Seeking.  
 Giving consent for the child 
In all instances, the ‘second parent’ was to be advised of the child’s participation and provide 
consent. They were provided with the Parent Information and Consent Sheet (Appendix 2) 
either via the researcher (email) or directly via the initiating parent. In two cases, the second 
parent declined to speak to the researcher directly about the study, but provided their consent 
via the participating parent. The initiating parent was the conduit for passing on details about 
the study and contact details of the researcher to the second parent in all instances. In one 
case, an initiating parent elected to delay the interviews so that she could delay telling the 
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second parent as the timing was not appropriate in her opinion. A short delay was negotiated 
to allow the family to complete family mediation after which time the second parent was 
asked if they wished to participate and/ or to give their consent for the participation of the 
child.  
Exclusion of second parent  
This was anticipated to be associated with the following circumstances:  
i) Estrangement (no contact of any sort) between the child and second parent; or 
ii) Non-regular involvement of this parent in the care of the child;  
iii) A difficult family history involving abuse, domestic violence, mental health or 
drug and alcohol related issues (according to the first parent).  
In any of these instances, based on the word of the first parent, the second parent would not 
be offered the opportunity to participate. The rationale being that this would best protect the 
interests and rights of the participating parent and the child. In an Australian study, Brown 
(2008) identified the incidence of estrangement between parent and biological children as 
occurring in just over 20% of cases following separation/ divorce for reasons including 
unresolved conflict, unresolved grief, historic and on-going domestic violence, poor 
resolution of contact arrangements, mental health and drug issues.  As such, any attempt to 
engage such a parent would be unproductive to the purpose of the study, and possibly disrupt 
family relationships unnecessarily.  
The same rationale was applied by extension to consent seeking from the non-
participating parent. Recruitment was successful in drawing a sample of families who had on-
going contact arrangements in place (at the time of recruitment). Furthermore, no parent was 
excluded from participating in the research. Those who did not participate did so of their own 
choice.   
Engagement with gate-keeper agencies  
Following ethical clearance from the University of Queensland’s Ethics Committee, 
engagement with the gate-keeper organization commenced. This involved delivering two 
initial presentations to the management group of each site with discussion of potential 
methods the facility might utilize to advertise the study and enlist the assistance of 
practitioners in encouraging participants to become involved. Presentations were then made 
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to the staff groups at each of the sites, exploring information including study background, 
aims, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and ways to promote the study.  
Staff groups and managers were consistently supportive of the study. The methods of 
recruitment that were decided on as being appropriate for the sites differed slightly, due to the 
nature of their business. The following strategies were used to attract participants and 
maintain focus and interest of staff groups:  
i) Posters were displayed in foyers of the offices. Information and Consent Sheet 
for Parents (see Appendix 2) were available on a display stand;  
ii) A box was provided for the anonymous collection of Consent forms;  
iii) Additional advertising posters were displayed in meeting rooms and individual 
interview rooms to raise/ maintain awareness of staff and clients; 
iv) Practitioners who were interviewing a client who potentially met selection 
criteria were requested to mention the study and indicate the nearest poster and 
be available to answer questions if they arose;    
v) Clients attending groups were targeted and attendees would be given 
envelopes containing the Information and Consent Sheet for Parents to take 
home; 
vi) The researcher attended regular meetings at the two Brisbane sites to maintain 
a profile with staff and answer any questions.   
The assumption behind strategy four above was that this personalized approach might 
assist in creating acceptability, credibility and safety if practitioners could vouch for the study 
and encourage participation. This strategy, however, produced little response. Initially, this 
was thought to be in relation to the criterion related to time since separation but following the 
change to this criterion, recruitment continued to be limited through the first two sites.  
The third Centacare CFCS site that was used from August 2012 started with the new 
criteria for selection and the same strategies were modelled. Recruitment from this third site 
produced more interest, but the families had to be excluded for several reasons, including 
being beyond the two-year mark, and mental health concerns for the child participant. 
Recruitment via these three outlets ceased in April 2013.   
Consent seeking with parent/s  
i) Initiating parent 
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The initiating parent provided verbal and/or signed consent for their child’s participation. 
Verbal consent was initially gained by telephone at the time of first contact. The study was 
explained and the need for the second parent’s consent was explained. Confidentiality was 
explained regarding each family member’s interview material, and all parents were willing to 
allow the second parent to participate if they wished, and to provide consent to their child’s 
participation. None expressed concern about the involvement of the second parent.  
ii) Second parent 
Consent from the second parent was gained via the initiating parent in two cases. The 
participating parent was asked to tell the other parent about the study and forward an 
electronic version of the Information and Consent Form for Parents (see Appendix 2) to 
them. The non-initiating parent was invited to contact the researcher for further information 
or to become involved as a participant themselves. At a minimum, they were required to 
indicate their consent for their child’s participation, which occurred in each case. Two parents 
elected to be participants in the study. One parent joined at the commencement of the study; 
the second joined the study at the time of second interviews.  
Participants  
Seven children made up the total group of child participants. This comprised four children at 
the first round of interviews, with a further three new recruits (drawn from the same families) 
being included in the sample at the time of second interviews. Their age ranges are depicted 
below in Table 5.2.  
Table 5.2: Age ranges of child participants 
First Interview 
Total 4 Children 
Second Interview 
Total 7 Children 
- - 
Age 8 (1) - 
- Age 9 (4)  
Age 10 (3) - 
- Age 11 (3) 
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Six parents made up the adult group of participants. Two families involved both biological 
parents in participating. Table 5.3 shows the breakdown of ‘Time since Separation’ of the 
final sample. Second interviews occurred approximately six months later in each case.  
Table 5.3: Time since separation 
Time since Separation 
at First Interview 
Number of Families 
(Total 4) 
6 months - 
6 - 12 months 11 months (1) 
12 - 18 months 15 months (1) 
16 months (2) 
 
Table 5.4 shows the breakdown of the two groups of participants (parent group and child 
group) within their four family groupings. Profiles of all participants are included, showing 
both participating and non-participating members in each family. 
Table 5.4: Parenting arrangements for children  
Family 
Group 
Parent 
Group 
Pre-Separation 
Marital Status  
Current 
Status 
Child Group 
Age / Sex 
  Non-
participating 
Siblings 
Age / Sex 
Family 
One 
(45) F M S Child 1 (10) F (12) F 
(14) M 
Family 
Two 
(42) F 
(47) M 
M Da 
S 
Child 2 (10) F 
Child 3 (8) M 
No other 
siblings 
Family 
Three 
(33) F M D + Da Child 4 (10) M 
Child 5 (8) M 
(4) M 
(<1yr) F 
Family 
Four 
(N/k) F 
(N/k) M 
M D + S 
D + Da 
Child 6 (8) F 
Child 7 (8) F 
(12) F 
Key:  Sex: M=Male, F=Female. Marital status: M= legally married. 
Current status: D=legally divorced, Da= Dating, S=single.  
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 Contact arrangements  
The sample of children had a variety of contact arrangement with their biological parents. 
Only one family had a somewhat ad hoc arrangement (Family One). At the time of the 
second interview, the child of this family was having no contact with the father as he was 
living in another country. Family Three’s children had fortnightly contact with one parent 
consisting of two over-night stays. Families Two and Four had a 50:50 split of time. By 
second interviews, Family Two had changed to a 6:8 split in favour of the mother as she 
worked a four-day week and could care for the children on her day off.  
Data Generation 
This section describes the semi-structured individual interviews at two collection points for 
parents and their children, and the piloting exercise which allowed the refinement of the data 
gathering method.  
Data sources 
Two participant groups were drawn, namely:  
Group 1: consisted of seven children age seven to 13 years  
Group 2: consisted of six biological parents of these children, drawn from four 
families.  
Both groups required a separate semi-structured interview guide (See Appendix 3 and 
Appendix 4). Two data sources, and two data gathering points, were specifically needed to 
fully address the aims of the study. The rationale and support for this has already been 
discussed. These interviews were conducted separately, at two intervals, six months apart. 
This allowed changes in the experience of the child, and the perceptions and observations of 
the parent/s concerning their child, to be captured. In this way, multiple perspectives could be 
sought on the experience of the child. This improves the way an issue can be targeted 
(Padgett, 1998). This view is in keeping with the social constructionist approach that 
underpins the theoretical framework and researcher’s position that is “…knowledge is not 
discovered but is created, a product of the perspective of the observer. Thus … there are 
multiple realities created by each observer in the field.” (Padgett, 1998, p 90).   
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Semi-structured interviews  
Semi-structured interviews were chosen as a means best suited to an exploratory study 
(Alston & Bowles, 2003; Fossey, Harvey, McDermott, & Davidson, 2002). IPA favours in-
depth semi-structured interviews as the most appropriate way of gaining the depth of 
perspective needed to fully explore a person’s experience of a phenomenon (Smith et al., 
1997; Smith & Osborn, 2004). Smith and Osbourne (2004) argued that the interview guide is 
there to guide while a true IPA approach is “more concerned with the genuine wish to enter 
into the interviewee’s world” (p. 233). This allows participants’ experiences – the meanings 
they attribute to their experiences – to be explored. Indeed, a central premise of IPA is 
“allowing participants to tell their own story, in their own words” (Smith et al., 1997). 
Therefore, open questions are needed that facilitate this conversation, encouraging 
participants to tell what they want the researcher to know, and to reflect on the question at 
hand (Smith et al., 1997). 
  The interview guides aimed to open conversations about what was anticipated to be 
several key aspects of participants’ experiences. Given the research aims, the DPM informed 
both questions and thematic interview guides. For instance, the interview sought to target the 
meaning of loss experienced for the child, what this loss represented for them within the 
breakdown of the family unit, coping strategies that had assisted their transitions and 
significant events during the separation period. The IPA framework was highly 
complementary to the DPM regarding questions around the meaning of loss, the meaning of 
separation, and what these events meant to the children. IPA also assisted in formulating key 
questions regarding change over time such as the ‘experience of self’ before and after the 
event of separation. How are you different? How has this event changed you?  (Smith et al., 
1997; Smith & Osborn, 2004). Furthermore, these interviews sought to elicit ‘thick 
descriptions’ of children’s experiences, and the observations of parents (Stake, 1995), 
requiring a careful interview guide and clear intention by the researcher in being 
simultaneously responsive to the unique story of each participant and offering prompts and 
encouragement.    
Interview guides were accompanied by a face-sheet (Lofland & Lofland, 1995) which 
included observational recordings, as well as factual and demographic data.  The face-sheet 
allowed the recording of the date, time and location of the interview as well as demographic 
details such as sex, age and time since separation. Observational recordings were made at the 
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end of an interview, and included details such as tone and affect of the participant, participant 
response to the interview and the questions that particularly seemed to elicit significant 
responses. Lofland and Lofland (1995) stressed the invaluable nature of this complementary 
observational data during the transcription of interviews in providing contextual data that 
‘enriches and informs’ (Padgett, 1998, p. 61). In addition, the researcher’s journal allowed 
recording of responses to, and thoughts about, the interview and participant. With participant 
consent, interviews with parents were audio recorded as a reliable way of collecting data with 
adults (Alston & Bowles, 2003). Children’s interviews were also videotaped as a means of 
capturing all levels of information (including non-verbal behaviour) to assist in 
contextualizing their spoken word and play responses. This added to the contextual data that 
assisted the researcher to transcribe children’s interviews thoroughly. Parent interviews lasted 
approximately one hour, and the location of both their interview and the child/ren’s 
interviews was negotiated. Several interviews were conducted at the homes of these families, 
while some took place in office environments, such as a place of work for the parent, or an 
interview room for a child.  
A semi-structured interview guide was drafted with the intention of facilitating an 
opportunity to follow the pace and lead of each participant while keeping the focus of broad 
topics in mind (Patton, 1987). This approach sought to minimize the researcher’s worldview, 
which may dominate a structured interview format (Alston & Bowles, 2003) where the 
questioning potentially closes off areas that the participant might have wished to share. By 
contrast, a semi-structured approach allows a participant to guide the ‘story-telling’. This is 
important given that there were both unique and similar elements to each participant’s 
experience and this required sensitivity to each person’s story and unique experience.  
Pilot interviews were undertaken to test the interview guides. From this, it became 
apparent that there was a potential risk of bias toward the parents’ perspectives of their 
children’s experiences and of family functioning, which might impact the children’s 
interview. This was addressed in data collection by varying whether the child or the parent 
were interviewed first and leaving some time to lapse between these interviews. Also, when 
the parent interview preceded the child’s, the transcription of the parent interview was 
delayed until both had been completed. Additionally, making active use of a reflective 
journal in preparing for each interview also assisted in managing the impact of any bias 
toward the adult’s perceptions.  
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Children’s interview guide 
The design of the children’s interview guide required considerable preparation and planning 
because of the need to provide multiple ways for the children to communicate their 
responses. A range of developmentally appropriate play-based activities were used, including 
drawing, symbols and projective cards, namely St Luke’s Bear cards, all of which assist 
children of this age range to identify their emotions and to tell their stories (Geldard & 
Geldard, 1997). A specific tool and joining strategy was used with each child at the outset of 
the interview which was a request for them to draw their family, based on who they wished to 
include (Sviggum, 2000). This was a very engaging way of allowing children to describe ‘the 
family’ as they viewed it at that time, and provided a good opening to other themes in the 
interview.  
The semi-structured approach included the use of open-ended questions, observations, 
active listening techniques, and statements and encouragers to build rapport and move the 
interview forward with the child (Young, Davidson, & Gross, 2010). Open-ended questions 
were highly successful in allowing the child to direct the interview in their own way 
(Oaklander, 1988) and open their unique telling of events and experiences. Humour was a 
particularly important element that the researcher engaged to put the children at ease, and 
encourage them to be ‘playful’. This also helped break down some initial nerves and barriers.  
The initial interview was kept to approximately one hour, as is developmentally 
appropriate (ERIC, 2013), with the option of using a second interview to address further 
material. The rationale for taking this approach was carefully considered in the planning of 
interviews. Firstly, engaging the child in an interview had the express purpose of seeking to 
understand how the child ‘positioned themselves’ within their world (Geldard & Geldard, 
1997). Considerable time was taken to understand how each child made sense of critical 
aspects of the change in their lives, such as the terms divorce and separation. This is 
consistent with the approach taken by Sviggum (2000) who argued that such perceptions will 
impact the way a child reacts to these things in their lives.  
Overall, the flow and content of the interview needed to be flexible enough to allow 
each child to express themselves uniquely. Once children were comfortable with the 
interviewer and the interview situation in the initial interview, it was anticipated that a second 
interview may be needed to allow the child to express more difficult personal feelings and 
thoughts related to the change in their family (Young et al., 2010). A second interview (at one 
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data collection point) was not needed in any of the children’s interviews. All the children said 
they had expressed what they needed to at the first interview; this was consistent with the 
researcher’s own assessment. Interviews were held mostly in the family’s home, and on two 
occasions at an office in a suitable room.  
Pilot interviews 
Pilot interviews were conducted for both adult and children’s interview guides, to assist in 
identifying the extent to which an interview format will apply to participants and how they 
will respond to questions. The children’s interview format was particularly important to pilot 
to ensure that the techniques and themes were appropriate in drawing out areas of a child’s 
experience.  
The pilot interviews were carried out in May 2012 with the following participants 
(note all names are pseudonyms): Jessica, age 10, whose parents had been separated since 
late December 2011, and her mother, age 41 years, named Megan. The parent interview was 
successful in testing the interview guide as opening up the appropriate areas of discussion. 
Furthermore, Megan’s feedback indicated that she was comfortable with the way the 
interview was conducted and did not have any comment for ways in which it might be 
improved.   
Several areas for improvement were identified as a result of the interview with Jessica: 
i) The use of the video camera alone for recording the children’s interview was 
not sufficient to capture the sound adequately and needed to be supplemented 
with a small audio recorder;   
ii) The interview was disrupted by interruptions in the home, and possibly the 
child’s participation was stilted to some extent by the surprise arrival of 
another family member and the presence of the mother in the house (despite 
her attempts to be unobtrusive). A neutral space that was more private, such as 
an office or consulting room, would have alleviated some of these difficulties;  
iii) Seeking the child’s consent involved extended explanation by the researcher 
and needed to be better tailored to a very brief explanation that was succinct 
for the age group. Having the parent witness the consent explanation did work 
well and would be replicated;  
iv) The interview guide was effective in most areas but omitted to fully determine 
the child’s understanding of separation (both as a term generally and specific 
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to their parent’s situation), and how they first learnt of their parent’s 
separation; 
v) The use of creative techniques to assist the child’s descriptions were 
appropriate in all instances; however, they were replicated with rather too 
much of a rote approach. Viewing the interview on video highlighted the 
process by which the researcher was seeking to impose some order (based on 
their preconceptions) rather than facilitate an open description by the child;  
vi) Timing of the interview was highlighted as being significant for the child. 
Returning straight from a contact visit was a critical factor to be aware of 
when planning the interviews in the future.     
vii) A review of the children’s interview guide followed and was then trialled in a 
role-playing situation with an adult taking on the role of the child. Primarily, 
this allowed the flow of questions in the interview guide to be checked, which 
appeared to be successful. The questions were easily interspersed through the 
natural progression of (the adult playing) the child’s story. Further changes 
that the pilot had raised were more practical in nature and were incorporated 
within the setting up of future interviews, such as the venue and timing of the 
interview.    
Second round of data collection  
From March 2013, the families were contacted to arrange scheduling of their second 
interviews. These interviews were scheduled approximately six months after the first 
interviews. This was thought to be a reasonable period for the children to have experienced 
some further adjustment, but not too long to risk losing a family from the study. At this time, 
several new family members elected to become participants as siblings and second parents. 
They were interviewed (for the first time) using both a retrospective and current focus in the 
interview regarding their perceptions and experiences of separation to date. Of note, a second 
data collection was not conducted with late recruit family members. Using a retrospective 
focus in the single interview was used to replace initial interviews. 
A difficulty in the use of a research design that involves a second data collection point is 
attrition rate. This study achieved a 100% retention rate. Various strategies were devised to 
minimize the effects of the passage of time between interviews, which are summarized 
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below. These may have assisting in contributing to the retention rate. However, this may also 
have been a particularly motivated group of participants.  
• Several contact options were obtained from each participant at the initial contact 
time, providing multiple options for making contact in the future.  
• At the completion of the first interview, potential timeframes were discussed with 
participants when contact would be made to arrange second interviews, allowing 
participants to put this in their diary or hold a mental note of this detail and 
prepare themselves by considering upcoming events.  
• Contact was made with parents well ahead of time to ‘prepare’ the family and 
allow them to think about a suitable time for conducting the second interview.  
Data Management and Data Analysis 
This section explores the position of the researcher and the management and analysis of data.  
Position of the researcher 
The researcher will always impact on the data, in that their world view cannot be separated 
from the data gathering and analysis (Alston & Bowles, 2003). This is a two-way interaction 
based on both the researcher and the participants having unique life experiences and 
approaching meaning making of events from their own position (Crotty, 1998a). In other 
words, the researcher is at once both ‘in and out’ of the research (Rowling, 1999). Rowling 
(1999) argued that a researcher cannot be removed from impacting their study; likewise, it is 
impossible to prevent the study impacting the researcher. When a researcher can articulate, 
and use this particular ‘emotionality’ (i.e., acknowledging their views, beliefs and, in 
particular, their emotional responses that they experience during the study) through a 
reflective stance, it is then that a depth can be brought to qualitative research (Rowling, 
1999).  
Rowling (1999) argued that grief and loss researchers are particularly vulnerable to such 
experiences. Loss is familiar to each of us through our own experiences in the world; 
consequently, we have views and perceptions related to this and how others might experience 
and perceive it. Yet grief is a uniquely personal experience; none of us will experience a 
shared loss in the same way, and no two losses are the same. As a researcher in this field, it is 
impossible to not be impacted by the content, the story of loss, and one’s own losses drawn 
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upon to make meaning of the descriptions others make. This process was reflectively 
journaled by the researcher as a way of ‘giving voice’ to these experiences.  
The professional and personal history of the researcher is also noteworthy. Previous 
professional roles of counsellor, mediator and manager in post-separation services may have 
increased vulnerability to selective observations and selective listening in potentially seeking 
to confirm personal pre-existing views. Likewise, personal experiences as a newly separated 
woman with dependent children will potentially have impacted the researcher, such as a 
vulnerability to personal issues related to the researcher’s own grief arose during the study. 
Reflective practice assisted greatly in identifying when some protection (Rowling, 1999) 
within the research process was needed. This included the need to ‘take a break’ from a task, 
postpone an interview if need be, and make use of supervision and self-care strategies. 
However, using reflective processes during these times deepened self-awareness and learning 
and, thereby it is hoped, enhanced the data gathering and analysis processes.    
Coding and thematic analysis  
In considering the researcher as the instrument of data management and data analysis 
(Padgett, 1998), it is through them and the approach taken that the data may ‘speak’. This 
analysis sought to offer depth, sensitivity and interpretation such that it offers learning and 
insight into these experiences (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This was accomplished by utilizing an 
interpretative stance within a method of thematic analysis. The interpretative stance was 
carefully self-managed and reflected upon and subject to detailed supervision discussion and 
peer de-briefing. This allowed meaning-making value and belief systems that were 
underpinning data-gathering and analysis choices to be expressed and made conscious.   
Thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) offers sufficient rigor and depth as a method 
of data analysis, with the additional advantage and flexibility of being compatible within 
numerous frameworks of enquiry, including that of IPA. Principles of IPA were observed in 
acknowledging the inherent bias of the researcher in applying interpretation to the data 
wherein one’s own perception and meaning-making are over-laid onto participants’ accounts 
(Smith & Osborn, 2004). IPA allowed a further higher level of abstraction to be achieved by 
linking themes back to the literature and the ways that these experiences might be explained 
in theory (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Padgett, 1998). This higher level of analysis was utilized in 
the second level of analysis in the application of separation and bereavement literature. 
Thematic analysis was used to guide the interpretation of data. It was used as a means of 
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analyzing participants’ experiences and the meanings therein, as it provides “… a flexible and 
useful research tool, which can potentially provide a rich and detailed, yet complex, account 
of data.” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 78).  
In regards to children’s interviews, all first interviews, and some second interviews, in the 
form of tapes and videos (raw data) were transcribed by the researcher (Padgett, 1998). Some 
of the second interviews were transcribed by a professional service. All transcripts were 
checked more than once by the researcher against the audio recordings for accuracy. They 
were also read through several times to verify the content and immerse the researcher in the 
data. This immersion in the data is consistent with a spirit of inductive enquiry, which allows 
emerging themes to be identified within the transcripts (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Padgett, 
1998). Transcripts were read repeatedly until meaningful units could be identified. Detailed 
memos recorded the decision making behind these codes so that they could be applied to 
further interview transcripts. A process of ‘open-coding’ was used (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 
1995), meaning the data was approached without preconceived notions about concepts or 
themes or patterns that might emerge. The codes were then applied further to transcripts to 
check for their fit.  
Identifying the links between codes allowed themes to be identified both within 
individual accounts and across the sample. The process by which themes were identified 
involved finding common meanings or patterns within and across codes, grouping these and 
then checking with the raw data. This allowed themes to be revised in a recursive process. 
The refinement of themes from the data changed considerably over time as clarity emerged as 
to how the codes could be grouped to link to a theme, and link with one another. Data are 
referred to as being ‘cooked’ when no further codes emerge and the themes fall into a pattern 
that is descriptive of the data (Padgett, 1998). IPA identified a further level of analysis (or 
second order) that gave meaning and explanation to the themes that emerge and consists of a 
fit of the narration of findings or themes against literature and theory. This principle was used 
in drawing on the relevant bereavement and separation literature, allowing greater 
interpretation of the data.  
This process was applied to children’s interviews, while parent interviews were only 
transcribed by the researcher and read repeatedly. They were referred to constantly during 
analysis of the children’s data, to corroborate and/ or provide context for the children’s 
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stories. A full thematic analysis was not conducted on parent interviews, as the main focus of 
this thesis was on the direct accounts of the children themselves.  
Ethical Considerations 
Informed consent with children  
The process of seeking a child’s consent was made firstly via the parent, who provides 
‘assent’ or permission for the child to participate based on their right to be advised and to 
oversee the well-being of their child (Morrow & Richards, 1996). At the first meeting with 
each child, informed consent was sought directly from the child by way of providing a 
developmentally appropriate explanation about the study and what happens to the child’s 
story or information (see Appendix 5). Cocks (2006) refers to this as a “sensitive gaining of a 
child’s agreement” (p. 257). The ethical issue raised in seeking consent with children is 
whether a minor is able to judge the risk of involvement in a study and therefore make a truly 
‘informed’ decision (Young et al., 2010), or whether the parent’s consent and the integrity of 
the researcher compensate for this.  
The nature of a qualitative design makes it more difficult (for researcher and participant) 
to fully anticipate what experience might potentially be accessed (Mishna et al., 2004) and, 
therefore, what impact the interview might have on a child. Children have less knowledge of 
the world and may consent to something that has little meaning for them and for which they 
are unable to anticipate the risks, which means that the researcher has the ethical 
responsibility to ensure they are protected (Mishna et al., 2004; Morrow & Richards, 1996). 
Whether parents are able to judge risk appropriately and make an assessment for their child’s 
own good will vary greatly. As a sample population, the parent group showed motive in 
volunteering their children for research, consistent with other findings (Harth & Thong, 
1990). These parents were highly motivated to help others, but they also sought to help their 
own children in some way. This was borne out by the pilot family, for example, who asked to 
be told how their child was faring following the interview, an informal assessment as such. 
Similarly, another family asked that their child be allowed to talk about the things they 
needed to rather than being ‘interviewed’. It emerged that this parent wanted their child to 
have the opportunity of a therapeutic engagement without imposition of a research agenda. 
This was discussed with the parent, explaining the difference between a therapeutic session 
and a research interview, and she agreed to continue participation.    
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The interpretation of ‘protecting’ children is highly debatable. The dilemma lies 
essentially in the capacity of researchers to engage children in appropriate ways, but what 
constitutes ‘appropriate’ and ethical are less clear cut. Daley (2012) argued that real ethics 
involves decision making during the interview process/ engagement of a child that is not 
recorded in research texts, nor discussed in research circles. Rather, these micro-decisions 
take place in the moment. Whether to continue a line of questioning or to cease an interview, 
for instance, are at the core of safeguarding children’s interests in research involvement. It is 
the role of the researcher to manage this at various points during (and prior to) the interview, 
with decision making based on ‘sound ethical judgement’ about what constitutes harm and 
unnecessary hurt for each individual child in that moment. This responsibility was reflected 
upon continually throughout the process of interviewing and engaging with the families. It is 
acknowledged that the seven children who made up this study did so because their parents 
elected they should participate, and they felt sufficiently curious and comfortable to do so; it 
was not because they understood fully how their data would contribute to knowledge or the 
impact it might have on them. Each child expressed a positive benefit by their own 
assessment of having talked to the researcher.  
Interpreting children’s data 
Reference has been made earlier to the limitation inherent in interpretation of children’s data 
through the perspective of an adult (the researcher). It is potentially through the 
interpretation, rather than the collection of data, that children are disadvantaged in the 
research process (Morrow & Richards, 1996). Although the researcher employed several 
strategies to ‘check’ understanding and meaning with children during the interviews, it is 
acknowledged that there is an inherent bias to the analysis and interpretation process, based 
on the world-view of an adult who has a very different experience of the world compared to a 
child.  Although this occurs in any interpretative research, this is more significant where 
children’s experiences are concerned. Powerlessness in the case of children in the separation 
event is noted by several writers. Children do not choose separation, nor are they asked about 
the dismantling of their families (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001); they are largely the recipients 
(powerless) in the outcomes of separation (Kelly, 2001; Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989). 
Findings show that children wish to be involved in decision making following a separation, 
which is in keeping with international trends, but this involvement tends to be quite low in 
practice (Campbell, 2008; Cashmore & Parkinson, 2009; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a; 
Graham, Powell & Taylor, 2015; Smith & Gollop, 2001a). Furthermore, children are not 
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given all the consideration and information that would like (Bagshaw, 2007; Lodge, 2012; 
Smith & Gollop, 2001a; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980) following a separation. There is a 
constellation of choices and events taking place around them during the separation process 
that renders them somewhat passive and powerless. This gives them a unique perspective of 
these events. Thus, it is a delicate and highly sensitive process of deciphering meaning based 
on the bias of the adult researcher. The results are delivered over the next chapters with the 
expressed limitation being made that these interpretations are those of an adult, not a child, 
and acknowledging that these are different based on power differentials and positioning of 
children within families.  
 Conclusion 
 This chapter has outlined in detail the methodological approach taken in designing the study, 
conducting the sampling, gathering of data and the management of data in analysis and 
interpretation. The final sample consisted of seven children and six parents, drawn from four 
families who were within the first two years of separation adjustment at both data collection 
points.   
The focus of this thesis, being children’s accounts of their experience of adjustment to 
separation, necessitated the navigation of several critical ethical issues such as the gaining of 
consent with children, and the interpretation of children’s data limited by the perspective of 
an adult researcher who is seeking to understand children’s experiences. These factors have 
challenged the skills of the researcher and required the use of a highly reflective process 
along the course of conducting this study. Upholding the voice of the child and protecting 
children’s involvement in the study have been two key underlying concerns that have 
impacted the decision making throughout this study. It is hoped this process has contributed 
to a sound and ethically conducted methodology. 
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Preamble to Data Chapters 6 - 9 
The following section comprises four data chapters. This analysis aims to explore the ways in 
which children make sense of and explain their parents’ separation, as well as their own 
adjustment related experiences.  This was conducted using a thematic analysis approach and 
applied to all children’s data, which was generated across two interviews occurring 
approximately 6 months apart. There were seven children in the sample who were drawn 
from four families. The children were all aged seven to 13 years and by the time of the 
second interview were within the second year of adjustment to the separation.  
 Interviews were conducted using a semi-structured approach whereby some questions 
were purposefully directed at eliciting children’s responses to particular areas of their 
experience. For instance: How much was separation on your mind? What does separation 
mean? What advice would you give other children who are going through a separation?  
Each chapter is laid out in the following format: the chapter’s theme is defined and 
explored within the context of this study and the sample population. Findings are presented 
using the children’s voices. The author’s interpretation of these findings is discussed and 
contextualised within the details of the case where appropriate. Reference to the literature is 
made where this adds further to interpretation of the findings.  At times, the detail for a case 
study is drawn from the parent’s interview material to provide further context for the child’s 
descriptions.  
Overview of the Content of the Data Chapters 
 Chapter 6: The meaning of separation 
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the theme The meaning of separation.  The excerpts making up this 
chapter have arisen as a result of the purposeful questioning directed at the children in both 
sets of interviews, asking them What is the meaning of separation? The analysis looks at the 
way that children made sense of the term separation and indicates what they knew of 
separation. These accounts show the variation in their understanding as well as the way this 
changed over time (between interviews) as their lived experience, and understanding of 
separation changed.  
Chapter 7: Alone 
Chapter 7 entitled Alone is made up of the children’s immediate reactions to the separation. 
Predominantly, the children described an initial period soon after hearing about the separation 
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during which they felt ‘alone’, isolated and emotionally separate from other family members 
and school friends. The nature of their interactions with family and friends is explored 
through their descriptions. The theme Alone is divided into the initial acute phase when 
children mostly wished to be alone and felt very isolated, and a later time when the intensity 
of this had reduced somewhat. They indicated that what marked this hypothetical watershed 
was not only the changing nature of their interactions with family and friends, but also a 
willingness to tell someone about the separation and/or to interact with peers.   
Chapter 8: Two homes that used to be one 
Chapter 8 is entitled Two homes that used to be one, and draws its name from the fact that 
having two physical homes became the first concrete change that the children experienced in 
their new lives following the separation. What emerged from the children’s stories, however, 
was that this was only an external marker. Furthermore, it became secondary to other far 
more complex adjustments that the children had to navigate. These further adjustments 
centred around two main issues which makeup the sub-themes of this analysis. Firstly, the 
issue of how they felt about being away from one parent to spend time with the other, which 
had become their enforced reality and one that was highly significant for most children. The 
second issue was how they felt about parents developing new relationships of a romantic 
nature. This was a mixed dilemma for the children, but in all cases highlighted a significant 
transition which impacted the nature of relationships, or time spent with a parent. What was 
apparent across both sub-themes was that the children at times felt compromised and their 
sense of loyalty toward one or other parent was challenged because of these changes. They 
described the strategies they engaged to manage these emotions.  
Chapter 9: My new normal  
The final thematic analysis chapter, Chapter 9, contains a discussion of what the children 
termed My new normal. The term ‘normal’ was one that the children often specifically used, 
or could be inferred by their descriptions. This chapter comprises the children’s descriptions 
of what their life was like toward the end of two years of separation. The descriptions reflect 
their perspectives on the changes in their lives and how these had in many aspects taken on 
the guise of normality. These included having two houses, new routines and living 
arrangement, relationships with new partners and their reflections of being part of a separated 
family. Some children also talked about how they were changed by separation.  
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Chapter 6: The Meaning of Separation 
Defining and Introducing the Theme  
Parental separation is a term easily understood by adults. However, when the question was 
put to the sample of children, this elicited a variety of interpretations. “What is separation?” 
seemed an important question to ask directly of children who were experiencing it. The 
researcher wished to avoid making the assumption that children understood the term as adults 
do. The intent was to understand the children’s initial understandings of the term and also 
whether these might change over time. This allowed comparison to be drawn as to how or 
whether their thinking might have changed between interviews as their experience of 
separation evolved. It was also hoped that the deeper layers of meaning that children derived 
would be elicited by asking the question at both rounds of interviews.  
This chapter encompasses the descriptions that the children made about the meanings 
associated with separation. It is made up of the following sub-themes:  
i) literal meanings associated with ‘separation’, and cause-related reasons as to 
why parents might separate;   
ii) separation as being unexpected;  
iii) separation as being temporary;  
iv) separation as not chosen. 
It would be expected that the children would assume different meanings based on 
their developmental stage. At times they attributed literal meaning to the word ‘separation’. 
At other times, they applied their understanding of adult relationships as to ‘why’ parents 
would separate from one another. Further, the children’s accounts frequently expressed a 
sense of both the unexpected, as well as the temporary nature of separation as part of their 
understanding. Having no choice about the separation was implicit to the way children talked 
of experiencing the separation. They referred to this lack of choice in different ways. They 
also explained what they would do if they were given the opportunity to manage this situation 
themselves. Sometimes these were wishful fantasies and sometimes they were very practical 
solutions, such as having equal time with each parent, or having one parent return to the 
family home so they could see them every day.   
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The layering of meaning that the children’s descriptions highlighted, is represented as sub-
themes within this chapter, and is depicted by the following figure:  
Figure 6.1: Representation of thematic breakdown: The Meaning of Separation.    
  
“What is separation?” 
• Literal meanings of separation  
• Cause-related understandings of why parents 
might separate    
Themes underlying the way children understand separation  
It is temporary 
It is not chosen   It is unexpected 
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Children’s Descriptions  
Literal and cause-related definitions of separation 
In response to the question: “What is separation” the children gave literal meanings such as:  
“That say there is three things in one piece and then they break – away from each 
other – so they separate.” Mia (age 8). 
Or,  “Two things are together and then they move apart.”  Hannah (age 9).  
Children applied sound reasoning based on the literal meaning of the word separate. 
They objectified this and drew on their understanding of other things/ objects which come 
apart or separate. When the children added to this explanation they provided examples of the 
reasons why parents might separate, such as:  
“When they don’t love each other anymore.”   Tahlia (age 10). 
“That they were going to be in different houses for a while.” Tahlia (age 10). 
Six month later, Tahlia (then age 11) gave the following definition: “… Just like they 
don’t get along anymore …” Tahlia indicated that her understanding of why separation 
happens, rather than what it is, had become more complex and drew on her (increasing) 
understanding of adult relationships. Similarly, Thomas (age 10) explained at his first 
interview that separation meant:  
“That they are going to separate. That they are not going to be married anymore.”  
At the time of the second interview (age 11), he explained separation this way:  
“Like they don’t want to be together anymore.”  Thomas (age 11).  
Mia’s definition of separation, at the first interview, as being two things breaking 
away was expanded on at her second interview:  
“That's mum and that's dad (indicating two circles drawn on a page) and separation 
means like, say these two were together, separation means that that one's away from 
that one. So it's like, two things that were joined and some day they think: ‘oh I don't 
want to be with you anymore.’ There! Yeah …. Sometimes they don't feel that happy 
any more with each other so they like go, ‘Oh, maybe it's time for me to move out 
‘cause I'm not feeling a bit happy anymore. She's not too funny anymore’ or, or, you 
know... she's different now ... than how she was …”  Mia (age 9). 
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Mia was drawing both on the literal meaning of separate and added reasons she 
understood as to why parents might separate. In a somewhat different way, Josh talked 
retrospectively about what he thought separation meant when it had first taken place in his 
family, approximately a year prior to the interview:   
“I was seven, yeah, [when the separation happened] I think I knew what separation 
was, what it meant, (indicates two fingers moving apart) ... But I didn't know 
separation was like ... having two different houses …”  Josh (age 9). 
Josh qualified this further saying:   
“… it’s just a little bit worse than I thought it would be … because I am not seeing 
either of my parents as much anymore and so (voice breaking) …”  
When asked why his understanding may have changed, Josh explained that he is now 
‘much older’ and understands more about what separation means. Josh was giving voice to an 
explanation of why children might initially rely on ‘simplistic’ and literal understandings of 
what separation means, and revise this later when they understand more about the impact for 
themselves. Josh indicated that two significant differences between his expectation and the 
reality of what separation meant were: firstly, he had to live in two houses and secondly, that 
he did not see either of his parents as much as he used to. He referred to being much older 
than when the separation happened. In chronological years this was only approximately one 
year. However, by his own account, his experiences associated with separation gave him a 
lived experience that challenged his earlier understandings of what this entailed.  
The reasons why parents might separate appeared to become more significant with the 
passing of time for some children when comparing first and second interviews. This added 
dimension of why parents separate also seemed to reflect an emerging story line that children 
were developing to rationalise hypothetically why parents separate. It may also have tapped 
unconsciously into an emerging storyline as to why their own parents separated. Mia’s 
account was an example of why two adults might not wish to be together, “she’s not too 
funny anymore”.  Also, Thomas’s response depicts two people “not wanting to be together 
anymore”.  
Children seemed to draw on their limited understanding of the adult world and adult 
relationships in making these conclusions. They may or may not have been making a 
conscious connection to their own family circumstances. When Mia was asked if the 
explanation she gave was the reason why her parents had separated, she replied that she did 
not know why her parents separated. Other children were not specifically asked this question 
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as an appropriate opening did not present itself in the interview, or they implied within their 
stories that they did not know the reasons. However, their interviews indicated that none of 
the children had specific explanations of why their parent’s marriage had ended. Similarly, 
their parents said that the children had been shielded from explicit and detailed (adult type) 
information about the reasons for the separation.  
It is likely that the prompting of the question “What is separation?” at the first 
interview led the children to think further between interviews, or even consider this for the 
first time. It was thought to be an unlikely question that would be asked of them in their 
everyday lives by parents or teachers, and more suited to a research environment. Also, 
children’s initial responses indicated that they had to think about how to answer this question, 
suggesting it as being a novel question, not previously contemplated. It was noticeably 
different at second interviews, when children provided responses with a greater ease; 
sometimes with similar content and sometimes with additional ‘understanding’ attached to 
their responses. Being part of the interviews therefore may have facilitated, or hastened, their 
development of a rationalization for why parents separate in the hypothetical sense and why, 
by extension, this happened to them. Garvin, Leber, and Kalter (1991) found that children 
specifically benefited from the opportunity of making sense of the event of separation within 
their family. Attending a group recovery program, they claim, assists with this process.  
Potentially the interview process facilitated a similar opportunity, allowing the 
children to give voice to their views and make sense for themselves of what had taken place 
in their family. In bereavement literature, this is referred to as a process of meaning making 
or meaning construction which is fundamental to the recovery process (Nadeau, 2002; 
Neimeyer, 2000a; Parkes, 1971; Stroebe & Schut, 2001). Nadeau (2002) argued that it is both 
a highly ‘iterative’ and ‘interactive process’ that is deeply embedded in the context of family 
and social relationships. Meaning making allows one to “accommodate the loss within our 
existing identity” (Murray, 2016, p. 221). Each individual experiences their own personal 
meaning making of an event (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011), based uniquely on the nature of 
their relationship with the deceased (Bowlby, 1980; Kissane, 2002) and the loss (Neimeyer, 
2000a). The children in this study were demonstrating that they were developing their own 
meaning making of the event of separation, unconsciously, and mostly through the 
hypothetical at this time.   
Separation as unexpected 
The children talked about the unexpected nature with which the separation took place. This 
was significant to their experience, and informed part of their understanding of separation.  
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All of the children expressed in some way that the separation was unexpected when it 
actually took place, even if they had witnessed arguments prior to it occurring. As Tahlia 
recounted:  
 “I wasn’t really expecting it to happen,”   Tahlia (age 10).  
At her second interview (aged 11) she said:   
” It's kind of, just like, you don't really understand why it's happened. You thought 
everything was fine then all of a sudden they've just told you that they're not going to 
be together anymore.”       
Mia described what it was like for herself and her two sisters the day their father told them he 
was moving out: 
“They [my sisters] were upset – they didn’t know what he [my father] was going to 
say – what he was going to talk about … we all started crying when he said it [that he 
was leaving].”     Mia (age 8). 
Mia chose from an assortment of St Luke’s Bear Cards offered to her to depict emotions she 
remembers feeling at that time. (St Luke’s Bear Cards show pictures of bears displaying 
different emotions, with no written descriptions on the cards. Children decide for themselves 
what emotion they think a bear is displaying.) When asked to describe the bears she chose, 
she said of the two bear cards:  
“That one looks upset – this one looks surprised about that [what my father has told 
us].”       Mia (age 8).   
Hannah, Mia’s sister, described the day that their father told them he was moving out. She 
could only recall what her mother said to them: “Daddy’s going to move out” She chose three 
St Luke’s Bear Cards to describe how she felt at that time:  
“A bit sad (indicating the first card) … and that one is a bit more sad (indicating her 
second card) …. A bit confused, like, “What’s happening?”, and everything 
(indicating the third card).”   Hannah (age 9). 
Johnny described his feelings about the day he heard of the separation, which had occurred 
the previous year when he was 8 years old:  
 “I got butterflies in my belly – that sort of feeling.” 
Interviewer: When do you get butterflies in your belly? 
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 “When I am scared or nervous – sometimes when I am worried.”  Johnny (age 9). 
Talia too refers to the unexpectedness:  
“I wasn’t expecting it to happen. I didn’t really know anyone whose parents had 
separated so I didn’t really know much about it.”   Tahlia (age 10). 
Johnny was one of few to explicitly express nervousness and worry over the news he 
had heard. The other children had mainly described how unexpected, shocking and sad it was 
to hear of the separation. Although the children might have used slightly different words, they 
seemed to be describing similar views; they had not expected to hear about separation from 
their parents and they did not know what it was going to mean for them in the future.  There 
is also a sense of disbelief that the children are expressing associated with the shock of the 
announcement.  
There are many instances within bereavement literature that assist in understanding these 
responses. For instance, Parkes (1971) referred to the shock that follows an occurrence of 
loss. Shock and disbelief are referred to by Fox (1988) as being consistent with the early 
phase of children’s grieving. Similarly, Bowlby and Parkes (1970) referred to numbness 
(associated with shock) as an initial phase of grieving. Sadness is identified as a common 
response displayed by children in response to loss (Worden, 1996). Bowlby’s (1961, 1980) 
theorising proposed that we are wired to respond to the loss of significant others. Parkes 
(1971) argued bereavement is further reaching than the loss only of a significant other, and 
we respond similarly to many types of loss, including separation. Therefore, children – like 
adults – are responding to the loss of many aspects in their lives, including their hopes and 
dreams for the future, and beliefs about the way the world works which make up our 
‘assumptive world’. For children, this includes the loss of trust in themselves and others 
(Raphael, 1986).  
Children, unlike adults, also experience an ‘innocence’ (Murray, 2000) regarding the 
likelihood that bad things could ever happen to them or their family. Hence, the process by 
which they must re-construct or restore their assumptive world is both slow and painful 
(Parkes, 1971). In the case of separation this refers to both making sense of and re-ordering 
their expectations in relation to the myriad of changes that will take place in their lives. The 
children’s descriptions are consistent with this. For instance, the children were not expecting 
separation and it did not align with their experience or expectations of family life (a two-
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parent home). Furthermore, their responses will indicate that it was not just the loss of the 
parental unit/ family unit and having two homes that they reacted to. 
Based on the sampling criteria, none of the children had any previous experience of a 
separation within their own family. Interviews confirmed that neither did they have 
experience of it in their extended family or close family friends. Most knew of one or more 
people in their class whose parents were separated. However, this was something removed 
from their direct experience and not something they expected to affect their own family. 
When they were told it was going to happened in their own family this shocked them. Shock 
and disbelief is also a response that is consistent with several references in separation 
literature to studies that were based on the direct reports of children from separated families. 
Children reported that they were not prepared for what was taking place (Butler, Scanlan, 
Robinson, Douglas, & Murch, 2003; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a; Taylor, 2006), and they 
expressed shock and disbelief at the time of being told of the separation (Sviggum, 2000). 
Furthermore, they did not have enough practical information about what was going to happen 
in their families after the separation took place (Bagshaw, 2007; Smith & Gollop, 2001a; 
Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980) which added to their distress and worry. For instance: Who would 
they live with? When would they see each parent?  
 Separation as temporary  
Children expressed views about the temporary nature of separation particularly when it first 
took place. The view that separation is temporary is evident within most of the children’s 
descriptions, either literally or at other times implied in their dialogue. Children recalled 
being told by their parents that they were going to separate, with the exception of Daisy (age 
10) whose memory of the event was unclear. She thought she was only told after her parents 
were apart a little while, but nonetheless she explained:  
“I didn’t think they would actually – couldn’t actually stay like that.”  
Likewise, Tahlia (age 10) said she thought they would just live in two houses for a 
while.  Several children echoed this sentiment, that they thought the separation was 
temporary at first. This seemed to provide a rationalization that they initially utilized to make 
sense of the change to their family. The temporary nature of separation was further 
highlighted by the way some of the children contrasted their understanding of divorce and 
separation. For instance:  
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“… it is like being separated you need a break: push the pause button. And being 
divorced is like being: you don’t love each other anymore so you don’t see each other 
again. “      Tahlia (age 10).  
When asked how she felt about the possibility that divorce might happen to her 
parents: 
“Really upsetting – they aren’t being together anymore (crying)” Tahlia (age 10). 
Tahlia was demonstrating that the temporary nature she associated with separation 
would be shattered by the event of divorce which she associated with a finality. Similarly, 
when asked what would have helped Josh manage the separation better he said:  
“Well if someone had said they won't get themselves divorced and that nothing will 
happen, that would have made me happier but … that didn't happen,” Josh (age 9). 
Josh inferred that a ‘guarantee against divorce’ was what he wished his parents could 
have given him. Josh contrasted his understanding of separation and divorce as follows:  
“Well um I think they are already separated, I just hope they don’t divorce (crying).” 
Asked if separation always led to divorce, Josh explained:   
“That just really depends on how bad their relationship is.”  Josh (age 9).  
 
Josh explained that he got more fearful of the possibility of a divorce when he heard 
his parents fighting. Divorce seemed to hold a dread for him that the separation no longer did 
(he was already into his second year of the separation at the time of this interview). Possibly 
this was the expectation of another transition taking place in his family; one that would again 
be out of his control and the associated finality was frightening for him. There is no reference 
that could be found either in separation or bereavement literature to explain children’s use of 
the concept of ‘temporary’ as being a rationalization or coping mechanism following 
separation. It could be likened to the process by which children acquire the death concept 
whereby prior to understanding the permanence of death children perceive death as a 
temporary state from which the deceased will awaken/ return. There is a similarity in the 
sense of the lack of permanence the children perceived, despite many external signposts that 
their parents were not going to reunite. The belief that it was temporary is arguably also part 
of their process of letting go of old beliefs and coming to terms with the reality of their 
situation.   
A belief that separation is temporary is not specifically noted as being associated with 
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the ‘fantasy of reunion’ in separation literature (Ebling, Pruett, & Pruett, 2009; Furman, 
1985; Smart, et al., 2001; Worden, 1996). However, it may be another element to this 
phenomenon which itself is widely noted among children of separation. Drawing a parallel 
with the development of the death concept (Chapter 3), it is possible too that non-permanence 
in relation to separation was an earlier rationalization based on developmental understanding 
at the time of the separation.  
Separation as not chosen 
The absence of choice and control was a sub-theme that underpinned aspects of the children’s 
descriptions of their experience of separation. This was particularly demonstrated by their 
response to the invitation by the researcher to make ‘three wishes’ in the interview process: If 
you had three wishes, what would you change about your family or your life? Tahlia 
responded with:  
“I would be able to see all my friends when I wanted. I would have mum and dad 
living in the same house and be together. And … that they would – everyone would 
be happy (voice breaking) the way it was before.”  Tahlia (age 10).  
On several occasions through the interview, Tahlia clarified that it was being able to 
“see them both at the same time and be together” that was what she missed the most. The 
way she expressed her three wishes allowed her to give voice to the core of what she missed, 
which was to have them together. She also demonstrated the desire to return to what used to 
be ‘the way it was before’. Besides her parents being apart now, she expressed that not being 
able to see all her friends who lived in the neighbourhood of her old family home was also 
very difficult for her in her new life and routine. Daisy offered the following in response to 
the same question:  
“One that we would get back together our family. Two that Ben and all our dogs stay 
healthy and Ben [family dog] comes back alive. And three that we get rid of [father’s 
girlfriend].”      Daisy (age 10).  
Daisy’s choice of wishes expressed her personal formulation of what was lost to her 
that was most significant: her family unit. Besides her parents’ separation, Daisy was also 
very upset about her dogs at the time of the interview and worried greatly that they would be 
hurt or perhaps die as a result of tick bites or dog fights. She told the story of her dog Ben, 
who had died (when she was 4 years old), and shared memories of when he was alive, talking 
in depth about how it was for her when he died. Her current struggles with the separation 
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were also very preoccupied with her father’s new friendship with a woman who Daisy 
worried would become a serious girlfriend. Daisy was dealing with several distinct and 
significant aspects of loss when we spoke.  
Similarly, Hannah expressed one of her two of wishes as “we would be back to 
normal”. When asked what that meant to her she explained: 
“Daddy still would live here. And two, that all my friends were Ok and nothing bad 
happens to them.”    Hannah (age 9). 
Hannah did not want a third wish. The (physical) absence of her father in their family 
home was something she talked about several times in her interview and seemed to have 
great significance for her. It was the main characteristic by which she defined her experience 
of the separation and what was lost for her. This was despite enjoying regular contact with 
both parents, as well as close and loving relationships with them both. Noticeably, she did not 
wish to re-construct her parents’ relationship with her wishes, but instead stated it as her 
father returning to the home. In a similar way, Mia used two of her three wishes as follows:  
“I wish dad would come back to this house so I wouldn’t feel upset anymore. And 
that Mum would be Ok here when we leave.” Mia (age 8).  
Mia expressed her father’s physical absence from the family home as something that 
preoccupied her and made her miss him despite having regular contact at his new home. It 
was his physical absence from the family home that she wished to reverse: it was this element 
she wished to reconstruct. Like Hannah, however, she also did not express this as her parents 
reconciling.  
Hannah shared that she knew this would not happen. When asked how she knew, she 
said “I just do”. Mia said that she had not been explicitly told this by her parents but ‘knew’ 
that they would not reunite. Consequently, Hannah expressed her wish for her father to return 
home which was closer to the reality of what was possible. She still expressed her own deep 
longing for him to be back in the family home with them. The absence of reconciliation was 
subtle in the girls’ wishes, but common to both their stories.  
Hannah and Mia’s mother did not initiate the decision to separate, according to both 
parents. The girls may have guessed this by the way in which their father was the one who 
told them the news that he was leaving the family home because he was no longer happy. 
Their mother was said to be deeply impacted in the early period of the separation. It is 
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possible that the girls sought to protect her in some way. Separation research has shown that 
children will hide their real needs and opinions to protect their parent/s, or appear to be easily 
changeable in their views either to align with one parent (especially if parental conflict is 
evident) or to protect their parent/s (Kelly & Johnston, 2001; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). 
Given the inequality of the breakup, and their discussion of their mother’s hurt, it is possible 
that they were hiding their desire to protect their mother’s feelings.  
Tahlia echoed a similar sentiment about reconciliation between her parents juxtaposed 
with her wishes and hopes: 
“At first I thought they would just be getting back together after a while anyway. But 
I don’t think they are.”  
Interviewer:  Do you remember when it was that you stopped believing that they would get 
back together?  
“It just happened over time I guess – after a while it just – I don’t know (crying).” 
  Tahlia (age 10).  
Tahlia said that no-one expressly told her anything, and there was no particular event 
that she recalled that had caused this change “of heart” for her. It was deeply painful for 
Tahlia to express this and she cried while telling me, as if expressing the hopelessness of the 
situation. Her knowing that reconciliation was not possible was very much contradictory to 
what she said she longed for and would have recreated in her family if she could. Tahlia 
offered an explanation about how her feelings about separation changed over time: 
“I feel the same about separation but I don’t feel sad anymore … It has been a long 
time”     Tahlia (Age 11). 
In this way, she indicated that her view about the separation would not change with 
time, wishing that the separation had not happened and her parents were still together. This 
was despite time passing and her getting used to it, and despite knowing that they would 
never reunite. This seemed to be a deeply felt sense of the loss of her family unit that was 
persisting toward the end of the second year of separation. The fantasy of reunion presented a 
longing to restore the parental/family unit that is a common response shown by children to 
separation (Ebling et al., 2009; Furman, 1985; Smart, et al., 2001; Worden, 1996).  
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Several studies also show findings indicating that this core sense of loss over the 
parental/ family unit persists into adulthood and does not ‘mend’ with time referred to as a 
‘persistent sadness’ (Berman, 1992; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein, Lewis, & 
Blakeslee, 2000). This is likened to a ‘chronic sorrow’ (Olshansky, 1962) in reference to 
separation experiences (Teel, 1991) referring to a persistent sadness across childhood and 
adulthood that does not mend. The unending nature of losses associated with separation (Betz 
& Thorngren, 2006) causes an on-going comparison between what might have been and what 
is.  Tahlia may be indicating signs of a pattern of irreconcilable grieving – a persistent 
sadness - over the loss of her parental/ family unit, as reported by adults of childhood 
separation (Berman, 1992).  
Josh (age 9) hesitated before responding, saying that with one of his wishes he would 
“… probably have mum and dad back together …” He too wished for their reconciliation but 
prefaced this with ‘probably’ implying he was partly indulging the fantasy of wishing but was 
weighing this against other factors. One of these may have been the belief that it would not 
happen, similar to some of the other children. Josh had memories that he shared about 
fighting taking place at night between his parents when his parents lived together, and this 
may have influenced his views about having his parent back together. Josh used his second 
wish as follows: 
“I’d like to have seven days at both houses (looking emotional) … Well just ‘cause I 
think it’s nicer if you get to see them both the same amount instead of seeing the one 
less (crying),”  Josh (age 9).  
Seeing his parents for an equal amount of time was something he was greatly 
preoccupied with during his interview. He returned to this theme in different ways several 
times during the interview. For example, his advice to parents echoed this need for equal time 
too. Bringing this to consciousness suggested he was thinking about this particular aspect of 
his new life and trying to find resolution with it. In bereavement terms, it could be understood 
to mean that he was working through this issue of loss/change at that time. At another time, 
another particular aspect of the separation may be of more significance to him. Sviggum 
(2000) reported similar shifts in children’s perceptions of what was most concerning to them 
at any particular point in time following the separation (other than the event of the separation 
itself).  
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Returning to meaning making within the grieving process, this preoccupation is 
consistent with efforts to “accommodate the loss within our existing identity” (Murray, 2016, 
p. 221). A loss, such as separation, holds multiple and related secondary or associated losses, 
consistent with Parkes’ (1971) writing in relation to the elements involved in the restoration 
of assumptive world. These may include the loss of the family home, loss of a bedtime story 
with one or both parents, or the loss of contact with relatives or friends. These secondary 
losses have importance and significance at different times as they are worked through by an 
individual. It is highly personal as to what is appraised as having been lost, and the timing of 
when and how this is worked through will differ between individuals (Rosenblatt, 2001). The 
significance of multiple losses and individual responses to these will be revisited further in 
the data chapters and in Chapter 10.  
A few children did not wish for their parents to be together, to re-unite the family, or 
to have more time with a particular parent. Johnny, age 9, for example, used his wishes to 
express his desire for his father and his father’s new girlfriend to have a baby, and that he 
could buy the house he lived in with his mother. After a little more thought, he added that he 
wished he had got to know his father’s girlfriend earlier when they had first met one another 
rather than a year later. Johnny expressed strong emotions regarding what happened in his 
family since separation, particularly a lot of worry (his word). He eluded to feeling removed 
from or out of touch with his father’s world because he did not know his father’s girlfriend. 
He expressed the concern that his father would not want to spend as much time with him and 
his siblings because he was not “lonely anymore”. His wishes seemed to be more current-
focussed rather than associated with reconstructing his parental unit as other children had 
done, although the time that had elapsed since separation was similar for all the children in 
the study. As referred to earlier, this was the aspect of loss that he was most pre-occupied 
with at the time of the interview.  
Thomas (age 10), Johnny’s brother, used his wishes to choose some toys he would 
like to get and an endless supply of further wishes for future use. Thomas was pragmatic 
about the separation. He expressed little emotional response to the event but said he was sad 
‘for a while’ over the actual separation. He missed his old family house and the pizza oven 
his father built. But then he did explain that he knew he was not good at expressing his 
feelings. 
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Neither Thomas nor Johnny used their wishes to have their parents reunite, nor did 
they imply during their interviews that they wished their parents lived together again, or their 
father would return home. These brothers seemed to have moved beyond, both literally and 
emotionally, the loss of the parental/family unit in a way that was different to the other 
children. They did not wish to reconstruct their parent’s marriage even in fantasy. There had 
been some particular events in their family, explored in subsequent chapters, which may have 
contributed to an accelerated sense of ‘acceptance’ for these boys. Their father was also 
finding the separation and associated events very difficult to deal with, according to their 
mother. It is possible that they were being protective of one or both of their parents in not 
‘wishing for a reunion’. It is also possible that they – in their own wisdom – did not actually 
want their parents back together. Neither boy ever commented on this specifically.  
Asking the children to use three wishes to project what they would most like to 
change in their current family situation offered another glimpse at their perspectives. What 
the separation meant for them at the most personal level, what they missed the most and what 
they were struggling with regarding their new situation was highlighted by inviting them to 
express such wishes. They were able to give voice to ‘what was lost’ for them as indicated by 
their thinking at that particular point in time. What was evident from these descriptions was 
that some children more than others openly demonstrated the longing/hope for parental 
reunion despite knowing it was not likely. This co-existence of longing balanced by reality is 
consistent with empirical studies, such as Ebling, Pruett and Pruett (2009) where young 
children from separated families demonstrated themes of longing for reunion while still 
depicting the family appropriately in their drawings as living in separate houses.  
Some of the children expressed their wish for their family to represent something that 
was consistent with what was lost for them but not necessarily the re-union of their parents. 
This may have been a wish that was more compatible with views and opinions of one or both 
parents. This is referred to in separation literature as a child’s desire to protect one parent or 
both and hide their true needs and desires if necessary (Garrity & Barris, 1994; Hetherington 
& Kelly, 2002; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Worden, 1996). In the case of Tahlia, she 
described that even the passage of time did not make the fundamental loss of her family/ 
parental unit any more tolerable. She seemed to express a more persistent sense of longing 
and sadness by this.  
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Summary 
How the children constructed the levels of meaning they held about separation was frequently 
literal and simplistic, but also multi-layered. In particular, they constructed both literal 
definitions for separation, as well as cause related explanations about why separation takes 
place between parents. The way they constructed these explanations and how these changed 
over time with added insights about probable causes for the separation, likely reflected their 
own increased awareness of, and growing experience with, separation. It is also possible their 
meaning making of the separation may have been accelerated by being part of the study and 
being asked to think about that very question (Garvin et al., 1991).    
The children indicated that they understood separation to be temporary when it first 
occurred in their families. They also described it as being unexpected. Both these elements 
seem to be important in understanding what separation means for the children. Shock and 
disbelief are noted as responses consistent with children’s grieving (Bowlby & Parkes, 1970; 
Fox, 1988; Raphael, 1984). Temporary was not identified in the literature as being a common 
response among children of separation. It is arguably another coping mechanism that assisted 
children to rationalize separation and come to terms with the finality of the event over time. It 
was not associated with a particular age group, nor time since separation within these 
findings.    
Inviting children to use three wishes to ‘change their lives’ allowed them to express what 
was most keenly felt at that time, despite these children being aware they could not change 
anything. Several key factors were apparent in these expressions of wishes. Firstly, they had 
unique views but they also expressed a common theme, such as the desire and longing for 
their parents to reunite, consistent with literature (Furman, 1985; Worden, 1996). Secondly, 
there was also a commonality evident in the views expressed by siblings: a shared but 
unspoken understanding of what was ‘safe to wish for’ (if not the reunion of their parents). 
There were also instances where their views and wishes could arguably be understood to 
align more with the view or needs of one or both parents, rather than with their own needs or 
desires. This too is consistent with the literature (Kelly & Johnston, 2001; Wallerstein & 
Kelly, 1980).  
Their wishes appeared, at first glance, to be conflicted in that the children could wish for 
things that they knew could not happen. When the children were asked to differentiate, they 
were consistently able to distinguish between what was real and what they merely hoped for. 
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They demonstrated in several instances an ability to make assessments about what was likely 
to happen in reality. The children themselves claimed to not have explicit information about 
‘adult matters’ related to the cause of separation or the ongoing difficulties or conflicts. The 
children were keen, and perhaps intuitive, observers of family dynamics despite a lack of 
experience with separation or adult relationships.  
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Chapter 7: Alone 
Defining and Introducing the Theme 
This chapter describes the children's accounts of how they were feeling and relating to others 
at, and around, the initial time of separation. It is the nature of these descriptions that has 
inspired the title of this theme: Alone. It is acknowledged that the order in which certain 
events occurred in the families differed. Consequently, the data is presented in a way that 
thematically reflects the children’s stories rather than what might appear to be the logical 
beginning to their experience of separation: being explicitly told the separation was 
occurring.  
Alone, is characterised by the children's testimony around the event of hearing about 
the separation, in the cases where this occurred. The initial period following this reflected a 
preference for the children to spend time alone, not wishing to let others know how they were 
feeling. Children’s stories are explored from the perspective of how they were interacting 
firstly within their family, and secondly in relation to their peers, which were their two most 
important reference points in their life, both for support and a sense of normality. It was noted 
within their descriptions of the family that they had little memory about how their family 
were responding and/or interacting with one another at the early time of separation. By 
comparison, children made more detailed descriptions of their interactions and responses in 
relation to peers.  
Although the children did not specifically use the word “alone”, thematic inductive 
analysis of their responses suggested this as being descriptive of their emotional state. Alone 
encompasses several types of descriptions and experiences that the children referenced, 
which are explored against the groupings of family and peer interaction. For instance, a 
common element to this experience of alone, was a willingness/ ability to talk to others about 
what happened in their family that emerged with time. This is viewed as a watershed between 
an intense experience of ’aloneness’ and isolation and an increasing willingness to connect in 
some way with the support of peers. Children’s testimony of this time suggested that being 
able to talk to a friend about what happened in their family was a significant indicator that 
‘aloneness’ was less intense and a transition was taking place.  
Alone was therefore a transition ‘state’ through which children moved. They were not 
definitive about how long this lasted, and it is likely that this period was different for each 
child. Also, some elements of feeling alone continued longer than other experiences of 
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aloneness, which are covered throughout this chapter. It is therefore not intended to imply a 
unitary construct. Firstly, hearing the news of the separation and then, at some point, 
expressing a willingness to talk to others about what happened in their family, is taken to 
represent the two ends of a continuum which represented most children’s gradual transition 
during the very early phase of separation. These two points make up the two sub-themes of 
this chapter, entitled: ‘I want to be alone’ and ‘I can talk to someone about what has 
happened, explored against descriptions of family and peer interactions. Also, the children’s 
responses to the question “How much was separation on your mind?” form part of these 
descriptions, which provided testimony as to how much they were pre-occupied with 
separation, and/or what was going to happen in their families. The changes and shifts in these 
pre-occupations provide another indication of the nature of the transitions along this 
continuum, representing another dimension of their adjustment during the Alone phase.  
The process of transition from wanting to be alone, to being ready to talk to and relate 
to significant others, particularly their peers, is depicted in the representation below: 
Figure 7.1: Representation of the thematic breakdown of Alone.  
  
 
 
 
 
  
“I want to be 
alone”  
“I can tell 
someone about 
it”  
Moving through the Alone state  
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Children’s Descriptions of Alone 
I want to be alone 
This sub-theme focusses on the period immediately following the children hearing about the 
separation. ‘I want to be alone’ represents the thematic sense of the children’s descriptions of 
the early days/weeks after hearing that their parents were going to separate. This chapter 
explores the following sections: early pre-occupation with separation and concern for their 
family; the recounting of specific descriptions about how they were relating within the family 
on hearing the news of the separation/ shortly thereafter; and finally, descriptions of how the 
children described relating to their friends in the very early stages.  
Accounts of being told of the separation are ordered here following more general 
accounts by children of their early pre-occupations and concern for their family for two 
reasons. Firstly, these provide context for more general indicators of their experiences at this 
early time, such as worrying about the family. Secondly, not all children were explicitly told 
about separation, while others picked up on ‘changes in the family’ before they were told 
explicitly that their parents were separating. The ordering of events is therefore not consistent 
for all the children concerned in this study. Also, whether the shock of the news of separation 
‘hit’ them immediately or one or two days later is not possible to understand from children’s 
accounts. It is therefore acknowledged that a strict ordering of events should not be assumed 
to apply to all children in this study. The way the data is presented represents a thematic 
sense of how children reported highlights of this period of time.  
“I was sad and tired cos I was up most of the night thinking and worrying.”  
Johnny (age 9).  
Johnny said he did not want to go to school in the early days, because he was so sad and tired. 
When asked what he was worrying about, Johnny said it was the separation and whether his 
parents could get back together. He had an added worry which he explained: 
“Yeah at one stage I was sleeping and I was worrying about if Mum and Uncle X 
were going to get married. Things like that.”  Johnny (age 9).  
Johnny was somewhat unclear as to what order his worries presented themselves. However, 
he made several intuitive deductions about the nature of the relationship between his mother 
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and Uncle X. But he had begun being concerned about this relationship even before he knew 
of the separation between his parents.  
Tahlia expressed a memory of the very early time:  
“Well I would usually just sit there and try and go to sleep and stop thinking about it 
but … sometimes that didn’t work so well. I would just lie awake till I was too tired to 
stay awake anymore.”    Tahlia (age 10).  
When asked if anyone might have known what they were going through, both Johnny and 
Tahlia thought that no one would have known. Tahlia said after some thought that her mother 
might have guessed. Both expressed that no one (parents or other adults) spoke to them to ask 
if they were sleeping or managing at this very early time after the separation.  
Johnny (age 9) explained: “I wanted to keep my feelings to myself”, when asked if he 
told anyone in the family how he was feeling at that time. While Tahlia said “… not really” 
when asked if she let anyone at home know how she was feeling. Other children were not 
quite as specific about the elements of sleeplessness or worry in the early days around the 
time of hearing about separation, but shared descriptions about how much separation was on 
their mind in the early stages. Josh made a comparison to the early days when he was very 
much pre-occupied with thoughts of the separation:  
“Well 3 or 4 (out of 10) around now but it would have been like - I would have been 
thinking about it a lot when it first happened.“ Josh (age 9).  
Josh was indicating that 10 out of 10 was the maximum he could imagine thinking 
about separation, while three or four were scores that suggested a moderate amount of pre-
occupation with separation by comparison. Other children also used a comparative yardstick 
to refer to the ‘early days’, such as Tahlia, who explained, the worst time regarding thinking 
about separation was:  
“Oh when it [separation] just happened really ….” Tahlia (age 10). 
She later qualified how much separation was on her mind comparing now and then: 
“Not anymore cos it’s been over a year now so … Now I am sort of used to it. But 
still it bugs me sometimes – it really bugs me at night time when I am in bed but … 
they don’t really ever see each other anymore.”   Tahlia (age 10).  
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Tahlia was precise in her second interview that thinking about separation brought on a 
certain feeling state even two years after the separation. She explained:  
 “I only feel those things [sadness] when I think about the separation.” Tahlia (Age 
11).   
Many of the children moved into new contact arrangements very soon after hearing 
about the separation. Within such new arrangements, they started visiting with the parent who 
left the family home. Family (parents and siblings) would have been their most immediate 
context in which they were sharing both the news of and the experience of separation. It was 
therefore significant regarding the kinds of descriptions that children gave of how their 
family were reacting and responding during this time.  
Family 
The children’s descriptions about the very early days lacked much detail about how the 
family members were interacting. By contrast, most could give a detailed recount of how or 
where they were told about the separation, frequently with much detail about concrete facts.  
 Thomas said the family were around the dining table when they were told although 
his younger brother, Johnny, said they were in the car and he was sitting on one side of the 
back seat when they were told. Mia said they were out on the trampoline when their father 
told them. Her twin sister, Hannah, had a very similar account, but gave more detail about the 
day itself, possibly because she had been home sick from school on that day. She too recalled 
they were taken out to the trampoline by their father and told, while their mother stayed in the 
lounge crying. Siblings, Tahlia and Josh, gave similar accounts of their family on the day 
they were told of the separation. This included a trip to the lolly shop to choose an ice cream 
followed by a trip to the local park where they were told about the separation. Josh explained 
they then went to see Mum’s new house together. Only Daisy believed she was not 
specifically told of the separation.  
“They didn’t exactly tell us. Well I don’t really remember much. I think Mum might 
have told me but was a bit afterwards,”   Daisy (age 10). 
 The children offered limited descriptions of how the family dealt with the news. 
Tahlia felt her brother, Josh, was “Okay” when they were told. He, in turn, thought his sister, 
Tahlia, did not even look very sad about it, but he thought his parents were trying to keep 
calm and not argue when they were telling the children. Hannah and Mia both recall crying 
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and that their mother was crying a lot after they got the news. Thomas and Johnny did not 
have much to say about their family member’s responses. Thomas said of himself that:  
“I didn’t feel anything [when they first told me].” He explained, “I wasn’t really 
worried. After a bit I felt a teeny bit sad and then I got over it.” Thomas (age 10). 
Thomas said his brother, Johnny, cried. However, Johnny’s own account is that he got 
terrible butterflies in his stomach when he first heard about the separation “like I just heard 
something bad” and this went on for about “two days”. 
To different extents, the children accounted only in limited ways for how their family 
members were feeling and reacting at the time immediately following the announcement 
being made (this possibly includes several days thereafter); they were self-focussed to the 
point of being unaware of those around them. Predominantly, they had little memory of being 
talked to by their parents about how they were managing or feeling in the days following this 
event. If one were to accept that they had not been talked to by their parents or asked how 
they were feeling and managing, this supports views about children as potentially being 
forgotten mourners (Wolfelt, 1983) within the family and their grief being overlooked in 
separation circumstances (Bagshaw, 1998). (Parents’ reports about this early time are also not 
precise enough to understand to what extent they did ask their children how they were feeling 
and managing.) This is arguably consistent with early grief phases and the experiences of 
shock and numbness (Bowlby, 1980; Fox, 1988) and a need for self-protection (Baker, 
Sedney, & Gross, 1992). Furman (1974) referred to the importance in the early phase of 
grieving for a child to feel safe in order for grieving to begin; in the absence of this they will 
employ distortion/ denial strategies that may lead to emotional and physical isolation from 
the persons close to them. 
Developmental explanations would suggest an ego-centric orientation, although the 
children of this sample were not strictly within such age ranges. Bereavement literature notes 
that regression is a common response shown by bereaved children. This occurs in many areas 
of functioning (social/emotional and behavioural). It is noted in bereavement to result in a 
regression in empathy toward others (Worden, 1996). A lack of observation of others may 
arguably be the result of a lack of empathy for or interest in the family members. Children 
may also – by this means – have become more ego-centric consistent with younger ages.  
An alternate explanation is offered by Sviggum (2000) who found that the children 
she interviewed had varied capacity to recall the event of the separation, such as when they 
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were told about the separation. She also found that with the passing of time and other new 
events taking place, their focus moved to other more salient issues and they ‘put the past 
behind them’. The memory of the separation became dim, if at all retrievable. Consistent with 
this is Thomas’s comment in regards to how much separation is on his mind. At his first 
interview, during the first year of separation, he responded “I’ve got other stuff to worry 
about now.” indicating that separation was no longer his focus. In contrast to Sviggum’s 
(2000) findings, most children in this research recalled the event, particularly concrete and 
salient facts regarding how and where they were told. They only had limited detail about how 
others were reacting, and this was consistent for the whole early phase following separation 
being announced. Only one child in this research had no specific recall of the separation 
being announced, and it is likely that given the context of the marital relationship and 
previous attempts at separation, that it may not have been announced as such.  
Family members must have been around them but children’s perceptions of this were 
very limited; they were largely preoccupied with their own thinking about their family and 
separation. By contrast, there is more clarity for many of the children about their interactions 
at school, and hence the significance of their stories about their interaction with their peers 
and who they told about the separation, as the following section outlines.  
Friends  
Alone is still a predominant descriptor of many of the children’s self-reported interactions at 
school during the very early days. In regards to people at school, Johnny (age 9) explained:  
“I didn’t want to tell anyone. I like to keep my private stuff to myself ….”  
Johnny was then asked what others might have seen if they had been around him, he 
responded: 
“[I was just] … staying on my bed a lot. Not playing as much as I normally do. I just 
sat there and thought about stuff … all the bad things that could happen.”  
When asked if he was always this private about his personal business, Johnny explained: 
“No not really. I don’t anymore but I used to. I do different stuff now which I can tell 
people about. I can tell M and T (school friends) and X (foster child living with 
Aunt).”   
Johnny explained he became less guarded about private stuff over time: 
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“Yeah. I am happier [now] and I have got new friends at school. I get to have a play 
date with T when he comes over …” Johnny (age 9). 
Johnny was orientating to the intensely private nature of what happened to his family 
(using the term ‘private stuff’), but also that he did not know how to speak to other people 
about this at the time that it happened. Perhaps it was out of his (and most of his friends’) 
realm of normal, or perhaps he just did not wish to talk about what had happened. He 
described how he was pre-occupied with worry and sadness. He identified a watershed 
beyond which he could talk to his friends about what he was doing. The notion of ‘private 
stuff’ was something Daisy also alluded to: 
“I don’t give too much detail. I just say my parents fight and they are separated that’s 
all.”  Daisy (age 10).  
Daisy explained she does not like people knowing too much about her family, so 
although she may have told some children that her parents were separated, she would not give 
further personal details. Like Johnny, Daisy was implying that the topic was not one she 
would talk about to other children in the early days. A further implication from this excerpt 
seems to be that they (other children) might not understand about her family and/ or 
separation. Daisy was highlighting both her sense of privacy and protectiveness about her 
family, as well as a possible intuitive awareness of the taboo associated with being from a 
separated family.     
 When asked whether the children told anyone at school initially, there were mixed 
responses, which is consistent with bereavement literature on children (Worden, 1996). 
Indeed, children are more likely to tell a friend if they think that a friend has had experience 
of such a loss him or herself (Worden, 1996). However, once again children’s memories of 
when events took place and what happened in those early days were not always easily 
accessible to them. The children described not wishing to talk about the separation at school 
initially. The boys in this research were less specific about sharing with their friends. This is 
consistent with children’s bereavement literature which notes that girls, particularly female 
adolescents, are more likely to tell a friend (Worden, 1996). The specific issue of privacy and 
wishing to protect the family or themselves from the views of peers is well accounted for in 
bereavement literature, and is discussed later in this chapter.  
 In the next sub-theme, “I was ready to talk to someone”, the children’s accounts of 
interactions with family and with peers is shared. However, the timeline along which events 
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took place is not always clear because of the children’s incomplete memories of that time, 
and also because the notion of the passage of time itself seemed to be distorted for them. 
Tahlia’s comment depicted this well: 
 “It took a long while [to get over it]; not too long.”  Tahlia (age 11).  
 Time seemed to pass quickly and slowly at the same time for the children. Hence the 
sense of a transition into the next phase is not quantified by time specifically, either by the 
children themselves, nor is it intended to be imposed by this analysis. It is also highly likely 
that it was different for each child.  
I was ready to tell someone what happened  
This section was named by the way that children appeared to come to a transition point when 
they were willing either to tell someone what had occurred in their family, and/or they were 
able to interact a little more with their peers. The self-imposed period of intense isolation and 
silence, particularly in relation to peers, was contrasted by a willingness to interact with 
peers. This transition toward being more other-focussed may also apply to the way they were 
interacting in the family. However, the children gave little specific indication of changes to 
their behaviour in the home context. By contrast, their behaviour with peers was something 
that seemed to be more accessible for them to describe and recall. This ‘watershed’ is 
hypothetically marked, for the purpose of this analysis, by the event of telling someone what 
had happened in the family. The significance of this event, and the rationale behind this, is 
explored through the interpretation of these descriptions.  
Friends 
Mia described being annoyed with her friends because they took so long to ask her what was 
wrong:  
 “They [should have] started thinking that I was really upset about something that 
happened about my family.”    Mia (age 8). 
She was very specific that it took “two days” before anyone asked her what was 
wrong with her. At this point, she told her friends what had happened in her family. When 
asked how her friends might have guessed something was wrong with her before that point, 
she explained that they should have guessed. Johnny, like Mia, also said it was two days 
before he told three people at school. At about this time he was given some advice by a 
friend: 
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“It is Ok if your parents are separated cos mine are as well. It is OK to tell people 
about it [the separation].” 
Johnny said this was a great comfort to hear. However, he believed it did not 
encourage him to talk to other people about it. Daisy told just a few people and with little 
detail. Tahlia told her best friend who lived near their old family home. Hannah spoke to one 
of her friends at school, someone who was an on-going support for her. Thomas did not refer 
to having told anyone in particular at school. However, he identified that school was an 
important place for him to ‘keep busy’ and be distracted from family concerns. What 
emerged in the children’s accounts was that friends occupied a key role in providing support 
after the initial period passed.  
“We draw together and talk about things,” Tahlia (age 10) explained, talking of her 
best friend. Mia also explained how her best friend was helpful right after the separation:  
“Well she made up some jokes … and she played with me for a couple of days until I 
was OK.”   Mia (age 8). 
Josh, on the other hand, explained:  
“I just get busy in a few moments with something else and it [thinking about 
separation] is gone,” Josh (age 9), referring to playing with his friends.  
Johnny (age 9) explained that it was a relief when he felt like doing things again with 
his friends such as having play dates with them; he knew he was getting used to the idea of 
separation when this happened. Similarly, Thomas (age 10) thought that his new school was 
the most important thing that helped him in the beginning, “… I can kind of forget stuff and I 
get more interested in stuff at school”.  
The children seemed to differentiate between the nature of what they spoke to their 
friends about and what they might have talked to an adult about. Tahlia clarified that although 
she and her best friend talked a lot, it was never about how she was feeling or what had 
happened in her family. The children’s descriptions about the support of their friends mostly 
suggested play. This happened during the early days of separation while they were trying to 
adjust to their new routines of moving between houses and frequently experiencing a sense of 
being alone within this. Hence the nature of this support can be understood arguably as a 
form of distraction from their worries and a way they could forget about the separation. It 
offered them respite from worrying about the separation, and an opportunity to feel more like 
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their old-selves. Bereavement literature refers to the nature and importance of restorative 
activities, such as socialising and being with friends. ‘Play’ is noted as having particular 
functions for children. Children utilize play as a way of coping and at times communicating 
their feelings. During play they are able to process strong emotions related to the loss which 
they otherwise cannot express easily through words (Christ, 2000a; Landreth, 2002; Webb, 
2010; Worden, 1996). Bereavement literature also refers to children’s reluctance to talk about 
their losses for fear of being judged, or being different from their peers, which becomes more 
pronounced in middle childhood till adolescence (Christ, 2000a; Worden, 1996).  
The importance of peer relationships is further noted in bereavement literature as 
providing social support that is positively linked with better adjustment outcomes for 
bereaved children (Dopp & Cain, 2012). Different sources of social support (peers, relatives, 
significant others like a teacher, for instance) have been found to be helpful to bereaved 
children at different times in their adjustment and in different ways (Taylor, 2007). This 
seems consistent with the reports of the children in this study. They usually named one parent 
and one or more friends as the two most important sources of support that helped them 
manage the separation overall. Their descriptions indicated that these sources provided very 
different types of support, and at different times. It is arguable that the link with what was 
more normal (in play) was a very useful refuge for the children during this early time when 
their home and family was changing and full of uncertainty. This is referred to in 
bereavement literature as a protective coping strategy (Oltjenbruns, 2001), whereby children 
will exhibit short bursts of sadness or anger (grieving) and return to normal activities (like 
play) for long periods, only to revisit this sequence again (Goldman, 2014; Webb, 2010). 
Children have less capacity for prolonged periods of grieving (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011), 
hence, the functional nature of their play activity which allows them to restore emotional 
equilibrium.  
The nature and function of restorative activities within the grieving process is 
significant in understanding the application of the DPM (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) to 
bereavement coping. The DPM conceptualizes restorative activities and tasks as being 
balanced with grieving tasks and activities. This is particularly pertinent in children’s 
bereavement, and arguably in separation adjustment. This argument is extended in Chapter 10 
in the specific discussion of the DPM in light of these findings.   
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Getting used to new routines and feeling alone  
On the subject of trying to get used to new routines, Tahlia explained: 
“It was really different to how I was used to umm (pause) ... a really big change all at 
once (emotion in her voice but not crying). So it took a while to get used to it … It 
made me feel really sad and sort of lonely sometimes.”   Tahlia (age 10).  
This was her experience during the early phase of the separation when she was trying 
to get used to all the changes, but most specifically moving between her two homes and not 
seeing her parents at the same time. Tahlia shared contact routines with her brother, however, 
she made no mention of him as being present at this time; whether he offered a comfort or 
that she was even aware of him being there during this time. Likewise, Daisy referred to her 
feelings about contact: 
“Sometimes I want to go and … sometimes I don’t. I don’t want to hurt his [my 
father’s] feelings.”   Daisy (age 10). 
She described not wanting to be with her mother and then missing her father when she was 
with her mother and all the while feeling ambivalent and burdened about contact visits. Daisy 
made visits to her father with her two siblings but also on her own sometimes. She explained 
further: 
“Sometimes I want to go (teary) and sometimes when he [father] leaves then I cry and 
I know I make it hard for him to leave … and they [siblings] get angry with me 
because they think it is hard for him because he doesn’t want to leave cos I am crying 
…” 
She did not refer to her siblings as being present on contact in any other sense, nor being a 
support during these times, suggesting a sense isolation and aloneness within her family.  
Hannah described commencing visits to her father’s new house in the following way: 
 “It was a bit scary, like it was a bit new to have a new house.” Hannah (age 9).  
Hannah also described taking her teddies with her to help her, but she felt that she did not 
show on the outside what she was feeling. When leaving her mother and trying to cope with 
the sadness this evoked for her, she tried to think about how fun it would be to see her father 
to distract herself.  Hannah described a sadness within herself that developed after some time 
following the separation. She represented her sadness as a small bear which she chose from 
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symbols. This bear represented the private sad part of her that no one else knew about. This 
was another aspect of what was private for her that she did not share with anyone. Hannah 
thought that he (the bear) was around when she had to change houses and when she felt alone 
in either of her two homes. He did not come out at school because she said, “I am around kids 
I know”. Hannah made all her contact visits with her two sisters. Like Daisy, there was no 
reference to the company or support of her sisters (despite their obvious presence); by this 
omission it is suggested that her experience was characterised by feeling very much alone 
within the presence of her family. She also referenced sadness as an emotion that 
underpinned many of her activities, with the notable exception of school.  
The children also talked about relying on behavioural cues to know how family 
members were feeling, as the excerpts below indicate. Tahlia gave insight into her brother’s 
coping: 
“X doesn’t seem to have noticed at all cos he is still – he is just – he just doesn’t do 
anything different … I have gone into Mum’s room and just been really sad for a 
while but X [my brother] hasn’t done that.”   Tahlia (age 10). 
Tahlia assumed from her brother’s behaviour that he was not as sad or affected by the 
separation as she herself had been because he did not behave as she had. Her brother said the 
following about her in reference to the day they were told about the separation: 
“I don’t think [my sister] was upset. I mean she might have been but if she was I don’t 
really think that she showed that.”  Josh (age 9). 
Mia explained that her sisters, in her opinion, no longer got sad about contact 
arrangements. She knew they were used to the separation by then because – she believed - 
they did not bring teddies to their father’s house as she continued to do, and this was evidence 
in her mind of them coping better. When Hannah, Mia’s sister, was asked who might feel sad 
like she did, she replied: 
“Well, X [twin sister], and sometimes Mum and a little bit Y [elder sister] but mostly 
me and X.” Hannah (age 9). 
She said she knew this because of the amount each person cried. When asked if her 
father got sad, she said “No he did not,” (because he did not cry). Hannah felt she cried more 
than anyone else in the family (in her view) and started sleeping in her mother’s bed for 
comfort from the time her father moved out of the house. She believed the family would 
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know how she was feeling. Likewise, Mia felt that her parents knew when she was feeling 
sad or lonely (about the separation) because:   
 “They would guess my attitude … [and then] they talk to me.” Mia (age 8). 
Thomas said he knew his brother was sad because he cried openly in front of the 
family. Thomas qualified this by saying that his brother cried a lot - “… he even cries when 
animals die and stuff too.” In other words, it was a predictable response from his brother.  
Daisy (age 10) offered a wisdom that reinforced the importance of having some alone 
time to self-soothe. She had been given this advice from a friend. Daisy in turn gave advice to 
other children who were going through a separation, saying: 
 “… do what [your parents] say or else they will get stressed [and] try to spend some 
time in your room and think about stuff. You know how you write it down? M 
[friend] had this little box and she put her worries in it. She put her worries on a little 
piece of paper and she used to get it out of her and into the box.” 
Alone encompassed many responses to the early phase of separation. Children felt 
alone moving between houses although they all had siblings and were clearly not alone in the 
physical sense. Children referred frequently to the emotion of sadness during this time. Their 
perceptions of how their siblings were feeling were based on very limited behavioural cues. 
This may be explained as a limited sense of empathy operating during this time. Bereavement 
literature refers to an arrested development of empathy that occurs following a loss 
experience (Worden, 1996). These children experienced a sense of isolation within the 
context of their family – which, is now discussed in the context of sibling relationships.  
Siblings 
Another element to the Alone period was that children spoke little or never with their siblings 
about the separation or how they felt about what was happening in the family. Daisy was the 
exception who said she and her big sister did share and talk about the family and separation. 
Although children interacted with their siblings after the separation, the absence in the most 
part, of sibling support is striking. The nature of the interaction between the siblings is 
described sometimes as play. Hannah talked about playing with her two sisters for company, 
as did Mia and Daisy. However, siblings also provided an ‘opportunity’ to fight and relieve 
some tension. Daisy felt very responsible for these fights even though she knew she was not 
the only one who started them. Mia said she knew that fighting was tolerated at home but 
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would not be at school. Consequently, she did not fight at school. In Daisy’s case, some 
conversation about feelings and separation was also part of her relationship with her elder 
sister, and she indicated it was comforting for her to talk with her sister. Generally, the 
children descriptions of sibling interactions were overshadowed by the importance of peer 
relationships as being their most significant support, besides a parent figure.    
These accounts are consistent with separation literature. Female siblings are found to 
protect younger siblings from the disharmony/ parental conflict or hurt of separation and 
offer considerable social support, such as Daisy’s big sister; while boys are found to receive 
less support from their siblings (Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992). Sibling interaction in 
separated families is often characterised by negativity (Hetherington, 1988) but this was not 
the case among the sibling goups of this study.    
We don’t talk about it 
Interviewer: Does Mummy talk to you about it [the separation]? 
“No. No one really talks about it.”    Johnny (age 9). 
Others commented: 
 “I wish they would talk more … Everyone just keeps doing what they normally do … 
They just go on with their normal life (Crying).”  Tahlia (age 11).   
Tahlia was frustrated by the absence of talking about the separation in her family 
although she conceded that it made everyone sad when they did talk about it (including 
herself). She described the double bind of wanting to express the feelings they might all be 
experiencing (in common with one another), but the simultaneous sadness of doing so. She 
shared the new sense of empathy and shared experience she had become aware of as time 
gradually passed: 
“At first I hoped they would be more considerate of my feelings [and reunite] but 
now I know they are probably all hurting.”    Tahlia (age 11). 
Daisy explained it this way: 
 “I think everyone is kind of unhappy … I think they all want to be together but they 
just don’t know how to show it,” referring to her mother, father and brother. She 
continued: “If they tried to show it they would just hurt the other. Cos when they 
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[mother and father] want to be together [to talk] for a bit, it always ends in a fight … 
well I think they are fighting but they say they aren’t.”  Daisy (age 9). 
Daisy described how she thinks her family all want to be together “but they don’t 
know how”. Daisy seemed to be saying that her family could mend itself if the fighting could 
stop.  
It seemed that the children were suggesting that there was an absence of tangible 
conversation about what was taking place around them and how everyone was thinking about 
and dealing with this: as though the family members were operating in silence. In 
bereavement terms, it may be that the family were operating with a self-focus consistent with 
the early phases of grieving and experiencing shock, numbness and disbelief (Bowlby, 1961; 
Freud, 1917; Parkes 1972; Raphael, 1984). The children’s perception of themselves and other 
family members as being isolated from one another and silent about what was going on is 
therefore likely to be accurate.  
There are several instances in separation literature when children’s direct reports of 
their experiences indicate an absence of conversation, specifically about practical 
arrangements and how the family will ‘be’ in the future. For instance, when will I see my 
father? Children reported being excluded from important information (Wallerstein, 1987). 
The children in this research seemed to be referring to conversations of a different kind. For 
instance, how is everyone feeling? Children also report that they believed their feelings were 
overlooked following the separation and they were not talked to about how they were feeling, 
nor offered counselling (Bagshaw, 2007; Fabricus, 2003; Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a; 
Taylor, 2006; Taylor, 2001; Wallerstein, 1987). The extent to which this may be linked to the 
longing and fantasy of a parental reunion is arguable. Daisy and Tahlia particularly wished 
for the reunion of their parents. Perhaps they believed that talking might ‘fix the problem’ in 
their family.  
Summary    
Moving through the Alone state was a ‘process’ that took place for the children in this study. 
It was marked in the initial phase by both wishing to be alone, and feeling very alone and 
isolated.  Furthermore, the children indicated that separation and concerns for their family 
were preoccupying their mind during this time, although is acknowledged that some children 
were responding to other cues and signals without having been told explicitly that their 
parents were separating. There was an intensely private nature to their experiences in this 
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period that they did not wish to share with anyone, including peers or their parents. This 
protectiveness and need for privacy is referred to in bereavement literature as common for 
children particularly during middle childhood into adolescence (Christ, 2000a). Gradually the 
intensity of these aspects of the children’s experience lessened. They reached a hypothetical 
watershed when they were able and willing to interact with friends. There was also at that 
time an increased likelihood that they might talk to someone – notably a peer - about what 
had happened in their family. Mostly the children could not identify how long this lasted, but 
two children guessed it was two days before they spoke to a friend.  
Similarly, children could not remember being asked by their parents about how they 
were coping during this time, and in keeping with this some children specifically expressed 
the belief that separation was not talked about in their family. This is consistent with other 
separation studies where children have reported similar experiences (Ahrons, 2006; Bagshaw, 
2007). Studies that highlight parent reports, such as McIntosh (2001), indicated that 
participating parents rated themselves as having a low awareness in relation to their 
children’s needs during the early stages following their separation.  
The children mostly did not identify their siblings either as a source of comfort or 
someone they would/could specifically talk to about separation. Only one child said she 
talked to her big sister about the separation and her feelings. By contrast, friends were 
identified by most children as being one of the most significant supports. Interestingly, there 
is an absence of any report to indicate that children ever spoke specifically about their 
feelings or what was happening in their families; rather peers were a form of welcomed 
distraction. Peers provided the opportunity to return to play and fun which arguably 
represented a safe-haven and a time to immerse themselves in something familiar. This was 
juxtaposed with a changed and somewhat unpredictable home environment. Peers and play 
are arguably a restorative experience for children of separation, which will assist their 
transition through the grieving process.   
This sense of being alone, even though they clearly were not alone in the family, was 
linked in part to the children’s inexperience with separation. The lack of familiarity with this 
new event in their family meant it was harder for the children to know how to talk to others 
(friends at school) about their experiences. Furthermore, their sense of isolation may also 
stem from feeling that others in the family did not feel like they did about separation, as their 
stories suggested. A possible explanation is provided in bereavement literature (Worden, 
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1996) in that the event of separation may have resulted in a (temporarily) compromised 
ability to empathise with family members. The children were often poor at judging whether 
their siblings were impacted by the separation, which is arguably evidence of this. Children 
experienced a sense of isolation within the family - by feeling that no one felt like they did - 
despite sharing this experience with them.  Bereavement literature indicates family as a 
primary source of support following loss (Murray, 2016; Worden, 1996). However, the 
children’s accounts (in this study) of these early times following the separation do not reflect 
this, although it is likely this changed over time. This isolation within the family potentially 
supports what is reported of children as being forgotten mourners (Wolfelt, 1983), in that 
their experiences may be overlooked within the family as a result of this isolation and lack of 
communication with one another. However, the testimony being explored in this chapter 
refers to children overlooking one another as mourners within a sibling group, and mis-
reading and therefore overlooking parent’s responses. There is not any evidence for them 
being necessarily disenfranchised within the family experience of separation that is provided 
by this study; but they may potentially be at risk of overlooking one another’s grieving at 
these early points in the event of separation.  
Overall, the descriptions that make up Alone are reminiscent of the early phases 
described in grief frameworks. Furman (1985), for example, refers to the early phase of 
grieving as being a self-protective one during which time the shock gives way to more 
consistent coping, but the focus remains very much on the ‘self’. The children followed this 
earlier phase as seen by their references to an awareness of being sad, indicating that the 
shock and numbness of the initial period following the separation was wearing off. Sadness is 
identified as a sign of children’s grieving (Worden, 1996). However, it is not necessarily 
associated with a particular period following the loss as its manifestation can be both 
prolonged and/or return at various times (Fox, 1988). The children’s accounts of sadness 
become more consistent and prevalent in further data chapters which follow.  
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Chapter 8: Two Homes that Used to be One 
Introducing and Defining the Theme  
This chapter explores how children navigated the experiences of having two homes following 
their parents’ separation. This theme, ‘Two homes that used to be one’, is characterised by 
the most immediate changes that children were faced with at the time of separation. It is a 
name that emerged from the thematic analysis, but was not a term used by a child in this 
research. Separation brought many new experiences for the children and transformed their 
‘old lives’ greatly. Prior to the separation, all the children who made up the study lived in a 
two-parent household, comprising both biological parents. This chapter is mostly focussed on 
children’s experiences of the early part of their adjustment to the separation, when they were 
facing a significant change to their daily living. However, their experiences captured in 
second interviews also make up some of the excerpts (acknowledged in parenthesis).    
The physical changes in living arrangements was an adjustment of great significance 
which had various associated meanings for different children. However, this transition in 
household arrangements also embodied other less obvious changes. Two sub-themes are 
explored in this chapter which are distinguished by the nature of the outcomes (of having two 
houses) that impacted the children. The first comprises children’s daily experience of ‘being 
away from one parent to be with the other’, and the second represents children’s responses to 
the introduction of new relationships and step-parents within their family units. Some 
children experienced an emotional burden, or conflicted loyalties, as a result of these changes 
to their lives. Within each sub-theme, children’s descriptions of coping strategies are given 
including ways that they managed their loyalty conflicts.      
Representation of the Theme  
For the first time in their lives, the children involved in this study were faced with living with 
each parent separate from the other parent. At the most literal level, this physical change to 
living arrangements meant they moved between two homes (mostly) in a routine pattern that 
their parents had decided upon. None of the children identified that they had been consulted 
about how they would spend their time between their parent’s homes. However, what 
emerged in their descriptions about this change to living arrangements had significance for 
them besides the physical movement between two houses. For instance, they had to get used 
to only being with one parent at any one time which they described with heartfelt emotion. 
This was a difficult transition for them to adjust to. In the context of having separate homes, 
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parents were also developing new (romantic) relationships that required further adjustments 
for the children. Children managed these changes with different levels of ease and readiness, 
employing various coping strategies to manage these circumstances. The theme is represented 
below.    
Figure 8.1: Representation of thematic representation: Two homes that used to be one  
 
 
  
How do I manage these changes?  
How do I reconcile the emotional burden? 
My two homes that used to be one 
To be with one parent I 
am away from the other 
There are new relationships in 
my family units 
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Children’s Descriptions 
The first sub-theme encompasses children’s experiences of having to be away from one 
parent in order to spend time with the other, which was the literal outcome of having two 
homes. However, children attached different meaning to this experience. Not all of them 
focussed specifically on the significance of only being able to be with one parent at a time. 
Some children were more significantly impacted by being away from one parent rather than 
the other. At times, the children also described some of the ways they coped with their 
situation. The descriptions shared in this sub-theme come mostly from their memory of the 
early period after the separation took place. Where the children are describing later events, 
such as at the time of second interviews which occurred into the second year of separation, 
this is indicated against the excerpts for clarity.   
Being away from one parent to be with the other 
Tahlia was aged 10 at the time of her first interview. She had this to say about the impact of 
the changes to her world: 
”… it is just hard to (pause) adjust to living in two different houses and moving back 
and forth all the time (pause) and not getting to see my parents every day.”  
The hardest thing for her was no longer “being able to see them both at the same time 
and be together.” This was a strong theme to Tahlia’s story, one that she referred to at several 
points in both her interviews. At second interview, nearly two years into separation, she 
reflected on the initial change in routine and home life:   
“We [myself and my brother] don’t get sad about it [moving between the two houses] 
or anything, cause it’s like part of our routine and everything I guess … Well 
obviously I’m not happy about it, but I’m not too sad about it anymore ‘cause it 
happened a long time ago … Oh it hurts mainly – just like they don’t get along 
anymore and ... (trails off without finishing sentence).”  Tahlia (age 11). 
However, it was still on her mind at times, such as at night when she couldn’t sleep. 
Then it ‘bugged’ her that they were not together and did not see each other. Similarly, Josh, 
her brother, gave the following advice to parents who might be separating in the future:  
“I think they [parents] have to remember that the kids want to be with both of them 
not just one.”    Josh (age 9). 
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Josh was implicitly identifying that the impact for a child of separation was to always 
be with only one parent at a time. He was also expressing that this outcome was not what 
children want. Tahlia expressed this as though it were a longing for what she would like to 
regain; a longing that focussed on the reunion of the parental unit. 
“[It is] really upsetting (pause) they aren’t being together anymore. (Crying) … I just 
wish that they could still be happy together (crying) … that they didn’t have to be 
split up (Crying again).”   Tahlia (age 10).  
Josh, on the other hand reconciled this differently:   
“I sort of like to do everything that I do with each parent more because (pause) I only 
get to do it half the time (Crying) … because I am not seeing either of my parents as 
much anymore”.     Josh (age 9). 
He took a pragmatic approach, reconciling this as making the most of his time with 
each of his parents. For both Tahlia and Josh there was a common meaning to having two 
homes, or more specifically, the meaning of what was now lost for them – time with their 
parents, particularly together.  
Daisy’s experience was a little different. She described moving across two homes in 
the following way:  
“Yeah sometimes I want to go [to visit my father] and sometimes I don’t. I don’t want 
to hurt his feelings [though] ... Sometimes I want to go. (Tearful). And sometimes 
when he leaves then I cry and I know I make it hard for him to leave.” Daisy (age 9). 
For Daisy, it was both hard to visit her father, but also hard to leave her mother.  
“… when I am angry with my mum … I just want my dad. And when I am angry with 
my dad I want my mum and everything … and when they are both angry with me 
(pause) I just want to go away and hide or something.”  Daisy (age 9). 
She described the outcomes of this as resulting in her feeling “confused” about where 
and with whom she wanted to be. She expressed a lot of emotion in talking about these early 
adjustments in her first interview. Daisy described a variety of ways she tried to cope:   
“Like sometimes when I feel sad or scared you know, I like to draw or play with my 
dogs or read or sometimes I go and get my recorder and I sit on the wall and just play 
it … I also like gardening when I am upset.”   
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Hannah (age 9) talked about how she reconciled her mixed emotions when she was 
moving between her parents early in the separation:  
“I am always very happy to see dad, [but leaving her mum is] a bit sad”.  
The way she coped with leaving her mother was described as: 
 “I just think about dad’s house (determined voice then she begins to cry).”  
Hannah talked of other coping strategies she used. She had agreed with her mother to 
go outside and look at the Southern Cross and say a prayer if she was missing her mother. 
She would know that at any time her mother was also looking at the same constellation of 
stars at her own house. Hannah also described missing her father when she was away from 
him, and going to her bedroom to play with her teddy bears.  
“I sleep in mum’s room because she has got a king size bed. So yeah and when dad 
was still living here we could all sleep in there. It makes me feel a bit safe cause 
(pause) …”   Hannah (age 9).  
She seemed to be expressing, like Daisy, the mixed emotion at having to leave one 
parent to be with the other, as well as the struggle with adjusting to the changes in her life. 
Some children talked about what it was like to be away from one parent in particular. For 
instance, Mia described leaving her mother:  
“Um cos when we’re not here she might be a little bit lonely.” Mia (age 9). 
When asked how she knew this she explained: “I don’t know, I just guess”. Mia’s 
experience of moving between her two homes was impacted by the belief that her mother was 
sad when she and her two sisters left to go to stay with her father. Mia’s mother reported that 
she was indeed sad when the children left. She coached her daughters on various strategies to 
use to make it easier for them. She also assured them she would have fun while they were 
gone. Mia described several coping strategies which she used, corroborated by her mother, to 
manage her experience of moving between her homes such as taking teddy bears with her 
between her homes, which she transported in her bags several times a week.  
“Yeah, I tell Roxy [teddy bear] what’s making me sad … She has little ears that get 
stuck to her … head, so I just usually go like that (indicating pulling teddy’s ears 
outwards) and go (whispering) ‘I just feel really sad’.”   Mia (age 9). 
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The teddy bears helped Mia, providing an emotional comfort. They also helped her 
feel emotionally connected to both parents, but particularly her mother who had bought bears 
as gifts from all around the world when she went on business trips. Mia did not refer to 
struggling as much over being away from her father and specifically leaving him to return to 
her mother.  
Josh was preoccupied with a different dilemma:   
“… I don’t really know how to describe it (pause) but I think it is just (pause) a little 
bit (pause) sort of not nice to have one parent seeing their own child less than [the 
other] (Voice trails off, looking emotional) …”  Josh (age 9).  
At the time of second interview he was facing a potential change in contact 
arrangements which involved him spending more time with his mother. The current 
arrangement of eight days with his mother and six with his father was already inequitable in 
his view. A further shift toward more time with his mother was not one that he favoured. Josh 
grappled with finding a way to explain to me what it would mean to him if he did have to 
spend even less time with his father in the future. When asked how he would address this 
difficulty if he was invited to do so by his parents, he said:  
 “I would like to have seven days at both houses … Well just because I think it’s nicer 
if you get to see them both the same amount. Instead of just seeing the one less.”  
When asked what it was like to see one parent less than the other, he explained: 
“I think it’s just sort of not nice to have one parent seeing their own child less 
(emotion in his voice. Tearing up) … they’re just as important as each other.” 
(Tearful)       Josh (age 9).  
Josh seemed to be greatly burdened and indicated that he did not want to choose between his 
parents in this way. He also seemed protective of his father who would lose time with his 
children. Josh disclosed at the time of the interview that it was he who had told his mother 
that his father was gambling on his iPad while the children were in his care. Josh was feeling 
very guilty as a result. The coping strategy that Josh exercised – avoiding making a 
comparison in any way between his parents - was unique to this group of children, but noted 
in literature as a common way that children will respond to managing the dynamic between 
parents and thereby reduce their own loyalty conflicts (Hetherington & Kelly, 2002; Kelly & 
Johnston, 2001; Smith & Gollop, 2001b; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Worden, 2009). He 
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demonstrated this specific way of coping throughout his interview, showing a reluctance to 
evaluate or compare his parents. This contrasted with other children in this study who 
responded to similar questions about their relationship with each parent from a more self-
centred place, giving answers that showed both the strengths and weaknesses of their 
relationships with both parents. Josh seemed to grapple with the issue of what was fair for his 
parents, but particularly his father, rather than his own needs. When asked how this might 
influence him when he was a grown man with a family of his own, he replied:   
“I don’t want my children to feel like I do now. [However,] if I was to get separated I 
would make sure the kids were with me half the time and with the mum half the time 
which was what I wanted to do …” (inaudible through his tears).  Josh (age 9).  
  Josh’s coping strategy was to focus on the needs and rights of his parents, rather than 
his own feelings and thoughts.  The overall meaning of this experience for him seemed to 
centre on there now being too little time with either of them. His responses also indicated that 
he was possibly feeling the need to protect one of his parents who was disadvantaged in 
parenting arrangements through the division of time; resulting in him feeling burdened by the 
perceived inequality in parenting arrangements, even though he had not spoken to his parents 
about wanting equal time. To offer some context to this situation, Josh’s father, at his second 
interview, was not aware that his parenting was under scrutiny and he said that his children 
were coping well. The interview with his father took place before the incident with the iPad 
had been disclosed by Josh to his mother.   
Consistent with accounts in separation literature, children are too infrequently 
consulted about how they would like to spend time with their parents, despite wishing to be 
part of such decisions (Bagshaw, 2007; Campbell, 2008; Cashmore & Parkinson, 2009; 
Graham & Fitzgerald, 2010a; Lodge, 2012; Smith & Gollop, 2001a). Josh’s responses 
regarding masking his own needs, wishing to protect one parent, and possibly aligning with 
one parent are also supported in separation literature (Hetherington & Kelly, 2002; Kelly & 
Johnston, 2001; Smith & Gollop, 2001b; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Worden, 2009) as 
common responses children will display to manage the dynamic between their parents.    
By contrast, there were children who were not experiencing an emotional burden 
because of having two homes and/or sharing time between their parents. At his first 
interview, Thomas said the following of his life before and after the separation:  
“It was good then and it is good now,”   Thomas (age 10). 
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Thomas made fortnightly visits to his father which involved one overnight stay on 
that weekend. He enjoyed this initially. At the time of his second interview, however, 
Thomas explained: 
“I don’t like to go down to daddy anymore … cause it’s boring … cause he doesn’t 
really take us anywhere we just stay at home most of the time and play downstairs and 
we get into trouble ‘cos we get into things.”  Thomas (age 11).  
When asked how he might resolve this problem, he said he had spoken to his father. 
His mother had encouraged him to explain his feelings to his father. However, his father 
“hasn’t really changed anything,” explained Thomas. Thomas said he would keep going to 
visit his father till he was 16, but that was only because the court would make him do that, 
not because it was fun anymore. To offer context, in her interview, Thomas’s mother 
explained that prior to the separation, Thomas did not have a particularly warm relationship 
with his father. Thomas’s own descriptions never explicitly expressed a negative view of his 
father in the interviews. Thomas tended to focus on activities and having fun with the people 
in his life. Thomas explained in his interview that he was not very good at expressing his 
feelings about things.  
Similarly, at the time of second interview, Tahlia explained that her relationship with 
her father had changed of late and she was now closer to her mother. When asked why this 
change in her affections might have occurred, she explained: 
 “Now dad doesn’t do much with us and mum does a lot of stuff with us. So it’s kind 
of like dad doesn’t really interact with us, that much ... She [mother] spends more 
time with me. She seems to care more, that kind of thing.” Tahlia (age 11).  
Like Thomas, she expressed a shift in relationship with one parent without a sense of 
burden. When asked how Tahlia would change this situation, she explained she wished her 
father would spend more time doing things with them. Tahlia could focus on and express her 
own needs without needing to protect her parent/s. Tahlia also shared that she was upset by 
her father’s lack of interest in her. Before the separation, she said she was probably closer to 
her father than her mother. Initially, after the separation, her father’s house (the family home) 
was a comforting environment for her. She talked of enjoying her time in her old 
neighbourhood with her old friends who were a great support to her. At the second interview, 
however, she expressed that her father was less interested in her. To offer context, at the time 
of the father’s second interview, he indicated no awareness of a shift in his relationship with 
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his daughter. Neither did her mother indicate an awareness, at the time of her second 
interview. It is possible that Tahlia was comfortable telling a stranger but it seemed she had 
not yet told either parent about her feelings.  
For Thomas and Tahlia, the changes to their relationship with one parent occurred 
around the time of second interviews, which was during the second year of the separation. 
They were both first-born children. As context, both their mothers described them as 
struggling to express emotion and being somewhat self-centred. Both Tahlia and Thomas 
were among the older children involved in the study. Bereavement literature suggests that 
eldest children are more likely to protect a (remaining) parent (Worden, 1996), but these 
children did not display this behaviour to either of their parents. These findings support an 
argument put forward by Demo and Fine (2010) that there is both a unique – and complex - 
constellation of factors that contribute to children’s adjustment. It is difficult to predict 
outcomes even among siblings within a family. Consistent with this argument, Smart et al., 
(2001) noted in their study that the children were highly attuned to the quality of the 
relationship with a parent after the separation, and feeling cared for and respected were of 
more importance to these children than the new structure of their family. Similarly, Gollop 
and Smart (2001b) found children were able to adjust to step-parents and new arrangements 
when a parent was loving and authoritative, with an absence of conflict in relation to the 
other parent.  
Tahlia’s descriptions also support the view that children can be seen to be doing well 
in some ways but may show signs of struggling in other areas of their adjustment to 
separation (Laumann-Billings & Emery, 2000). Tahlia indicated, in both her first interview 
and her second, that she struggled with the loss of her parental unit well beyond the initial 
phases of the separation when other children did not appear to express the same level of 
sadness. However, she ‘coped’ with the shifts in her relationship with her father with whom 
she had previously been very close. However, this is not to imply that it did not cause her 
sadness, but her responses were different from the depth of sadness she expressed over the 
loss of her parental and family unit.  
Josh’s highly conflicted situation described here in this sub-theme occurred at the 
time of second interview when he was well into his second year of the separation. The shift to 
contact arrangements and imminent reduced time with his father represented another change 
to his routine and stability. This is referred to in separation literature as being a further 
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‘transition’ that children of separation will face (Demo & Fine, 2010). There are many types 
of transitions that will potentially impact children’s adjustment, including relationship 
formations such as dating, co-habitation and living with a new partner or step-parent 
(Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Dunn, Davies, O'Connor, & Sturgess, 2000), and also more 
general changes, such as changes to contact routines, physical living arrangements, schools 
and friendships (Cheng, Dunn, O'Connor, Golding, & team, 2006). Furthermore, there is 
evidence to suggest that multiple transitions will impact children cumulatively (Coleman & 
Glenn, 2010), a view first put forward by Wallerstein (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; 
Wallerstein, Lewis, & Blakeslee, 2000). The significance of transitions and (new) family 
formations is referred to again in the next section.  
 New relationships and step-parents  
Tahlia and Josh did not refer to their parents as dating. Although their mother was dating at 
the time of her first interview it is likely her children might not have realised it was a 
romantic relationship as he was a previous friend, and the children did not indicate that they 
interpreted it to be a dating relationship. Their father did not disclose in his interview whether 
he was dating or not, and neither child referred to his dating. Consequently, their accounts do 
not make up part of the excerpts. Both children were asked whether their parents were dating 
as part of the interviews.  
In some instances, the children’s stories include examples of how their parent’s new 
relationship caused some difficulty for them. However, some children indicated a high level 
of comfort with, and acceptance of, these new relationships. The latter accounts make up a 
separate theme: My new normal (Chapter 9). The current sub-theme focuses on the instances 
where difficulties regarding these relationships were apparent for the children. The intent is 
also to highlight coping strategies employed in these situations, where these are talked about 
by the children.   
Hannah, age nine, at her second interview, spoke about how she envisages living for 
the first time with her father and his girlfriend in a new family home they were building.  
“I think we’ll be like … it’s usually fun … not as fun as mum [being there].”  
Hannah made this connection to the absence of her mother in the new house 
spontaneously, suggesting that the ‘absence’ of her mother was meaningful. This is despite 
expressing excitement about the new home. This topic possibly raised to the fore her sense of 
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loyalty to her mother, or reminded her of her mother’s inherent absence in that new aspect of 
her life. Her twin sister, Mia, talked of the same transition but raised no concern about living 
with her father’s girlfriend; or living without her mother in the new house. Although Hannah 
and Mia were well connected with both parents, they expressed a view that their mother 
missed them when they were not there. For Hannah, this may account for the emotional 
burden that was impinging on her thoughts about the new house. Remembering that she 
would not share the new home with her mother seemed to take away from her excitement. 
She said it made her a little sad in expressing this thought in her interview.   
It is also evident that the move to the new house (and living with her father’s 
girlfriend for the first time) represented a significant transition in both of their lives. As 
already cited, separation literature refers to the significance of on-going transitions and 
family formations on children’s adjustment processes. Applying grief frameworks to this 
argument would highlight that each change potentially signifies a new loss or further 
developments of a previous loss. Associated with this is another cycle of adjustment and, 
therefore, grieving in relation to ‘the old’ and ‘the new’. Both separation and grief literature 
identify that the impact of such changes is highly personal for a child. The twins, Hannah and 
Mia, are a good example of both the high level of individual variation apparent in children’s 
separation adjustment (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001), and the individual 
variations to be found in grieving (Rosenblatt, 2001).  
Grief literature highlights the significance of personal meaning making of the loss 
(Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011), based on the nature of the relationship (Bowlby, 1980; Kissane, 
2002).  Hannah’s responses to the separation and further changes thereafter indicate an 
element of protectiveness toward her mother, which results in a loyalty conflict in situations 
as described here. Loyalty conflicts are identified in literature as being common responses for 
children caught up in the unique dynamics of separation (Worden, 2009). By contrast, this 
was less evident for Mia despite the further transition in living arrangements that she too was 
undertaking. Hannah and Mia were demonstrating a different readiness for this transition, 
showing unique responses to the same event. The twins also demonstrated that they were 
assigning unique meanings to the same event.   
 Johnny (age 9) explained that he was worrying about things in his family even prior to 
the separation taking place:  
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“Yeah at one stage I was sleeping and I was worrying about if Mum and Uncle X 
were going to get married … cos mummy was good friends with Uncle X.” 
At that point in time, he did not disclose any explicit information about what was 
taking place in his family.  The above statement indicates that he was perceptive about the 
friendship that was developing between his mother and Uncle X, a family friend. He 
explained that his fear was that if they married this would mean his parents would be 
separating. After the separation had taken place, Johnny again became troubled about a 
further divide he perceived in his family.  
“Yeah and now [my parents] won’t get back together at all cos Daddy doesn’t like Z 
[baby half-sister]”.  
Asking him to explain how he knew this, he replied:  
“Well he [father] never looks at Z [baby] and he ignores her and everything.”  
Johnny said this made him feel “sort of sad and sort of not”. He was conflicted about being 
loyal to his own father or his new half-sister (whose father was Uncle X). As he expressed, it 
was hard for him to witness that his own father did not like or love the half-sister that he 
described loving so much. Thereafter, another significant event occurred which seemed to 
further distance Johnny from his father:  
“Um this weekend was daddy’s birthday – today – and he didn’t want us on this 
weekend cos it was his birthday. I don’t know why but I think he was probably going 
with [his new girlfriend] to somewhere … I don’t know why it wasn’t with us.” 
(Showing some emotion - keeping his eyes fixed on the floor.) 
Asking Johnny to explain what he was concerned about, he explained:  
“Probably (voice full of emotion) he might not want to see us as much. He’s got [his 
girlfriend] and he is not lonely anymore and stuff like that …”  
Johnny’s parents had been separated for well over a year, and this relationship was his 
father’s first since the separation. Johnny indicated his fear was that he and his brothers 
would be replaced in his father’s affection. When asked what might have helped this 
situation, he said: 
“That we met B (father’s girl-friend) a long time ago when Daddy first met her. Then 
we would have met her and known her a lot better.”   
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Johnny expressed sadness at being left out of something that was important to his 
father; this indicated a sense of exclusion from his father’s life. Although a new girl-friend 
clearly represented a further transition for Johnny to navigate, what seemed more significant 
from Johnny’s descriptions is the emotional distance he was again experiencing at being ‘left 
out’ of this new relationship. As context, according to Johnny’s mother, his father struggled 
with the early period of the separation, becoming depressed (in her opinion) and as a result 
was not consistent in seeing his sons or keeping communication open with them. In addition, 
within the first year of the separation, Johnny’s step-sister was born – who was conceived 
prior to the separation. This is likely to have contributed negatively to Johnny’s father’s 
interaction when he came to fetch his sons and could explain why the children observed their 
father ‘ignoring’ their new baby half-sister. This may have impacted their ability to enjoy a 
closeness with one another.  
Several instances of literature (Furman, 1985; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980) refer to the 
sense of abandonment that a child may experience in relation to the parent who left their 
primary care following separation. In Johnny’s instance this was his father. At a time when 
this emotional bond might have been restored between Johnny and his father, his father was 
becoming interested in a romantic relationship, and this may point to why Johnny felt so 
excluded and once again abandoned. Possibly, Johnny was also revealing, through his 
recounts, a deep sensitivity in his character that made him keenly aware of the emotional 
nuances of events that occurred within his family. By comparison, his older brother, Thomas, 
held very different views about these issues and was not affected as deeply as Johnny. 
Indeed, Johnny’s adjustment appeared more emotionally complex than Thomas’s adjustment.  
Daisy too struggled with a friendship that developed between her father and a female 
friend after her parents were separated. This was upsetting Daisy very much at the time of the 
first interview. She explained her turmoil:   
“He promised not to like … her but he keeps liking her … he keeps like being – 
staying in touch - with her. I even thought of the idea of maybe getting into his phone 
and maybe deleting her number (with mischief in her voice).”  Daisy (age 10). 
She explained that she never thought her parents would stay “like that” (apart) and 
this friendship was a threat, in Daisy’s view, to their reconciliation. She was forceful in 
expressing her distrust of the relationship. Daisy explained she cried a lot when she said 
goodbye to her father:     
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“He [father] just feels bad and he tries to make me feel better before he leaves. But it 
is not really enough.” 
Interviewer: What would be enough? What would help?  
“Well if he got rid of X [father’s female friend]. Well tried, anyway.”   Daisy (age 
10). 
Daisy was distrustful of this woman’s motivation at being nice to her and her siblings: 
” I sometimes think she is trying to bribe us with presents … to get us to like her so 
she can spend more time with Dad.”    
It was not a simple experience for Daisy to spend time with this person or to get to 
know her; the loyalty conflicts were evident and caused her to be highly suspicious. 
However, the context of her parent’s separation was also significant in Daisy’s case. There 
was on-going uncertainty, implied in Daisy’s accounts and explicit in her mother’s responses, 
as to whether the separation was final. The combination of these circumstances might have 
hindered Daisy’s positive experience of this relationship as she continued to hope for the 
reunion of her parents. Daisy was demonstrating that she was not ready for this further 
transition to be taking place in her family. Daisy’s mother was very aware of how Daisy felt 
about the relationship. She was also supportive of helping Daisy express her view to her 
father. Daisy herself tried to tell her father how she felt:  
“… he just usually just gets angry with me and says ‘That is my life so you can’t tell 
me what to do’”.   Daisy (age 10).  
As context, Daisy’s mother believed she herself was successful in making Daisy’s 
father understand the impact this was having on Daisy. Even though this did not result in the 
friendship ending, Daisy’s mother believed that he became more sensitive about not making 
the children spend time with his friend. Smart et al., (2001) suggested that children 
experience a further sense of loss when a new partner is introduced which may play out as a 
jealousy over their parent’s attention and time, consistent with Daisy’s experiences. 
Summary 
Having two homes instead of one represented the most visible and fundamental shift in the 
lives of these children. What this external marker of physical change masks, however, are the 
much deeper, less visible and complex challenges that the children were facing because of the 
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changes to their living arrangements. Two main findings emerged. Firstly, to be with one 
parent they are necessarily away from the other parent, and this is contrary to their deepest 
wishes. Secondly, the new relationships that their parents were forming may impact them in a 
variety of ways. These new relationships challenged their deeply held views and assumptions 
about how their family should be. Consequently, both these aspects of the change raised 
emotional challenges for each child. Some children worked through these challenges more 
quickly – and with more ease - than other children and the quality of their relationship with 
each parent was significant in assisting them through these changes, a finding supported by 
other studies such as Smart and colleagues (2001). At times these situations presented loyalty 
conflicts; the children described feeling emotionally burdened and/or experienced a need to 
protect a parent or significant other.  
The children’s self-reports represent a snap-shot in time. It is not possible to comment 
about how they might have felt at another time or once other events had taken place. 
Consequently, and consistent with separation literature, it is important to acknowledge that 
the children’s views may be changeable (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980) and as such their 
adjustment is best seen as being fluid (Demo & Fine, 2010) over time rather than fixed. The 
children’s descriptions also support the view expressed in contemporary separation literature 
regarding the significance of the impact of further family transitions beyond the initial 
separation. This is seen in the case of dating according to Johnny’s experiences, and taking 
on new living arrangements based on Hannah’s story, as well as changes to time with each 
parent as Josh indicated in his accounts.  
What the children’s accounts also highlight – and supports - is the individual variation 
shown between children within family groups, noted in contemporary literature (Demo & 
Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001). Johnny’s brother had very different views and responses 
to his father dating. Likewise, Hannah and Josh had siblings who responded differently to the 
changes that were taking place.  The accounts in this chapter are largely focused on children 
who struggled with these changes. The children’s stories included in this section suggest that 
what they had in common was first, a lack of readiness for the change imposed, and second, 
an emotional conflict that they were yet to work through. Hence, their stories highlight that 
relationship formations and associated changes contributed to emotional stress for these 
children at that point (Amato, 2001; Kalter, 1987; Rogers, Gray, Davidson, & Butterworth, 
2011).   
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These findings also support the view that it is appropriate to conceptualise separation 
adjustment as a process over time, rather than a single event marked by the separation 
(Amato, 2000; Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Hetherington, 1979; Kalter, 1987; Kelly & Emery, 
2003; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). The children’s stories demonstrated that there is an on-
going adjustment over time related to further shifts and changes to their lives. Sometimes 
these changes are obvious, like a change in school or house; others are subtler, like shifts in 
relationships with significant others (parents). In short, these changes have individual and 
context-dependent meaning and children’s personal responses require careful and sensitive 
examination. This has relevance for parents who are trying to decipher children’s behaviour 
and make decisions in the child/ren’s best interests regarding arrangements between the two 
homes.  
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Chapter 9: My New Normal 
Defining and Introducing the Theme  
The children in this study could not identify a definite process by which their sense of being 
alone came to an end, nor how or when this occurred. In their own ways, they all spoke of 
knowing that there had been some sort of transformation by which the changes associated 
with the separation became less painful and a routine developed. Essentially, they habituated 
to their new life. ‘Normal’ was an expression that children used to refer both to the time 
before the separation, as well as this time after the separation. Before the separation, life and 
its activities were just ‘normal’. Likewise, after a period of adjustment many of the children 
talked of having achieved a sense of comfort with at least one aspect of their new family life. 
This chapter looks specifically at different aspects of the ‘new normal’ as it developed for 
each child, how they made this assessment of normality, and their descriptions of their “new 
normal”. Descriptions are drawn from first and second interview rounds, and where 
appropriate, parent’s interview material is drawn on to contextualize children’s experiences.  
The chapter is named “My new normal”, to echo the way that the children talked 
about initial and later changes to their lives. Sometimes they used the word ‘normal’, and 
other times it was implied. The children’s stories revealed that ‘normal’ was based on an 
assessment they made which equated to: “It is okay now”, “I am used to this” or “It doesn’t 
bother me anymore”. At other times, they used the term to imply that things were as you 
would expect it to be in the ‘normal’ world. For example, “It is normal to have a step-parent 
living with you”.  
Children came to a self-assessment of their adjustment (or a sense of themselves) in 
reference to two particular external factors that most impacted their lives as a result of the 
separation: spending time with their parents; and new (romantic) relationships being formed 
by their parents. These make up two of the sub-themes. Children also responded to the 
question asked of them as to what extent separation was on their mind, as an indication of 
their pre-occupation with separation, which is used to assist in understanding how they were 
coping. Finally, they also assessed themselves as ‘being back to normal’ (emotionally) and/or 
changed by the separation in some way. These descriptions comprise the third sub-theme 
“Am I changed by separation?’.   
Frequently, the children spoke comparatively about how they used to feel compared 
to how they were managing now. Some children used figurines to depict changes to 
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themselves. The way that children made the assessments about the various areas of their life 
was by an intuitive yardstick linked to multiple factors. Consequently, these factors are 
depicted in the following representation as being linked and interrelated. The children also 
showed that they reached a sense of ‘normal’ in some area/s but not in others, and the 
manifestation of this was unique to each child. The thematic representation is depicted below.  
Figure 9.1: Representation of thematic breakdown: My new normal  
 
 
 
 
Is my world 
back to 'normal' 
yet? 
Is 
separation 
much on 
my mind?  
How am I 
coping with 
new 
relationships in 
my family? 
Am I 
changed by 
the 
separation? 
How am I 
coping with  
the contact 
routines?
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Children’s Descriptions 
Routines  
Adjusting to moving between houses was a key element of change that children referred to 
when asked about how the changes had impacted them:  
 “… now that I’m used to it, I’m a bit happy … because I know what … um … 
everyone’s gonna do.”    Hannah (age 9).  
Hannah expressed that she was a “bit happy” now making those trips backwards and 
forwards between her parents. This was her new routine.   
“I’ve gotten a bit used to it [separation]. I think I’ve really got used to it.”       Hannah 
(age 9). 
Hannah was inferring that it was now predictable for her and she automatically links 
this to her emotional state of being happier. When she comes back from her father’s, she 
explained: “I feel like going up to mum and having a big hug”. Life was becoming happier 
and more carefree. There was an overall ease at making the transition regularly now. She had 
talked about a ‘sad bear’ who was ‘around a lot’ (metaphorically speaking) in the initial 
phase after the separation. When asked if he was around much now, she explained: 
“Um not very much ... ‘cause I’m a bit used to it [the separation]. It’s been half a year 
I think, or a year, I’m not sure.”    Hannah (age 9).   
Mia talked about how her father’s new house was in the bush and how scared she was 
at first by the snakes and spiders all around the house. She made the comparison: 
“Yeah, but now I’m fine with it. I’m used to it.” 
Specifically, related to having two homes she said: 
“Um it was a bit down [in the beginning] but now it’s a bit better now that I’m used to 
all the new stuff and yeah … (voice trails off without finishing the sentence)”  
         Mia (age 9).  
Both children refer to the ‘new stuff’ of new routines and schedules and homes as 
having become more comfortable. Mia also explained about how much her thinking was 
taken up by separation now:   
“No, it [separation] is not on my mind much … It used to be for a little while but, now 
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I'm used to it. So now it’s all out of my mind.”   Mia (age 9).  
Similarly, Tahlia, after nearly two years of separation commented: 
“X [brother] and I have gotten like pretty used to the idea of everyone switching 
houses. It’s pretty much like casual now … I don’t know, it’s just something that we 
do. We really don’t get sad about it or anything, ‘cause it’s like part of our routine and 
everything I guess.”       Tahlia (age 11). 
Tahlia further added that the separation was “not often” on her mind these days, but 
clarified the emotional impact it had on her now: 
“I still feel the same about separation but generally I feel different and normal … I 
only feel those sorts of things [sadness and confusion] when I think about the 
separation – but I don’t think I am really confused anymore.” Tahlia (age 11).  
Tahlia’s advice to other children was revealing: 
“Well however sad you get about it, it always gets better and um, yeah you get over it 
eventually.”         (Tahlia age 11). 
Tahlia summed up her experience another way:  
“Well obviously I’m not - like happy about it [the separation] - but I’m not too sad 
about it anymore ‘cause it happened a long time ago … so I’ve just gotten used to it.”               
       Tahlia (age 11).  
Likewise, Josh referred to the normality of his routine: 
“… on normal days, I don’t really think about it at all. I just think you know: ‘Have 
fun while we are here’ and ‘Have fun while we’re there’ but, when I’m actually here it 
just … I try not to do thinking about it … Any normal day when I’m only seeing one 
of them I don’t [think about separation].  I probably try to forget …”    Josh (age 9).  
Josh, like other children, identified that separation was not usually on his mind much 
anymore. His new normal had become seeing only one parent on each day. However, he 
explained the exception was when “I hear them arguing I do [think about it].”  
The descriptions children made are consistent with several key concepts within 
bereavement theory. Firstly, habituating to new routines occurs as part of the process of 
restoring assumptive world. This includes ‘knowing what people are doing’ for instance, and 
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being able to anticipate what is occurring within such new routines. Several children also 
indicated that separation was much less on their minds now, and they were no longer as sad 
as they had been, suggesting that they are no longer completely pre-occupied with this and 
have interest and energy for other activities. This is consistent with grief models that indicate 
both a renewal of energy and an interest in activities as grieving progresses (Fox, 1988; 
Goldman, 2014; Wolfelt, 1996). They refer to a sense of normality (re-emerging) within these 
areas of their lives.  
New relationships 
When asked how she was coping with her father having a girlfriend, Mia responded:  
“It’s normal. ‘Cos X [father’s girlfriend] comes over a lot. So, I’m fine.” Mia (age 9). 
Mia expressed that it was ‘normal’ to have a step mother in the house with her. In her 
mind this is what separated families do. She was used to having this person around who was 
becoming familiar to her. Mia also commented on what it would be like living with her 
father’s girlfriend for the first time in the new house they were building:  
 “That’s fine – perfectly normal cause – it like a step mum (laughing) – so it’s 
perfectly normal. It’s pretty much like mum still living with dad.”  Mia (age 9). 
Mia showed a great ease and comfort in talking (and joking) about living in the new 
house that her father and his girlfriend were building. She clarified this further as being just 
like Mum still living with Dad, indicating no emotional conflict in this new arrangement. 
When asked to, Mia later clarified that the nature of her relationship with her father’s 
girlfriend was more of a friend-relationship than a mother-relationship. In other words, her 
father’s girlfriend was an addition to her family not a replacement for her mother in any way.  
Similarly, Thomas talked about the normality of having his mother’s boyfriend 
around their new home a lot and what he thought about this relationship: 
“I like Uncle X; he shows me things and lets me do things.” Thomas (age 11). 
When around the time of the second interview Thomas met his father’s new partner, 
he expressed that he liked her and was very excited by what this relationship might mean for 
the future. When I asked him to explain he said:  
“She might take us places.”    Thomas (age 11). 
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Liking his mother’s or his father’s new partner did not detract from Thomas’ 
relationship with either parent. He expressed no sense of loyalty conflict in relation to these 
additions to his family. These people did not threaten his sense of loyalty toward – or 
relationship with - either parent.   
“… but I see um mum and Uncle X, not mummy and daddy. I guess that is kind-a, 
sort-a reminder but I don’t worry about it anymore [the separation].”  
Thomas (age 11).  
When asked if his mother and boyfriend might marry, he responded: 
“Yeah they’re thinking about it … mummy asked me like ‘Me and X are thinking 
about getting married, and how would you feel?’ I was like … I reckon you should 
get married. And mummy asked me ‘Do you want to come to the wedding?’ and I was 
like: Yes!”      Thomas (age 11). 
Thomas expressed a readiness to welcome a new step-father into his life and some 
excitement over the event of a family wedding that he can be part of, and attend. Similarly, 
Thomas expressed an overall sense of being accepting when asked if the separation was on 
his mind much these days. He replied: 
“Nah, I don’t think so … I haven’t even really realised about it at home. Like every 
now and then I’ll remember like ‘Oh dad and mum are not married anymore,’ 
[Everyday] I see mum and uncle X, not mummy and daddy.”  Thomas (age 11). 
After two years of separation, Thomas is referring to both the structural normality, 
and also the emotional normality. He forgets the separation took place as he lives mostly with 
his mother (and her prospective husband) and brothers. He only sees his father on alternate 
weekends. His normality is now not to see his father every day and he does not even think 
about this difference anymore.  
When asked what advice she would give to friends if their parents separated and a 
new step-parent was introduced, Mia offered: 
“I’d just say: ‘Don’t worry, I’m, used to it ‘cause that happened to me. So if you get 
sad just come to me and I’ll help you’.”  Mia (age 9).  
Mia referenced two aspects of normality. She referred to ‘sadness’ as she draws from 
her own experience of how she used to feel about separation. She compared this to how she is 
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now comfortable with living in a separated family. The implication is that she is no longer 
sad about this. Indeed, she is able to be an emotional support to another person who is in the 
same situation. Mia and Thomas expressed a high level of comfort with these two new 
aspects of their lives, both the routines and new relationships. Notably, they were the two 
children who expressed a high-level of acceptance for a new step-parent and they both coped 
with this in a very positive manner, expressing valuing and normalising comments about their 
step-parents and their interactions with them.  
One child in the study, Daisy, stands out as having very little sense of being used to 
her new routine and changes. Her father left the family home but did not take up a permanent 
residence in one place where the children could visit. He stayed in several different shared 
accommodations and spent time with his children frequently in the family home. His contact 
arrangements were not set in a consistent routine, according to Daisy and her mother. At the 
time of her second interview, Daisy had undergone a series of further highly significant 
changes. She had moved overseas which involved attending a new school, making new 
friends as well as the learning of a new language. She had also witnessed a failed attempt by 
her parents to repair their marriage and live together. Her father had subsequently left their 
new home and country and was living elsewhere. Daisy was now not having any physical 
contact with him which concerned her greatly. “When will I see my father again?” was 
expressed at her second interview. Daisy had not had the opportunity to habituate to a routine 
in contact or even to the notion that her parents were separated, possibly forever. There 
seemed to still be several unknowns in Daisy’s life. Perhaps uncertainty was going to be her 
on-going experience; her normality. However, she was experiencing many new changes and it 
is not possible to know how she dealt with this – or thought about them - beyond the time of 
the research.   
 Am I changed by the separation?  
The previous sub-themes dealt with the ways in which the children noted an emerging sense 
of normality in their new life by the two external markers related to moving between their 
two homes and their parents having new relationships. This sub-theme offers another view of 
their emerging normality. It deals with the children’s descriptions of internal changes or inner 
transformations. These descriptions are not about temporary feeling states, which are noted 
throughout the data chapters. Rather this analysis deals with changes that the children 
identified as being of a more permanent nature.  
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I am returning to my old self: Normal and happy 
Hannah referred to a belief that she would one day return to the way she used to be: ‘normal’ 
(her word).  
Interviewer Can you remember what you were like before the separation? 
“Um ... I was just like my normal self and, and ... Happy.” 
Interviewer: My “normal self” (quoting her). Do you think you'll be like that again? 
“Yeah” 
Interviewer: Are you like that already? 
“No”      Hannah (age 9). 
Hannah was equating normal with happy. Like other children in this study, she was 
very aware of a sadness that persisted in her changed world. Hannah imagined that her 
trajectory of adjustment and recovery ended at a point where she felt normal again. She also 
implies that she believes she will be as she was before the separation. There is hope 
associated with Hannah’s reflection. She indicated that she is temporarily changed by what 
has happened and hopeful in trusting she will feel ‘normal’ again one day; happy. Similarly, 
other children referred to the passing of sadness as a way of knowing that they were returning 
to normality.  
“Well however sad you get about it, it always gets better and um, yeah you get over it 
eventually.”     Tahlia (age 11). 
Tahlia also referred to the gradual transition wherein sadness would be replaced by 
other emotions as you get used to the new way your family is. Johnny, when asked how he 
feels when separation is on his mind, gave evidence about his emotional state when he used 
some St Luke’s Bear Cards to indicate a gradual improvement although still showing a slight 
reserve:  
“They are these [shows St Luke’s Bear Cards] – um happy - I am happy – I am still 
unsure sort of and happy again – a bit worried [about spending time with his father in 
the future]. And I am happy and happy and happier.”   Johnny (age 9). 
Thomas (age 11) expressed his journey quite differently to other children.  
“Extra happy now [in my new house] and happy at the old [family] house too.”   
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The presence or absence of happiness was an indicator by which the children 
spontaneously measured normality. The absence of happiness was something they were 
aware of although they were not specifically asked this question. Sadness is arguably 
associated with grieving and a necessary part of the ‘grief work’ (Freud, 1915/1957) that 
needs to be accomplished before one can move forward following a loss. Freud (1915/1957) 
referred to the loss of capacity to invest energy – and enjoyment – in the early phase of grief. 
Similarly, Bowlby (1961) identified despair and depression, an absence of happiness, as an 
early phase of grieving in children. Worden’s (1991) second task consisted of working 
through the pain of the loss, which, like Freud, implied the accomplishment of grief work and 
the absence of explicit happiness. Fox (1988) referred to the final phase of grieving for 
children to be rebuilding and healing. In its simplest terms, Fox’s (1988) description arguably 
equates to children returning to a sense of happiness and normality in their lives.   
 I am different now 
Some children spoke specifically of a sense of being changed by the separation, rather than 
returning to their former state.  
“I was like that teddy [figurine] … More vulnerable before the separation.”  
Tahlia (age 10). 
Tahlia chose a small teddy bear to depict the way she thought of herself (in hindsight) 
before the separation: vulnerable. This sense of vulnerability seemed to be juxtaposed with 
what she identified as her current (dominant) quality of ‘independence’. She was proud of her 
independence and did not express any particular emotion in relation to the (lost) vulnerable 
part she had left behind. On questioning, she conceded that the vulnerable bear was probably 
still (hidden) inside her somewhere, but she could not comment as to when or why it might 
come out again in the future. An increased sense of independence was also reported by 
children in Smart and colleagues’ (2001) study which children often identified in themselves.  
he children made a variety of self-assessments, in response to the question: Do you think you 
are different from who you were before the separation?  
“… I understand a bit better if people are sad why – why they are sad – especially if 
they have separated parents I understand how they are feeling. Apart from that I don’t 
think I really have [changed].”   Tahlia (age 11). 
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Tahlia, at her second interview, identified that she had developed a new-found 
empathy and understanding for how people might experience hurt, not just in relation to 
separation. Tahlia also expressed that this empathy meant she could understand more about 
how other members of her family were feeling, that is:  
“I guess they [all the family members] must all be sad about the separation. I am not 
the only one.”   Tahlia (age 11). 
This was quite contrary to the view she expressed at the first interview (age 10), when 
she said that her family members were not feeling or responding like she was (with sadness). 
She is implying that she has a greater awareness now of how her family may have been 
feeling at that time.  
Josh explained the following:  
 “These (indicating St Luke’s Strength Cards) are all things I think I am but I don’t 
think I’ve become any more of these.”  
Interviewer: Maybe you haven’t changed Josh? What do you think? 
“Um well I sort of like to do everything that I do with each parent more because I 
only get to do it half the time (Crying).”  Josh (age 9). 
The change that Josh could identify concerned how he had come to appreciate his 
time with his parents much more. His inability to see his parents together was something that 
Josh referred to several times in his interview; the issue of time was much on his mind. He 
seemed to be referring to valuing his time with each of them more because of this sense of 
‘scarcity’ of time in his current perception. He was saddened by explaining this to me; it was 
painful to him to recall what he had lost but also perhaps how he was struggling to 
compensate for this in his (new) daily life.  
Other children also expressed a sense of (newfound) empathy because of their own 
experiences with separation. Daisy, Hannah and Mia all said they would help friends who 
experienced a separation because they (now) understood better how they might be feeling. By 
the age of 10, children are thought to have the cognitive and emotional capacity not only to 
appreciate the finality of death (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958) but also to respond with empathy 
toward peers who experience a loss in their family (Balk, 2000). Worden (1996) found that 
bereaved children involved in the Harvard study did not show an increased understanding of 
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death concept as a result of losing a parent against a control group of similar aged children. 
Instead their maturation in this area was somewhat delayed as a result of the trauma of losing 
their own parent. Smart and colleagues (2001) noted children’s increased sense of empathy as 
a result of experiencing separation; being both more considerate toward parents and family 
members, as well as friends. Similarly, the children in this study showed signs of empathy 
and a willingness to comfort their (hypothetical) friends who were experiencing a separation 
at different points along their own recovery, most evident in their second interviews during 
the second year of separation. At this time, the initial shock and intensity of emotion may 
have subsided somewhat allowing them to focus more on others rather than themselves. 
Tahlia’s new found empathy toward her family is particularly supportive of this. Her ability 
to connect with her family and imagine that they too had struggled was in stark contrast to 
her inability to do this at the first interview.   
Summary  
The children used the term ‘normal’ to refer to several different elements of their transitions 
and adjustments since separation. ‘Normal’ was a term that the children applied to describing 
having habituated to the new things in their life. Relationships, family structure and contact 
routines were the aspects of adjustment they referred to in their descriptions of what was now 
normal to them. They were also able to discern that their thought processes were different and 
they were no longer pre-occupied with thoughts of the separation. They also frequently 
referred to feeling more ‘normal’ and happy. Most were enjoying a sense of their (new) 
normality by the time of the second interviews, nearly two years into separation. Daisy was 
the exception arguably because of the continuing nature of change that was her life.  
Some talked about being in the process of becoming more normal, while others 
identified new qualities that they had gained because of their new/different family 
experiences. Indeed, one child talked of an emerging quality which co-existed with a 
previously dominant quality. Another child identified a trajectory of her own change and 
expressed that this transformation was not yet over, and she believed she would (eventually) 
return to the way she was before the separation. Of overall significance, is the suggested 
impact on children’s development of empathy as a result of the separation, which, as 
mentioned, is not widely noted in literature other than Smart and colleagues’ (2001) British 
study.   
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Chapter 10: Discussion: Applying Findings to the Dual Process Model   
Overview  
This chapter looks to extend the inductive thematic analysis, presented in the previous four 
chapters, by exploring the application of these findings to a model of bereavement, the DPM 
(Stroebe & Schut, 1999). This chapter addresses the aim regarding the extent to which a grief 
model assists our understanding of the process that children describe.  
This chapter begins with an overview of the DPM, followed by a review of findings 
against the four themes. These findings are then explored against the DPM to explore its 
usefulness in explaining children’s descriptions of their separation experiences.  Based on 
this, an adapted version of the DPM is proposed to account for children’s experiences of 
separation adjustment. Areas for future research are highlighted throughout the chapter.  
The Dual Process Model Reviewed 
The DPM (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) was developed based on extensive research with widows 
and to a lesser extent, widowers. It drew on areas of existing theory and research resulting in 
what is termed an ‘integration’ (Stroebe & Schut, 1999) of attachment theory, cognitive stress 
theory, and elements of traditional bereavement frameworks. The on-going refinement of the 
DPM has taken place because of considerable research taking place utilizing the model 
(Stroebe & Schut, 2008), making it the most prominent model in contemporary adult 
bereavement research (Berzoff, 2003; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008; Sexton, 2013; Stoebe, 
2002).   
The DPM was developed as a coping model of bereavement, seeking to highlight the 
‘processes, strategies and styles’ (Stroebe, Hansson, Stroebe, & Schut, 2001) that bereaved 
persons apply in their grieving, within their unique context, which result in a reduction of 
‘symptomatology’ (Stroebe & Schut, 2001a). The DPM comprises three main components: a 
state of loss orientation (LO); a state of restoration orientation (RO); and an oscillation or 
movement between these. LO refers to “concentration on, and processing of, some aspect of 
the loss experience itself and, as such, incorporates grief work.” (Stroebe & Schut, 2008, p.  
5). RO refers to a “focus on secondary stressors that are consequences of bereavement, 
reflecting a struggle to reorient oneself in a changed world without the deceased person.” (p. 
5). Therefore, the DPM balances the notions of ‘grief work’ (Freud, 1915/1957) associated 
with the loss, with the need for the bereaved to attend to restorative tasks (Stroebe & Schut, 
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1999), which are generally less well accounted for in traditional models (Lister, Pushkar, & 
Connolly, 2008; Stroebe & Schut, 2010), but understood to be equally important in the 
grieving process.  
To date, the DPM has not been applied within research to either the population of 
children or the adjustment losses associated with separation. Neither has any conceptual 
adaptation of the DPM been proposed to account for children’s adjustment to a bereavement. 
Consequently, the exploration of findings that follows, and the subsequent proposal of an 
adapted version of the DPM to account for children’s separation adjustment, is without any 
precedent or benchmarking either for children or for separation adjustment specifically. It is 
offered as a beginning to a line of enquiry which requires further investigation and refinement 
with other samples.   
Loss orientation  
The LO tasks associated with grieving include confronting the loss, remembering events 
before the death, and focussing on detaching from and relocating the deceased as no longer 
present physically (Stroebe & Schut, 2008). Examples of LO coping include avoiding things 
and places that remind one of the deceased, or avoiding social gatherings where the person 
would be reminded of being on their own. Feeling states associated with LO, include sadness, 
pre-occupation with the loss, confusion, rumination, restlessness and poor memory. Other LO 
coping behaviour may include wanting to be alone, seeking to avoid normal activities and 
responsibilities, such as work, wishing to talk about the deceased, or avoiding talking about 
them.   
 Restoration orientation  
In contrast, RO tasks, coping responses and feeling states can be understood as those 
associated with the bereaved person moving forward and returning to their normal life, as 
well as re-creating a life without the deceased. Tasks include learning new skills, finding 
employment, and creating new social connections. Important RO tasks associated with 
resuming normal life include returning to work, resuming activities and chores like walking 
the dog, and socialising. Feeling states include a decrease in sadness over time as well as a 
decreased preoccupation with thoughts of the deceased, rumination and avoidance, and an 
increased sense of normality and renewed interest in activities.   
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Oscillation   
Oscillation refers to the movement across, what are broadly defined as, two states of coping 
or sets of tasks, and the associated feeling states. Adjustment results from this movement 
between RO and LO over time. The nature of oscillation has been found to change over time 
in speed and intensity, allowing the bereaved to experience ‘doses’ of grieving which are 
consistent with their own capacity to process the loss at any particular point in time. For 
instance, early on following a loss, more time is spent occupied with LO feeling states or 
coping behaviours. By contrast, periods of RO activities, coping and feelings could be 
expected to be comparatively small and occur in shorter intervals. Gradually over time, more 
time will be spent in RO tasks and feeling states, and less time in LO tasks/activities and 
feeling states. Furthermore, the oscillation will slow over time through the process of 
adjustment. One would observe the bereaved to be getting busy with life and experiencing 
fewer sad periods over time. Studies with bereaved adults support the significance of RO 
activities in the bereavement process as being of equal importance to LO activities in 
adjustment processes (Richardson, 2006). Research also finds support for the balanced 
oscillation between LO and RO as being associated with healthy adjustment to bereavement 
(Caserta & Lunda, 2007).  
Applying Children’s Findings to the DPM  
Four themes were identified through a thematic analysis of children’s accounts of separation: 
The meaning of separation; Alone; Two homes that used to be one; and My new normal. The 
findings associated with these themes and their sub-themes are briefly reviewed. Drawing on 
the key components of the DPM, namely LO, RO and oscillation, these components are 
explored against the key findings of the thematic analysis. Firstly, however, a few 
considerations in the application of the DPM to children’s experiences are offered.  
It is important to note that one of the underlying assumptions of the DPM is that 
grieving is both highly individual (unique) as well as somewhat predictable (universal) in 
regards to broader patterns. The model does not seek to be prescriptive about patterns of 
grieving in the short-term, but at the same time, it does allow broad predictions to be made 
about patterns of grieving about populations of grievers, such as has been established 
regarding widows/ers. The implication of this being that complications in the adjustment 
process of such individuals can be highlighted for further investigation (such as clinical 
assessment). This thesis is built on assumptions that grieving processes are highly complex 
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and may vary according to many personal factors including: personal meaning making; 
experiences with previous losses; temperament; and circumstances surrounding the loss. 
Also, grievers are impacted and influenced by cultural and social restraints and family 
contexts, which are particularly significant in the case of children. Use of the DPM in the 
exploration of these findings is done with the full acknowledgement of the complex interplay 
of these other factors.  
Theme one: The meaning of separation 
The meaning of separation, comprised children’s responses to the question “What is 
separation?” This was asked of children to gain an understanding of how they made sense of 
this event in their lives. Their responses fell into three sub-themes, namely: separation is 
temporary; it was unexpected; and it was not what children would choose if they were asked. 
The children’s responses indicated shock and disbelief that this had taken place in their 
family. Specifically, children described being ‘caught up’ and pre-occupied in hearing about 
the separation. When children were asked to use three wishes to change something about 
their life or their family, they responded in some common and some unique ways. Several 
children expressed the desire to ‘have their family back together’, despite knowing that this 
was unlikely to occur. Some said they would specifically have one of their parents return 
home to the family house, which was interpreted by the researcher as a wish that was more 
compatible with parental beliefs.  
Applying the theme The meaning of separation to the DPM 
This theme provided some description of feeling states consistent with LO. Notably sadness, 
confusion, shock, disbelief and a pre-occupation with separation can all be linked to 
responses to grieving. This is strong evidence of a tendency to occupy LO during the early 
time of first hearing about the separation. Children were not able to talk about how long these 
feelings lasted.  
 The children’s responses to their three wishes also indicate that there is support for the 
DPM. For instance, a fantasy of reunion (Furman, 1985; Worden, 1996) was evident in 
findings, which can be understood to be a RO coping strategy which allowed children to cope 
with the loss of their parental/ family unit. What is not accounted for by the DPM is how such 
fantasy might persist through childhood and into adulthood, as reported by adult children of 
separation in the literature (Berman, 1992; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein, Lewis, & 
Blakeslee, 2000). Literature suggests this is normative for separated samples, while the DPM 
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would consider this a difficulty in grieving which is persisting. Specifically, the pattern of 
grieving would involve sporadic returns to sadness and yearning throughout the lifespan, 
representing a revisiting of LO states at those brief or prolonged instances. This is discussed 
later in relation to ‘persistent sadness’ and ‘chronic sorrow’ for its relevance to children of 
separation and the implications for ‘normal’ oscillation patterns over time for this population.  
Children’s rationalization that separation was only a temporary state, is suggested as 
being an initial coping strategy that they employed to deal with the shock of the situation. Not 
all children referred to this as being their initial understanding of separation, suggesting some 
did not employ this coping strategy. It is not possible from their accounts to understand when 
those children stopped believing separation was temporary; rather it seemed to be a gradual 
realization that things were not going to be reversed or returned to normal. These findings are 
consistent with DPM literature that coping strategies are both highly personal (and sometimes 
common across a population) and will vary over time for any one person.    
Theme two: Alone 
The theme Alone comprised descriptions of what the children were experiencing around the 
time of being told about the separation. Two sub-themes were identified. Firstly, I want to be 
alone, comprising descriptions of how children initially felt very much alone and sad, not 
wanting to disclose about what had happened in their family. They were greatly preoccupied 
with thoughts about the separation. The second sub-theme entitled, I was ready to tell 
someone, marked a hypothetical watershed at which point some children told a friend what 
had happened in their family. At around this time they became less solitary. Although 
separation was very much on their mind at this early phase, and they were sad much of the 
time, peers were consistently a welcomed distraction. It was difficult to identify how long the 
Alone period lasted for children. It is likely to have been different for each child.  
Applying the theme Alone to the DPM 
Children’s accounts of Alone show evidence of LO and RO and to some extent oscillation. 
The children’s experiences and pre-occupations with their own thoughts about separation are 
consistent with LO, such as: wishing to be alone; worrying at night while in bed trying to 
sleep; or not wanting to talk to anyone about what happened. There is further support for the 
view that children were occupying LO states during this early phase based on two other types 
of responses they made. Firstly, their descriptions of their family and siblings were very 
limited, and they described feeling alone within their families. Not only did they take little 
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solace from having siblings around, but they also indicated little awareness of their family 
member’s activities or actions in this time. Their descriptions were very much self-focussed. 
Furthermore, children often thought that others in the family were not reacting like they were 
(particularly, that they were not feeling as sad). The nature of these descriptions suggests LO 
phases consistent with early grieving and an intensity of self-focus. Secondly, children’s 
responses to the question “How much was separation on your mind?” also indicated a 
predominance of LO. There was consistency among the children in that they said of this early 
time that separation was very much on their mind, indicating a pre-occupation with the loss 
and a LO state.  
By contrast, there is less evidence of RO states and they were somewhat mixed, which 
is arguably consistent with the DPM and early phases of grieving. RO coping included 
accounts of: telling a friend about the separation; talking and playing with peers; playing with 
siblings; fighting with siblings; transporting teddies between the two houses; seeking comfort 
from drawing and other solitary activities; getting a hug from a parent; spending time at 
school and being immersed in school activities. What is evident is that the children relied on 
unique as well as common sources of support and comfort, consistent with DPM associated 
research (Richardson, 2006), but the support of peers was the most common referred to by 
the children of this research. Children were consistent in describing the nature of their 
‘talking’ with peers, in that it was not talk regarding their feelings or what was happening in 
their families (LO). Rather children employed this as a RO strategy by immersing themselves 
in the normality of play and thereby distracting themselves from grieving. By contrast, it is 
arguable that the support they received from parents was both RO and LO in nature as 
different times. At times, they may have been expressive of their grieving (LO) while at other 
times, parental support was a distraction and opportunity to enjoy RO coping.  
The tendency children showed towards privacy and not wanting to tell friends about 
the separation in the early phase can be understood from the perspective of both RO and LO 
coping. Telling a friend about the separation can be understood to be a RO coping strategy 
indicating a willingness to interact and, in some form, seek the support of a friend. This was 
highly personal in that not all children displayed this coping. By their own account, children 
mostly did not wish to divulge to their friends how they were feeling which would be 
consistent with LO coping in being expressive of grieving related emotions.  
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There are also many examples of RO activities that involved the children learning 
new skills and learning to adapt to their new life. These include (specifically mentioned by 
the children): getting used to a new home and neighbourhood; having time with one parent on 
their own; and remembering to take their belongings between houses. While it is likely that 
they were moving frequently and quickly between RO and LO when attending to these ‘new’ 
activities in their lives, it is difficult to establish this conclusively from their accounts. This is 
consistent with research findings (Caserta & Lunda, 2007) that oscillations are very hard to 
detect and the precise way in which oscillations change over the time of adjustment – in 
intensity, for instance – is not fully understood.  
There was evidence of distinct periods of contrasting feeling states suggesting an 
oscillation between LO (feeling sad) and RO (feeling happier with peers). The predominance 
of melancholy and sadness and feeling somewhat alone is consistent with LO. As mentioned, 
descriptions about school and friends were a direct contrast, indicating RO. Descriptions 
indicated that children felt their strongest sense of connection to normality when they were 
with their peers, at which times they were likely to occupy RO. However, it is not possible to 
understand the extent to which intrusions of grief were taking place during these times at 
school or how frequently this might occur. Accounts suggest that in the early phase there was 
a tendency to oscillate frequently into LO if the topic being discussed by peers was a 
reminder of their family situation, for instance. This would be consistent with the DPM 
model.  
Theme three: Two homes that used to be one 
Two homes that used to be one, referred to the most immediate changes that children 
identified as being significant after the separation. Two sub-themes emerged from their 
descriptions. The first being, To be with one parent I am away from the other, comprising 
descriptions of what seemed to be at the core of the children’s experiences of living in a 
separated family. They had to adjust to being away from one parent to be with the other 
which some children continued to struggle with well into the second year of separation. It 
evoked contradictory internal responses for some children, or confusion about where they 
wanted to be. Children described a variety of ways (both personal to themselves, and 
sometimes common to others) of coping with these situations, which became easier for them 
over time. One child, however, referred to the persistent longing and sadness that stayed with 
her in this regard. The second sub-theme, New Relationships, comprised descriptions of how 
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children were adjusting to the formation of new relationships by their parents, which resulted 
in mixed responses for those children affected.  
Applying the theme Two Homes that Used to be One to the DPM 
Children’s descriptions indicated that moving between two houses was a highly emotional 
event, suggesting oscillation between RO and LO was occurring. Children described feelings 
of sadness (LO) in leaving one parent, as well as happiness (RO) in seeing the other parent. 
However, children’s accounts suggested evidence of individual differences in the way that 
they were affected, both initially and over time. For instance, some were more impacted by 
this event, while others found it less difficult for them. There was evidence that some 
children learnt to cope with these conflicted feelings while others continued to struggle 
toward the end of the second year. Consistent with the DPM, children were responding to 
separation differently both initially and over time, based on their own personal assessment.   
The children’s accounts also referred to coping strategies that assisted in distracting 
them from LO in order to manage transitioning between their two homes. Some of their 
strategies included: remembering how happy they were to see the second parent; taking a toy 
with them as a comforter; and looking up at the sky to see the Southern Cross in the case of 
Mia. The children’s descriptions indicate that moving between two houses got easier for them 
with time. This gradual easing suggests less oscillation into LO over this ‘trigger’ event 
which is consistent with the DPM, and a lessening of LO over time through the adjustment 
process. While the rate of oscillation would show individual difference as to when a child 
becomes habituated to moving between their homes, the overall pattern being referred to, like 
bereavement, is arguably similar for children who are moving successfully through 
adjustment.  
Exceptions to the DPM 
i) Persistent sadness 
One child Tahlia, continued to identify an on-going sadness over the loss of her parental unit 
and her parents being together. There was an element of sadness that this represented for 
Tahlia in never being able to be with her parents together that did not abate with time the way 
it did for other children. During the interview, nearly two years after the separation, the 
thought of this transported her into LO feeling states, evoking much sadness for her. The 
DPM would account for this as a complication in adjustment if it did not improve over time. 
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It is argued here, that this is likely to be a feature of separation loss that needs to be accounted 
for as being normative in long-term adjustment patterns, and is discussed later in the chapter 
considering alternative explanations. Furthermore, there is also the need for a fuller 
consideration of the impact of how individuals make meaning of a loss, and the impact that 
this will then have for them, also discussed later.     
ii) Multiple transitions and multiple losses 
The nature of descriptions that make up this theme raises the importance of considering 
multiple transitions and the associated multiple losses. For instance, in some cases a parent 
taking on a dating relationship was highly significant and painful for children. Others, 
however, adjusted well to dating relationships but a further shift to living with that person as 
a step-mother, such as Hannah’s case highlights, was a different scenario. This (further) 
change to her family raised a mix of emotions and particularly evoked a loyalty conflict 
involving her mother that made her feel sad. Hannah’s responses might suggest she is not 
coping well in a general sense of the separation, unless one recognizes the complexity of 
another adjustment in addition to the initial separation and that a further loss has taken place. 
The DPM accounts for the primary loss and secondary losses. It is argued that this is not 
sufficient to account for what is described as normative for children of separation, namely the 
ongoing nature of transitions and change. How the model might account for these are 
discussed later in the chapter.  
Theme four: My new normal  
The theme, My New Normal, comprised descriptions capturing children’s experiences of the 
period when their lives became more routine. They referred to a new sense of the 
predictability of their lives as being ‘normal’. Three sub-themes were identified referring to 
the different areas which accounted for a sense of a new normality. These include: Routines; 
New relationships in the family/ies; Am I changed by the separation?  Children were looking 
back and with a sense of hindsight could say that it was just ‘normal’ to move between two 
houses, or to have a step-mum. Identifying at what point in time this took place, as for other 
aspects of children’s experience, was difficult for them to pinpoint. It is also likely that it 
occurred at different times for each child. It important to emphasise that this sense of 
normality did not necessarily refer to all aspects of their lives. Consistently, children reported 
that the separation itself was not much on their minds at this phase of their adjustment, 
although some were preoccupied with other more recent occurrences. 
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Applying the theme My New Normal to the DPM 
Children described how they had become accustomed to the new routines and changes in 
their lives. Similarly, they often reported feeling happier. They were also less pre-occupied 
with separation by their own accounts. These findings offer support for them occupying 
mostly RO phases, with fewer instances of LO states and feelings, consistent with later 
phases of an adjustment to loss. Children’s descriptions seemed to frequently capture that 
sense of two worlds; that is, feeling both normal and then moving into revisiting old feelings 
very briefly. This sense of duality correlates well conceptually with the intrusion of 
oscillations into LO consistent with later phases of grieving within the DPM. However, it is 
difficult to know when and for how long they may have experienced such oscillation. Small 
instances and intrusions of sadness were likely to be quickly forgotten. For instance, the 
interview situation raised topics of conversation and a focus on separation that their everyday 
experiences would no longer be doing, evoking much sadness for most of the children. 
Similarly, a thought or memory, or a conversation might again evoke sadness, or by being at 
a place that they used to go to as a family, for example. It is likely that these instances might 
still occur without any warning at any time in the future. They would signify small intrusions 
into LO (sadness), balanced in the main by significant periods in RO (normal life).  
 Children were not able to talk of why or how things got easier with fewer intrusions 
into LO, or how and why the oscillation between RO and LO lessened. They expressed that 
things just became normal for them. Arguably, this was a natural response that the children 
exhibited to the state of grieving; they were pleased that it had abated and they were feeling 
somewhat normal again. Just as children spoke of the need to avoid feeling sad by immersing 
themselves in play with peers, they too demonstrated a lack of insight into how or why things 
had changed for them. It just got easier and they were satisfied with that.   
Exceptions to DPM 
i) Multiple transitions and multiple losses 
The children’s descriptions indicated that they might be coping in one area but not in another. 
For instance, they may be used to new routines but struggling over a new relationship. This is 
discussed further considering explanation of further losses in the context of multiple 
transitions in separation. Also, in contrast to the other children, Daisy’s case provided 
evidence of multiple adjustments that had recently occurred. Thus, she was occupying 
adjustment consistent with earlier phases following the separation.  
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Summary 
There is considerable support for the DPM in providing further understanding of findings. 
However, at times there is also the need for other explanation beyond the DPM to fully 
account for the experiences of children adjusting to separation.   
Firstly, the DPM provides a structure within which to understand the overall pattern of 
adjustment that children display post-separation. Specifically, it provides explanation for the 
nature of a fluid process that comprises the oscillation between different states and phases 
over time. Why there might be times of ‘feeling sad’ and then times of more normality 
(returning to play) in children’s adjustment can be understood within these parameters. 
Furthermore, it would be expected within the context of this framework that this is shifting 
and changing over the time of a normal adjustment process. This change over time was 
evident in children’s descriptions of feeling less sad and of habituating to the many changes 
in their lives later in their adjustment. Perhaps when they were alone in bed, or moved 
between their homes this may again have triggered LO. What is difficult to discern in 
children’s accounts is how quickly or slowly they might have oscillated between these states 
and how frequently LO occurred. The DPM suggests that over time there is a change to the 
balance of LO and RO and that less time will be spent in LO and more RO over time. This 
was borne out in the research findings. 
The DPM also assists us in understanding the predominance of LO states early in the 
adjustment processes, when the children were pre-occupied with their thoughts about 
separation and worries over the future. Attending to these tasks is associated with children 
occupying more time in LO states. One of the main difficulties in the application of the DPM 
to children is the extent to which they occupy LO in real time when compared to adults. 
Children’s grief literature refers to their reduced emotional capacity to engage in prolonged 
grieving when compared with adults (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011). The need for oscillation as 
well as the specific purpose in allowing periods of grieving, provides a way of normalising 
children’s quick and often erratic shifts in feeling states. Children are not avoiding grieving; 
they have limited capacity for grieving and they can tolerate different ‘doses’ of grieving. 
One of the strengths of the DPM, therefore, is its ability to incorporate individual differences 
and potentially benchmark such a pattern as ‘normal’ across child populations, as has been 
done with populations of widows and widowers. However, this research does not give 
evidence of how long children sustained grieving states at any particular time. Further 
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research with various means of recording grieving states and oscillation would be needed to 
provide further evidence of a patterning of sporadic grieving.  
The DPM also helps us to understand the significance of children’s self-soothing and 
coping behaviours and their function in assisting them to oscillate between LO to RO at 
certain times. Children’s low tolerance for LO was evident, and they spoke of ways to shift 
their emotional state to one of RO and thereby function in their lives. It was evident that 
coping was central to the movement between LO and RO and that the children had both 
unique and common ways in maintaining their own doses of grieving balanced with moving 
forward.    
The following table (10.1) is presented as a summary of these findings indicating how 
the DPM assists in understanding the content of each theme. Aspects of children’s 
experiences not evident in the assumptions and general framework of the DPM are 
highlighted.  
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Table 10.1:  Table Content of themes accounted for by the DPM, noting exceptions that 
require further explanation.  
Themes Sub-themes Evidence for DPM Exceptions needing further 
explanation   
Meaning 
of 
separation 
Unexpected 
Temporary 
Not what I want 
Responses consistent with early 
phases of grieving. High LO in 
responses of shock, disbelief and 
sadness. Children are using 
cognitive appraisal and coping 
strategies to manage their 
situation. I.e. Temporary nature 
of separation and the fantasy of 
reunion.  
The persistence of a fantasy 
of reunion into adulthood is 
referenced in literature. 
Whether this is a normative 
(lifelong) coping strategy for 
such populations or evidence 
of complication, requires 
further research. (Linked to 
persistent sadness below).  
Alone I want to be alone  High LO  
Less RO  
None 
I was ready to 
talk to someone   
Emerging evidence of RO in 
specific instances (peers and 
school) with some specific 
evidence of oscillation (e.g. quiet 
times alone in bed).  
Two 
homes 
that used 
to be one 
To be with one 
parent I am away 
from the other  
Gradual lessening of LO state as 
the routine becomes familiar. 
Considerable oscillation is likely. 
Where there is a persistence 
of sadness in relation to a 
particular issue despite good 
adjustment in other areas. 
Meaning of loss. Children 
indicated that they were 
responding to different 
elements of the ‘same’ event, 
based on individual meanings. 
There are new 
relationships in 
my family units  
New adjustments trigger returns 
to early phases of adjustment 
and LO states. Likely to be 
highly individual for children.  
My new 
normal 
Routines More persistent and emerging 
RO coping.  Small instances of 
LO states associated with 
memories/ events/ rituals for the 
family, for example. Likely to be 
highly individual.   
Further adjustments led to 
some return to patterns of 
adjustment consistent with 
initial adjustment. Separation 
loss consists of multiple 
losses over time.   
Relationships  
Am I changed by 
separation?  
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Proposing an Adaptation of the DPM – the DPM of coping with Separation adjustment 
for children   
Based on the current findings and use of the DPM in exploring these findings, an adapted 
version of the DPM is proposed to account for children’s coping with separation adjustment, 
the Dual Process Model of coping with separation adjustment for children (DPMSc). The 
following is a detailed description of this adaptation.   
Loss-Orientated tasks and feelings states 
Loss-orientation refers to the need to both concentrate on and experience the loss, 
traditionally associated with ‘grief work’, which also applies in the circumstance of 
separation loss. Such grief work requires remembering what has been lost (the family as a 
unit who are together), and going over memories associated with this, and finally working 
toward locating the idea of the family within a perspective consistent with two households 
and a new life.  
Primary Loss: This refers to the loss of parental/family unit. What children depicted is that 
‘family life’ is now gone and with it their sense of their family unit (at that point in time). A 
new sense of family will emerge over time, but the fundamental parental or family unit by 
which a child defined their belonging is gone forever.  
Secondary Losses: These are numerous and highly personal to both the nature of change that 
the individual family undergoes as well as the unique meaning that each child will make of 
such change in identifying what has been lost. Common events may include: leaving the 
family home, neighbourhood, friends and pets; changing schools; not seeing both parents 
every day; not having family rituals that they were used to, such as story time with Mum or 
playtime with Dad.  
Feeling states: 
• Shock, disbelief, yearning and longing, sadness and confusion, feeling isolated and 
alone, pre-occupation with worries and restoration of family unit (see below). 
Responses are consistent with children’s bereavement models (Bowlby, 1980; Fox, 
1988; Furman, 1985; Worden, 1996). 
• Worry and pre-occupation specific to “How will my family be now?” Loyalty 
conflicts occur (Worden, 2009) particularly if conflict exists between the parents and 
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the child feels the need to choose between or protect one/ both parents (Kelly & 
Johnston, 2001; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980).  
Restoration tasks and feeling states 
Restoration orientation refers to: the need to attend to secondary stressors that are 
consequences of separation, and comprise the new life of a child that results from the change 
to the family structure and having two homes instead of one. A child must reorient 
themselves within the context of this new structure in which they will always be away from 
one of their parents in order to be with the other. To adjust, a child may have to learn many 
new skills and ways of coping and adjust to new routines in relation to the movement 
between two homes and sharing time with parents. They will also have reoriented themselves 
to many existing routines and activities in which they have always taken part but are now 
different within the changed perspective of their family. New routines and activities might 
involve: 
• New roles within the family, such as helping more with chores, or being a confidant 
to a parent, helping with younger siblings, being more self-reliant and independent. 
• Sharing time between two new homes.  
• Adjusting to being with one parent at a time.  
• Having a changed relationship with one/both parents. In a literal sense, asking them 
for help with things that they had not relied on them for before (homework, for 
example). It might also represent new emotional connections or distances in these 
relationships because of the changes.  
• Attending day-care before and after school or going home to an empty house and 
caring for oneself.  
Returning to existing routines and activities may include: 
• Attending school, playing with peers and siblings, home routines such as bedtime and 
dinner time, and hobbies and pastimes. These are likely to be highly varied for 
children based on what is restorative for them. These provide a distraction from LO 
and a welcomed opportunity to feel more ‘normal’.  
Feeling states:  Happy/ more ‘normal’.  
Children may note an absence of sadness and that they feel more normal. Reduced pre-
occupation with separation worry.  
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Oscillation and coping strategies  
Oscillation will facilitate each child moving uniquely between RO and LO states and, 
thereby, managing their doses of grieving at any one time. Over time, this oscillation will be 
slow and fewer returns to LO will be evident. Coping strategies are likely to be highly 
personal while also showing some commonality.  
• Peers are likely to be a common distraction and a RO related coping strategy. There is 
also the potential that children may use the support of peers to talk of their feelings of 
loss which is a LO coping strategy.  
• Other coping strategies might include: engaging memories of the family before the 
separation or being with one parent; personal reminders such as soft toys carried 
between homes; hobbies and personal interests such as drawing, reading, spending 
time alone, or being with siblings.  
• A rationalization that separation is temporary. This may be understood as a coping 
strategy that children potentially employ early in the separation to cope with the shock 
of this event. Further research is needed to establish the extent to which this occurs 
across other samples of separated children.  
• Fantasize about the reunion of their parents (Ebling, Pruett, & Pruett, 2009; Furman, 
1985; Smart, et al., 2001; Worden, 1996). This is a long-term coping strategy that 
children employ from early in the separation. Feelings of longing, associated with the 
restoration of the parental/family unit, is consistent with the experiences of partial 
losses (Furman, 1985) and is normative for separated children. It persists for adult 
children of separation and is referred to as a ‘persistent sadness’ (Berman, 1992; 
Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980), consistent with concepts such as ‘chronic sorrow’ 
(Olshansky, 1962) and ‘non-finite grief’ (Bruce & Schultz, 2001) referring to the 
lifelong experience of grieving associated with the loss of the parental/family unit.   
The DPMSc representing children’s coping with separation adjustment, is depicted 
below. This represents adjustment in relation to the most obvious separation loss: having two 
homes and the associated LO and RO tasks and feeling states.    
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Figure 10.1. The Dual Process Model of coping with Separation adjustment for children 
(DPMSc) 
 
 
Adapted from the original.  
 
Stroebe, M., & Schut, H. (1999). The dual process of coping with bereavement: Rationale 
and description. Death Studies, 23(3), p213.  
 
Further explanation of application of the DPMSc   
This section integrates broader grief and separation literature to assist in conceptualizing how 
the DPMSc might account for specific features associated with children’s separation 
adjustment.  
Persistent sadness 
Most children in this research expressed a longing for their parents to reunite and indicated 
that this fantasy persisted despite knowing that it was not possible, consistent with literature 
(Furman, 1985; Worden, 1996). Furthermore, this tendency to long for what was lost (the 
parental/ family unit) is found to persist through adulthood according to accounts of adult 
children of separation, referred to as a persistent sadness (Berman, 1992; Wallerstein & 
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Kelly, 1980). It is argued that this is consistent with ‘chronic sorrow’ (Olshansky, 1962) and 
‘non-finite loss’ (Bruce & Schultz, 2001). The latter refers to the experience whereby the 
griever is constantly faced with the difference between what is and what might/ should have 
been, in a perpetual (personal) comparison that forms their loss experience. The enduring 
nature of this sadness – and unresolved loss - is arguably consistent with the experience of 
children of separation such as the milestones and events that will continue throughout their 
lives, reminding them of what might have been if their parents had not separated.  
The basic description of the DPMSc given earlier included the feature of fantasy of 
reunion which infers a perpetual pattern of grieving as this can be understood as normative to 
children’s experiences. In proposing the DPMSc it is necessary to articulate how this might 
impact the application of such a model and the resultant patterns of oscillation. It is suggested 
here, but requires empirical longitudinal research to further understand this, that it may be a 
recurring element to the primary loss of the parental/family unit. This would be associated 
with oscillations reminiscent of earlier coping patterns, showing LO coping and feeling states 
and returns to grief work associated in some way with that loss but adjusted for its current 
meaning for the individual.  
Further longitudinal research is needed to understand how best to apply and 
conceptualize the model in these circumstances. Furman (1985) referred to the issue of partial 
losses as conferring a longing on the griever and it is the nature of this longing that persists. 
Similarly, Teel (1991) argued for the importance of applying grief theory to non-bereavement 
events with care, as there are significant differences apparent in these loss experiences. 
Persistent sadness is one such unique element to separation loss.  
Revisiting losses: Developmental considerations 
Children’s tendency to re-visit loss/es is referenced both in grief literature (Biank & Werner-
Lin, 2011; Clark, Pynoos, & Goebel, 1994; Miller, 1995; Oltjenbruns, 2001) and separation 
literature (Hetherington, 1979). The DPMSc requires a developmental perspective in order to 
account for children’s developmental growth as it will impact their response to loss, 
understanding of the loss at that time and is consequently ‘visible’ within their adjustment 
processes. Again, this will affect the oscillation patterns during the times of re-visiting loss. 
Longitudinal follow-up with samples of children such as those in this research is needed in 
future research to provide further evidence of these occurrences, and to ascertain whether 
certain situations will accentuate or buffer this. It is also necessary to consider how best to 
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conceptualise this within the model. Further longitudinal study across childhood and 
adolescence would be required to decide if developmental variations in response to loss cause 
the initiation of a new cycle of adjustment (based on new meanings), or an old cycle to re-
emerge. Perhaps whether it is a new cycle or a re-emerging old cycle is not relevant; the 
significance is that adjustment will be taking place based on a developmentally changed 
understanding of what was/is lost, and this is revisited as a normative experience that is 
healthy and normative in children’s adjustment to separation.  
Multiple losses and multiple transitions 
Similarly, the argument is made here that the multiple transitions and the consequent multiple 
losses also require a more complex perspective than a single dimension of the DPMSc, based 
on the notion of one (primary) loss. This research has offered several examples of children’s 
experiences of being faced with the need to adjust to further significant transitions beyond the 
initial separation, occurring at all points in the separation process. These changes signify not 
only a further transition to ‘normal’ life, but also the experience of loss (Murray, 2000). The 
impact of such transitions and/ or ‘family formations’ is acknowledged as being significant – 
and deleterious to – children’s separation adjustment (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 
2001; Rodgers, Gray, Davidson, & Butterworth, 2011). Furthermore, it is acknowledged that 
the occurrence of further and on-going change is the normative experience for children of 
separation (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001). Conceptualizing separation 
adjustment as a process over time is consistent with contemporary thinking (Amato, 2000; 
Coleman & Glenn, 2010; Demo & Fine, 2010; Kelly & Emery, 2003).   
Multiple applications of the DPMSc might account for on-going transitions and 
changes – and losses in the lives of such children. Each transition and new family formation 
triggers a range of adjustment processes, as evidenced in this research, and one such as the re-
marriage of one parent, could potentially be as significant as the initial loss of separation for a 
child. To apply the concept of multiple (simultaneous) adjustment processes with this 
population would allow the complexity of separation losses and the on-going nature of this 
adjustment to be understood. Rather than seeing such points as ‘set-backs’ in the grieving 
process of a child, it would be more appropriate to apply the model to each new transition. In 
support of what is being argued here there is evidence both in findings of this research and in 
the broader separation literature, that children are frequently observed to be doing well in one 
area, but not so well in another (Kelly & Emery, 2003; Laumann-Billings & Emery, 2000). In 
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other words, these processes are taking place simultaneously in many instances, but are 
arguably separate processes involving multiple pathways associated with different losses.  
Personal meaning making and the experience of loss 
The previous point raises an important issue for which the DPM has been criticised in the 
past. The model has not dealt in detail with the personal meaning making process in the way 
that other models of bereavement emphasise this process (Lister et al., 2008). This is raised 
within this discussion as a point of contention too. Children’s descriptions in this research 
demonstrated that they were uniquely focussed on different elements of the same event. This 
was personal to them and, at times, common to other children too. Furthermore, this changed 
over time. Sibling groups particularly, support the argument being made here in that they had 
unique responses to the separation itself and transitions thereafter yet this occurred within the 
same family context. Children demonstrated that they constructed unique personal meanings 
not only to the overall event of separation, but also to the smaller transitions and changes that 
took place thereafter.  
Among adults, it is accepted that the meaning attribution associated with a separation 
(overall) is significant for their adjustment and recovery (Hopper, 1993; Rollie & Duck, 
2006). In the case of children, it is also suggested that the way children have made meaning 
of separation (why it happened/ was one parent to blame) and what they know about their 
parent’s separation, will be a significant protective or risk factor for their adjustment (Amato, 
2000; Hopper, 1993; Wang & Amato, 2000). The significance of children’s personal meaning 
making and its impact on their personal adjustment has been under-valued in research 
settings. It is possible that this may account in part for the high variation in children’s 
outcomes to separation noted in the literature (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & Rodgers, 2001). 
Why some children will struggle and others (including siblings) do not struggle in similar 
circumstances is not yet explicable. The view supporting the significance of personal 
meaning making is not incompatible with the DPMSc, rather it is being suggested here that a 
more in-depth consideration of the impact of this process of meaning making is needed. 
Future specific research with child populations is needed to identify these processes and how 
they might be understood and conceptualized in the DPMSc.  
Factors mediating oscillation   
There is not enough known about the precise nature of oscillation, and how this changes over 
time (Caserta & Lunda, 2007). Frequency, for example, is only one element but depth and 
intensity for instance may change considerably over time and the patterns that are normative 
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for the population. This research highlights some factors that are likely to be mediating 
oscillation, although specific research is needed to monitor the nature of changes this has on 
oscillation patterns:  
• Conflict between parents and the need to protect a parent 
• Loyalty conflicts 
• Periods when yearning and longing is evident for the parental/family unit 
• Developmental changes which impact meaning of loss/es and LO response to 
losses.  
Conclusion  
The application of grief frameworks in children’s separation research is under-researched 
(Spillman, Deshamps, & Crews, 2004). Such research requires first-person accounts 
(Warshak, 2003) to fully understand the subjective element of these experiences (Ahrons, 
2006). This research explored children’s personal accounts of their experiences of separation 
and sought to identify to what extent the DPM assisted in understanding such accounts. As a 
result of this analysis, a variation to this model, the DPMSc was proposed to account for 
children’s coping with separation adjustment.  
The DPMSc depicts a child-focussed version of the original model within the context of 
separation coping. This model is arguably better depicted as applying to individual instances 
of significant loss rather than seen as a single adaptive cycle; such a more complex view 
would better depict the experience of separation adjustment and its unique features. These 
unique features include the experience of ‘partial loss’ which a child has to learn to live with. 
Associated with this is the potential experience of a persistent sadness that does not end nor 
resolve like normal bereavement losses. Also, children’s grieving will show a tendency 
toward developmental re-working of the losses associated with separation. This continues 
through childhood, each time inferring new meanings to such losses, while also setting off 
new cycles of grieving. Finally, unique to separation is a context that is normative for these 
children comprising further family formations, as well as on-going changes and transitions 
which are both significant and potentially deleterious for their adjustment.  
Recommendations for future research include applying the proposed model to further 
samples of children to assist in gaining greater understanding of its application and what is 
normative to children’s adjustment, and by extension what signifies difficulty in adjustment 
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in the longer-term adjustment. It is acknowledged that this is a modest attempt to apply an 
existing grief framework, the DPM, and from this propose an adapted version, the DPMSc by 
which children’s experiences of separation adjustment may be understood.  
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Chapter 11: Conclusion 
This research sought to (a) understand children’s adjustment to separation experiences as a 
grief process and (b) explore the usefulness of a bereavement model, the DPM, in this 
context. An adaptation to this model was proposed, the DPMSc, which identifies tasks and 
feeling states associated with stressors related to the separation losses and children’s need to 
restore their world. The application of the DPMSc requires further research in larger and 
diverse samples of separated children, to offer potential refinements to the proposed DPMSc. 
The importance of further research was stressed throughout the previous chapter, noting 
specific areas that require further investigation. The current research was exploratory in 
nature and, therefore, represents only a beginning of such enquiry. This chapter discusses the 
strengths and limitations, clinical, empirical and policy implications, and concluding 
comments.  
Strengths and Limitations  
This research has utilized the direct reports of children aged seven to 13 years, and engaged 
these children in a discussion about their experiences of a private and sensitive matter. This 
has been carried out with care and respect for these participants. Daley (2012) referred to the 
micro-ethical decisions that occur in the moment when engaging in such research with child 
populations. While Graham, Powell and Taylor (2015) remind us that “The stewardship of 
ethical research is the responsibility of everybody involved ...” (p. 24).  The researcher’s 
clinical experience working with children in separation contexts has arguably assisted in 
navigating these interviews with sensitivity and a willingness to hear the children’s voices. 
IPA was a useful approach in undertaking explorative research with a small homogeneous 
sample. Utilizing sibling groups also offered a richness to contextualizing children’s 
experiences. This, in turn, offered support for findings regarding the importance of meaning 
making and the unique responses of each child within a family.  
However, the need to decipher children’s meanings through the worldview of an adult 
requires acknowledgement. Morrow and Richards (1996) referred to the interpretation of data 
as being the avenue in which children are most likely to be disadvantaged in research. The 
interpretation of the children’s data has taken place with full acknowledgement of the need to 
do so through my own worldview. In an attempt to arrive at a careful, considered and 
respectful interpretation, this has been both an iterative and necessarily prolonged process. 
There have also been limitations in recruiting families to this study which resulted in 
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convenience sampling, namely through a post-separation community based service and a 
university newsletter for staff and students. These were arguably parents who were already 
concerned for their children, as assumed by their accessing such services, concerned for the 
functioning of the post-separation family, and interested in contributing to research. Sampling 
from the broader community may have resulted in more diverse families.  
Implications of the Research  
Clinical practice and research implications 
This research contributes to our understanding of children’s experiences, of which there are 
similarities to bereavement grieving during the first two years. There are several key clinical 
and empirical implications that arise from these findings:  
i) Further empirical support for the DPMSc, and its capacity to describe and 
understand children’s adjustment to separation, offers justification for using 
this model to inform future intervention for children;  
ii) This research highlighted several differences from bereavement adjustment, 
which might otherwise be construed as complications in the adjustment 
process, or unresolved grieving. This has significance for children and the way 
these ‘difficulties’, such as the normality of a recurring sadness over the 
breakup, are conceptualized in the clinical field. The DPMSc requires a 
dimension for losses that do not end; 
iii) This research supports the view that the way in which children make sense of 
separation and how they understand it is significant for their adjustment 
(Amato, 2000; Hopper, 1993; Wang & Amato, 2000). This is a feature that 
should be incorporated into the design of early intervention initiatives as a 
goal for program outcomes; 
iv) Sibling relationships were not identified as a prime support of the children. 
Children in this research did not ‘feel’ supported in their family in the early 
period following the separation. They did, however, feel greatly supported by 
their friends. This affirms the importance of peer based intervention for 
children of separation. 
Peer-based psycho-educational models are not new and are indeed widely found 
within church, school and community based services in Australia. It is argued that a grief 
model (i.e., DPMSc) should guide such peer support initiatives. The evaluation of such 
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programs based on a common framework may contribute to the testing of this model and 
research-driven practice, which is noted as quite absent in the bereavement field (Jordan, 
2000; Neimeyer, 2000b; Wolfe & Jordan, 2000). This divide of cultures (Cashmore, 2003) 
limits mutual learning and stilts the advancement of theory driven practice. Indeed, what 
constitutes best practice in children’s separation work is not yet established in Australia.  
Policy implications 
Further research is needed to identify both practice standards for children’s separation 
adjustment and refine intervention models, such as the DPMSc. Australia has an existing 
network of federally funded programs for separated children and families operating within 
community-based services in which these could be trialled and evaluated without the need to 
set up standalone research programs and clinics. The high cost of evaluating programs is 
often a barrier for the community sector. This could be overcome by Government initiatives 
and funding, offering insight into what is working and why. While effective children’s 
separation interventions are likely already existing within the community, limited evaluations 
prevent a more thorough understanding of this practice.    
Currently there is no clear initiative from the Australian Federal Government in the 
support of using a specific grief approach for community-based children’s post-separation 
interventions. An evaluation of Supporting Children after Separation (SCaSP) (Family 
Relationships Online, n.d.,) found that grief frameworks were implied in the use of 
interventions across the SCaSP service delivery outlets but the frameworks used were often 
not articulated (McArthur et al., 2011). The following suggestions are put forward as key 
areas of policy driven initiatives:  
i) The establishment of practice standards for children of separation would more 
clearly direct practice approaches used by the array of community-based 
services across Australia. Potentially this contributes to dialogue, mutual 
learning and an enhanced understanding within the sector of the needs of 
children;  
ii) Grief frameworks, such as the DPMSc, be incorporated into funded children’s 
services, such as SCaSP, and further research opportunities be set up within 
the sector contributing to the refinement of such models;  
iii) Disseminate information to parents regarding the impact of separation on their 
children through services and networks that are additional to current 
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separation-specific federally funded initiatives, and Family Court services. 
Schools, libraries and more generic community based services for instance are 
appropriate targets for pamphlets and free information sessions to parents.   
iv) Provide countrywide practitioner training to facilitate the initial development 
of practice standards and thereafter allow the dissemination of education to 
practitioners about such practice standards and the core issues that children of 
separation will encounter that are different to bereavement.  
Concluding statements  
There is great individual variation in children’s outcomes (Demo & Fine, 2010; Pryor & 
Rodgers, 2001; Rodgers & Pryor, 1998). However, it is not sufficient to assume that ‘most’ 
children will adjust if they receive support (Kelly & Emery, 2003). Direct reports of children 
of separation indicate they are not always offered this support (Bagshaw, 2007; Wallerstein & 
Kelly, 1980), nor the information they need/ want about what is happening in their family 
(Smith & Gollop, 2001a). Furthermore, they believe their pain over the separation is not fully 
acknowledged within the family (Taylor, 2001). Parents could be informed/reminded of the 
difficulties that children experience during the upheaval of separation and what they 
themselves might do to support them, including what services might help their child. We 
cannot rely on children to ask for help during such a deeply private (Bruce & Schultz, 2001; 
Gerrard, 2002) and potentially isolating period of their lives.  
Much is already understood through decades of research regarding risk factors for 
children of separation - high parental conflict, poor parental communication/ low parenting 
skills, and on-going transitions and family formations. Rather than normalizing and (thereby 
minimising) children’s separation adjustment, there is a need to acknowledge the grief 
experience therein. Although loss is normative for children (Corr, 2000a; Kastenbaum, 2000; 
Murray, 2000) it does not mean children do not require support and care during these times, 
nor does it mean that all families can offer this without being helped to understand what is 
required.   
There is much that can be fostered – and enhanced - within the existing communities 
of school, church and family about how to care for children during what is an intensely 
painful, private – and therefore potentially lonely – journey. However, we cannot over-
estimate the ability of the family to attend to children at this time of crisis and change, when 
they themselves are burdened by their own grief (Bagshaw, 1998 ; Baker, Sedney, & Gross, 
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1992), struggling with guilt over the break-up (Emery, 2006), and attending to many practical 
matters and thereby emotionally compromised (Biank & Werner-Lin, 2011; Gerrard, 2002).  
We are biologically wired to respond to the loss of significant others (Bowlby, 1961, 
1980). Although separation does not take a parent from the world forever, it does separate a 
child from the daily life of their two most significant caregivers and the context of their 
nuclear family. Children do not choose separation (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001); given the choice 
they would mostly not wish for this to occur in their families, as indicated by the children of 
this research. If one in four Australian children will experience either the divorce or the 
permanent separation of their parents before the age of 16 years (Rodgers, Gray, Davidson, & 
Butterworth, 2011), supporting children to navigate this grief process is an issue that should 
continue to be a priority, not only for parents regarding the care of their children, but for 
policy makers and the community at large. 
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Appendix 1: Gatekeeper supporting documentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To Whom it May Concern 
Ms Sue Wigginton has approach our organisation as a possible source for referral for her proposed 
PhD study titled Understanding the process of adjustment to loss following separation.  
I would like to confirm that Centacare Catholic Family and Community Services Metropolitan Region 
would offer support to this study in the form of assisting Sue with subject recruitment once ethical 
clearance has been obtained. We currently operate one Family and Relationship Centre and a 
Regional Dispute Resolution Service that both provide family mediation to assist families to make 
arrangements that have the best interests of the children as the fore. We also have a program for 
children whose families have been touched by parents separating. With this array of programs we 
would have a client group who may benefit from being involved in and party to the outcomes of this 
program of study. 
Additionally our services would be open to providing families involved in the study any additional 
support they may require such as family counseling.  
Should you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me, 
Yours Sincerely  
Dr Kerryann Cook 
Regional Manager – Metropolitan Services 
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Appendix 2: Parent information and consent sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
Part One – Parent Information Sheet 
 
Thank you for considering being a part of this study which is titled:  
 
Understanding the process of adjustment to loss following separation. 
What has grief got to do with it? 
 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this study is to understand the experience of children who have experienced their 
parent’s separation in the last 24 months.  
 
The Study: 
The study will involve the interviewing of 15 children who are age between 7-13years. For each 
child, at least one of their biological parents is needed to be part of the study.  The second parent 
may also choose to be involved where this is agreeable for all involved. All participants will be 
interviewed at least twice. These interviews will be approximately 8 months apart and allow family 
members to talk of their experiences at these different times. A short follow-up meeting may be 
needed after each interview to re-visit a question that was not covered completely. A participating 
family can therefore expect to be involved with this study for a time period of under a year, with at 
least two meetings per person with the researcher during this time. Each meeting will be set up at 
times convenient for them.  
 
The interview: 
Children will be invited to describe how they understand the separation of their parents and what 
this experience has been like for them. The children’s interview will be conducted in a child-friendly 
manner that makes use of art and play activities to assist them in describing events and feelings to 
the researcher. The researcher is experienced in working with children of this age in interview 
settings. The adult’s interview will allow the parent to talk about their child’s adjustment. Each 
interview will last no more than 60 minutes for a child and up to 90 minutes for an adult. All 
interviews will be recorded (videotaped in the case of the child) to allow the researcher to 
The School of Social 
Work and Human 
Services 
Head of School 
Howard Karger 
Deputy Head of School  
Rose Melville 
CRICOS PROVIDER NUMBER 00025B 
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concentrate on the interview while it is taking place. The venue used will usually be the home unless 
the family prefers to use another venue.  
 
Benefit to participants: 
In social science research studies children are not frequently asked to participate directly and give 
their views about their experiences. This study is an opportunity for children to do this. Children are 
the best ones to talk about their own experiences. This information may in the long term help 
service providers in community services to improve the design of children’s programs that support 
children following separation. Also, parents will have an opportunity to talk about their children’s 
experience of separation from the intimate view of the primary care giver. This is an opportunity to 
contribute uniquely to an important study that is aimed at an area of life that is of growing 
significance in Australian society. Part of the interest of this study is to identify how children’s and 
parent’s views of a child’s experience are similar or different from one another. The researcher has 
been involved for over a decade in working with children and parents who are adjusting to 
separation experiences.  
 
Confidentiality and Privacy 
As a participant you can expect privacy and confidentiality to be maintained throughout the study. 
The identity of participants will only be known by the researcher and names will be replaced by 
pseudonyms which you will choose at the time of interviewing. All interview material will be stored 
safely and securely in locked filing cabinets at the University of Queensland. 
 
Participation: 
By consenting to participate in this study you are agreeing to yourself and / or your child being 
interviewed. Your participation is completely voluntary and you may withdraw at any time without 
any repercussion or penalty. The researcher will keep any interview material that has been 
generated to date to use in the study and this includes a child’s art work.  
 
Participants will be shown a summary of their interview once the interview has been transcribed. 
This will give you an opportunity to provide feedback. The child’s summary will include photographs 
of their art work where relevant. The original art work will be kept by the researcher.  
 
Referral: 
At any time during the study the researcher is able to assist you with referral to support services 
should either you or your child wish to talk with a counsellor about something that was raised by the 
interview. The researcher may make recommendations to the parent regarding this based on what 
they have observed of the child during interview.   
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Note: The interview is not a counselling session. The purpose of the interview is to gain the 
participants ‘story’. The purpose of counselling is to assist a person to feel better about a situation 
and / or gain coping strategies.  
 
Identified support services:  
1. Centacare CFCS based in Fortitude Valle provide counselling services to adults and 
children as well as parenting support (fee negotiated according to income). 
Telephone 07-3252-4371. Visit the website at: www.centacarebrisbane.net.au 
 
2. SCaSP (Supporting Children after Separation Program) provide free counselling 
services to children aged up to 16 years.  
Telephone: 1300 761 842  Visit the website at: www.uccommunity.org.au 
 
  
The study has been cleared by one of the human ethics committees of the University of Queensland 
in accordance with the National Health and Medical Research Council’s guidelines.  You are free to 
discuss your participation in this study with Sue Wigginton on (07) 3365 1265 Email: 
swigginton@uq.edu.au, or the advisory team, Assoc Prof Judith Murray on 
judith.murray@uq.edu.au, or Assoc Prof Peter Newcombe on newc@psy.uq.edu.au.  
 
If you would like to speak to an officer of the University not involved in the study, you may contact 
the Ethics Officer on (07) 3365 3924.  Thank you for your time.  
 
Part 2 - Parent Participation Consent Form  
 
Please read this summary before signing and completing the details below, and returning this page 
only to the researcher: 
 
• I have read and understood the attached Information sheet. 
• I understand that I need to make myself and/or my child available for interviewing at least 
twice during the study, at times that are convenient to me in discussion with the 
researcher   
• I understand that I am participating voluntarily, and that I may withdraw at any time 
without penalty. If I withdraw from the study, the researcher will keep all interview 
material generated so far, including children’s art work. 
• I understand that I may provide feedback to the researcher and comment if I wish to on 
seeing a summary of my interview.  
• I understand that the interview material will be used by the researcher to complete the 
study, write professional articles and/or write other publications based on the results of 
this study.  
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• I understand that my identity will be protected at all times, and the researcher will use a 
pseudonym in referencing my interview throughout the study.  
 
Should you agree to the terms of participation please sign below and return using the collection 
boxes provided in the reception area of the agency where you obtained this form, or post to the 
researcher:  
Ms Sue Wigginton 
University of Queensland, St Lucia Campus 
School of Social Work and Human Services 
Brisbane, Queensland 4072, Australia.  
 
Name of Parent ........................................................................................................... 
I give the researcher permission to contact me for the purpose of participating in this study. My 
contact details are as follows:  
Telephone:................................................Mobile:....................................... 
Email: ......................................................................................................... 
 
 I give consent for my child to take part in the study  and be videotaped  Yes / No 
 
My child’s name is....................................................................................... 
Date of birth................................................................................................. 
 
My ex-partner needs to be involved in providing consent for our child’s participation.  
Yes / No 
 
I give permission for the researcher to contact him/ her for this purpose.Yes/ No 
Name of other parent:.......................................................................... 
Best Contact  ...................................................................................................... 
 
I understand my ex-partner will become aware that I am participating in the study along with our 
child though this process and that they may choose to be part of the study as well. However, all 
interview material remains confidential to other participants.  
 
Signed.............................................................................Date:....................................... 
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Appendix 3: Parent semi-structured interview guide 
 
1. Introduction  
 
(Begin tape recording) 
Thank you for making yourself available today.  I am aware that there would have been so 
many things that have happened in this short time, and so many experiences and feelings that 
you will all have been going through, but you will recall that the main purpose of these 
interviews is for me to understand how Johnny is managing  since the separation, so I will 
take you back to this if our conversation seems to go off track at times. But before we begin I 
would like to ask you a few simple demographic questions about yourself and your child – 
refer to table over page.  
 
2. Questions 
 
1. What would you say is Johnny’s understanding of the separation – what has 
happened and why for example?  
(Probe the context for the child of how he found out/ who told him / what is he 
likely to believe happened between his parents.) 
2. How would you describe Johnny’s experience of the separation so far – what has it 
been like for him?  
(Probe the adjustment for the child that has taken place to date and how he has 
coped in parent’s perception) 
 
3. Of the changes that you have described that have impacted Johnny, what do you 
think has been the most significant change for him?  
What do you think Johnny would say if I were to ask him/her that question?  
(Probe parent’s perception of what has been lost for the child and parent’s sense of 
the congruence of this between child and parent).  
 
4. You have talked about changes for Johnny, how do you think he is responding at the 
moment to them?  
What do you think worries him or upsets him?   
(Probe regarding his general coping strategies and loss related activities). 
Do you notice anything about the way Johnny is trying to adjust these days?  What 
seems to be occupying him/her or keeping him/her busy? Are there particular 
people or things that really seem to be important to him at the moment? 
(Probe new friendships/ activities that are child’s coping responses to restoration 
orientated activities.)  
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3. End Interview and turn off tape recorder. 
  
Parent Child 
Name  Name  
Date of birth  DOB  
Marital status current / 
prev 
 #  siblings and ages  
Date of separation  Place of birth  
Highest level of 
education 
 Current education 
level attending 
 
Place of birth    
Care arrangements    
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Appendix 4: Children’s semi-structured interview guide 
 
1. Introduction 
 
 Hallo, Johnny, it is nice to see you again. How are you? You remember we talked a while 
ago about me coming to spend some time with you to talk about your family and how things 
have been for you since your parents separated? Well, it is time for us to do that today! This 
looks like a nice spot in your house for us to chat and do some activities together. Thank you 
for getting it ready for us.  
 
Turn on camera and let child see through the lens explaining what it is for.  
 
I brought some things along today – lets gets some of them out shall we. (Let child unpack a 
few things that takes their attention from the bags and boxes).  
 
Interview continues in similar vein, introducing each topic choosing an activity that 
we will work with in a relaxed manner. Particular note will be taken of the interest 
that the child shows for an activity – what appeals to them as a choice of medium. 
Also particular note will be taken of the level of engagement that the child is showing 
to help guide the interview process, choice of activities and when to cease the 
interview.  
 
2. Building rapport 
I thought we might start talking about some things you like – you know just things that you do 
or places you go, maybe people who are really special to you. Ok? We might use these scrolls 
to get started. I can pick one out of the bucket and answer the question that is written on it, 
then you can pick one out of the bucket and have a turn to answer. If you don’t like the 
question you could tell me to answer it instead!  
3. Interview 
 
The table (depicted in the next two pages) provides the interview guide of thematic 
breaks, activities and accompanying explorative questions and probes.  
 
4. Ending interview. Closure for the child: How are you feeling having shared this? Turn 
off camera 
 
5. Quick check in with parent that interview went well. Are there any concerns to share?  
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Thematic 
Guide  
Play techniques to choose 
from  
Key Questions and probes 
There are three 
main thematic 
areas the 
interview 
process will 
cover.  
Activity marked in bold is 
the first choice that will be 
replicated with all children, 
other activities may be 
drawn upon to complement 
these and assist in providing 
further content.  
In order to explore the three themes during 
the interview process, and complement the 
use of play activities, the following questions 
will be used to direct exploration of the 
child’s experience in relation to their 
responses via creative techniques.   
  
a.  
My family 
situation 
Meaning 
making   
My family drawing  
  
My family depicted with 
symbols 
Tell me about what happened in your family. 
How is your family now since your parents 
separated? What does separation mean to 
you? How has it affected you? What is it like 
being you in the family these days? How 
much time do you spend thinking about this?  
(Probes overall sense of separation 
experience and meaning of loss for child. 
Detail of how did they find out? Who told 
them?) 
b:  
My life now 
and the 
changes that 
have taken 
place in my 
family and in 
my life 
 
Two house and the road 
between  
Let’s draw mum’s house over here and dad’s 
house over there and join them with a road. 
OK? It is a bit like the road you drive on 
when you go to Mum’s/ Dad’s house at the 
weekend. I want us to think about what is 
different for you and your family now since 
the separation.   
 Probes grief experiences – loss orientation as 
well as particular events, and experiences 
that are significant. Are there some changes 
that are more significant than others?) 
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c:  
Coping 
resources  
 
Three wishes for my 
family 
Me then, me now and the 
bridge between 
Self drawing 
Letter of advice to my peers  
Strength cards 
If you could change something in your family 
what would it be? 
(Probes what might still be unresolved for the 
child.) 
I imagine you have learnt some things about 
yourself and your family that you might not 
have known before – like you are good at 
taking the garbage out! We are going to 
draw you on one side of a bridge which is 
you before the separation, and you on the 
other side which is you now. The bridge joins 
the two pictures of you to each other. We can 
talk about how you are different now and 
what helped you through this time since your 
parents separated. How do you see yourself 
as different now? 
(Probes coping resources and strengths 
identified for self and child’s sense of their 
ability to cope at the moment)  
What would you tell other kids your age 
about separation and how to manage it?  
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Appendix 5: Children’s information and consent form 
 
 
 
 
 
Information Sheet and Child’s Participation Consent Form 
Who am I? 
 
My name is Sue and I am a student at the University of Queensland. I have spent a lot of time 
working with children and their parents when the parents separate. I know it can be a difficult time 
for everyone, but I have learnt that everyone has different feelings about what is happening to them 
and it is good to talk about that sometimes.   
 
What is the study about?  
 
My study is about children’s thoughts and feelings when a separation has 
happened in their family. I hope I can learn more about what children think 
about their parent’s separating, what this means to them, what changes 
happen in their family and what they do to keep themselves feeling OK.  
 
Adults don’t always ask children about the things that have happened to them. But I think you are 
the one who knows best how you feel about your own family and things that happen to you so it is 
important for my study that I talk with you. Your mum and dad are also really important and they 
know a lot about what is going on for you, so I am going to ask them about what they think family 
separation has been like for you too.  
 
Confidentiality – what is that?  
 
Everyone who I talk to needs to know that I won’t repeat everything 
 they tell me to another family member or other people who are part 
 of the study. We call that keeping their story confidential. That means that when I write about you 
in my study I will need to use 
 a made up name that you choose.  
The School of Social 
Work and Human 
Services 
Head of School 
Howard Karger 
Deputy Head of School  
Rose Melville 
CRICOS PROVIDER NUMBER 00025B 
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Your parent/s will want to know that you are OK at the end of it. So I will let them know that is has 
gone fine when I finish our talk. Remember I don’t tell even your mum or your dad what you talk to 
me about.  
 
But, if I am a little concerned about you – maybe that you seem very upset about something we 
talked about – I will let your parent know that you were upset. Sometimes parents and children 
decide they want to talk with a counsellor. A counsellor is a person who helps us with our problems. 
It can help us feel better about things that are going on in our lives. 
 
If I am very worried about you for some reason I will need to let your parents know so they can get 
the right help. Maybe if you told me you were being bullied at school but no one knew, or maybe 
that an adult in your family makes you feel scared. It is part of what adults do to keep children safe 
and healthy. If I have to talk to your parents about something serious you told me you will always 
know I am going to do that and we will talk together before and work out how I talk to them. Does 
that make sense to you? 
 
 
    Do we just talk in the interview? Boring! 
 
 We will do lots of different things. We will do some drawing and we will 
play a game or two to get to know each to other. I have got some funny 
cards with pictures on too which we can look at to see if any of them remind 
you of how you feel sometimes. I also have lots of symbols – we will look at 
those and use them to describe people in your family. It will be fun – not too 
much talking – and when you need to stop you will let me know.   
 
I am going to use a camera to film us while we are busy together – that is 
 so I don’t forget any important part of what you are saying or doing.  
 
You can change your mind any time about being part of this study and it is OK.  
You and your parent can stop seeing me and talking with me and it will not be a problem for anyone. 
No one gets punished or gets into trouble. I will keep your interview to use in my study though.  
 
After interviews I will write up the things we talked about and bring it to show you. We will read it 
together and look at photographs of your art work. You can tell me if I have understood things 
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correctly. You will get a Movie gift voucher for two each time I interview you. So if you choose to do 
this study you will get two lots of movie tickets for yourself and a friend.  
 
The university I belong to wants to make sure I am doing my interviews in the best possible way. So I 
have a supervisor who talks to me and checks my work. It is important to everyone at the University 
that when we talk with children we do it well and children feel good about being part of our studies. 
I hope you feel that way. If you don’t I want you to talk with your mum and dad or me about it so we 
can work out what we need to do to make you feel more comfortable.  
 
Sometimes children worry that what they say is going to hurt their family.  
Remember that everything we talk about is confidential – your family won’t  
know what you have said. When I tell your story in my University thesis  
(which is like a book) I will be careful to make sure that I tell it in a  
way that helps other families and children who may be going through similar things 
and especially helps people who work with families like yours, to know how to help.  
 
If you would like to be part of this study, remember the following things: 
• You will be interviewed twice – once now and once in about half a year’s time 
• Our interview will be confidential – I won’t repeat what you tell me  
• You can look at a summary of your interview and check it with me.  
• You can do all this at home and I will bring my camera to your house.  
• Mum or dad can be at home with you. 
• If you change your mind about being part of the study that is OK.  You can stop.  
 
 
I agree to be part of this study. 
Name........................................................................................... 
 
Sign..............................................................................Date............................................ 
 
Witness.........................................................................Date............................................ 
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